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PREFACE. 

That portion of the Bolan Pass and Nushki Railway District 
which is included in Agency Territories is alone dealt with in the 
accompanying volume. An account of the Kurds, Sahtakzais and 
other tribes, which are outside the tahsildar's jurisdiction for politi
cal purposes, is included in the Gazetteer of Sarawan. · 

Most of the matter included in the volume is original, but, in 
dealing with the two most important subjects, viz., the distribution 
of the Kirta lands and the levy service, much assistance has been 
derived from reports written at various times by Major H. M. Temple, 
formerly Political Agent in Kalat. The constant disputes which 
have arisen over the Kirta land, and the magnitude of the levy 
service in such a relatively small area constitute the justification 
for the length at which these two subjects have been treated. 
It is hoped that the statement in Volume B, showing the actual 
distribution made .of the Kirta land in October 1905, will be parti
cularly useful to the District Officers. 

As in the case of Quetta-Pishi:n, the material for the volume 
was collected by Rai Sahib Diwan Jamiat Rai who personally 
visited the Bolan on more 'than one occasion. He had previously 
acquired an intimate acquaintance with local conditions when 
serving as Native Assistant in the Bolan in 1897. I take this 
opportunity of tendering him my acknowledgments for the great 
assistance he has renderesl me. I am also indebted to the local 
officials for the promptness with which the numerous references, 
which had to be made, have been attended to. 

The draft has been examined and passed by Major H. L. 
Showers, c. I. E., Political Agent, Kalat, whose courtesy in placing 
his office records at my disposal I also have to acknowledge. 

QUETTA1 1905. R. HUGHES-BULLER. 
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cH.A.Pn;R · r.~DESCRIPTIYE. 

The Bolan P!.t~B a,nd ~ushki Railway .District is sj.tqatedJ' PHYSICAL 

i,p. the ~ot:th-western part of the .tract.of t1Ie·<!Ount.ry 41,: 
8
A.sPEc.Ts. 

n· 1 h' J..! hi h . dir ·tl d ·B 'ti h . .:t • • ltuatlOn, ...,.a uc u1w.n. w c IS ec y un er. .l"l IL a.,.:r;ruu.Istra~: dimensions, 

tiori; the main part, comprising the Pass, lie& between a:,_d .::1;~~ 
north latitudes· 29° 24' and 30° 10', and _east long~t.udes: 

~7° 4' and 67°. 44'. . The District, as now · eonstituted: 
(1995),. includes. ·besides . the Pass: proper,.: the . ·l~;tnds; 
o~cupied ·.by the Mushkaf-Boian. and the Quetta-Nushki. 
N.a.ilways. Local tradition .asserts that the Pass. de:rive~t-
its name from Bolan, a .Rind Baloch, whom Mir CMkarr 
sent in.advance to_ explore the· route when the Baloch 
were. spreading .southw;:trd from the Jralat h,ighlapds· ·t<;)~ 
Kachhi and the Plil;ljab. 

The boundaries of the Bolan Pass ·were; tJ;ms described Boundaries, 

in 1887 by the late Sir Oliver St. John, then Agent 
to the Governor-General, in a report submitted to· tha. 
(1overnment of. India on the administrative· arrangement~ 
to be made after the Pass had been .ceded. to the 
British Government. 

"The tract of country, which is known for ;aduiinistr~ 
tive purposes by the name .of :Bolan Pass, .extends: from 
Rindli to Darwaza. inclqsive; ~ distance ¢.about 60 Iniles• 
It is bounded on the east by Thal-Chotiali (now Sibi) District 
and on the west.· by· te!ritory. under,_the .administration 
of the Khan of Kalat or his Sardars,.though the boundaries 
on either side have never been defined. : At its embouchure; 
it is divided by a narrow strip of country' under the direct 
government of the Khan from the assigned . District of 
Sibi, and on the north it meets· the Quetta District at 
Darwaza." 
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PHYSICAL 
ASPECTS. 

Configura. 
tion. 

BOLAN. 

The boundaries thus defined include an area of about 
900 square miles. They have never been ·demarcated 
since the time that Sir Oliver St. John wrote, and there 
is some doubt as to what the limits actually are. Outside 
the catchment area of the Bolan river, the jur.isdiction of 
the tahsildar of the Bolan, at present (1905), extends to 
the Mushkaf-Bolan Railway between Nari Bank and the 
Sariab railway' crossing, about 10! ;miles from Quetta, 
and to the branch from Nan Bank to Rindli. The por
tion of the Nushki Railway between Spezand and Sohro~ 
Sham, the eastern boundary of the Chagai District, has 
been added to the District since 1903. 'On the railways, 
the area ceded by the Khan to the British Government 
comprises the land for one hundred feet on either side of 
the line, places occupied by buildings, and a quarter of a 
mile of land on either side of station buildings~ 

The Pass proper extends from Kolpur, known to the 
natives as the Kharlakai Kotal, to Rindli with a to~al 
length. of about 54 miles* and varying breadth. The 
widest part is· the Laieji plain~ The elevation is about 
500 feet above sea level at the mouth and about 5,900 at the 
head of the Pass. The general character of the District 
is mountainous, the mountains being intersectt-d by long 
narrow valleys. The drainage is carried off to the south 
by the Bolan river and the Mach or Mushkaf hill torrent, 
and it is along these streams and their tributaries that 
the valleys lie. The Pass is narrow between Kharlakai 
Kotal and Mach, and, in places, enclosed within high 
mountains. 

Below Mach lies the Laleji plain which is about 25 
miles long from north to south, 6 miles wide at its 
broadest point, and has an elevation varying from 998 
to .1,885 feet. It is covered with coarse gravel, which 
appears to have been entirely deposited by streams 
running from the surrounding hills, a large proportion of 

•Khadaka.i Kotal or Kolpur to Rindli is 60 miles by road. 



HiLLS. 

the pebbles consisting of nummulitic limestone. It has a 
c~nsiderable asce~t from so~th to north. At ~he southern 
end of the plain is Kirta, and below Kirta the Pass again 
narrows ~o a gorge known as the Afghan .Ponzak, 
broadens a little neaz: Drajbent or 'long.flat,' and .. narrows. 
again at the point known by the Brahuis as Niwling, now 
traversed by the Kundalani bridge. This point is said .to 
be the southern boundary of the Kuchiks of Kirta, the 
flats below it being owned by the Garranis and Ktirds. 

• The Gwanden or little Dasht and the Bhalla or great 
Dasht, · also known as the Dasht-i-Bedaulat, through 
which the military road and the railway pass, lie to the 
n()rth of the ·Kharlakai Kotal, and are _broad flat mud 
plains consisting of fine soil probably of sub-aerial origin 
and very fertile w4en irrigated. . 

The mountains belong to .the Central :Brahui Range, 
which occupies the northern part of Jhalawan and t4e 
whole of the Sarawan country in the Kalat State and 
parts of the Administered Areas of Baluchistan, and 
forms the upper portion of the great system to which 
Pottinger gave the name of the Brahooick (Brah~) 
mountains. The hills that enclose the Bolan Pass, 
though forming a single system, bear separate mi.m~s 
in different localities, the. best known among them being 
the Maurjik or !Ia~rjigh (2,820 feet) and Dan Kash na 
Lath in the south; the Kohan Lath (3,307), with its 
northern extension separating the Laleji pl~i~ from the 
Mushkaf valley called the Panerband (2,081), the Takari 
or Traki-i (3,950) across- which a path goes froin Pishi to 
the Sangan valley, the Chitarki (2,531), Kandhar (6,265), 
P'll' Mard (8,150), Nodgwar (10,390),' with Shug .(10,300) 
and Zen (9,310) on the east; and the BacMm (7,619), 
Marzuban · (7,536), Kulli (7,341), Traku (6,899), Rushi 
(6,726), Garai (4,962), Kandari (3,871) and Nagau hills 
on the west. . 

The hills that lie north of Mach1 locally known as 

PHYSICAL 
ASPECTS. 

Hills. 



Boil"$. 

:PiiYsxiiAt . 'Kh1l~is~n; are_ clai_med by the Kurds and the Sa~takzai~·~ 
ASPECTS~ f • . • • . 

Hills. 
and· those to the ·'south are owned by the Kuchik Baloch 
bf kirta; but the latter claim all the country up to the 
Khitrlak:~.i Kotal. ·Most of the hills bear little or no 
vegetation; ' but in the Khurasan · hills Pistacia · mutica, 
Pislaeia klianjak, j'uniper, olive and wild almond are to 
be seen, with wild pomegranates in . a. few pliwes. The 
few trees in the south include the :kUnair (Zizypkusjujuba), 
p£r (Salvadora oleoides), arid luiler (Oappa1·is apkylla)~ 
'· ·M.r. G. L; Griesbach of the Geological Survey of--India 
gives the .following· account .of· the geology .-of: tp.e~ hill 
a-a~ge~.'!l'· .. · .. ~ . .. .. 
· u:E_n~ring :the · Bolan _Pass from India, one· has to 
traverse -a. )!Umbel;' .of m.ore or Jess p!Lrallel ridges with 
tolerably. easy passes leading . over 'them. . Dislocations; 
mostly v~rtica.l to the strike of. the rangef:1, have. pr~pared 
the co1,.1rs~ (in "the first instal)ce}forri:vers,_as for ~~ampl~ 
the B.olan~ the ~ ~~i, ~tc~ ' 

) 'I • • , • I \ ' ~ 

* * . *. * .. *· '* -
: '~ ':{'~e, g~o~ogical · stru~ture, in spite of the' nu'~~~~~~ 
~ontortions and partial dislocations, is extremely slln.ple. 
The. w~stern ridges and, at .the same time, the highest 
.Ones~ _alopg whic~ line is found the Takatu hill~ are ma.de 
:up of cretaceous rocks, folded and raised into dome-shaped 
masses~ showing a great deal of loca.I disturbance. Eas~ 
_of the highest · pitrt of the Bolan Pasa, near Si~-i-Bolan 
:csar-:-i-Bolan), and between that line and KU:ndalani~ 
,eocene rocks of the nummulitic limestone facies. prevail 
";ith a lowet. coal-bearing series (Ranikot ·beds). These 
'beds have als~ undergone great lateral pressure and are 
folded;', ~aised into dome-shaped masses, and in places 
i~YE\rted, making detailed examination a.·work of C~nsider
able~.'cliffi.culty. Eas~wa~d of this ground,. aQ.d, deposited 
_quite_ unconf~rinablj againilt the "upraised beds of.. the 
eo eerie. series, the · niiddle and upper tertiary . rocks (Ga~ 
. •.M~II!!JWB. of the Geologieal Survey 9{ Jndit~, Vol • .,X:Vlll, part I, 
6~ ISSI. . ·, . . . . . . - . . . . -



·RTrTERS. 
and Minchhar gr~nps) form ·s~y~~af ridges' of:~o~siderabl,e P·aYsicAt 
height, whlch•frolli. afar off. can easily oe cllstmgn,ished ASPECTS. 
from the eocene'lime.stone hill on the westward, 'present-
ing a totally 4ifferent physical aspect 'itnd outlihe'. : -~ . 

* * *' * . * * ·,. * . 
· " I found that in the main · struc~ural' features·: th~ i~rea 

of the BrahUik hilis corresponds closely ~th ·th~ sections 
given by ~Ir. Blanford in his 'Western'.Sind/ anct had 
it been possib~e to . devote more time to the exainin!!-tion 
of'the Bolan, no doubt all his sub-divis1o:ri.s of the tertiary 
series could have been· identified. As it is; I am''quite 
certain that the hills between: the Tudus . plain and the 
Quetta valley ·are ~imply ~ conti~uation of the Kirthar 
ra~ge, and that very littie ·aifference: will . oe £6und 
between the two sections." .. . . . . . . . .. " 

Of the :two rivers in the District, th~ "Bolil.~' and the · Rivers. 
Mushkaf, the for~er has bj far the· hirger ·-a·~;~inage ire~. 

The Bolan river rises ne~r- Kolpur: but 'the water o:rily The Bolan 
makes its first appearance at Sar-i.:. Bola~ {36 ~iies :fr~fu river. 

Quetta) and· disappears again ~1e~r Abig~m ~hal-e; how'-
ever, a s~all fl~t' or thal is _first irrigated from it~ w~t~~· 
Near Bibi Nani, the Bolan is joined· from the w~st' by the 
Sara.~an river, knoWn locally 'as the Dardai:J, aiid ~1so as 
the Ka~r Bibi Nani, and from this pofut a ·perimnf~l 
stream appears. A channel for irrigation ·purposes 'is 
taken to Kirt~ village, a distance of about tweiV'e mile~_, 
from the Chirian :Buth,· where a dam . is erectea:: After 
flowing through the Laleji plaill past Kirta; the river. cut~ 

, • • p. -· •• \ ; ••• • 

its way through the Afghan Ponzak, and . is joined~ at 
Kundalani from ~he west by' the perennial water~ ofthe 
_KU:mbela strea~ and ·emerges into the Dadh#_plliin ~~ar 
Pir Cbauki. After passing .through I)adhar;_ ·w~ere ~_!l~ 
water is largely used for irrigation;. th~ river is e.ventually 
diss~pated into ·the great plain ~f J{achhi. ·The tot~~ 
length ·o·f 'the river from Kolpnr to its exit in' the plain ~s 
about 88 miles; The . perennial water . of· . the '>Kaur 
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Bibi Nani is almost entirely: utilised for the irrigation oi 
land belonging to _the Kuchiks of Kirta. Close to ana 
south of the village several springs add their supply of 
water to the river, the pe~ennial flow of whlch at thi~ 
point is considerable. Between Kirta and N aoling some 
portion of the water is employed for irrigating small flat~ 
beside the river," andbelo~ Kun:cialani th~ KundaJani, and 
Drabbl lands belonging to the Garraci. and the Kurds' 
are aiso irrigated frOJn the rive~. . 

Many hill torrents empty themselves into the riverli 
causing violent floods after heavy rains;. the principal 
affi.uents from the north. are the Dozan, Dhirok, Sulak~ 
Ana.ri, Khob~t, Sinkni, and Pishi; and from the west the 
Muhammad Guzzi, Gishtri, Getani, Tonitok, KhajUri, 
Dardan, Garai and Kumbela. 

The depressions where water collects in pools are 
known as dumb and usually contain fish. Among them 
are Snr Dumb about 1 mile to the south of lQrta ; 
Kauntrani Dumb, on'e of the largest, between Naoling 
and Kundalani ; Kundalani Dumb close to the levy post ; 
Tosha-na Dumb about a mile below Kundalani; ana 
Drabbi Wala Dumb, about 31 miles from Kundalani. 
· Sudden floods are of not infrequent occurrence in thE 

Bolan river and sometimes cause heavy loss of life and 
property. "In Baluchistan," writes Sir Thomas Holdich,il 
"the phenomenon of an irresistible flood let sudden]~ 
loose and carrying all before it, after a comparative!~ 
local rainfall is not at all uncommon. It was such a flooc 
that utterly destroyed the Bolan railway, ere the MushkaJ 
alignment was adopted. When that . railway was cons· 
t~cted, the Baloch greybeards wagged their heads an( 
said. 'Wait till a flood comes, you haven't seen one yet. 
We waited a long time and then the flood did come (ii 
August, 1890) and it not only buried a large section of th4 
line so deep that I doubt if the metals have ever yet bee1 

• 'I.'" Indian Borderla1•d, by Col. Su· T. H~ Holdich, page 15. 



A view of tlw Bolan Pass--:-Cascade ln·idge aml tunnel. 
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recovered, but it also washed away a ziarat (shrine) or two 
belonging to the same Baloch advisers, a fact wlilch seems 
to indicate that they had hardly appreciated the capacity of 
a Bolan flood themselves." The local people tell of many 
ravages caused by such floods, a party of twenty Brahuis 
with their cattle and property having been carried off 
between Kundalani and Kirta in 1882, and a similar fate 
befalling a party of half a dozen Brahuis between Dozan · 
and Hirok in 1896. · 

The Mushkaf hill torJ::ent is composed by the confluence 
of four smaller torrents which rise from the P'U' Mard, 
Kandhar, Urghuzzi and Jangihan hills, the river, on their 
junction, being known as the :Matavni. In its southward. 
course, it is joined by Rekhami, :Much and Zai •. Like the 
Bolan it is subject to heavy floods ·which are used 'for 
flood-crop cultivation in the tracts to the west of the 
:Mushkaf railway station. · 

It seems to the traveller on entering the Bolan as if the 
scenery was devoid of everything save stones, rocks and 
sand-coloured hills. The mountains, towering into the. 
distance, rise hard, relentless, and grey against the sky. 
Brown, yellow, and grey, unmodified by verdure, l).re the 
predominant colours of the rocks, of the dry water courses, 
and of the general landscape. The only signs of life are 
the camels, goats and sheep travelling to and from the. 
plains or the little tufted birds, sand-coloured like the 
earth in which they build. In this scene of monotonous 
desolation, the· only redeeming features are the emerald 
green of the cultivation round Kirta and the orchards of 
Mach and Hirok. 

The rocks forming the Bolan Pass and the neighbouring 
regions consist of a varied series including jurassic (lower 
and upper cretaceous) strata; basalt flows of the Deccan 
trap age; Ghazij and Sprntangi beds (middle eocene); 
lower Nari (upper eocene); lower, middle a!ld upper 
Siwaliks (middle and upper miocene) ; and a· ~arge 
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~~YsrcAL. accqmulatiqn o.~ recent and su:h-recel!t terrestrial deposits. 
_S.PE<:J~s. l;he Ghazij beds contain c~al-seams that }lave b~en ""or ked. 

Illustrated descriptions of the Bolan Pass will_be f9und in 
M:r. Griesbach's "Geology. of the Bolan .l'ass",: and: 
Dr. Blanford's ."Bills between Quetta and Dera Ghazi. 
Khan", . . (Memoirs , of the·_ Geological Survey. of -India,. 
Volumes· XVIU, part..l, and XX, part 2). A less modern 
a.ccount is. that giyen by Dr. Co_ok in the Jou.rnal of the 
Medical and Physical Society of Bombay, 1859. 

Botany. ·: · In 1840~ Dr •. Cook wrote Qf the vegetation: ":A rank 
grass exist~ in the . valley near Kundalani al!-d at Kirta .. 
The mountains are excessively bare,_ and with the exception 
of the last few miles beyond Sar-i-Boli;o, where a few 
straggling trees are found, produce· nothing that c_an be 
u.sed as firewood, Small herbs. and thorny plants; on 
which th_e camels feed, are. sprinkled over the valleys~ 

"In the ravines is found a plant called penfilli (piun 
phu:lli) beaJ;ing a: yellow ::berry having very. little taste, 
which_.the n~tives use.a!!. a;medicine in intermittent feyers." 
: The ·vegetation* is practically that of aouth-eastern 

:aaluchistan generally, a;nd consists of a repellent scrub, 
made up of such plants as Capparis aphylla, . Periploca. 
apltylla, . . BoucerQsia, Tecoyna. . . 1-t·ndulata, .Acanthod ium _ 
spicatum, Prosopis. spicigwa,. !f..hazya. stricta, Withania.. 
coagulans, W. somni(era, Z:i;yp_hus jujuba,. Z. num.mularia,; 
Salvadora. oleoides, Calotropis procera, Caragana polyacantha, 

4.cacia. ___ Farnesian(l, : . .4.: : rupest_ris, .A •. _Jacquem.onti·i,. 
Oalligon'l'm .. polyglY(I.oides,. Crotalaria Burhia, . Leptad61&ia 

Spartiy,m, .Tavernier~ .. n:umm,ularia, .. Alhag~ camelorum. 
On the surrounding hills occur pistachio : .( gwan ). 
and a little olive· (hass). Since t}J,e British o~cupation 
kjkar , .(A~acia .A,rabica), jag (Dalbergia. sissoo), sirin 

(Acacia. 1pe~iosa), nim (Meli£!- Azad.iracltta), . and pipa' 
(Fic'UII re.ligiosa) have been !JUCcessfully planted at RindH 

·• •From' ·notes kindly contributed' by the Director, Botanical 
S\ltve7 of India. : 
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and willows at a few other places along water channels in PHYSICAL 
ASPECTS. 

the Pass. Oranges, lemons, sweet limes, plantains, figs, 
peaches, pears and the mulberry thrive at Rindli, and ther~ 
are grapes, walnuts, almonds, pomegranates, plums, oranges, 
limes and apples at Mach. A ·list of the more common 
plants and trees with their vernacular names is given in 
appendix I. · 

None of the wild animals of the Pass ment special Fauna. 
notice. Sisi and chikor are found in the upper parts of 
the Pass, and pigeons can be shot in the southern parts 
near Kundalani and Rindli. Quail (bharu) are to · b~ 
found at the latter place in the spring. A few hare and 
ravine deer occur in the Laleji plain. Fish over 20 lb. in 
weight have been caught with the rod in the lower reaches 
of the Bolan river. Mountain sheep are met with in 
the hills between Rindli and Mach, .and leopards ar~ 
occasionally found. Among other animals are wolves, 
hyenas, foxes and jackals. Porcupines (sikhUn) are 
numerous and _do much damage to the juar~ crop. 

The elevation of the District varies from about 463 feet Climate, 

at Rindli to 3,246 feet at Mach and 5,793 feet at Dasht, !:d~:r~:n~ 
and the climate varies with the height. In the greater 
part of the area, summer and winter are the only well 
marked seasons, the former including the months locally 
known as wesiikh, jeth, arhar, sanwan or basham, badre, 
and assun co~esponding with April to September, and the 
latter katti, mangir, poh, mangh, phaggunr and chetr which 
correspond with October to March. Sanwan and badre, 
July and August, are the hottest months ;:~.nd mangh and 
phaggunr, January and February, the coldest. In summer, 
the heat in the lower parts of thEl Pass is trying, a shade 
temperature of 117° having been recorded at Kundalani 
and of 122° at Bl.bi Nani during May and June. The 
mean temperature at Mach between the 1st of April and 
30th of September is 108-117° and between the 1st of October 
and 31st of March 49-83°. Above Mach the winter, 
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particularly at Kolpur and in the Dasht, is very trying, 
especially when a fall of snow is followed by a heavy 
wind, which blows through the passes at Kolpur and 
Darwaza in blasts of icy bitterness. 

The average annual rainfall in the upper part of the 
Pass is about 7·64 inches the greater part of which is 
received between December and March. 
· In Pamr (or Panerband) the average of nine years is 
about 4 inches, the highest amounts being recorded in the 
summer months, .April to September, the average in July 
being 62 cents. and in August 75. Details by months for 
each of the three stations, Mach, Kolpur and Panerband 
are given in table I, Vol. B. 

The north wind already referred to, known to the 
natives as gorich, constantly prevails, but is strongest in 
January, February and March, when it sometimes dama
ges the wheat crop. A south wind, called nambi or 
dakhanr, prevails in jeth (May) and arhar (June) and 
is considere~ beneficial both to human beings and 
to the crops. A south-west wind, which is believed to 
check the rain, is known as the pahli wech or pari wech; 
and blows in June and July. A north-east breeze (samina 
gwat) is believed to be the precursor of the summer and 
autuxnn rains. 

Historically th(> chief interest of the Bolan Pass is to 
be found in the succession of migrant hordes, invaders, 
and merchants who have traversed it on their way to 
and fro between India and central Asia. 

According to Lassen, it was one of the routes used by 
the Aryans in their earliest migrations to the Indus 
valley, and doubtless it continued to contribute its stxeam 
of migrants to the population of India. till the fifteenth 
century when the Pass appears for a moment in authentic 
history as the site of a battle between the ArghUn.s and 
the rulers of Sind. The great ArghU.n chief, Zunnun Beg, 
on being appointed to the governorship of Kandahar by 
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Sultan Husain Mirza of Herat, annexed Pishing, Shal HisTORY. 

and Mastung to the territories under his control, while 
his sons Shah Beg and :Muhammad Beg descended the 
Bolan Pass and added Sibi to theh- father's possessions. 
Sibi was at this time under Jam Nanda, otherwise 
known.as Nizam-ud-din, of the Samma dynasty, and he 
sent a strong force under one Darya. Khan, also known 
as :Mubarak Khan, to expel the intruders. Mubarak Khan 
came upon the Arghuns at Jalog!r near Bibi Nani, inflicted 
a crushing defeat on them and killed their leader, Muham-
mad Beg. This was in 1486, A. D. 

In 1653, during the reign of the Emperor Shah J ahan, 
when Dara Shakoh Jed an army to capture Kandahar, 
his heavy guns were sent round by the Bolan Pass while 
the prince himself marched through Duki and Pishin. 
Nadir Shah also used the route on his return from India 
via Larkana and Kachhi in 1740. 

The first occasion on which we hear of the Bolan The connec

being used by the Brahuis is when :Mir Ahmad . I of tiBon ,ohf ~he 
· ra. UlS 

Kalat (1666-7 to 1691>-6) followed it in his attacks on with the 

the Baruzais of Sibi. Sixteen of these expeditions were Pass. 

unsuc·cessful, but the seventeenth ended in a victory for 
the Brahuis at the shrine of Shaikh Kate near N ari 
Bank station. The Baruzais retaliated by taking a force 
through the Bolan to Johan via Narmuk, but peace was 
eventually made. For centuries the pass had been a 
favourite raiding ground for the neighbouring tribes, and 
Afghan subjects, trading with India, had been constantly 
molested. . To put an end to these occurrences, Ahmad'. 
Shah is alleged to have made Nasir Khan I of Kalat 
responsible for the blood compensation of lives lost in 
the Bolan. Nasir Khan either did not wish to undertake 
the task or found it impossible, with the result that he 
revolted, whereupon an army was sent against him from 
Kandahar in 1756 which besieged Kalat and eventually 
brought the recalcitrant ruler to terms, one of which 
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HisTORY. is said to have been his being relieved of responsibility 
for the protection of the Bolan. The Khans, however, 
appear to have retained their connection with this import
ant artery of communication as in the following reign, that 
of Mahmud Khan I (1793-4 to 1816-7) Shah Shuja-ul
mulk was conducted safely through the Pass to Shikarpur 
to crush a revolt headed by Bibi Zainab, the Khan's aunt, 
in alliance with the Ta.Ipur Mirs of Sind. The expedition 
was successful and. large arrears of tribute were collected 
by the Shah. At this time Kachhi was in the hands 
of a very capable man, Mil· Mustafa Khan, brother of 
Mahmud Khan I, and he is said to have established his 

power so successfully "that the Bolan Pass resembled the 
hazar of Kalat in safety."* 

Shah Shuj3.-ul-mulk crossed the Pass on two other 
occasions, first in 1834, after he had seized Shikarpur and 
was marching on Kandahar at the head of an army of 
22,000 Afghans and Hindustanis only to be defeated in a 
pitched battle with Dost Muhammad Khan, and again in 
1839, at the time of the first Afghan war. 

Previous to the first Afghan war, about 1827, Masson 
had passed through the Bolan and had found the road 
very unsafe, the men of the caravan with which he was 
travelling keeping a very strict watch at night. Owing 
to the exposure of the Pass to perpetual depredations 
there was hardly any cultivation. 

On the outbreak of the first Afghan war, the Bengal 
The first f h f I d d · Afghan war. Column o t e Army o the n us un er Su W. Cotton 

marched through the Pass halting at Kirta, Bibi Nani, 
Ab-i-gum and . Sar-i-Bohi.n, a.nd it was soon followed by 
the Bombay Column. The Pass was perpetually infested 
by bands of marauders and parties of hill-tribes often 
appeared and proved very troublesome, causing much 
bloodshed and great loss of cattle and property. The 

• G. P. Tate. Kal&.t, page 44-Ca.loutta, 1896, 
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chief offenders appear to have been the Marris, Bangui- HisToRY. 
zais, Kurds and some of the Kakars. 

It appears that the originators of the attacks made by 
the Bangulzais and Kurds were two brothers of Dad 
Muhammad, the former Ghilzai. minister of Mehrab Khan 
of KaUt, who to revenge themselves ·for the murder of 
their brother, had determined to implicate the Khan by 
inducing the Kilrds and Bangulzais to attack the British 
forces. The brothers had married among the Bangulzais. 
Mehrab Khan was accused, at the time, of treachery to 
the British and the occurrences in the Bolan were among 
the reasons which led to the despatch of General '\Yill
sl!ire's column to take Kalat at the end of the year. 
But, though urged to do so, Mehnib Khan. appears to 

. have steadily refused to put any obstacle in the way of 
the march of the British army. 

Nor were the difficulties of the British forces confined 
to the depredations of the tribes alone, for in 1841 a party 
of Skinner's Horse under Captain Haldane had just 
entered the narrowest part of the Pass above Sar-i-Bolan 
and on coming to a turn were met by one of those 
tremendous floods for which the Bolan has since become 
so famous. Men, horses, camels etc. were swept away 
and dashed to pieces against projecting rocks over. which 
the water flowed 20 feet high. No assistance could be 
afforded as the strea~ ran faster than a horse could gallop. 
'!'he loss of life was thirty-three men and 101 animals, 
besides property worth Rs. 12,500. 

In October, 1842, the troops finally evacuated the pass 
and returned to India. 

Under the terms of the treaty of 1854 with Kalat, 
Nasir Khan II bound himself to keep open all trade 
routes, a policy which was constantly impressed on him 
and his successor, Mir Khudadad, by the British Govern-
ment. The treaty, among other things, provided for a 
reduction of duty from R. 1 to 8 annas per maund, by 

I, 
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HISTORY. which the revenues of the State were reduced in a way 
the Khan could :pl afford. 

Mir Khudadad, however, involved as he constantly was 
in quarrels with his tribesmen, found it impossible to keep 
order, and raids and forays were the order of the day. 
In October 1871, a rebellion broke out in the Sarawan 
country which resulted in some merchants being plundered 
in the Pass. An unsuccessful attempt at a settlement 
was made early in 1873 by Sir William Merewether when 
the question of making payments of Rs. 6,000 per annum 
to the Mazarani Marris of the Bolan and of Rs. 12,000 
to the Sarawan tribesmen was mooted. About the same 
time, the Mazarani Marris, who had been entrusted with 
the protection of the Pass, were attacked by the Brahui 
Mengals and a chronic state of discord reigned. The 
Political Agent was withdrawn from Kalat in the spring 
of the same year, and in the winter, outrages were 
committed on British messengers in and near the Pass. 

In 1875 it was decided to depute Captain Sandeman to 
enquire into the state of affairs and to bring about an 
amicable settlement, and he was at the same time instructed 
to rerort what anangements could be made for the protec
tion of trade via the Bolan. The causes of the prevailing 
anarchy were discovered by this expedition and in the 
following year Captain Sandeman proceeded on his second 
mission. He found some 6,000 men and 5,000 camels, 
taking merchandise valued at 6 or 7lakhs, prevented from 
entering the Pass through fear of molestation. Even the 
inhabitants of the village of Kirta had deserted the place 
owing to the marauding expeditions of the Marris. The 
caravans accompanied the mission. the Pass being thus 
re-opened, and the whole question of protecting the trade 
passing through it was discussed with Mir Khudadad Khan 
on the arrival of the mission at Mastung.* .An agreement 

• See memorandum at page 220 of Baz,,ckistan. Blue Book, No. 2. 
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was arrived at by which the control of the arrangements HISTORY 

was placed in the hands of the Kurd chief under the general 
supervision of the Raisani chief. The Khan was to con-
tinue to levy transit-dues (sung) at Quetta and Dadhar as 
before, but the escort fees (badraka) were to be devoted to 
the maintenance of armed guards under the Kurd chief. 
This was the commencement of the Bolan Levy Service, 
a full account of which will be found elsewhere. 

The treaty of 1876 contained no special reference to The second 

the Pass, but its effects were very shortly realized on the Afghan war. 
outbreak of the second war with .A.fghanishin {1878-81). 
Early in November, 1878, General Biddulph's column 
reached Quetta through the Bolan Pass, and marched on 
to Pishln, and it was soon followed by the main body of 
the Kandahar Field Force under Sir Donald Stewart. In 
1880, General Burrow's brigade passed through the Bolan 
to meei; .A.yub Khan in t~e disastrous engagement of 
Maiwand and reinforcements under General Phayre 
followed him to Kandahar. The railway was completed 
to Rindli in May 1882, and vast quantities of stores were 
pushed up through the Pass to the front without the 
slightest opposition from the tribesmen • 

.A.t the close of the campaign the Kabul-Kandahar 
Field Force marched back to India through Quetta and 
the Bolan, and Lord Roberts gives the following 
description of the scene. "Riding through the Bolan 
Pass, I overtook most of the regiments of the Kabul
Kandahar force marching towards Sibi, thence to disperse 
to their respective destinations. .A.s I parted with each 
corps in turn, its band played .Auld Lang Syne, and I· 
have never since heard that memory-stirring air without its 
bringing before my mind's eye the last view I had of the 
Kabul-Kandahar Field Force. I fancy myself crossing 
and recrossing the river which winds through the pass : 
I hear the martial beat of drums and plaintive music of 
the pipes; and I see Riflemen and Gurkhas, Highlanders 
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HisTORY. and Sikhs, guns and horses, camels and mules, with the 
endless following of the Indian army, winding through 
the narrow gorges, or over the interminable boulders 
which made the passage of the Bolan so difficult to man 
and beast.''* 

th
Cepssion tof With the extension of British control over Baluchistan, 
e ass o 

the British the Harnai route soon gained in popularity over the Bolan, 
Government owing to freedom from taxation, the safety enjoyed by the 

traders, and the facilities for finding beasts of burden on· 
it and trade began to desert the latter. This resulted in 
a loss to the Khan in transit dues, and negotiations were, 
therefore, opened for the transfer of the Bolan to the 
British Government, and enquiries made regarding the 
amounts realized by the Khan between 1876 and 1881 
as transit dues and by the tribesmen as escort fees. As a 
result, the Government agreed to purchase the Khan's 
right to levy tolls for a sum of Rs. 30,000 per annum, 
while a payment of Rs. 3,000 per annum to Sardar Asad 
Khan and Rs. 10,000 per annum to Sardar Yar Muham
mad Klird, was authorised on account of their shares of 
the escort fees. An agreement dated June 8, 1883, was 
made with Mir Khudadad Khan of Kalat by which 
jurisdiction in the Bolan Pass was transferred to the 
British Government. Clauses 2 to 4 of this agreement run 
as follows :-

(2.) ·"His Highness the Khan hereby transfers to the 
British Government absolutely, with effect from 
the 1st day of April, 1883, all his rights to levy 
dues or tolls on the trade travelling through the 
Bolan to and from British India and Afghanistan, 
as well as to and from Kachhi and Khurasan, as 
provided by the treaty of 185i or on the trade 
travelling to and from British India and the 
districts of Sibi, Quetta and Pishin. 

(3.) "In return for the concession last mentioned the 

- • Forty-one years i" India by Field Marshal Lord Roberts, p. 373. 



CONSTRUCTION OF RAILWAY • . 
British Government agree to pay to His Highness 
the Khan the sum of Rs. 30~000 (thirty thousand) 
per annum free of all deductions, in two half 
yearly instalments on the 1st October and 1st_ 
April of each year beginning from the 1st October~ 
1883. In addition, the Viceroy and Governor-
General ngrees to pay to the Sarawan an.d Knrd 
Sardars a fixed sum yearly for certain service in 
the Pass representing their shares respectively of 
the transit and escort fees. 

(4.) "In order to facilitate the arrangements of the 
British Government for the collection of tolls on 
its own behalf in the Bolan Pass, His . Highness 
the Khan hereby cedes to the British Government 
full civil and criminal jurisdiction and all other 
powers of administration within the limits of the 
said Pass and within the land purchased by the 
British Government at Rindli for a railway 
station and other buildings." 

Details of the distribution of the tribal payments will 
be found in the section on Levies. Tolls were levied at 
reduced rates up to September, 1884, when they were 
abolished. 

The Pass once more came into prominence at the time 
of the Panjdeh incident in 1885, and vast numbers of 
camels were employed in carrying commissariat stores to 
Quetta. The difficulties encountered proved the urgent 
necessity of a railway, and orders were issued for the 
construction of a. surface line through the Pass. The 
Bolan railway was completed to Quetta by the end of 
July, 1886, but the line was much damaged in 1889-90 
and the construction of the Mushkaf-Bolan Railway was 
taken in hand in the beginning of 1892 and opened for 
traffic in 1897. 

HISTORY, 
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In 1894 the Khan of Kalat granted the British C~M!ol! ofja-
' • . , • nsd•ct1on on 

Government the nght to occupy and a.dmllllster, and to thu railwar. 
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exercise full civil and criminal jurisdiction over the lands 
occupied and traversed by the Mushka.f-Bolan Railway, 
and they were included in the Bolan Pass District in 
August, 1896*, all enactments, which had been deemed 
in force in the Bolan Pass District by virtue of their 
application, under section 4, sub-section · (2) of the 
Baluchistan Agency Laws Law, 1890, being declared to be 
a.pplica ble to them. t 

The area of the District was further extended by an 
agreement dated May 12, 1903, in which the Khan 
ceded to the British Government full and exclusive power 
and jurisdiction of every kind over the lands in the Kalat 
State, which were or might afterwards be occupied by 
the Nushki Railway. The title of the District was 
changed to that 'Of the "Bolan Pass and Nushki Railway 
District" in October, 1903. 
, On jurisdiction being acquired by the British Gov

ernment, the Pass was placed in charge of the Political 
Agent of the Sibi (old Thal-Chotiali) District, but in 
1885 it was transferred temporarily to the charge of 
the Political Agent, Quetta-Pishin. It was soon, how
ever, re-transferred to Sibi, but was subsequently handed 
over to . the Political Agent, Kalat, under whom it 
remained until February 1887. It was now once more 
made over to the Political Agent, Quetta-Pishin, and a 
Native Assistant was temporarily deputed for judicial 
work. In May 1888, the administrative charge of the 
Pass was made over to the Political Agent, Kalat, and 
the· appointment of a Native Assistant was made 
permanent in August 1890. It remained under him up 
to 1895, when it was transferred to the joint jurisdiction 
of the Political Agents, Quetta-Pishin, and Southern 
Baluchistan, and was finally made over to the Kalat 

• Notification by the Agent to the Governor-General in Baluchis· 
tin, No. 5900, dated August 20, 1896. 

t Notification by Government of India, F. D., No. 1460 (a) E. A., 
dated August 20, 1896. 
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.Agency in February 1898, since which time it has HISTORY. 

remained with the latter. In subsequent years, owing 
to the completion of the railway works, the alien pop~a .. 
lation almost entirely withdrew and there was a. corres• 
ponding reduction in the judicial and administrative work. 
For this reason, the Native .Assistant was transferred .to 
the head quarters of the Ka1at .Agency in June,.l992~ 
and a tahsildar was appointed in his place. ,• . 

There are no structures of. particula.r archaeological Archaeology 

interest in the Pass. Heaps of mud mixed with shingle 
are to be seen running for a considerable distance to the 
north of the Manryar quarter of the Kirta village and 
local tradition asserts that these are the ruins of two 
ancient krilrezes built by the Gabrs or Zoroastrians . 

.About 5 miles to the north of Kirta is an old mound 
(damb) locally named after Dallu Rai, a semi-mythical king 
of Sind. Similar mounds in Sibi, Pishin and Kachhi ;are 
assigned to the same monarch. The circumference of this 
mound is about a quarter of a mile~ and the highest point, 
which was probably a miri or fort is about 150 feet above 
the level of the surrounding country. The mound is strewn 
with stones and pieces of pottery similar to those found 
at the Riasa Ghundi in Pishln. On the eastern side of the 
mound are walls of burnt brick, me:.suring 1' 6'' x 3". 

About a mile to the west of Kirta Kalan in the Laleji 
plain, is the Dosten gumbaz or tomb. Dosten was killed by 
Sardar Tangav, Kuchik, his cousin, who subsequently had 
the tomb erected over his grave, eleven generations ago 
(1905). 

Of the earliest inhabitants of the Pass, nothing what- PoPULA· 
ever is known. That the people were at one time Zoroas- TION. 

. 1' . b . f d f th 1 t Ethnogra· tnans by re IgiOn, may e In erre rom e preva en phical his-
traditions as to the construction of the ancient karlzes tory. 
near the Kirta village, and the masonry aqueduct from 
the Gha.ib PS:r spring to the KhajUri village in Sarawan 
about 6 miles from B1bi Nani indicates that they had 

I' 
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attained a fairly high degree of civilization, The present 
inhabitants, the Kuchiks, assert their descent from Hot, 
one of the five mythical ancestors of the Baloch. In 
former times the Kuchiks are said to have not only 
occupied the Bolan but also Dasht, Marav and Lop in 
Sara wan. They lost Dasht and Marav to the Kurds in 
the time of their headman Lashkar Khan I and the 
Kalois took Lop from them in the time of their headman, 
Bashku II. If the story of the Kuchiks is correct that 
they arrived in the Bolan with Mir Chakar, their occupa
tion must date from the fifteenth or sixteenth century. 

Census. The first regular census of the District, the results of 
which have been published, was carried out in 1901, and 
was ,synchronous in all the railway limits and at Mach and 
.Kirta. The tribes living in the Pass, outside the juris
diction of the tahslldar, such as the Klirds, Sahtakzais 
and Mengals, were enumerated with their parent tribes in 
Kalat and included in the Sarawan figures. Similarly 
the levies at various posts were included in the tribes 
to which the men belonged. The remarks that follow in 
this section are accordingly confined to the population 
enumerated in the Pass more especially to the Kuchiks, the 
remainder being dealt with in the Gazetteer of Sara wan. 

Density A detailed statemeitt of the principal census statistics 
and villages. will be found in table II, Vol. B. According to the 

census of 1901, the total population was 1,936 of whom 
1,483 were males and 453 females.* The population per 
square mile was 2, and that per house a little less than 
3, The number of villages recorded in the census was 
8 which included, Mach, the head quarters station of the 
tahsildar, and the stations at Kolpur, Hirok, Abigum, 
Plshi, Panir, and Mushka.f. 

Kirta. vii· The only village occupied by the people of the 
lage. country was .Kirta. It is made up of three hamlets, the 

oldest and biggest being the central one known as Kirta 

• The Nuah.ki Railway portion is not included in these figures. 
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Kalan or Shakar Khan Shahr, the southern quarter as PoPULA· 
Tamaz Khan Shahr and the northern as Nabiabad TION. 

Manryar. In 1901, it possessed a population of 477 
persons, of whom 241 were males and 236 female11. The 
village consists (1905), like most others in Baluchistan, 
of mud hovels; it possesses a couple of banias' shops, a 
patwar khana, and the remains of a civil bungalow. It has · 
two masjids in one of which children of both sexes are taught 
the Koran and elementary Persian. The water supply is 
from springs, the Bolan river, and wells; there is no 
arrangement for sanitation. 

Previous to 1901, no regular census of the District had Growth of 
been attempted, but in 1891 the population of the Pass population. 

was estimated at 1,557 souls, consisting chiefly of the 
labouring and trading classes. The village of Kirta was 
not enumerated nor did the figures include the Railway 
population. No reliable figures are, therefore, available 
illustrating the growth of population, but some idea of 
the undoubted increase which has taken place may be 
formed from the firs or shares into which the land and 
water of Kirta are divided for each harvest according to 
the number of adult males, a system ·which will be dealt 
with in detail elsewhere. Before the British occupation 
these tirs are stated to have seldom exceeded 15, while 
in the distribution for the kharlf harvest of 1905, the 
number of shares was 39. It may be assumed from this 
that the population of Kirta has more than doubled, a 
result which should not be surprising, when the fact is 
remembered that Kirta. had been almost depopulated on 
Sir Robert Sandeman's first arrival in the Bolan in 1875. 

The habits of the Kuchiks are settled; only those who Migration. 

own lands in Dadhar move to that niabat for short 
periods of the year, while those who possess little land 
at Kirta proceed to Kachhi and Sind in the winter for 
agricultural labour. Large numbers of Brahuis traverse 
the Pass on their periodical moves from the highlands to 

'' 
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PoPU:u. Kachhi and back, and it is crowded with them during 
TION. 

October and November, and March and April. 
Immigrants. The Mazarani Marris in pre-British days often visited 

the District to pasture their flocks, and, as has been noted 
in the section on History, were considered of sufficient 
importance in the eighties t<> be given service in the 
levies. Most of them have now moved back to the Marri 

Chaprani. country, but a few, belonging 
Tangani. t<> the groups noted in the mar-
Rindwani. 
BMfmi. ginal table, have been amalga-
Kungrani. mated with the Bangulzais and 

pay khaf, in the shape of a. sheep per flock to the Bangulzai 
wadera. The Muba.rakzai Mengals, who cultivate lands 
in Dasht, and. the Nak:amzais visit the District perio
dically in search of pasture. 

In 1901, 39 persons were recorded as having been born 
in British and Administered Territory in Baluchistan, and 
551, of whom 293 were males and 258 females, in the 
Kalat State. The number of persons who were born in 
India. outside Baluchistan, was 1,077, of whom 901 were 
males and 176 females; 47 persons, viz. 41 males and 6 
females, were born in Native States in India outside 
Baluchistan,* and 211, 209 males and 2 females, were born 
in Afgha.nistan.. The province in India, from which most 

Hoshi~rpur (117), Amrit
sar (92), Si!\lkot (92}, GujrU 
(89), R!\walpindi (63), Jul. 
lundur (56), Jheluru (44), 
Gurdhpur (58), Gujran. 
wMa (44). 

immigrants come, is the Punjab 
(833).. followed by the United 
Provinces (189),and Sind (45). 
The immigrants from the Punjab 
are drawn principally from the 
Districts noted in the margin. 

Age The census figures showed that in 1901 most of the 
sta;f:~cs. people, both men and women, were between the ages 

• statistics, of 20 to 40, the former representing about 63 per cent. 
mfant mor- f th 1 ul . d b t 42 tality and o e ma. e pop ation an the latter a ou per cent. 
infirmities. of the female population. The disparity between the 

• Cen8161 of ln~ia, 1901, Vol. V. A., table XI, 



SEXES AND 01VIL ·CONDITION. 

males and females may be accounted for "by the presence 
of numbers of immigrants who are employed on the rail.., 
way, most of whom are not accompanied by their wives. 

Vital statistics are not recorded. A summary enquiry, 
made by the tahsildar at Kirta in 1905 regarding the 
birth and death rate, indicated that 1·8 per cent. of births 
and 0·4 per cent. of deaths on the total population of the 
village had occurred during the preceding 12 months. 
The proportion of births among males and females was 
as 8 to 1. Apparently infant mortality is not heavy. 

No infirmities were recorded in 1901. In 1905, there 
was one boy at Kirta who had been born deaf and dumb. 

POPULA.• 
TION. 

The disproportion of women to men in 1901, viz., 453 Compa.ra.
women to 1,483 men, was large, the reason for which has toifvethnumber 

e sexes,· 
already been explained. Among the population whose .and .civil 

b. th 1 • I a· b d Bal hi t' th. condition 1r p ace was m n 1a eyon uc s an, e propor- · 
tion was 901 males to 176 females. At Kirta, the number 
of the sexes was almost equal. 

Of the total population, 705 were married males and 
232 married females, 117 .were widowers and 48 widows, 
661 unmarried males and 173 unmarried females. It .is 
satisfactory to note that all the widowed persons, male 
and female, were over twenty years of age. Only six 
females and one male had been married in the age period 
up to 12 years, and three males and four females in the 
period from 12 to 15, facts which indicate that early 
marriage is not common, an inference which is further 
supported by the fact that 344 maLes or about 52 per cent. 
of the total unmarried males were aged between twenty 
and forty. Marriage is generally delayed because a 
cultivator requires a full grown woman as his wife, who, 
besides performing domestic duties, ca.n help him in the 
fields. 

So far as can be ascertained, polygamy is rare except 
amon~ ,the well-to-do, though the people have no objection 
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PoPULA.- to a, plurality of wives up to the limit of four a.s prescribed 
TION. 

by Muhammadan Law. The wealthy take more wives 
than one either for pleasure, or, sometimes, for the sake 
of offspring. In the Kirta village the percentage of 
married men having more wives than one is about 8·3. 
Marriage with near relations is preferred as the expense 
is less, and the common ties among the group are thereby 
drawn closer. Among the Kuchiks, the Bangulanis, who 
are the sardarkhe'l or chief's family, are endogamous to 
some extent. They also never give their daughters in 
marriage to other Kuchiks nor to Afghans, but take other 
Kuchik girls in marriage. Their girls, however, have 
been married among the leading families of Brahuis, viz. 
Kurds, Lehris and Bangulzais. 

Marria(te Betrothals of children, not yet born, are known among 
ceremonles. the better classes, but with the poorer classes, the 

bridegroom is generally above twenty and the bride four 
years his junior. Ordinarily a man has nothing to say 
in the selection of his bride, but when his parents wish 
him to marry they look for a suitable girl and the first 
step taken is to send a man (wakil) to the parents of 
the girl to sound them, and if they give their consent, 
the father of the bridegroom with some of his relatives 
(mer) go to the girl's father, and make a formal request 
for the hand of the girl, on the acceptance of ·which 
prayers (fateh) are offered and sweets are distributed. 
The prayers render the betrothal (sang) binding. After 
a couple of days, the bridegroom presents to the bride 
a wrapper (sari) and a ring (mundri), the latter being 
put on the index finger of the bride's right hand. 
When the marriage {sir) is to be celebrated, the father 
or guardian of the bridegroom with a few friends and 
relations visits the bride's parents, and places a sum of 
money varying from Rs. 30 to Rs. 50 in a plate. This 
is called lab; it is not treated as bride-price but the gift 
is regarded as a. mark of honour to the bride's parents. 



BRIDE-PRIOE .AND DOWER. 

The money is retained by the latter, a date is fixed, and 
nikah is performed, in accordance with the Muhammadan 
rite, at the bride's house. Besides the lab, the bride-
groom has to supply the father of the girl with provisions 
for the entertainment of the wedding guests. During the 
interval between betrothal and marriage, he also has to 
find a dress for the bride once every three months, com-
prising a wrapper (sari), shirt (paahk), and trousers 
(shalwar), with sometimes also a pair of shoes. In case of 
a widow's remarliage no ceremonies except the nika!. are 
observed. 
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Bride-price, in the sense it is used among the Afghans, Brdidde-pri~ 
• an owei 
IS not known among the Kuchiks, and the only payment 
made is the lab mentioned above. Dower or haq-i-maJw 
is recognised, the usual amount being Rs. 7; it is fixed 
at the time of the niMh, and is either paid on the spot or 
is presented by the bride. to the husband. In place of 
haq-i-mahr, the husband, sometimes, presents his wife 
with a share of the merit (sawab), which he hopes to 
obtain after death by giving alms from his hearth in his • 
life time. This share is generally one-third and is known 
as seaTc, and the gift saves the husband from the onus of 
giving any dower upon earth. 

As in other parts of Baluchistan, the system of ex
change of girls (charpa chari) prevails. 

The marriage expenses vary according to the position Marriage 
f h 

expenses. 
o t e contracting parties, the average amount which 
falls on the bridegroom's party being about Rs. 120. The 
bride's parents generally present her with a dress, a. few 
silver ornaments and articles of household furniture, 
which cost them from Rs. 30 to Rs. 40. 

The usual reasons for divorce are the disagreeable Divo1·ce. 
temper of the woman and suspected immorality; the 
ordinary method of divorce is to throw three stones or 
clods (aain diagh) into the lap of the father or other 
guardian of the woman in the presence of two witnesses, 
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·Po:PuU. the words ''I divorce· yon" being repeated thrice at the 
·Tto:N. · · =sanie time. The divorced woman returns to her parents, 

·carries With her the presents (dlij) made to her by her 
=parents at the time of the wedding, and can; in consulta
=tion with: theni, inariy any one she likes. If she has been 
'divoreed bn accorii:tt of suspected misconduct, she usually 
·fitids ·it. diffictilt to secure a respectable husband. I£ 
:a; womitn;s husl>and is proved to be impotent, her parents 
·can obtain a. divorce through the intervention of the 
·tribal he-admen ... 

Widows. Among the Kuchiks, as among the Marris and Bugtis, 
a woman on the' death of her husband is permitted to 
return to her parents, taking her d&j, but leaving all other 

·property and the children in the custody of her husband's 
male hei:rs. She is at liberty to remarry any one she 
·likes with the consent of her parents, only a small amount 
·of lab being. demanded; If she elects to stay in the 
house of her deceased husband, she is entitled to 
maintenance. 

Penalties of: Before the British occupation death was the punishment 
adultery. of a. faithless wife, caught jlagra:ntB delicto; and of her 

·paramour, the husband and any of his maie relations and 
the woman's father, brother; or other guardian being 
-entitled. to . constitute himself the executioner. An 
interesting case, illustrative of the custom, oecurred in 
1890, when Kutab Khan and Chutta, Siahpads, and 
Bakhshi, Muhammad SMhi, killed Murad Khan, Chotai, 
and Musa.mmat Khair KhatY.n wife of Murad Ali, 
Siahpad; a.t Kirta. The case was directed to be dealt 
~ith under the Frontier Crimes Regulation, and a jirga of 
leading chiefs heard the case and found that adultery had 
been committed. In awarding a. punishment which was 
light, it was noted that the murder of both parties was 
not regarded as a reprehensible crime by the people of 
the country and that the accused did not think that they 
~ad committed a crime at all, and were supported in this 
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opinion by the popular voice ot the .country~*- P.o;pu;w 
In pre-Britir;;h days, if both· the· adulteress . .and -her -,~I;Q~·: 

seducer were killed, .matters ·ended there. An ad~l.t~r~~ 
seldom escaped ~eath,. but if the ~educer l,II.a~a~e~ 'tq 
escape, the case. against him was s.e'f::tle4 by-tll,~ g~pa,~ 

headmen. The pe~alty :t,l~Ua~ly exac~d frOJP hi!!!- -yras . a 
gi_rl (sang) for the injured husb~;nd, and Rs.J@ in cas~-11-nd 
arms (the latter pe_nalty ;being locally knoWn. as siref!, in 
Baluchi and muk}l, in BrahU:ij for the W.Qman's .f!Lth.~r. 
T.he custo'm has in recent years been ~ome'Yha_t mqQ.i,l;ie~ 
by the imposition of fines' by Government, wh.;i).e, if .. a 
girl (sang) is not forthcoming, a c~sh pa;r,niel;lt of~s. ~00~ 
is substituted. The penalty, h<;nyever, var~ef;l wi,th the . . . 
circumstances of the _case; in a case which OCCJllred in 
1900 and in ~hie:~ the adulterer ~~caped, the com.p~its1,1.~ 
tion payable according to'tl;le,Baloch. cu~to~ was 'st~ted 
by thejirga to·~ Rs. 1,500, J>';it this··:amol,lnt wa_:;~ sub~e
quently reduced to Rs. 1,200,. of wh~chJls, 490 ~e~e P.ai~ 
to the injured huspand, and. Rs. 800 to the £~~other. of j;!Ul 
adulteress, this being the usual propqrtion in 1Y,hic};l com~ 
pensation in such c~ses is divided~ . A. furtl;i~r . ~ri~. p~ 
Rs 200 was imposed by the Political Ag~nt wl;ien coz¢rp:i .. 
'ing the award. · : · · : ; 

The position of :WOir,~en is .one of gr~at ,.degr~~atiori~ The status 
girls being not infrequently awarded ~,~.~·part co~P,en~tiQ~ ~!awrl~hf"s 
for blood. A wife must not only carry water, ·prepare to property. 

food and attend to all ordinary do~estic duties, @:'11~ ~he 
must take the flocks o~t to graze, groom ,l;ler hu,sb\1-nd's 
horse and assist in cultiv:ati,on. She ha,s .:no ri~£hts ··:in 
property ex<;ept to the presents given her by her J>a.rents 
at her wedding, which she may Qarry a_way ~hef!. divq:t:ced. 
As a. widow, too, she .is only Em#tled ~o: sU:bsi~tenc~ 
aiiowance from her late husband's est!).te B\) lqng as sh~ 
does not retu~n to her parents or is remarried; · 

• Administration .Repe•·t of the .Balu.chiltci.it .dgenciJ, !or 1890.-91, 
p. p. 95-96. 
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Ra.cea and 
tribes. 

BOLAN. 

The people in the upper part of the Bolan Pass speak 
Brahui, while the indigenous people of Kirta speak Baluchi. 
The speakers o~ the latter language were 494 in 1901 or 
about 25 per cent. of the total population. Those speaking 
Pashtu and Persian numbered 150 and 110 respectively. 

Punjfl bi 877. The number of persons speaking 
~~~ 1i~: vernaculars of other Provinces 
Hindi 31. in India was 1,152 as shown in 
Others 13. the marginal table. English 

was spoken by 20 persons, these being chiefly the employes 
of the Railway. 

The Knchiks, the only tribe of importance, are a. section 
of the Rin~ Baloch, and in 1901 they numbered 17 4 males 
and 152 females. According to Mr. M. L. Dames,* the 
Kuchiks comprise the Chotai, Syahpha.dh (Siahpad) and 

The t Ba.ngulflni, Jala.mbflni, 
Kuchiks. Chotai, Bulani, Ba.arbri, 

Katiar,Pug, Sh&denza.i and 
Mlljwi or Bajoi. 

J alambani septs, but those of 
Kirta are divided into the nine 
groups shown in the margin. t 
Of these, the Hasranri have 

entirely disappeared, the Katiar have been amalgamated 
with the Magassis, the majority of the Pugs and Shaden
zais have joined the Bangulzai BrB.huis, and the Majwis, 
now known as the Bajoi, have similarly been absorbed 
among the Jhala.wan Brahuis. The· Bulanis, which sept 
also includes the Sia.hpad, now form part of the Jalamba.

Bangulllni 
Jala.mbflni 
Bulllni 
Siahpad 
Chotai 

19. 

40. 

4. 

nis. The approximate number 
of families residing in Kirta now 
(1905) is indicated in the mar
ginal table. To these are added 
some twenty families of ham

sayaAB, who have long shared in the good and ill of 
Kuchiks and have thereby acquired a right to participate 
in the tribal land so long as they live in Kirta. 

•Royal Asia.tio Society Monographs, No. IV. The Baloch. .Race, 

b1 M. Lon~worth Dames, 1904. 



THE KUOHIKS. 

Muhammad Shahi 1. 
Rais8ni ]. 

number Dinarzai 3. Their names and the 
Badtizai 2. of families are given in the Shlldenzai 4. 
Ktird 6. margin. 
Pug 2. 
Raheja (Rind) 1. 

The constitution of a Baloch tribe has been described 
in detail in the Census Report for 1901 and need not be 
repeated here. The Kuchiks, though owning the Rind 
Sardar as their chief, have long occupied a position of 
isolation from him and have had a headman of their own. 
Common good and ill as in the case of other Baloch tribes 
has been the main principle on which their constitution 
has grown up. A new comer was admitted by the 
headman, such admission being known as had paroshi 
(literally, bone breaking). It was celebrated by the 
slaughter of a sheep and, before the British occupation, 
the had paroah received a. share of land arid · water at 
the periodical distribution. Owing to immunity from 
external raids and internal peace, fresh recruits are no 
longer needed or received. Indeed, on finding themselves 
under British protection, the Kuchiks tried in 1891, 
though unsuccessfully, to oust those who in former days 
had borne the burden of the day .with them. The 
jirga, to which the case was referred, were unanimous 
that the hamsayahs, who were in Kirta. before the village 
was burnt by the Marri raiders*~ were entitled· to share 
in the land and water. 

For some generations the Kuchik headman is alleged 
to have levied sung in the Bolan. With the aid of the 
headmen of septa (wade'ra) he also controlled the tribe, 
adjudged between disputants, and, at times of emergency, 
furnished, through the Rind chief, the q nota of men-at-arms 
required by the Khan of Kalat. The chiefhinship has al
ways been in the Bangulani group who trace their descent to 

• Kirta appears to have been b'lU'Ilt by the Marris t~.bout 1873. 
'. 
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PoPULA- one Bangui. His direct descendants are noted in the 
TION. 

The _ Tangav, Lashkar Khan, 
margin, each of them succeed in a . . ~ 

to the chieftainship in turn. 
After Sahib Khan came troub-

Kuchiks. · Mub:).r~~ok Khan, Basbku I, 
Mazid Kbiln, Brshim Khbn 
and Sahib KhBn. 

lous· times~ and .the narrative 
that follows will be rendered clearer by 1·eference to the 
ge1;1ealogical table which will be found in appendix II. 

Sahib Khan was succeeded bJ Nazar Kh_an. When 
the latter died~ his son Sultan Khan was a minor and the 
Kuchiks elected his uncle, B~:J.~hku, brother of N az~ 
;Khan, as hea~man. Bashku was .succeeded by his son 
Fateh Khan. Meanwhile Samand Khan, son of Sultan 
Khan, and grandson of Nazar Khan~ was putting forward 
his claim to t4e title of headman. He was supported by 
;£'akar Khan, SO;Q. of Baha.dur Khan, but both were 
treach~rously murdered by F~teh Khan. Naturally the 
~hree sons of Samand Khan, with Bahadur Khan son of 
_;paka.r Khan on coming of .age~ vowed vengea;nce against 
'.J'i]. Khan and the ,other sons of Fateh ;Khan. They 
;migrated to the Marri country, whence they raided Kirta, 
and eyentnally a fight took place at the Panerban.:r hill in 
which there ~ere losses on both sides. Peace was de
.cl~red ai;td Samai;td Kh.an's and Pakar Khan's descendaJ;~.ts 
return,ed to Ki.rta, where they were given 2 firs of land 
and wa.ter either as their portion of the chief's share in 
tl;l.e la,nd or in blood compensation. Subsequently, Nabi 
.Balcl;l.sh, son of Sa:mand . ]):han, preferred a .claim to the 
chieftainship, but this was disallowe<J by Sir Rober~ 
Sa~deman in 1881. Nabi Bakhsh's son, Karim Bakhsh, 
never forgets his claim and has not been on good terms 
with th~ present . he~tdman, Mir Shakar Khan son of Til 
.Kha.n -(1905). 

The Baugulanis are now (1905) divided into three sub
sections known as the Fateh Khanzai, Samand Khanzai, 
and Paki,r Khanzai. The leading men among them are 
¥fr W a.zir Khlln, a res?e~s and int~igui.Jlg s;pirit~ Dreh~n, 
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Azad Khan, Mir Haiar Khan, Karhn Bakhsli:; and Isa 
Khan. Owing to internal factions; and to the ptesenc~ 
of British officials in the Pass, to whom the people refer 
their disputes, the influence of the Kuchik headman ·has 
decreased in recent years. Shakar. Khan, the headman:, 
is in receipt of a:. monthly allowance of Rs. 40 ftom t.he 
Bolan levy service:· The chieftainship carries with it th~ 
privileges· of receiving a special share of the tribal land, 
known as the niam digar; stri from the Datnh land;· and 
chunra from all lands. The niam digar is the ex~lusiv~ 
right of the chief; the siri and chiinra are shared among 
all the members of the E'ateh Khanzai sardarklufi. Seri 
is the allotment of a piece of land for the keep of the Kuchik 
hea.dman's cattle; chUnra is the allotment of a ti'f at each 
distribution to the chief section. The members of the 
sardarkhil aiso receive one-fifth of the gross produce of 
the :flats under cultivation between the Kirta vlliage and 
the N aoling or Kundal~ni bridge, except Alligul B~nt, 
after deducting the Government revenue and the wages 
payable to the village menials. The headman · o! the 
J alambanis is Bakhtiar Khan, and that of the Chotais, Akii 
Khan; the latter's son tslam Khan, however, does the 
work (1905). 

Physically, . the Kuchiks are .of medium size and light · 
build with a half-starved appearance. . They are said to 
be a quart'elsome lot and they are indifferent . cultivators. 
Their morality, notwithstanding the sever~ penalties for 
adultery, is indifferent. 

PoPULA.• 
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The 
Kuchiks. 

Muhammadans ... l,199. The· distribution · ot ·the in- Religion. 
Hindus .. . 582. 
Christians · · · 22. 
Sikhs ... ... 124. · 
Others ... 9. 

habitants by religion is given 
in the marginal table. The in
digenous inhabitants are all 

Muhammadans of the Sunni sect. · Most of them are illite
rate and their acquaintance with the tenets of their religion 
is, therefore, limited, but they are regular in the observance 
offaats, prayers and alms-giTing. ·Two mullas attend to 

I • 
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PoPULA~ their religious wants (1905), one inN ab1il.bad and the other 
TION; • m Kalan Kirta or Shakar Khan Shahr. They conduct pray-

ers a.nd perform marriage and funeral ceremonies; the 11tulla 
of Kirta Kalan also imparts religious instruction to the 
village children. 

The people believe in the intercession of ancestors and 
saints in the pursuits of their daily life. These saints are 
invoked to cure diseases, to avert calamities, to bring 
rain, . to preserve the supply of water used ~or irrigation 
from the perennial stream, and to bless the childless with 
offspring. Belief in evil spirits and· their powers of theft 
is general. · For purposes of protecting the grain on the 
threshing floor, the heap is encircled by a line drawn with 
a. sword, and an amulet is placed over it until it can be 
measured for division. 

If a Kuchik is called . as he is starting on a journey, he 
must return and sit down before starting again. The 
braying of a donkey when a journey is being commenced 
is also of bad omen. If, after starting, a sisi, a. woman 
of bad character, a minstrel or an old man crosses the 
path, the traveller must return home and begin again. 
A Kuchik will not sell milk, ghi, meat and melons produced 
on his holding. 

Occupation. . . The occupation of the indigenous population is agricul
ture; the aliens are employed on the railwa.y a.nd military 
road. ·The following table gives the occupations of the 
1,233 actual workers recorded in 1901 :-

. Transport and storage (Railway) 
Earth work and general labour (Railway) 
Admini•tra.tion (clerks, police and levies) 
Personal, household and sanitary services 
Buildings (masons) 
Light, fuel and fodder 
Food, drinks etc •..• 
Commerce ... 
Independent 
Agriculture 
Learned and artistic professions 
Others 

••• 488 
••• 278 

73 
67 
4.7 
38 
34 
14 
32 
85 
4.6 
31 



CUSTOM OF HOSPITALiTY. 

Class distinctions are as marked among the Kuchiks as 
among other Baloch tribes, th~ headman and leading men 
among the Bangulanis and the headmen of the Jalamba.ni 
and Chotai occupying a position of distinct superiority to 
the rest of the people. Besides managing the affairs of 
the tribe in general, the Bangulanis preside at the period-
ical distribution of tribal lands, in which they stillpossess. 
specific shares which are higher to those of the rest of 
the tribesmen. . 

The usual custom of taking !Lnd giving the news (hal) 
is observed. Enquiries and answers are limited to the 
usual salutation, welcome and enquiries after the health 
of the person concerned, of his immediate relations, and 
as to the business which has lately occupied the parties 
concerned or to the errand which has brought a stranger. 
The right of taking or giving the news rests with the 
headman, a leading man from among the Bangulanis, or 
a wadera, if they be present, and, in their absence, with 
the principal man present. 

33 · ... ). 

TION, .. 

Social life, 

Hospitality is meted out to all, and the ·headman, the Cus~om. of 

wadera of the Jalamba.nis, and !sa Khan Bangulani, keep hospltality. 

guest houses (1905), where friends and strangers are 
entertained. A separate room is provided for relations 
and intimate friends. Some strangers go to the masjid 
where their food is sent them. Bedding as well as food 
is supplied to inen ·who are well known, and they are 
served with meat and churned curd (aqar). Others have 
to be content with dry bread to which butter-milk is 
sometimes added. 

Subscriptions are raised by t4e tribesmen among them- · Co-opera· · 

selves on certain occasions, the system being known as !~: :rlb~s~ 
bijjar. Bijjar is subscribed when an individual has been men. 
reduced to poverty, owing to unforeseen circumstances, 
such as the burning down of his house, when a heavy fine 
has been imposed on him, to assist him in paying blood 
money, or to celebrate a marriage. . Contributions arQ 



"PoPULA· invited by the· person in need and payments· are made 
TION. either in cash or kind. The contributions are regarded 

in the light of a debt of honour, to be discharged if the 
donor ever has to demand bijjar himself. 

Manner of The headmen and the waderas, who own sufficient 
z;n:'e!~~ land to provide for the needs and comforts of their families, 
me!la.nd cui-live in comparative ease. Praying, eating and gossiping 

tlvators. fill th · d 'tt. d · littl b · h ell' ay, Wl u now an agam a e usmess, sue 
as arranging for the periodical distribution of land and 
water, supervising the construction and maintenance of 
dams and water channels, looking after the needs and 
comforts of their guests, and acting as peace makers or 
arbitrators in petty disputes among the tribesmen. The 
cultivators are fully employed at seed and harvest times 
and, in the interval, have a good deal to do in constructing 
and' repairing the dam ·and the water channel to the 
Kirta village. The women folk of the headmen lead 

·comfortable lives as their household work is done by 
servile dependants. Besides their household work which 
includes gri.D.ding, cooking, milking, sewing, mending 
8.lld washing clothes, the cultivators' wives have to tend 
the cattle, assist in harvesting, and collect fuel and fodder 
in summer. 

Food. The Kuchiks have generally two daily meals, one in 
the morning (sobh naghan) and the other at sunset (bigah 
nag han). Some of the cultivators, when at work, consume 
a midday meal, often of parched grain. The staple food 
grains are wheat and •urrat, the local name of juari. 
Wheat is consumed for about seven months, from June 
to December, and zurrat from January to May. Wheat 
is made into unleavened bread and baked in an oven; 
•urrat is also made into cakes but is baked on a stone 
griddle. Wheaten cakes are eaten in the morning with 
butter-milk, and in the evening with mung or with a mess 
made of dried melons (known as tt!Jaki chamri) to which 
a. little 9hi_ is added. Zu,rrat cakes are eaten dry in the 
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morning and in 
or tejaki ehamri. 
do can afford. 

the evening with dal, dried whey (krut), PoPuu~ 
~ . a~ .w.eat IS a luxury which only the well-to-

Cows are kept by most people; some have a few. goats 
also. Curd made with panerband (Withania eoagul-Lns) 
forms the basis of most preparations made from mills 
including butter and cheese. Butter-milk is much con~ 

sumed, next in demand to which is krut, or ca~e.s of 
boiled whey, which is imported from Quetta. A deJicacy 
peculiar to the Bolan is bhuri, which is prepared from the 
pollen of the kul plant (Typha angustifolia) growing in 
the Bolan river between Kirta and Pir Chauki. lt sells 
at about 4 seers to a rupee and is eaten in summer .. The 
pollen (ghurz) is made into small bundles and tied in 
cloth after which it is well steamed in a closed vE!ssel. 
The bhuri is then either eaten as it is or mixed with sugar 
in which case the preparation is known as shoragh. 

Men and women eat separately, as the men consider 
it objectionable to eat food of which a woman partakes. 
The cooking utensils are few and dirt.y; they usually 
consist of a tripod, a stone griddle, an earthen pot, a copper 
pot, and a few drinking bowls and metal plates. 

The dress worn is white* and consists of a turban Male dress. 

(dastar) of about 5 yards of muslin costing R. 1, tied 
over a low skull cap (top) costing 4. annas; a shirt 
(pashlc) made of cotton locally known as satteen reaching 
to the knee, price R. 1; baggy trousers price 11 ann as; 
and a wrapper (chadar) price 12 annas. In winter ·a 
KandaMri postin is added which costs about Rs. 3~ 
Sandals (chawat) are used which cost about Rs. 2, but 
a good many of the cultivators make their own. The 
well-to-do have a larger turban, made of about 9 yards 
of muslin tied over a home-made embroidered cap which 

• Kuchik or Kuchk in Baluchi means "a white shell" and the 
Kuchiks believe that the nickname was given to them by M{r 
Ch~kar, the Rind, b~cause they wore white clothe!!. 
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costs from· R. 1 toRs. 2 with a shirt, trousers and wrapper 
of better material cosMngin all about Rs. 3-4-0. Embroidered 
waist-coats and coats costing Rs. 4 to Rs. 20 are also 
popular. Shoes (paizar) made in Bbag or Dadhar which 
cost about Rs. 3 per pair are worn, but some people use 
English boots costing from Rs. 7 to Rs. 10. 

A woman's dress generally consists of a cotton wrapper 
(sari) price R. 1-2-0; a shift or shirt (pashk) which 
reaches a. little above the ankle and costs R. 1-8-0; and 
drawers costing 12 annas. No shoes are worn except 
by the well-to-do; the drawers are a. recent innovation 
introduced since the British occupation. 

The material used by poor women is cotton or rhintz, a 
cheap striped cloth, ilacha, being popular for shifts, and 
the whole dress costs about Rs. 3-6-0. The women of the 
well-to-do classes use better material: red striped cloth 
(ilacha) for shirts and trousers, and fine cotton (doria) or 
red cotton (alwan) for wrappers. The cost of such a dress, 
including shoe~ and the embroidery work done on the 
shirt, varies from about Rs. 7-4-0 toRs. 10-2-0. Orna
ments are confined to cheap rings worn in the nose and 
ears, and on the hands. A married woman's nose-ring 
(phulli) is always of gold. An unmarried girl may not 
wear the ear-rings known as jhalar, and a. widow must 
always have a white shirt without any embroidery. 

The woman's hair is divided by a. parting in front, 
brought round the ear and made into two plaits at the 
back. The men wear long hair. 

Dwellings. The dwellings used are mud huts, consisting generally 
of a. single room about 28' x 12l' in size and costing about 
Rs. 30. In an adjoining hut, about 15' x 8', cattle are 
stalled and another room 13' x 7l' is used for storing 
fodder. The roof is either flat or sloping- and consists of 
brushwood covered with thick mud plaster. The timber 
is brought from Barari in Kaia.t territory. 
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The method of burial usual among Muhammadans is in PoPuLA.
vogue, the body being laid north and south with the head . TIONa]. f 

ll , d k z· . h D1spos o inclined to the west. The mu a raws the a ~ma e1t er the dead. 

on the forehead of the corpse, or on a piece of pottery or 
clod, which is placed under its head. Mourning lasts for 
three days for tribesmen and for ten to fifteen days for 
headmen, during which time visits of ·condolence are 
received and prayers are offered for the soul of the 
deceased. On the first day no food is cooked, but the 
family of the deceased is fed by friends and relatives. 
Persons com~g to condole with the family give a sheep 
or some cash as an offering (pursi) varying from 8 annas 
to Rs. 2. On the last day of the mourning (seh), sheep 
are killed and alms distributed. The mourning in the 
case of a child under seven years lasts for one day. 

Some of the well-to-do indulge in shooting. The prin,;. 
cipal outdoor game is hu, a game, resembling prisoner's 
base. The only festivals of consequence are the two Ids, 
known as the Mazani ld and Kisani Id, which are celebrated 
in Kirta. Horse racing and swinging (junth) form the 
chief amusements. 

The shrine which the Kuchiks most revere is that of 
Pir Tangav-a Kachik Sardar-which is situated in the 
Dadhar niabat in Kalat. Tradition says that the Pir 
fought the Hasni Afghans at Kumbri and afterwards 
walked to Rindli with his head in· his hand. The 
Jalambanis and Chotais in Dadhar pay fixed contribu-
tions to the shrine, and the Kuchiks of Kirta ·have 
assigned a bit* of land and water in Kirta for its benefit. 

Bibi N ani, whose shrine lies on the bank of the. stream 
close to the southern end of the Bibi Nani bridge is the 
guardian saint of the water supply. Speaking of the 
goddess of the shrine at Hinglaj, who is also known to 
Muhammadans as Bibi N ani, Masson writes: "lt is possible 
they-the Muhammadans-preserved the ancient name 

• A. division of water, one-fourth of a Hr. 
'. 

Amuse
ments and 
festivals. 

Shrines. 
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Nanaia, that of the goddess of the old Persians and Bac
trians and now so well known to us by coins."* Local 
tradition asserts that the lady was a daughter of Y a Ali and 
that her brother sank into the ground at a place about 
2 miles from the Khajuri village in Sarawan, on being 
pursued by the Gabrs or Zoroastrians. At the spot is a 
spring, said to have been miraculously produced by the 
brother and known as Ghaib Plr by the Muhammadans 
and as Mahadev by the Hindus of Kachhi. The Kuchiks 
used to allot 8 kasas of grain per tir at each harvest to the 
shrine of Bibi Nani, the proceeds being used for the 
purchase of sheep to be sacrificed whenever a party of the 
cultivators went to repair the water channel. The 
sacrifice has ceased since about 1895, and the superstitious 
people allege that the water in the Kaur Bibi Nani has 
decreased in consequence. 

Pir Panja is a rock with a solitary gwan (Pistacia. 
khanjak) tree close to the military road at mile 33 from 
Quetta, and is said to be the foot-print of Ali.. The 
Brahuis during their periodical migrations offer sacrifices 
at the shrine. 

The Kuchiks also resort to the shrine of P1r Dopasi 
which is situated about 2 miles from Rindli in the Dadhar 
niabat. 

Names and Names of totemistic origin are seldom met with among 
titles. the Kuchiks. The denominations used for men are those 

usual among Muhammadans, those ending with Khan 
being popular among the better class of people. It is a 
custom among the better class to transmit the name of a 
grandfather to the grandchild, a system which often leads 
to confusion when any particular person of importance 
has to be traced. Most of the cultivators have shortened 
names such as Gwaharam, Ghulam, Jan, Rambo. In the 
case of women, names ending with Naz or Bibi are popular 
such as Zar Bibi, Nur Bibi, Zar Naz or Gul Naz etcetera. 

'C. Ml\sson. N arrati11e of a journeJ to Kalat, 1843, p. 391. 



No ceremonies are observed on the birth o£ a glri. She 
is named by the mother or some female relative. The 
birth of a son is announced by the woman attending the 
mother. Guns are at once fired and there are general 
rejoicings. The boy is named on the seventh day after 
consultation with the mulla or the village headman. 

The term sardar is always confined by the people to the 
headman for the time being, other members of the Bangu
lani section being called mir. The title of sardar is not, 
however, recognised by Government. The headmen of the 
other sections are called wadera. 

The code of honour of a Kuchik makes it incumbent 
on him: 

(1) To avenge blood. 
(2) To fight to the death for anyone, except an adul

terer, who had taken refuge with him. A refugee 
is called bahot and in former days was always main

[tained by his protector so long as he· remained 
under the latter's roof. 

(3) To defend, to the last, property entrusted to him. 
(4) To be hospitable and to provide for the safety of 

the person and property of a guest. 
(5) To refrain from killing a woman, a Hindu, a menial, 

or a boy who had not taken to trousers. 
(6) To pardon an offence on the intercession of the 

women of the offender's family, of some leading 
men, or Saiads. · 

(7) To refrain from killing a man, who had entered 
the shrine of Pir Tangav or Pir Dopasi in Dadhar 
so long as he remained within its· precincts; and 
also a man who, while fighting, begged for quar
ter, declaring himself to be a coward (laghor). 

(8) To cease fighting when a mulla, a Saiad, or a. 
woman, bearing the Korari on his or her head, 
intervened between the parties. · 

(9) To· punish an adulterer with death. 
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CHAPTER fl.-ECONOMIC. • 

AG&IC'Ot• Compared with the aggregate area of the Pass, the 
TURE.. cultivated, and indeed the culturable, area is trifling. The 

General • 
conditions, nature of the country, moreover, 1s such that a large 

extension of cultivation is impossible. Water for peren
nial irrigation, which alone assures a harvest, is limited in 
quantity, and dry-crop cultivation must always be circum
scribed by the conformation of the surface and the scanty 
rainfall. 

The culturable area in the Pass comprises the Govern
ment land at Rindli, the bents or .flats between Pir Chauki · 
and Naoling or Naolang, the principal ones being the two 
Drabbi~t which are owned by the Kurds and cultivated by 
the Bangulzai Brahuis, and the Kundalani Bent; the bents 

known as those of Bakhtiar Khan, Jalambani, and of 
Islam Khan, Chotai, which lie between Naoling and 
Afghan Ponzak; the Gokurth or Chhota Kirta lands, 
Sardar Bent, KahU.r Bent, Ali Gul Bent, Taht Mir, Ahd 
Kachh, and Reghti which lie between Afghan Ponzak and 
Kirta Kalan; Shahrpad Kund, Drabbi, Damb, Ala Beg, 
Thai, and Pishi situated in the Laleji plain; Kunar Dar, 
Thai Shamsber Khan, and Sohri. All these are irrigated 
from the Bolan river or from springs which rise in its 
course. A few pieces of culturable land lie along the bed 
of the river between Mach and Kolpur. The principal 
dry-crop areas are Takari or Trakri, Toba, Sa.hibdad Thai, 
Panerband, Chirak and Zamuri. 

Soils. No scientific analyses of the soil in various parts of the 
District have been made, but the people of the country 
have a classification of their own, based on the most 
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obvious properties. The best is th~ stiff soil, known by AGRICUL· 

the name of siak zam·tn or khauri, which is suited to all Tun. 

crops. Next comes that containing silt, known as matti 
or kkar, the best soil for wheat. Zkallo, a soil which 
contains a good deal of gravel, is adapted both to wheat 
and zurrat, while rekhar is that which has a mixture of 
sand. Drabbi is a soil on which drab grass grows. The 
worst soil is kalar bearing salt efflorescence. The greater 
part of the culturable area possesses either zhallo or 
Tekhar; matti is met with in Ala Beg and Damb, and khauri 
in the latter place. The soil of almost all the bents is & 

mixture of zhallo and rekhaT; that of the land to the north 
of Kirta is drabbi. 

The rainfall in the cultivated part of the District is Rdainfatll 
an sys em 

probably about 4 inches, the average amount received at of cultiva· 

Panlr. Not only is it absolutely necessary for the:~~: f:he~::: 
cultivation of the dry-crop tracts, but the permanent 
sources of irrigation are largely affected by it. For .the 
spring crop, in dry-crop lands, rain in June and July is 
needed to fill the embankments. As indicating the effect 
of the rainfall on the supply of permanent water, it may 
be noted that, the irrigation water for the Kirta village 
had greatly diminished in the four years ending in 1902, 
owing to the drought, and that this was also the case in 
1903-4, when the Political Agent, writing in connection 
with the slight increase in land revenue, said, "the 
increase would have been still larger had not the kharlf 

. cultivation failed for want of water." 
The irrigated area within the limits of Kirta is about 

3,135 acres, exclusive of some of the flats along the course 
of the Bolan river between Kirta and Naoling. At 

'Rindli, there are about 27 acres and at Mach about 
7 acres. The dry-crop area is estimated at about 
800 acres. Almost all of the land at Mach is planted 
with garden. In places under permanent irrigation, the 
area. under cultivation varies with the supply of water in 
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AGRIOUL•'. the river, and is also affected by the fact that the tracts 
TURE •. 

in Kirta, which are periodically divided for cultivation, 
are of different sizes. During 1905, what are known as 
the Damb lands were cultivated, and the area under crop 
was roughly estimated at about 1,300 acres under the 
spring crop and about 1,000 acres under the autumn 
harvest. Besides the Damb lands, about 130 acres were 
under the spring crop and about 38 acres under autumn 
crops in the flats, and about 17 acres were cropped at 
Rindli. In years when the water supply is deficient, an 
autumn crop is raised on the same land from which wheat 
has been harvested, the moisture already in the fields 
being th.us utilised, and the construction of new and 
.absorbent field channels avoided. This method was 
·followed in 1905. 
} 'Dry-crop land is usual1y cultivated with wheat in small 
patches when sufficient rainfall is received. There is 
stated to have been no such crop in the decade ending 
with 1901. 

Population In 1901, 83 males were classed as actual agricultural 
e~~~dd workers. Most of the proprietors are themselves the tillers 

dependent of the soil. The well-to-do employ tenants-at-will (rahak), 
agric~iture. and some get their lands cultivated by their servile depend

ants (bana). 
Seasons of The principal harvests are the (gandim), or spring 
th~ year,d harvest, which includes the crops sown between October SOWing an 
h!""vest and December and reaped about the middle of May; the 
bmes. ' · t h t h' h · t f th sanwn., or au umn arves , w 1c cons1s s o e crops 

sown between August 1, and September 15, and reaped 
in January; and the eMtri, that is, the late or extra 
spring harvest, sown in April and reaped in July. The 
following are the chief crops produced at each harvest :-

Gandim.-Wheat (Triticum sativum). 
Jav.-Barley (Hot·deum t•ulgare). 
Banwrl.-Zurrat (Andropogon sorghum). 

Kunjid (Sesamum Indieum). 



WHEAT. 

OhBtri.-M.elons and water-melons, and 1urrat for green ..!GRICUL-

fodder. :rUR:Jll. 

The largest and the most important crop is wheat 
which, as already stated, is the staple food of the indige
nous population for seven months in, the year. Next to 
it in importance is zurrat, the stapl~ for about five 
months. Besides the crops already mentioned, a little 
rice, tobacco, some mung, known locally as mash (Pha
seolus mungo), and moth (Phaseolus aconitifolius), are also 
cultivated; the two last are mixed with the zurrat and 
used as green fodder. English vegetables are grown. in 
the gardens at Rindli, :Mushkaf, and. :Mach. They .are 
chiefly consumed by the alien population. 

Statistics of the area under each crop are not available, 
but as already mentioned, the spring harvest consists 
almost wholly of wheat and covers about 58 per ceri.t: ·of 
the total area cropped iu a year, most of the remai4ing 
area being under zu·rrat. The quantities of the var~ous 
grains realized as revenue, which are given in table III, 
Vol. B., indicate the. relative importance. of the various 

Maunds. crops. The average revenue of 
Wheat 542. the quinquennial period 1897~8 
Zurrat 

16
2
9

•• to 1901.;.2 in round .figures is Kunjid 
Rice 7. given in the margin. 
The wheat sown in the District is of seven varieties : 

Mrkhami the seed of which, as the name implies, was 
originally imported from Barkban in the Loralai District 
about the year 1885; talmalo, a new variety imported 
from Narmuk about. 1901, the grain of which i~ larger 
and thicker than that of barkhami; suhr-bij, the indige
ous variety; reli, a kind introduced from India since the 
opening of the railway; sangsila introduced from the 
Bu_gti country; karez na bij, also known as pazhmi, a 
white variety, the seed of which has been imported from 
:Marav in Sarawan; and waru, a red wheat also said to be 

Principal 
crops. 

Wheat. 
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indigenous. Waru is an inferior sort and is now seldom 
cultivated. Barkhami and talmalo are now (1905) most 
popular, 

The-cultivation of wheat in irrigated land begins about 
the loth of katti (October) and lasts up to about the 
middle of poh (December). The seed is always sown 
broadcast (ehhat). It is either sown in land which has 
not yet been watered, a method known as sukari, or after 
the land has been watered (adh) and when the face of the 
ground has dried and has assumed a whitish appearance. 
After being scattered, the seed is ploughed in and beds 
are made with a dhal. The seeds (bij) germinate about 
three days after the :first watering (khakaf). If water is 
available, the crop is now watered a second time (paon) and 
as soon as the crop appears above the ground it is known 
as hit. Thereafter it is watered at intervals of eighteen 
to twenty days. In January the young green stalks are cut 
and used as green fodder. This cutting improves the 
subsequent yield. The grain is half ripe (abU) in March; 
and harvesting begins early in May. The reapers (laihar) 
receive as their wages, one sheaf (sitli or pili) in every 
twenty-one. The sheaves are put in nets (trangar) and 
carried to the threshing floor (pirh) a heap of harvested 
crop being known as johan. The method followed in 
threshing gowat is that usual in India, a long pole being 
placed on the ground in the centre of the threshing floor and 
ten or fifteen bullocks being driven round it to tread out 
the grain. Threshing being over both straw and grain 
are collected into a heap (dharo), and winnowing is 
commence-d with the winnowing fork (char shakha). The 
husks and chaff are again winnowed, the process being. 
named parghat. The chaff is called kanda, the straw boh, 
and the heap of cleaned grain sagh. 

Wednesdays and Fridays are considered most suitable 
days for the division of grain (batai) ; Tuesday is inauspi
cious. On the day :fixed, an amulet is obtained from the 
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mull&. in which he writes a verse of the Koran. · It is AG:&ICUL· 
TUBE. 

stuck in a stick and planted in the middle of the grain 
heap. Whatever the measure to be used, the first one 
filled is put aside as rasul wahi, to be given to the village 
mull&.. The grai~ is divided into six: heaps (kohri), of 
which one is taken as the Government revenue. - From 
the remaining five heaps, the mull&. and other village 
servants are paid; the seed sown is next deducted, and 
the balance divided between the landlord and the tenant • 

.Andropogon sorghum is known to ~he Kirta Baloch as Zurrat. 

aurrat; there are two common varieties, the chau-bubbi, 

or four teat, the ear of which is divided into four parts; 
and b&.drai, a white variety, the seed of which has been 
imported from Badra in the Marri country. A third 
and red variety is sohro, but it is only grown: in small 
plot~ and consumed after parching. 

Zurrat is either sown broadcast ( chhat) for fodder, 
when the harvest is known as chetri or arhari, or for its 
grain, when it is called s&.nwri. For chet~ cultivation the 
land is cleaned of shrubs at the beginning of March and 
the seed is sown as in the case of wheat, either in dry 
land or in land which has been first watered, and then 
ploughed in. W aterings continue after germination at 
intervals of ten to twelve days, but these periods can be 
increased when water is scarce up to eighteen days. The 
crop is_ fit for fodder in jeth and arhar (May and June). 
Melons and water-melons, which are also sown mixed 
with zurrat, ripen in July. The roots of the 1urrat crop, 
if again watered in August, produce a crop of grain 
about December. 

The chief zurrat crop intended for human consumption 
is sown from the beginning of sanwan (July) to about 
the middle of b&.dre (August), the chau-bubbi being sown 
during the first twenty days of July and the b&.drai from 
July 20 to August 15. Cleaning the land takes place in 
June, . the system of cultivation being the same as for 
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wheat in irrigated land. At the beginning of October 
when the crop is half ripe~ it is liable to damage from 
birds. The harvest takes place in December. 

The only disease known to the people, which affects the 
zurrat, are insects (hiram) which appear in a&sun if the 
supply of water for irrigation is insufficient. Two suc
cessive waterings, if procurable, remove the evil. 

In dry crop land zurrat is sown broadcast in July; 
it ripens with the September rain and is ready to be 
harvested in November. 

Manure, Little manure is available, nor is much attention paid to 
outturn and . . . . 

rotation. manunng. The rubbish and dung of domestic ammals 

Fruit and 
vegetable 
gardens. 

is allowed to remain in the village, and when the 
turn comes for cultivating the land lying close to the 
village, it is removed to the fields and used as manure. No 
returns of the produce per acre have been published. 

When the water supply is abundant, wheat is ordinarily 
cultivated alternately in the tracts known as Damb, 
Drabbi, and Shahrpad; and is grown alternately in Thai 
and Ala Beg. If, however, the water supply is deficient, 
zurrat is sown in the same land from which wheat has 
been harvested for reasons which have already been 
explained. 

Before the British occupation, fruit and vegetable 
culture was almost unknown in the District. The only 
vegetable grown was pichhli (Portulaca olemcea), which 
was sown mixed with 1urrat or cMtri. A beginning was 
made in 1888-90 by Captain Temple, Political Agent, and 
M. Najaf Ali Khan, Native Assistant, when fruit trees 
were imported and planted at Rindli and Mach. The 
first of these orchards has since been sold ; that at Mach 
is managed by the tahsildar. Gardens were started by 
the Railway department in 1893 at Mushka.f and Mach, 
the former is only a vegetable garden while the latter, 
besides producing English and Indian vegetables, is also 
well stocked with fruit trees. The trees in the Mach and 
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Rindli orchards include Maltese oranges, limes, sweet AG:&ICUL~ 
TUR.E. 

limes, pomegranates, mangoes, guavas, plantains, peaches, 
figs, mulberries, bir trees, dates, pears, walnuts, quinces, 
apples, plums, almonds and vines. The oranges grown at 
Mach are of particularly good quality. Spare fruit from 
Mach is sent to the Quetta market. Though successful 
results have been attained, tree planting has not been 
unattended with difficulties, and Mr. E. Wood, Loco-

motive Foreman, who has been in charge of the Railway 
· garden at Mach for many years writes : " The nature of 
the ground does not lend itself to cultivation of trees or 
vegetables, owing to the presence of stone and gravel. 
For trees, deep holes have to be dug and filled with 
imported soil from a neighbouring hill, but, in spite of 
this, the more delicate trees, such as peach and apricot, 
frequently wither as soon as the roots touch the natural 
soil. Soil to make the garden had likewise to be imported 
from the same source, and later, several waggon loads of 
better soil were obtained from Mushka.f, and manure was 
brought from Sibi until now (1904) a depth of about one 
foot has been secured." 

Before the British occupation, the Kirta villagers lived Extension 
in constant fear of Marri raiders and could only safely . and lmprove-
cultivate such land near the village as could be protected . ment in 
from towers. When the turn came for the more remote cultivation. 
tracts, preparations had to be made for defence, patrols 
were posted, and every one went to his work fully armed. 
If they stayed for the night, all congregated in one place, 
placed the cattle in. the middle, and poeted sentries for 
their protection. Masson, who passed thrqugh the Bolan 
in 1827, remarks: "About half a mile to our left, or to 
the north, was the small village of Kirta, inhabited by 
Baluchis, subjects of Kalat, but at the mercy of the 
predatory hi,ll tribes. * * * There is some land 
cultivated, principally with rice, and there . might be much 
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more, were there any security."* In consequence of one 
of the Marri raids, the Kuchiks at length deserted the 
village and moved in a body to Dadhar about 1873. Since 
their return, cultivation has largely increased. In pre
British times, when the village was inhabited the total 
number of shares into which land and water were divided 
seldom exceeded 15, but these shares have now almost 
doubled. It is, however, alleged that the imposition of 
revenue in 1892, and the drought which has continued 
for some years have, to some e:x:tent, retarded further 
expansion. The capital cost of reclaiming bents is large 
and the expense of their maintenance considerable, and 
the cultivators have to pay one-fifth of the produce to the 
Bangulani sardarkhels, all of which are obstacles to 
extension. 

Some improvements have been effected by the intro
duction of fresh varieties of seed, both of wheat and 
zurrat, as mentioned above, but the system of periodical 
distribution of the land, thereby depriving the cultivator 
of all permanent interest in it and of any incentive to 
improved methods, must prove a fatal check to progress, 
so long. as the system continues. Rice of an inferior 
kind was formerly grown, but its cultivation lJ,as almost 
entirely ceased now. 

Agricultural A list of the implements used, with· the vernacular 
implements. name of each, will be found in appendix III. 

The principal implements include the plough, which 
is known as nangar, the plank harrow or scraper (ken) 
with which embankments are made, and the clod-crusher, 
or log used, in place of a roller, for breaking clods and 
smoothing the· ground, called malav. Among minor 
implements may be mentioned the ramba or weeding 
spud; the kodar or hoe; the dhal or wooden spade worked 
by two men with a rope for making small embankments; 

•Journeys in Baluchistan, .Afghanistan and the Punjab by Charles 
Ma.sson, 1842, Vol. I, p. 335. 
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the sickle (das) for reaping; four or two pronged 'fork .A.Gn.Icu:r.. 
TUR.E, 

(char shakha or bihano); and the dhalli or winnowing . 
spade. There has been no improvement in these imple
ments, but the use of iron for agricultural work is 
apparently more general than in former days. 

The Land Improvement Loans Act XIX of 1883, and Agriccl.tural 
the Agriculturists' Loans Act XII of 1884 have'not been advanc~s. 
applied to the Baluchistan Agency but the question of 
their extension is (1905) under consideration.· Rules to 

·regulate such advances have been promulgated under the 
executive orders from the Government of India, and are 
embodied in the Baluchistan Takavi Advance Manual, 
1902. The annual grant for the whole Agency is 
Rs. 60,000 of which Rs. 45,000 are allotted to other 
Districts. Allotments for the Bolan Pass are . made, 
when required, from the reserve of Rs. 15,000 at the 
disposal of the Agent to the Governor-General. The 
Political Agent is authorised, within the liniit of his 
grant, to sanction advances not exceeding Rs. 1,000 in 
each case, and the Revenue Commissioner up to 
Rs. 3,000 ; the sanction of the Local Government is 
necessary for advances in excess of this amoiUlt. The 
ordinary rate of interest is one anna in the rupee or 6! 
per cent. per annum, but in a case in which the Political 
Agent is absolutely satisfied that the project is a sound 
one financially, and it is likely to lead to an increase of 
revenue, which, within the term fixed for the complete 
payment of the advance, will amount to not less. than the 
whole interest which should have been charged under the 
rules, he is at liberty to grant the advance free of interest. 
The advances can be granted either for works carried out 
by the Political Agent himself or by the agricultural 
population. 

No tak.i.vi advances had ever been made up t9 1904-5 
when amounts aggregating Rs. 1,800 were advanced. 
Rs. 1,000 were advanced jointly to the cultivators for 
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AGRIC'Il'L• putting the water channel which irrigates the Kirta lands 
Ttl':B.E; in repair; while advances were made in two cases for 

the construction of wells worked with the Persian wheel. 

Agrioul
ttural 

indebted-
ness. 

The latter have proved successful. 
The samindar& of Kirta. have incurred heavy debts in 

recent times,and it has been roughly estimated (1905) that 
their ij.abilities amount to more than Rs; 10,000. The 
cultivato~s assign, as the reasons,· the facts, that their 
services in the levies have been much reduced, that the 
supply of irrigation water has diminished, and that they 
have been obliged to pay revenue. It may be added that 
their standard of living has undoubtedly risen in recent 
times and that, owing to their indolence, they have not 
derived so much advantage from British rule as they 
might. 

The greater part of the debt has been incurred with 
three Hindu banias, who have shops in the village. 
Occasionally, however,the cultivators finance one another. 
In the latter case a sum of money is advanced and the 
land and water are mortgaged with possession to the 
creditor for a fixed term varying from five to nine years, 
during which the mortgagee cultivates the land, pays the 
Government· revenue· and a.ppropriates the produce which 
covers both the repayment of principal and the payment of 
interest. At the end of the period the land is restored to 
the mortgager. The system is locally known as ijara. 
The mortgagees' position, it may be noted, is very insecure 
as, should the mortgager leave the village permanently, 
both he and his representative, the mortgagee, lose all 
rights to receive a further share at the periodical distribu
tions of land. 

For cash advances or loans, the shopkeepers charge 1 
anna per rupee per month as interest, and if the loan is not 
repaid at the next harvest, compound interest is charged. 
Credit is given for goods purchased from time _to time, 
the price being payable at the next harvest and interest 
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being charged at the rate of 2 annas per rppee. 
Advances of seed grain are also made by the shopkeepers 

to cultivators. For these advances various methods of re
payment of interest are in vogue. Under one system, 
recently introduced, the price of the grain is· determined 
at the time and is repayable, either in cash or kind, with 
interest at the rate of 2 annas per rupee, at the next 
harvest. Under another system, interest in kind at the 
rate of 25 per cent. (siwai) is charged on advances.· of 

. wheat seed, while for advances of zurrat seed an equal 
quantity of wheat is recovered at the next spring harvest. 

AGJ!.ICUL• 
l'tTJI.E. 

The principal domestic animals are bullocks and cows, Domestic 
which are of the Bala Nari and Bha.g Nari breeds, a pair animals. 

of bullocks costing about Rs. 80 and a cow about ·R~ •. so; 
Fowls are also reared which fetch from 5 to 8 annas · 
apiece, and eggs cost about 6 annas a dozen. A few' 
ponies are also kept for riding, the price of which varie~ 
from Rs. 60 to Rs. 80. Goats are bred for their milk, :the 
price of a full grown one being about Rs. 5 and of a 
kid R. 1-8. The approximate number of animals owned 
by the Kuchiks includes 100 bullocks, 130 cows, 45 goats, 
and 10 ponies (1905). ' " ' 

In years of good rainfall, grass grows abundantly in Pasture 
the Laleji plain and in the surrounding ravines; drab grounds and 

and kashum grasses also . abound in the bed of the Bolan. ~~=~= 
near Kirta, and afford sufficient fodder in summer. cattle. 
Other grasses are kaj, gandil and hadden. The cattle are 
fed on green wheat and zurrat in the spring and summer, 
and on straw and dry stalks of zurrat in the winter. No 
difficulty, therefore, is experienced in feeding the. few 
local cattle. 

No scientific enquries into prevailing cattle diseases Cattle 
have ever been made. The commoner diseases among diseases. 

cattle include sirh, apparently a kind of dysentery, as a. 
remedy for which branding is resorted to; kaZi wah, a. 
J:ind of stag~ers, and charu (Brahui, chaZri) pres-gmablf 
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TURE. 

Sources of 
irrigation. 

Division 
of water. 

and cM,ru are segregated. 
The main supply of water for the irrigation of the 

Kirta.lands is brought from the Bibi Nani stream, also 
known as the Dardan. A dam is made at Chirian Buth, 
about 2 miles to the west of Bibi N ani bridge, and 
the water is thence carried in an open channel for a. 
distance of about 12 miles. After every heavy flood the 
dam and channel have to be repaired. The Kuchik 
headman and the J alam bani and Chotai wadiras arrange 
for the erection of the dam and the maintenance of the 
channel by chMr, i.e., labour supplied by the villagers 
in proportion to the share of each in the water. The 
Kuchik headman is not required to contribute. Every 
year the work to be done occupies the people for about 
forty daysJ the total number of men required being about 
1, 7 50 and over 100 pairs of bullocks. 

Two wells have recently (1904) been sunk close to the 
Kirt!L village for purposes of irrigation, the water being 
raised by Persian wheels. The depth varies from 20 to 25 
feet, .and . each well irrigates about 3 acres of land. It is 
hopecl tha.t this means of irrigation will, in time, be 
further extended. 

The water of the Bolan is divided by aami.ndars into a 
number of shares, the principal share being the ti.r. 

, ~he. lowest unit of division is a kaman. 
2 kaman= 1 shabana. 
2 shabana= 1 bit. 
4 bit= 1 tlr. 

When water is abundant, a ti.r represents the flow of 
twenty-four hours, a day or night being known as a be'l ; 
in years of deficient supply, however, the ti.r is reduced to 
twelve hours. On nearing the land to be cultivated, the 
.water is divided into channels, each channel comprising 
a number of tirs. Each of the sharers in a particular 
~hannel tu:ns the whole supply of water on to his land 
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by turn for a be'l or about twelve hours at a time. 
In Rindli an angusht, or finger is the principal unit of· 

water division. The Kunari channel taking off from the 
Bolan river, carries 34i angusht of water, of which 10 
angu•ht are owned by Government and 24! angusht belong 
to the aamindars of Old Rindli. In the actual distribu-

Rais Punun ... 42 hours. 
. Garden belonging 

to BahBr Shah 
and others ... 18 , 

Inspection Bunga-
low ... lhour. 

Land leased for 
vegetable culti-

. vation ... .. .11 hours. 

margin (1905) • 

tion, the Government land takes 
the whole of the water for 
seventy-two hours, the equi
valent, in local parlance, of 
6 wakht, and the :eamindars get 
it for ~seven days in every ten 
days. The Government share 
is sub-divided as shown in the 

.A list of principal agricultural and revenue terms in 
general use is given in appendix IV. 
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Cash rents are unknown among the cultivators ; rent RENTS, 

1 . t . h f th . Th 1 . t WAGES AND a ways comus s In as are o e gram. eon y ms ances PRICES. 

of cash rents are to be found at Rindli, where the lessee Rents. 

who cultivated the Government }and up to 1895, paid a 
lump sum of Rs. 250 which represented a rate of Rs. 9-4-1 
per acre, while a small plot is annually leased to a bania 
for vegetable cultivation, the revenue and rent of which 
in 1905 was Rs. 60 for 2! roods. 

In the dry-crop tracts of Takari and Toba different Produce 
. rents, meth-

systems prevail. In the former, where the owners have ods of dis-

constructed the embankments and the tenants are tem- tnt"hbution. of egram 
porary, the landlord supplies the seed, and the tenant the heap. 

labour and bullocks, and the produce, after the deduction 
of Government revenue and wages of village servants, 
is equally divided. In the latter, where the tenants have 
made the embankments and cannot be ejected according 
to custom so long as they keep the laths in order, the 
tenant supplies all the requisites of cultivation and pays 
to the landlord, after deductions similar to· those men-
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RENTS, tioned above, one-fourth of the produce as his rent. · 
w~~~~E!.ND Most of the irrigated area is cultivated by the proprie

tors themselves ; when a tenant is employed he always 
provides labour and bullocks, while the seed is found 
either by him or by the landlord. The first charge 
against the grain heap is the Government revenue, then 
the seed and the wages of village servants, after which 
the balance is divided between the landlord and tenant 
equally. 

Tenants are not bound to perform any services for 
their landlords, though occasionally they may bring him 
a load of grass or fuel; nor are they uuder agreement to 
carry the landlord's share of the produce to his house. 
They must assist in constructing the irrigation works and 
carry the Government share of grain and straw to the 
place appointed, and even to the Pishi railway station. 

Cultivation in the irrigated land of Kirta. is not in
frequently carried on jointly, as the lands need embanking 
which entails much labour. In such cases, three or more 
proprietors and tenants join, each of them providing a. 
proportionate share of seed, while each tenant brings with 
him as many bullocks as he can supply. When the har
vest is gathered the Government revenue is paid first, then 
the seed is returned, and the wages of village servants are 
paid, and the balance is divided equally between the 
proprietors and the tenants. The former divide their 
portions in proportion to the share of each in the land, 
while the latter set apart three-fourths of their share for 
equal division among the men, and one-fourth for the 
bullocks. 

Wages. No cooly class flxists among the cultivating population. 
Servile dependants, male and female, work for those who 
are well-to-do. Makranis and poor Bra.huis are, some
times, temporarily employed, their wages consisting of 
food and clothing. Harvesting is done by Jats from 
Kachhi a:p.d by Bra.huis, who are paid one 13heaf out of 
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every twenty-one of the cut crop. Most of th~ women RENTS, 

• d h • f d t" t" "th h d WAGES AND grm t e1r own corn or omes 1c consump 10n Wl an PRICES. 

mills (jantar); when it is done for the well-to-do, the 
wages given consist of one-fifth of the corn ground. 

Those of the Kuchiks who keep goats employ a goat- Tending 
cattle. 

· herd who is given his food and clothing and paid Rs. 10 
per annum in cash. Cowherds, who tend the village 
cattle, are paid one topa of grain for a cow and one pinrki 
for a weaned calf per mensem, and for plough bullocks 
one load of corn ears at each harvest. 

The village servants are the carpenter (drakhanr); the . Village 

b servants. hajam or bar er, who, besides following his ordinary 
avocation, performs certain services on festive occasions, 
and also circumcisions ; and the mulla. Each of these 
men is given one k&.sa of grain and one man's. load (bhari) 
of corn ears at each harvest per tir. If the carpenter has 
worked well, he is also given a shabana of land and water 
at the periodical distribution. 

The Saiads of Kirani in Quetta-Pishln are requisitioned 
to ward off calamities, such as rust in the crops and 
locusts, and to preserve the water supply of the Bolan, for 
which call on their services they are paid Rs. 2 per tir at 
each harvest. The amoun~ is not, however, paid in cash, 
but the equivalent in grain is given at the prevailing 
prices. A deputy (khalifa) of the Saiads collects this 
contribution ( thuk) and retains one-sixth of the proceeds for 
his trouble. Similar services are performed by the village 
ShaM who is paid one netful (trangar) of harvested wheat 
and a man's load of ears of juari per tir. 

Labour is employed in the Pass on the railway line, the 
military road and at the mines. Most of the' labourers 
are from India, but a few local men have taken service in 
the Railway gangs, and the poor among the Mengal, 
Raheja, Jatoi, Chotai and other Kuchiks also occasionally 
work. The ·wages paid by the Railway are 6 annas for 
day labour or Rs. 10 by the month; in the Military 
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RENTs, Works Services the rate is 5 annas and 4 pies a day. The 
w~~~~E~n majority of the coolies employed at the coal mines are 

Makranis, and they are paid at the rate of 8 annas a day. 
Jamadars get Rs. 20 to Rs. 30. The wages of sweepers 
and bhishtis are Rs. 9, of chaulcidars Rs. 10 and of car
penters and blacksmiths from Rs. 30 toRs. 35. The levies 
are local men and the pay of a footman is Rs. 9 and of a 
sowar Rs. 18 per mensem. Some of the vernacular 
writers in the Bolan are paid less than anywhere else in 
the Agency, their wages being only Rs. 9 per mensem. 

Prices. The prices of wheat and aurr.,t, as also of straw, fire-

WEIGHTS 
AND liiEA• 

IIUREB. 

wood and salt for the ten years ending with 1902 are 
given in table IV, Volume B. The average price of 
wheat in the first quinquennium was 141 seers and in the 
second quinquennium 11-h seers. The railway has had 
the effect of rendering prices in the Bolan intermediate 
between those prevalent in Quetta and Sibi, as will be 
seen from the following statistics of the price of wheat 
in seers per rupee :-

Quetta.. Sibi. Bolan Pass. 
1893 before the Mushkaf 

Railway was opened .. . 101 13 10 
Average of 1893 to 1897... 13 141 141 
Average of 1902 ... 11! 131 1lr\ 

Before the British occupation, the Kalati ser of 88 tola1 
was in use, but Indian weights with a seer of 80 tolas 
and a ma.und of 40 seers have since been introduced in 

Measures of the baza.rs. The actual weights now in general use are 
weight. those of 5 seers, 21 seers, 2 seers, seer, half a. seer, quarter 

seer, one eighth of a seer, a. chittack and half chittack. 
A maund of straw is usually calculated at 82 lb. 

Measures of Outside the bazars, grain is still sold by wooden 
grain. measures and not by weight. 

4 pinrki 
4. topa. 
60 kasa. 

- 1 topa. = 1 kasa. 
:z 1 kha.rwk 

The lowest unit is a pinrki and 
the ma.rginal ta.ble shows the 
others. The kharwar is merely 
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nominal, the wooden measures in daily use being the WEIGHTS 

tapa and kasa. The capacity of this kasa varies with the MEt:::aEs. 
kind of grain measured ; on the average the equiva-
lent in standard weights is about 6! seers of wheat and 
6 seers of zurrat. 

Fodder and fuel are sold by the camel load or bullock Other mea.· 

load, and also by the bad or bhari, i.e., the load which a ~i;hot~ 
man carries on his back or head. Boosa is ordinarily 
sold by the heap (satti) or by the bag, a bag usually con-
taining about 1! maunds. 

In the bazars the standard yard of 16 girahs or 36 
inches is in use, but the people of t~e country still employ 
the cubit (harish) for measuring cloth. This is an 
indefinite measure and varies with the stature of the 
customer; it is measured from the projecting bone of ~he 
customer's elbow round the end of the middle finger, 
when extended straight, and back to the lower knuckle 
joint. 

In 1899, a rough survey of part of the Kirta land was 
carried out in acres, roods and poles; Some of the leading 
men have vague ideas of these areas, but most of the 
people only recognise the irrigated land by the shares 
of water they hold, while unirrigated land is known by 
plots. The largest unit in irrigat€d land is a tir and it 
was ascertained in 1905 that for the spring harvest a tir 
represented a little more than 30 acres, and for the autlnnn 
harvest rather more than 24 acres. When it is necessary 
to divide land for cultivation, the division is effected by 
lots and measured by pac~s (kadam) or with a rope. The 
term jora is frequently used but has no definite value, 
merely denoting the amount of land that can be ploughed 
by a pair of oxen in twelve hours. 

Linear 
measures. 

Superficial 
measures. 

A few people know the English months, but the Hindu Measure of 
calendar is commonly used with modified names for the time. 

months in certain cases. The names of the11e months 
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with their English equivalents are given below:--
LocAL MoNTH. ENGLisH MoNTH. 
~Chetr March. 

Wesak:h April. 
Jeth May. 
Arhar June. 
Sanwan or basham July.· 
Badre August. 
Assun September. 
Katti October 
Mangir November. 
Poh December. 
Mangh January. 
Phaggunr February. 

The days of the week are a mixture of those recognised 
by Muhammadans and Hindus, Saturday being the first 
day. They are: chhanrchanr, achar, sumar, angaro, arba, 
'kamis or khamis and jumma. The day (rosh) and the 
night (shaj) are divided into the following parts:~ 

Mazen or kukar bang. Cock crow. 
Rocha tik •. . Dawn. 
Cbasht . . • About 9 A. m:. 
Goel .. . .. • Time of morning meal. 
N er moch or nem roch. Midday. 
Salar .• • .. • Early part of afternoon, 

say about 1 P. m:. 
Awal or burz pishin .•• About 2 P. m:. 
Pishln ... Latter part of afternoon, 

J ahal pi shin ... 
Digar .. . 
Bega .. . 
Rojak .. . 
Sham .. . 
Khuftan 

say 3 o'clock • 
... About 5 P. m:. 
• .. 6 P.M • 

... Evening. 

. •. Sunset. 

. . . An hour after sunset, 
. . , About 9 o'clock. 

• Chetr begins about the middle of March. 
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Sari wahav . .. First sleep, early part 6~ WEIGHTS 
····'AND'.
MEASURES, night. 

Nem shaf ... ;Midnight. 
Zahri wahav... . .. Latter part of night. 
Sahlr... •·· End of night. 

The pamtri (value about 10 annas) and the zaman sMki . Currency. 
(value about 5 annas) were current in former da.ys:, but 
British Indian coins, except the pie for which there is no 
local name, were used in the Pass long before its occu-
pation by the British. The local names of the coinage 
are:-

NJ:m paisa 
Paisa 
Do-paisa or takka 
N1mshahi 

= 
= 
-
-

1! pies. 
Pice. 
Half alma. 
Anna. 

Shahi = 2 anna 'piece. 
Paoli = 4 anna piece. 
Adhi or abbasi = 8 anna piece. 
Rupai = Rupee. 

"The improvement in the material condition o£ the MATEltiAL 

Kuchiks has already been noticed; it is indicated by the ,,;o:;iT;~~-
better material Used for dreSS both by inen and WOmen, PLE, 
by their more commodious huts and by the increase in 
marriage expenses. Simultaneously with the advent of 
security the railway has afforded a ready means for the 
export of any surplus produce, especially 'bkUsa which 
had no value in pre-British days. On the other hand, a:s 
has already been shown, the Kuchik cultivators have 
heavily handicapped themselves with debt. · 

Mr. R. D. Oldham, Deputy Superintendent of the MINEs AND 
Geological Survey of lndi~, writing in 1891 about the Mxc~!1~Ls. 
coal resources of Quetta and the routes leading to it, 
remarked that the coal of Mach in the Bolan Pass had 
long been known and had been worked in a small, fitful 
way for some years. He examined exposures of coal on 
the left bank of the Bolan river, about· 2· :iniles ·below 
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MINES .AND Mach and also at the f!Outhern end of the Bohr or 
MINERALs. Bhor hill. 

Khan Bahadur Burjorjee D. Patel of Quetta com
menced working coal from a ridge of the Pir Mard 
mountain about 1! miles from Old Mach in 1897 but 
this mine was flooded in May, 1901, and was not con
sidered to be worth pumping out. Some prospecting 
work was then done on some other low ridges, locally 
known as Hurro, about half a mile east of the railway 
near Old Mach, and work is now (1905) proceeding here. 
The method of working is by sinking stentings and 
driving levels to meet them from the lowest point 
available. A bout 200 men are employed, chiefly Makra.nis. 

Royalty is paid at 3 pies per maund on coal, and 
1i pies per maund on coal dust. Future leases (1905) 
are to be subject to modified rules issued by the Govern
ment of India in 1899. The output in 1904 was 2,550 
tons of large coal and 897 tons of dust coal, valued at 
Rs. 25,458. 

Petroleum. The presence of petroleum at Kirta appears to have 
:first attracted attention in 1889, when a boring was made 
near the foot of the hills to the west of the Kirta rest 
house under the superintendence of Mr. Townsend, who 
was in charge of the operations at Khattan in the Marri 
country. Oil was found at 360 feet but mixed with a 
quantity of warm sulphurous water. The boring was 
continued to a depth of about 500 feet with no good 
result but ever increasing volumes of water, and was 
eventually abandoned. A scheme for a fresh boring, 
suggested to be put down at a site which seemed to be 

· more favourable, was also dropped. 
The results of these borings and the prospect of 

obtaining oil in paying quantities, have been discussed 
by Mr. Oldham in the Reem·ds of the Geological 

Survey of India. He did not consider the imme
diate neighbourhood of the Kirta rest house promising, 
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but indicated a place: about 4 miles to the south, where MINES AND 

th t • 1i 1 h t h If ·1 · t Kirt MINERALS. e an IC na , w ose wes el'n a a one IS seen a a, 
is completed, and the beds bend over with a gentle 
rolling dip as a likely spot for a trial boring. Here the 
stratigraphical conditions are favourable, the beds lying 
with a low dip and being unbroken by serious faulting, 
while the broad flat anticlinal gives a good collecting 
ground, and the locality is easy of access from the 
Bolan road. Mr. Oldham also recommended that a few 
shallow pits, 20 to 30 feet deep, should be sunk near 
Kirta, as it was quite possible that they might collect a 
deposit of asphaltous material sufficiently rich to pay for 
working. Since this report. was submitted no further 
experiments have been made. ' 

Sulphur was noticed in 1903 near Drajbet (or Darjbent) Sulphur. 
levy post, 14 miles from Rindli, and one of the samples 
examined by the Reporter on Economic Products to the 
Government of India was found to contain 45·90 per cent. 
of piU'e sulphur which could easily be separated by some 
simple process of roasting and sublimation. As the earth 
yielded as much sulphur as ordinary pyrites with only 
half its specific gravity, it might, the Reporter on 
Economic Prodncts thought, be exported in its natural 
condition as a source of sulphur for sulphuric acid manu-
factu~e or any oth~r useful purpose in which sulphur was 
required. No capitalist has yet (1905) come forward to 
work the mine. 

Building stone is extracted from quarries near Kolpur Building 
stone. rail way sta.tion. They were opened by the North Western 

Railway in 1885 to 1887 and used by the Railway ex
clusively up to 1890. In that year stone was obtained 
from these qual'ries for St. Mary's Church at Quetta, and 
it has since been utilised for other buildings. 

In 1900, samples of ores and clays from the Bolan were Cement, 
sent to Mr. Cleghorn, Con.sulting Engineer and Analyser, paint etc. 

at Calcutta. The results of the analyses showed that the 
I' 
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MINES AND first sample, a yellowish clay, was rich in iron and had a. 
MINERALs. sufficiency of carbonate of lime for the manufacture of a. 

good quality of earthenware and terra-cotta. Another 
sample of clay, which was light grey but practically the 
same as the first, would, it was thought, be useful for the 
manufacture of Portland cement. A third sample, of & 

dark reddish brown clay, was reported as fit for the 
manufacture of paint. It was estimated that a. useful . 
magnesian Portland cement could probably be manufac
tured n.t a cost of about Rs. 4-5 per barrel from Bolan 
limestone. 

Silaj!,t Mumiai or silajit is found in small quantities in a hill 
Br. khalmoZ.t about 1 mile from the K undalani levy post close to the 
Bl. mehma1e 

tunnel on the military road, and is used locally in cases of 
bleeding, cough, and rheumatism. 

ARTs AND There are no arts and manufactures in the Bolan. The 
~~:;~c- women of well-to-do families do embroidery work in silk 

on their garments, the best designs being locally known 
as hazhnal and baghdadi ; others are mosum, chawar, 
surani zu;rrati and kham kar. The designs embroidered on 
the sleeves of shirts worn by men are known as lfJpo, 
nemdana and sujkun. 

CoMMERCE The Bolan Pass has, from time immemorial, been the 
AND TRADE. principal outlet for the trade passing from central Asia 

and Afghanistan to Sind, and as has been related in the 
section on History, the protection of the Bolan as a 
trade route was one of the causes which led Ahmad Shih 
to attack Kalat in 1756, and it was with the object of 
opening the Pass that Sir Robert Sandeman was des
patched on his first and second missions to the Khan in 
1875 and 1876. 

As a result of the second mission to Kalat, the treaty 
of 1876 was made with the Khan by one of the provisions 
of which freedom of trade was secured, subject to such 
conditions as the British Government might at any time 
in concert with the Khan, deem necessary for the pro-
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tection of fiscal interests. OOMliiEROK 

h 1 , 't t'- t th AND TRADE. In 1862 so great was t e genera msecur1 y na e 
value of the total trade was computed at not more thall 
half a lakh, but no sooner did caravans find that the;y 
were protected, than trade increased by leaps and bounds. 
From April 1 to December 31, 1876, 639 kafilas passed 
through the Bolan, the total value of the merchandise 
being computed at Rs. 20,68,772 while Rs. 40,765 were 
levied as transit dues and escort fees. 
· When the question of taking over the control of the 
Bolan arose in 1882, the Khan was levying dues at 
Mushkaf and Samungli, the ordinary rate being 8 a_nnas 
per maund ; but R. 1 per maund was levied on liquor, 
Rs. 6-8 per camel load on oil, and Rs .. 11 per'· camel ioad 
on ghi. Half rates, 4 annas per maund, were. taken on 
fresh fruit. Horses brought from Kandahar for sale paid 
Rs. 2-8 at Samungli and the same amount at Dadhar or 
Mushkaf, ponies being charged a~ half r~tef!, · Be~iQ.es 
these transit dues, escort duty (badrakki) was levied at 
rates which varied with different commodities ; the lowest 
amount charged was 1 anna per maund on ropes and the 
highest R. 1-8 on ghi, wool, pistachio nuts, madder, 
cumin seed, asafoetida, or carpets and postins. 

On the cession of jurisdiction and all other rights in the 
Pass in 1883, the Government of India sanctioned the 
imposition of a small" tax of 1 rupee per laden camel, 
8 annas per bullock or pony and 8 ~tnnas per laden 
donkey, going and coming. These rates were applied to 
the Harnai route also and after a six months' trial it' was 
found that a sum of Rs. 38,431 had been realized on both. 
It was considered desirable, however, to free the trade 
from taxation, and the taxes were :finally abolished on 
May 15, 1884, the total amount realized between that date 
and October 1, 1883, being Rs. 51,436. 

The local trade of the District is insignificant, the prin- Local tra.de. 
cipal articles of export being small quantities of wheat, 
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CoMMERCE bhusa, and panerband seed, and of import, piece goods, 
AND TRADE. f d . d Th d t . d b '} oo grams an sugar. e pro uc s carne y ra1 , 

as shown in the following statement, include articles from 
the Dadhar niabat and also from Bariri and the surround
ing villages and from Dasht and Marav in Sarawan. 
The statement shows imports and exports at the four 
principal stations in 1904:-

Kolpur. Mach. P1shi. Mush· Total. 
Name of article. kflf. 

Mds. Mds. Mda. Mds. Mds. - -
5581 7,579,69,621 Imports ... ... 50,402 11,082 

Wheat ... ... .. . 55 36 571 662 
Atta ... ... .. . 3,783 80 ... 3,863 
Juari ... ... ... 38,863 5,994 236 189 45,282 
Rice ... ... 1,682 110 6 1,208 3,006 
Gram and pulses ... ... ... 62 1,254 1,316 
Bh6.sa ... ... . .. 609 ... .. . 609 
Ghi ... . .. ... 100 9 261 370 
Dry fr~it ... ... 

2,'o87 
4 575 579 

Sugar ... . .. ... 186 3 685 2,961 
Gur ... ... .. . 557 197 7 869 1,630 
Oils ... ... 488 34 5 216 743 
Tobacco ... ... ... .. . 1,019 1,019 
Cotton piece good• ... 1,701 ... 24 732 2,457 
Other articles · ... 5,024 14 86 ... 5,124 

Exports ... ... 17,222 917 3,589151,920 73,648 -
Tobacco ... ... 12,079 ... ... .. . 12.079 
Wheat ... ... 2,404 609 1,466 19,886 24,365 
Dried fruit (apricot, 

mulberry and sin· 
655 67 7'>0 jid) ... ... ... ... ... w .. 

Pudhlna and paner 
seed ... ... 315 158 97 ... 570 

Wool ... ... ... .. . 20 48 161 229 
Juf.ri ... ... ... .. . 60 39 8,134 8,233 
Bhtlsa. ... ... ... ... 1,632 22,975 24,607 
Rice ... . .. ... ... ... 182 ... 182 
Cumin seed ... ... ... 10 . .. . .. 10 
Sajji (orude potash) ... ... 60 ... .. . 60 
Salt ... ... . .. ... ... .. . 139 139 
Flour ... ... ... ... .. . 625 625 
Other good11 ... ... 1,769 ... 58 ... 1,827 
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Trade is carried on entirely by Hindu banias, who have MuNs ol' 
COMMUNI• 

shops at the various bazars. The grain and bhusa from CATION. 

Kirta are generally exported by Commissariat contractors 
from Quetta, some of the Kuchiks acting as their agents. 

The Mushkaf-Bolan Railway, on the standard gauge, 
enters the District from the south at N ari Bank, 5 
miles from Sibi, and runs along the eastern side of the 
Bolan to Kolpur, whence it passes the Dasht plain and 
reaches Quetta at 87 miles. The branch from Nari 
Bank to Rindli is lll miles. 

The line of railway which was constructed through the 
Bolan in 1885-6 commenced from Rindli, the :first 47! 
miles to Hirok being on the standard gauge and also the 
line connecting Dasht with Quetta. Between Hirok and 
Dasht metre gauge was used but this portion was subse
quently changed into the standard gauge in 1888-9. The 
cost of the system was 111 lakhs. Soon after its comple
tion, the line was seriously damaged by a heavy flood in 
July, 1889, and it was almost destroyed by another, and 
still heavier, flood in August, 1890.* 

Railways, 
their early 
history. 

It was clear that the :first alignment could not be TheMush· 

retained and the Mushka£-Bolan Railway was commenced ~!"i~:!;~ 
about the end of 1891, and practically completed by the 
end of 1895, and opened in 1897, the line betweenAbigum 
and Kolpur being subsequently doubled. Its total cost 
from Nari Bank to Quetta was Rs. 1,97,15,000. The 
tunnelling on the line, especially between Mushkaf and 
Pishi, was extremely heavy. The line is splendidly 
constructed, but the gradients are very steep in places 

' being as much as 1 in 25 between Mach and Kolpur. 
The Engineer-in-Chief of the line was Mr. James Ramsay. 

The Quetta-Nushki Railway starts from Spezand, 
16 miles south of Quetta, and runs west to Nishpa 
(mile 5) where it passes through a tunnel, half a mile 
long, and follows the hills running south-west to the 

• Article on "Frontier Railways," in the Qu.etta. Directory for 189S1 

The Quet
ta-Nushki 
Railway. 



MIU.NS OF 
COMMUNI• 
·cA1'ION;. 

Roads. 

1JOt.A..N. 

Mastung Road station. Continuing across the M:astung 
valley, it reaches Sheikh Wasil a narrow gorge about 
5 miles long at mile 27 at the eastern end of which is the 
Sheikh Wasil station. The line thence runs south to the 
Galangur Kotal or Sohro Sham (mile 53), where it enters 
the Cha.gai District. From Kishingi, near which a steep 
descent begins to the Nushki plain, the line turns south 
and slopes down along the broken hill side for 7 miles. 
The total length is 82 miles and the estimated cost is lesa 
than 1 lakh per mile. The line ·was opened for traffic 
on November 15, 1905. The steepest grade is between 
Nushki and Kishingi where it is 1 in 50. The principal 
works are the Nishpa tunnel through hard rock, and a. 
short tunnel 365 feet long in the Sheikh Wasil gorge. 
~e only important bridges are two over the Mobi, and 
two· at Sheikh Wasil, the largest of the latter having 
4 spans of 60 feet girders. 

Since the opening of the railway, a great change has 
come over the Pass and it has been found possible to 
withdraw a portion of the levies for work at the head 
quarters of the Political Agent in connection with the 
Sarawan and Jhala.wan tribes. In his report on the 
material progress of the District for the decade ending 
in 1901, Major H. L. Showers, Political Agent, observed: 
"The Railway is freely used by the tribesmen, and daily 
increasing numbers of the people travel by it in pre
ference to going by road in the course of their annual 
migrations. It has an educating and civilising result 
which is doubtless producing its effects among the tribes
men. Local trade, too, is encouraged by the railway. FOi' 
instance, Kirta bkUsa. which would hardly be worth carry
ing to Quetta by road is now readily bought up by 
contractors and carried there by rail." 

During the second Afghan war, a rough military road, 
fit for wheeled traffic, was built under the orders of 
General Phayre from Rindli to the head of the Bolan 
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Pass in the early part of 1879, and was then handed over to 
the Public Works department. It was much damaged 
by floods in 1880-81, and the Government of India decided 
in 1983 to build a high level road, the estimated cost 
being Rs. 17,94,541. The road which is bridged and 
metalled, starts from Rindli, at the mouth of the Pass 
and runs through the centre of the valley to Kolpur~ and 
thence through Dasht to Quetta, a total distance of 86 
miles. It passes through a tunnel about 1 Ol miles from 
Rindli and lies in the bed of the river between miJes 48i 
and 50! from Quetta. Details of the ~tages are given 
in table V, Volume B. Table VI, Volume B, contains 
a list of rest houses in the Pass. 

The principal paths branching.off the main road,, are: 
(1) from Rindli to Dadhar (c. 2 miles),.~nd from. Rindli 
to Mllshkaf railway station, 9 miles; (2) from south Ki,rta 
(or Gokurth rest house) to Kirta Kalan (c. 4 miles) and 
thence through Pishi railway station (c. 9 miles) to Sangan 
by Takari, and Debak (c. 25 miles); (3) from Bibi Nani to 
Kalat by Jam and Bariri (c. 95 miles); and (4) from 
Abigum to Khajuri (c. 7 miles). The paths from the 
railway stations other than those from Pishi already 
mentioned are: (1) from Kolpur to Dasht, Marav, Isplinji 
and Kalat, and also through Dasht and the Surkh Bajo 
pass to Mastung; and (2) from Spezand to Nishpa and 
Mastung, and also to Zarkhu and Les. 

MEANS OF 
COMMUNI· 

CATION. 

The transport animal chiefly used is the bullock, but, Transport. 
in winter, Brahui camels are also available at Kirta .and 
Rindli and two wheeled country carts run between Dadhar 
and the Mushkaf railway station. Rates of hire between 
Kirta village and Pishi station vary from 2 to 4 ann as per 
bag, from 4 to 8 annas per bullock load, and from 6 to 
12 annas per camel load. Between Rindli and Mushkaf 
the rates are 6 to 10 annas per bullock load and 8 annas to 
R. 1 per camel load. The rate of hire for bullock carts 

a.b~ut 1 anna per maund. 
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There are Telegraph offices at all the stations on the 
COMMUNI• 

Mushkaf-Bohl.n and the Quetta-Nushki Railway. 
MEANS OF 

CATION, 

Telegraph 
offices. 

Two sets of wires have been erected in the Pass, between 
Na.ri Bank and Mach, one running"parallel to the railway, 
and the other along the military road. 

Post offices, The table below shows the names of post offices (1905) 
and their functions :-

. M. s. D. 
Name Head, sub (Can (Can 

of or issue and transact (Depart-
Post branch pay Savings mental 

Office. office. Money bank office.) 
orders.) business.) 

--- ------
Kolpur Branch. :M. s. 
:Mach .. :M. s. D . 
Rindli .. :M. s. D . 

Two runners are employed by the Postal department 
to carry mails between Rindli and Mushka£ and also 
deliver letters. Between Old Mach and New Mach the 
post is carried by levies. 

FAMINE. The irrigation of Kirta is secure and the produce is 
sufficient for ordinary requirements, and distress has never 
been known. 

The system of batai, under which revenue is levied, is 
self-adjusting, and remissions and suspensions of revenue 
are seldom necessary. The only instance of a remission 
of revenue occurred in 1900 when, in consequence of 
damage done by floods) the payment of 50 maunds revenue 
grain was remitted. In 1896, the spring crop was damaged 
by rust and the recovery of revenue was suspended 
for a year. 
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CHAPTER III.-ADMINISTRATIVE. 

The Pass forms part of the Agency Territories, and is AnMINIS· 

under the Political Agent, Kalat, who in this capacity TRA.TION 

is sty led the Political Agent of the Bolan Pass and AND STAFF. 

N ushki Railway District. The entire District has been 
constituted into a single tahsil. The official in im-
mediate charge of the Pass is a tahsHdar, who is invested 
with civil and criminal powers, supervises the. levie_s 
posted at the railway stations and along the military road 
and collects the land revenue. At Kirta, the only village 
where revenue is levied, a patwari is stationed. The 
question of the appointment of a lambardar for Kirta was 
considered in 1902 and th~ Native Assistant at that time 

· in charge of the Pass, thought that if one were appointed, 
it would proba.bly result in a larger area being brought 
under cultivation and in better harvests being obtained, 
as there was no one to look after the ir~igation channel 
and much water ran to waste. The proposal was sanc
tioned, and Mir Wazir Khan, Bangulani, uncle of the 

· Kuchik headman was nominated as the first lambardar, 
but the appointment was found to be unpopular and was 
subsequently cancelled. The Kuchik headman and the 
J alamba.ni and Chotai 1oaderas now perform the duties 
required of village headmen or lambardars without re
muneration. 

The officer in charge of the part of the Nushki Railway 
line between Spezand and Galanglir is the Assistant 
Political Agent, Kalat. 

Previous to 1889, certain Indian laws had been extend
ed to the District, and in 1890 the Baluchistan Laws 
Law,:~e Forest Law, and the Civil Justice and Criminal 
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JuDICIAL. Justice Laws were enacted for the Agency Territories and 
Appli:tion applied to it. The last two were modified in 1893 and 
enactments. re-enacted in 1896. 

Adminis
tration of 
civil and 
criminal 
justice. 

The Indian Arms Act XI of 1878, with the exception of 
of certain sections prohibiting the carrying and possession . 
of arms without a license, was applied to the District in 
1895; of the excepted portions, sectjons 13, 14, and the 
last 26 words of section 15 were subsequently applied to 
the bazars at Kolpur, Hirok, Mach, New Mach, Abigum, 
P1shi, Mushkaf and Rindli in 1902, and to aU the Rail
way lands in the Agency Territories. The whole of the 
Public Gambling Act III of 1867 was applied in 1894 to 
the bazars which then existed at Dasht, Pir Panja, New 
Mach, Bibi Naru, Kirta and Rindli, some of which have 
since disappeared, and also to the railway stations at 
Kolpur, Dozan, Hirok, Abigum, Plshi and Nari Bank. 
It was also applied to Mushkaf and Panir stations in 
1898 and to the Nishpa tunnel, Sheikh Wasil and Godi 
Sheikh Wasil in January 1904. 

Legal practitioners are not permitted to practise in the 
courts generally, but a pleader may appear in a court in 
any particular case, whether criminal or civil, with the 
permission of the Agent to the Governor-General. Peti
tion-writers ar.e of two grades, and their appointment is 
regulated by rules issued by the Judicial Commissioner in 
1899. In the Bolan Pass the work is light and a levy 
muharrir has been licensed to practise as a petition-writer 
of the second grade. 

The Political Agent combines the offices of Magistrate 
of the first class, District Magistrate and Sessions Judge 
and is a Justice of the Peace. He is also a Registrar 
under the Indian Christian Marriages Act XV of 1872 
and under the Births, Deaths and Marriages Registration 
Act VI of 1886. For purposes of Civil Justice he 
possesses jurisdiction to try original suits without limit 
as regards value. A. decree or order made by him in an. 
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original suit of value not exceeding :five hundred rupees, Junrcu.L. 

and in an appellate suit, the value of which does not 
exceed one thousand rupees, is :final and subject only to 
reVIsiOn. In criminal trials no appeal lies in cases in 
which he passes a sentence of iDlprisonment for a term 
not exceeding one year, or of .:fine not exceeding one 
thousand rupees, or of whipping, or of all or any of thes~ 
punishments combined. The following table shows the 
subordinate courts, their ordinary powers and the courts 
to which appeals lie:-

. 
Powers Powers in Court to 

Courts. in civil criminal which Remarks. 
suits. cases. appeals 

lie. 

: - ------ --
Assistant Rs. 10,000. First Class Political (1) Both the As. 
Politicll.l Appeals, Magistrate, Agent. sistant Political 
Agent, from the Sub-Divi- Agent and the Na~ 
Kalat. orders of sional Magis- tive Assistant have 

the Tahsil- trate. Sum- concurrent jurisdic-
dar, Bolan mary powers. tion in the District, 

Pass. Appeals but in actual prac-
from the tice these powers 
orders of are exercised by the 

Magistrate, Assistant Political 
second class Agent only (1905). 
and Tahsil-
dar Bolan 
Pass and (2) A decree or 

Nushki order made in an 
Railway 01iginal suit of va-, 
Tahsil. lue not exceeding 

fifty rupees by the 

Native Ditto. First class 
tahsildar, or not ex-

Ditto. ceeding Rs. 100, 
Assistant, Magistrate. made by the Assis-
Sarawlln. May hear tant Political Agent 

appeals from or Native Assistant, 
the orde1·s is :final, but is sub. 
of Magis- ject to revision. 
trateofthe 
second class 

and 
tahsHdar. 



JUDICIAL, 

Courts. 
Powers 
in civil 
suits. 

. BOLAN. 

Powers in 
criminal 

cases. 

Courts to 
which 

appeals 
lie. 

Remarks. 

-----1-----1----
Ta.hsildar, Rs 300. 

Bolan 
Pass and 
Nushki 
Railway 
tahsil. 

Magistrate Assistant (3) No appeallies 
of the Political in a criminal case in 

second class Agent or which a Magistrate 
the Native of the first class 
Assistant. passes a sentence of 

imprisonment for a. 
term not exceeding 
six months only, or 
of fine not exceed
ing five hnndred ru
pees only, or of 
whipping only. 

Jurisdiction as regards the trial of cases by judicial 
procedure is confined to the neighbourhood of the Mush
kaf-Bolan Railway and the Bolan military road. Now 
that all construction work has ceased, judicial work is 
limited to petty cases, which occur in the bazars or among 
the workmen employed on the railway. Cases in which 
the indigenous population is concerned are referred to 
councils of elders, a system which is referred to later in 
this chapter.· 

CivilJustice Table VII, Vol. B, gives details of civil suits disposed 
of by various courts. In the quinquennial period 1893-4 
to 1897-8, the average annual number decided was 1,285, 
of which 851 were original, 17 appellate, and 417 cases for 
execution of decree. During most of this period the 
Mushkaf-Bolan Railway was under construction, in 
consequence of which a good deal of civillitig~tion arose, 
to cope with which a Munsifi was appointed between 1893 
and 1896. 

During the ·quinquennial period ending with the 
31st of March 1903, the annual average fell to 131, of which 
89 were original, 1 appellate, and 41 cases for execution 
of decree. During 1904-5, when the Quetta-Nushki 
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Railway was under construction, the number of civil suits JuDICIAL. 

again rose to 194 of which 138 were original and 56 for 
execution of decree. 

In regard to civil work, Major A. McConaghay, Politi~ 
cal Agent (1905) remarks : " All the civil suits occur 
almost entirely in connection with moveable property and 
are decreasing both in number and in value, and the 
reason for this is that all construction work has ceased 
and the small permanent population is now practically 
limited to persons connected with the railway. Owing to 
the barren nature of the country and the want of internal 
communications, it is not likely that any considerable 
town or bazar will spring up in the Pass and there is no 
prospect of any appreciable increase in the present num-. 
bers of the population, unless construction works are 
again commenced. The cases brought before the civil 
courts are mostly petty and are instituted chiefly by local 
banitis and railway employes. Occasionally a local 
Brahui or a levy sowar, who has dealings with the bazar 
banitis is involved. There are very few appeals, and this 
may be accounted for by the fact that the amounts 
involved are generally so small that it is scarcely worth 
the while of the parties to proceed any further with the 
case." 

Details of criminal cases, disposed of during the decen
nial period ending with March 31, 1903, will be found in 
table VIII, Vol. B. The annual average number of trials 
during the quinquennial period 1893-4 to 1897-8 was 157, 
of which 154 were original and 3 appellate. In .the 
second quinquennial period the annual average fell to 33 
of which 32 were original and 1 appellate. During 1904-5 
a. good many aliens were attracted by the works on the 
Quetta-Nushki Railway and the number of criminal cases 
rose to 72 of which 47 were connected with persons on 
the works. Of the total, 70 were original and 2 appellate. 
" There is," says the Political Agent, . "comparatively 

Criminal 
Justice. 
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-:JtrDICIAt. little c:cime, and the average of the last three years, 1901 
to 1902-3, which is 27, may be taken as representing the 
number of cases which may be expected to occur under 
present conditions." 

Jirga.cases.' The system of the disposal of cases of all sorts by the 
elde:rs of villages or tribes is indigenous to the country ; 
the procedure is simple and has many advantages. It 

·has been regularised from time to time by certain 
.special regulations, the latest being the Frontier Crimes 
Regu]ation III of 1901, which has been applied to 

'the Agency Territories with certain modifications. The 
· system possesf!es special advantages when worked in con
. junction with the levy system under which crime in 
the areas outside the towns and bazars is investigated by 
the headmen and levies. At the same time it requires con

' tinuous supervision by the District Officers to prevent 
abuses arising from ignorance and partiality. Cases are 

·considered either by local or shahi jirgas. Ordinarily the 
·Political Agent may sentence an offender on the findings 
ofajirga to seven years rigorous imprisonment; a sentence 
exceeding this term up to a maximum of fourteen years 
must be confirmed by the Agent to the Governor-General, 
to whom appeals lie in certain cases. 

The annual average number of cases decided in the 
three years 1895-6 to 1897-8 was 92. In the quinquen
nial period 1898-9 to 1902-3 it was 32. Of the 32 cases 
.disposed of annually during the quinquennium, 2 were 
of murder, 3 of robbery, 9 referred to land and revenue, 
1 was connected with marriage, 2 ,were of cattle lifting 
and 15 were miscellaneous. There was only 1 adultery 
case in five years. Details are given in table IX, Vol. B. 

The following remarks, made by Major McConaghey, 
explain thejirga system as it is worked in the Kalat 
Agency and the Bolan Pass District. 

"It is difficult to arbitrarily define the classes of cases, 
~hich are referred either to the shahi, or local jirgas1 but 
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the general rule is that important cases are submitted, "to. J.vDlCIAL. 

the former, while ordinary cases are dealt .with by _local 
jirga1. In practice, cases of the. following nature are 
usually reserved for the sha,hi jirgas :-cases recommended.· 
by the local jirgas for transfer to the shahi jirgas ; case.s 
where local party feeling is known to nm high ; cases : i:D, 
which one of the parties has a preponderating local, 
influence; intertribal cases .which present important: 
issues; cases in which the chiefs of two different tribes 
are concerned; inter-district cases when arrangements·. 
for a local jirga cannot be arrived a.t; and finally, cases 
involving issues connected with tribal customs and usages,· 
.regarding which it is desirable to obtain a ruling ~rom 
a full bench of sardars. There are, however, n<;> hard and: 
fast rules and the Political Agent has power to e;x:ercise, 
his discretion in connection witli the disposal of each~ 
case. 

"In order to avoid delays and the necessity of dragging 
parties and witnesses long distances from their homes 
as many cases as possible are referred to local jirgas. 

"The Kalat representatives of the shahi jilrgas, are limited 
to the recognised chiefs of the more important tribes.... As 
regards local jirgas, the selection of the members is made. 
by the officer concerned and is determined by the im.poriM 
ance and character of the case or cases tQ be laid b~fore 
the jirgas. In petty cases, the local headmen are gen..e:
rally chosen; in more important cases the local sardars ar~ 
also nominated; while in special cases the jirgas are com~ 
posed of the principal sardars of the State. 

"The jirga system is in consonance with the traditions The ail

of the country and the awards are generally acceptable t~ a:adn~;:d. 
the parties concerned. The system is suited to the vantages of 
people and the arrangements in force are convenient and the system. 

on the whole work satisfactorily. Its advantages may ·be 
summed up as follows. It is suited to the country and to 
the people, it is cheap and in cases governed by tradition 

'' 
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JtrDxcx.u... or relating to local usage and practice its working is satis
factory and effective. 

"The faults, or rather weaknesses, are those which may 
be found in all purely local tribunals, and decisions are 
apt to be governed by local sympathies and prejudices. 
OWing to the constitution of the jirgas it is difficult to 
eliminate the factor of interest and, as might be expected, 
favour is shown to men of influence and standing to the 
prejudice of the poorer suitors. It has also been noticed 
that in cases which concern their own interests, the voting 
of the shahi jirgas is sometimes governed by private. 
feelings or party considerations." 

Fanatical Fanatical cases are dealt with under the Murderous 
outrages. Outrages Regulation IV of 1901. Among its more im

portant provisions may be mentioned the power, which it 
gives to the Sessions Judge or Political Agent of the 
District or to any Magistrate of the first class, especially 
empowered by the Local Government, Sessions Judge, or 
Political Agent after the commission of an offence, to 
try a fanatic, to pass orders as to the disposal of the 
offender's body and to forfeit all his property to Govern
ment. No appeal lies from any order made or sentence 
passed under the Regulation and the court may, on the 
recommendation of a council of elders or after such 
enquiry as it may think necessary, take measures against 
any community or individual, with whom a fanatic is or 
has been associated in circumstances which satisfy the 
court that, by reasonable prudence or diligence on the 
part of such community or individual, the commission or 
attempted commission of the offence might have bee~ 

.. prevented. Such measures include fine and forfeiture of 
.. revenue-free grants, remissions and allowances. 
" Cases of fanatical outrage are rare, there having been 

only one during the decade ending with March 1903. 
This was committed in November, 1899, by Muhammad 
son of .Barat, Chaprani, Ma.zara.ni Marri, who shot a 
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guard at Mach station while the latter was superilltend- Jumcu.L. 

ing the unloading of a waggon. The fanatic was tried 
and hanged. Tribal responsibility was strictly enforced, 
all the fanatic's male relatives and the mulla of his village 
were arrested and kept in confinement for some months, 
until the tribal section to which the fanatic belonged had 
paid up the fine of Rs. 1,000, imposed by the shahi jirga 
at Sibi. All arms found in the village were confiscated 
and destroyed. 

Major McConaghey remarks in regard to such cases :

"I am inclined to think that the real religious fanatic, 
who gives his name to this particular crime, is not often 
met with and that the majority of the outrages are com
mitted by men who are really insane or whose minds have 
become temporarily unhinged by sorrow or trouble or by 
brooding over real or imaginary grievances. For instance, 
the immediate cause of the Bolan case quoted above was 
the death of the only son of the so called fanatic. It ia 
also .a curious fact that a proportion of such crimina,ls are 
men who suffer from some form of bodily defect or 
disability, such as impotence. 

"At the same time the form which the crime takes is 
due to the religious teaching of the mullas. The measures, 
which have been taken from time to time to enforce tribal 
and family responsibility, have discouraged their views 
and have proved effective in decreasing this particular 
crime, and it may perhaps be hoped that this decrease is 
also due to a certain extent to the increase of civilization 
among our people. The later methods of procedure 
adopted in dealing with such cases are also satisfactory, 
inasmuch as they tend to eliminate the religious factor and 
do away with the glamour of martyrdom." 

The Indian Registration Act III of 1877, is in force in Registra· 
the District. The Political Agent is the Registrar, the tieD. 
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&egistra- tahslldar a. Sub-Registrar and the *Native Assistant, 
tion. Sarawan, a joint Sub-Registrar. The indigenous popula-

tion is still ignorant ofthe advantages of registration, and 
transactions are executed among them either by verbal 
agreement or by a deed which the village m:ulla is requi
sitioned to draw up. The little work that has been done 
by the registration office is chiefly connected with the 
alien population. During the decennial period ending 
with March 31, 1903, the total number of documents 
registered was 130, of which registration was compulsory 
in 129. The total receipts were Rs. 212, and the expen
diture Rs. 111. Mutation registers are maintained by the 
patwari of Kirta, but as the land is not held individually 
he has very little to do. 

FINANCE. Like the area and population, the revenue derived from 
the Pass is insignificant. It comprises ]and revenue, 
court fees, fines, excise and salt revenue and registration 
fees. It has varied with the increase or decrease of the 
alien population, which affects almost all the sources, not 
excepting the land revenue. Up to 1897 the revenue and 
expenditure were included in the accounts of Quetta, but 
since 1898 these accounts have been separately maintained 
and included in the quasi-Provincial contracts. 

In 1891-2 the total revenue of the District was 
Rs. 4,943-2-3, but during the four following years when 
the Mushka.f-Bolan Railway was under construction the 
annual average receipts were Rs. 28,904, to which Excise 
contributed Rs. 16,632-8-0 and Stamps about Rs. 7,640. 
On the completion of the works the receipts fell to 
Rs. 9,541-2-7 in 1896-7. The average annual income 
from all sources during the quinquennial period 1897-8 
to 1901-2, details of which are shown in table X, Vol. B, 
was Rs. 11,018, to which Excise contributed about 
47 per cent., and Land Revenue 30 per cent., while the 

• Assistant Political Agent appointed joint Sub~Registrar in 
place of Native Assistant in May 1906. 
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balance was made up of stamps, fines and miscellaneous LAND 
REVENUE. 

receipts. In 1902-3, the revenue was Rs. 8,618, to which 
Land Revenue and Excise contributed about 46 and 41 
per cent. rel'!pectively. 

In pre-British days the Kuchiks, like other tribes, were Early his· 

required to furnish the Khan of Kalat, through the Rind tory. 

chief, with a quota of men-at-arms in cases of emergency, 
and, for the purpose of calculating their relative share, 
their total strength was computed at 500 fighting men, 
When a call was made, one man, out of the total of those 
to be found, was furnished by the Bangulani section, the 
remainder being supplied in equal numbers by the Jalam-
banis including the BuHi.nis and Siahpads, and by the 
Chota.is. · The Kuchiks also had to provide supplies free 
of cost to. the Khan's troops when marching through the 
Pass as a condition of their holding the Kirta land. 

From the transfer of jurisdiction to the British Govern- Imposition 

ment in 1883 up to 1891 no land revenue was levied in the 0~:e189~e 
Bolan. In 1892, one-tenth of the gross produce was 
ordered to be collected under circumstances which will be 
detailed presently. In 1901, the rate was raised to one-
eighth, and in the following year to one-sixth, the general 
rate levied in other parts of the Agency iii which revenue 
is taken in kind. 

It may be mentioned here that persons who own and 
cultivate the flats between Kirta and Naoling, except 
Aligul Bent, have to pay one-fifth of the produce to the 
members of the Bangulani sardarkhel, after the deduc
tion of the Government revenue and the wages of village 
servants. The proceeds are divided equally among the 
descendants of (a) Fateh Khan and (b) Samand Khan 
with Paka.r Khan. 

The Land Revenue of the Pass also includes receipts 
from Government land at Rindli, the sum of Rs. 84 paid 
by the Military Works Service as the rent of the water 
used for the garden attached to the inspection house at 
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Rindli, and a share (one-sixth) of the sum of Rs. 304. 
paid annually by the North Western Railway for water 
drawn from the Bibi Nani spring for stations on the 
Mushka.f-Bolan Railway. The receipts also include the 
royalty taken on coal at Mach. Grazing tax is not 
levied • 

. Since the imposition of revenue, the receipts in each 
year have been as follows :-

Ra. 
1892-3 1,782 
1894.-5 755 
1896-7 757 
1898-9 2,289 
1900-01 3,222 
1902-3 3,946 

1893-4. 
1895-6 
1897-8 

1899-1900 
1901-2 

Rs. 
2,463 
3,650 
4.,168 
4.,333 
2,897 

The land revenue in cash and kind levied in each year 
from 1897-8 to 1902-3 is~ shewn in table XI, Volume B. 
The revenue is generally realized by actual division of the 
produce (bata1.), but it is sometimes assessed by appraise
ment of the standing crops (danaband1). In the case of 
fodder crops, the system followed is that known as moki, 
i. e. assessment in cash. The rate of assessment is not 
heavy but, owing to the exemption from taxation which 
they enjoyed up to 1891, the people feel the burden, 
especially those who own flats and have, therefore, to pay 
a. share, as already mentioned, to the members of the 
sardarkheZ. 

Lancl ten· According ·to local accounts, the parcelling out of the 
ureda, ohrigin Bolan among the Kuchiks and surrounding tribesmen 
an c arac· 

ter of dates from the period of their headman, Lashkar Khan I, 
te~~88j'0~ncl in whose time Kuchik power and influence materially 

of land. decreased. The Klirds at this time obtained the parts to 
the north· of the Pass from Spezand or Spesund to 
Muhammad Guzzi near Kolpur.; the Sahtakzais, from 
Muhammad Guzzi to Kabristani Bent or Old Mach; the 
Mandwani Rinds from Old Mach to Bibi Na.ni; the 



Kuchiks from Khajliri to Kund;tlan~; ~nd.th~ ~h!tl!~a~i.~, R~~~~E. 
the southern part below Kundalam. -It IS frqm ,this ·· ·" " "·" 
distribution that the proprietary right of the :;Kuchiks in 
their lands had its origin. 'l'hey ~eld this, as .stated ab()ye, 
on the conditiqn of proy~ding servi~e fQf the ~han . of 
Kalat. The hamsayahs, who s~ar~d .in ~lj.e~r gQ()!iJL:p.djJ,l 
and assisted .the Kuchiks in .finding tlj.eir f!lJ.are of ghp,rn, 
also participated .in .the la:p.d !l,nd -wat()r. ;rh~ .f~~~ll!e .Clf 
.the proprietary tenu;~;es is the perio<li~al .dif!trip-qtiqn .Qf 
. the .common land per f.Jrxpita for every ,crop. Qpnnect~ll 
with this is a.curious custom by which .land is .so:rp.Eltim~s 
given to a respectable ~an . of an alien . ~ribe .fqr pne . or 
more harvests if. he happens . to. be presep.t at ~he. til;n,e of 
the .periodical ~atribution. ,This happened in .O.cto
ber .1905,. :whep., at .the . time. of .distributing the.landJor 
the spring .harvest of 1906, a .share . was.allotted to .on.e 
Shakkar, a Pug mot(lQar • 

. Govern.tl).ent is the sole collector of xevenJle in .the.1~ 
in the Laleji .plain and the fiats .between :;Ki:rta .and 
Naolli;tg, but .in the latter the sardat:kMl als.o ,levies 
one-fifth of the produce. In other parts of , the Pas.s, 
namely the flats between Muhammad Gt~-Zzi and ;Mach 
and between ;Naoling and,Pir Chauki,no revenu,e isle:vie.d •. 

Most of . the cultivators are peasant proprietors ; JQ.e Tenants. 

only other class represented in . the . Distri.ct are . tenaJJ.~S 
(rahak) most of .whom are tenants-at-will engaged.a couple 
of days before the land is divided for . each . harvest. ,Jn 
some instances, however, a tenant .who has .cultiva~ed zurrat 
is not ousted until .after the wheat .harvest has been 
gathered. A few tenants, who have constructed embank-
ments in the dry crop lands, have acquired a .13pecies 
of occupancy and alienable right for as long ~~:s . the 
embankments ~re kept in good condition. 

The history of the existing tenures enjoyed :by the Early dis

people of Kirta and the imposition of revenue are closely puthes 
1
abodut 

. · t e an 
connected and, the follow1ng account covers .both. About in Kirta.. 
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LAND 1873, in the time of- Sardar Til Khan, the Thingiani 
·REVENUE, .. II" 0 d th 1 d h' f th . h d P" , 

Disputes 
about 
land. 

.w.arr1s, un er e ea ers 1p o eu ea man, Iara, 
raided the Kuchiks, killed five men, wounded several, 
plundered the village and set fire to it, and the Kuchiks 
deserted in a body to Dadhar. Two years later, when 
Sir Robert Sandeman, opened the Bolan to traffic, he 
induced the Kuchiks to return to Kirta with the object 
of creating a barrier against the Marris. Til Khan, the 
headman, and his section, the Bangulani, thereupon 
settled at Kirta, but the two other sections, the Jalam
bani, and Chotai, did not accompany him. On seeing, 
however, that peace and security were maintained, they 

·began to put forward claims to the land, and disputes 
began. These claims were heard by ajirga in 1881. It 
was found that the Khans of Kalat had given the Kirta 
land to Kuchiks on condition of their permanently set
tling in the place to act as a buffer against the Marris, 
of their maintaining the safety of the road, and of their 
furnishing supplies free of cost to the Khan's troops 
when traversing the Pass, and a finding was arrived at, 

·that the Jalambanis and Chotais could not establish their 
claim to the land unless they carried out these conditions. 

· The latter refused, however, to come and live at Kirta, 
and disputes went on. They were referred to a second 
jirga in 1884, which confirmed the decision of the previous 
one. In 1889 a mutual agreement was arrived at but 
the parties could not be induced to adhere to it. In 1890, 

· the disputes came before a jirga at Ziarat, and, after 
a hearing for several days, a lengthy decision was recorded 
and signed by Sir Robert Sandeman. This, however, 
did not end the quarrel, and the case was again taken 
up by ajirga on the 27th of July, 1891, which came to 
a detailed decision with regard to the matters in dispute. 
The parties in the case were Shakar Khan, W azir 
Khan, Nabi Bakhsh, and Bahadur Khan, Bangulanis, of 
the Sardar's section on the one side, and Tamaz KhanJ 
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headman. of the Jalambanis, and Islam Khan, Chotai, 
on the other. The decision of the jirga. is so important 
that it is printed in full as appendix V. The jirga no~ 
only decided the disputes between the Kuchiks, but 
recommended the imposition of revenue, at the rate of 
one-tenth, to cover the cost of stationing a Government 
official at Kirta with the object of preventing disputes m 
the future. 

In submitting the award of the jirga to the Agent to 
the Governor-General, Captain Temple, Political Agent, 
Kalat, observed: "'Ihese disputes refer chiefly to the 
manner in which the land is to be divided. The whole 
arrangement is very complex, but divested of details it 
may be observed that the Kirta lands are held on a 
tenure peculiar to the pla~e and which is not in 
vogue anywhere else. The land has to be divided 
yearly* in proportion to the number of persons present ; 
the Sardar and his section, the Bangulanis, having special 
rights. This division is a matter of extreme difficulty 
and invariably leads to disputes. The present sa.r~ar, 
Shakar KMn, is a young man wanting in the necessary 
ability to rule a turbulent tribe. He cannot do ·the work, 
and a Government servant is required for the purpose 
of carrying out a variety of details in connection with the 
separation of the lands from one. another and their 
division between the claimants. The lands require me~ 
suring and a. plan should be made of them. Now that 
the Jalamba.nis and Chotais are settling at Kirta, the 
population will considerably increase, and a man is re
quired to look after them to prevent interminable quarrels 
from arising and for the prevention of bloodshed, the 
settlement of which has taken up so much time not only 
of Government officers but of the jirga." The proceed
ings of the jirga were accepted by the Agent to the 
Governor-General, Colonel J. Biddulph, in September, 1891, 

• The bnd i11 divided for eaoh harve11t. Ed, 
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LlN:i) . lind the ini.p'osi~on of land revenue was authorised. In 
REVENUE. eoiDIIiunicating these orJers to' the Political Agent, Kalat; 

the First Assistant to the Agent to the Governor-General 
wrote: "bolonel:Biddulph notes that the land over which 
thE! disputes have arisen was granted to the Kuchiks on 
the condition of their holding the country in their neigh
bourhood against the Marris, and of supplying His 
Highness the Khan of Kalat's troops free of cost. Neither 
ot these serVices is now :re·quired of the Kuchiks. The 
taking of revenue from them appears, therefore, to be 
unobjectionable; even if a larger proportion than one-tenth 
were demanded." 

Measure- It' wits not, however, untill899 that the recommenda-
ment of the ti . f th. .. din th t f th · land. ons o e JArga regar g e measuremen o e 

Water for 
niam digar 

lands. 

Bangulani lands were carried out. The fourth share of 
the headman and his section was represented by the 
following :~ 

Irrigated. Cultivable. Dry crop. Waste. Total. 
Acres. Acres. Acres. Acres. Acres. 

~angulani fourth .. 489 161 322 972 
l>1ia.m digar 156 43 16 215 
Seri 4. 3 7 
Chunra ... 22 22 
Sarda.l.-'s indi~i-

dual property :.. 113 166 109 388 
Common land ... 202 7 209 

Total '784 3'70 203 45'7 1,813 
The question of the share of water to.which the Kuchik 

headman was entitled for his niam digar lands was refer
red to a shahi jirg«. at Quetta in September 1900, 
when it was decided that he was entitled to 7 tirs of 
water in Damb, and 6 tirs in the Pishi, Ala.beg, Thai, 
Shahrpad, and Drabbi lands. 

Periodi- The localities just ·named, together with Kund in which 
cal distribu- th h dm h ., d · • d h 6 t • f t tion of land e ea an as no mam 1ga1· an as ~rs o wa er, 
and w~ter. are those which are subject to periodical distribution. 

Pishi has not been cultivated owing to the failure of the 
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supply of irrigation water for the last twenty years.. The!- Lnri .. 
REVENUE. 

one-fourth of the land, to which the Bangulanis are: 
entitled, and the headman's niam digar have been mea-· 
sured and set apart as· described above. In: Damb and 
Shahrpad, the chunra lands have been demarcated; in 
other tracts the members of the sardarkhel are given 
one tir for this purpose. Seri is recognised only in· ther 
Damb land and it has been demarcated like the ·niam 

digar. 
The remaining three-fourths of the land have not been 

surveyed. The joint owners are the Jalambanis, Bulanis,. 
Siahpads and hamsayahs and certain Bangulanis, the 
shares of the latter at present (1905) amounting to 81 
shabanas. 

The division takes place three times in a year:· for· the 
gandim or spring harvest in October; for the chefl•i, oZ. 
fodder an:d melon crop; in April, and for the bash&.mi or 
autumn harvest in August. Certain shares are first set 
apart for charity and other miscellaneous purposes; in 
1905 they amounted to an aggregate of 1 'i s"habanas. 
As a general rule, the waderas o£ the Jalambani ·and 
Chotai sections each get 3 bit, and the eldest man l.n each 
family gets 1 bit in addition to any other share to which 
he may be entitled, while each of the remaining· ·adult 
males, who is permanently residing at Kirta at the time. 
of distribution, receives a shabana.* A maj·orlty of those 
present at the distribution may vary such shares, and 
such a majority may also give a share to a respectable 
or deserving man of another tribe as a favour; 'Such 
grants are only temporary and do not entitle the recipient 
to participate at future distributions. A:n adverse vote of 
the majority cannot deprive any man of his share so long 
as he is permanently residing in the village. 

On the day fixed for the distribution, all the headmen 
and as rnany of the co-sharers as ·are present assemble in 

• 2 Shabana =1 bit; 4 bit =1 Ur, 
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Lun the patv1arkhana. A heap of dry sheep or goat drop
REVENUII. 

pings (technically known as tir) are placed in front of an 
Periodical old man who is an expertt in the matter, and wP.o 

distnf'b
1 

utdion puts one or more droppings for each individual in a 
o an . 

and water. separate heap; one dropping represents a. shabana, 2 a. bit 
and 8 a tir. When all the names have been announced, 
the droppings are counted and divided by eight, the result 
being the Hrs. If the locality to be divided is the one in 
which chunra is admissible and has not already been 
demarcated, 1 tir is added on that account. In the 
Damb tract the chunra is 2 tirs, the seri lands are entitled 
to half a tir, and the Kuchik lands called Gango to 
l! tirs. 

The total number of ti1·s having been ascertained all 
the shares are collated into tirs, each tir being called after 
the name of the most important person partaking in it. 
Thus two men owning 2 bit or 4 shabanas each or eight 
men owning 1 shabana each make 1 tir. 

Different parts of the principal localities are called by 
distinguishing names and their qualities and the number 
of tirs they represent are approximately known. At the 
time of the distribution, the names of the tracts to be 
cultivated for the next harvest and their approximate area 
in tirs are announced. Thereupon each person, after 
whom a tir has been mimed, makes some distinctive mark 
on a. dropping and hands it over to the expert who collect<. 
all the tirs in his hands. Now is the time of great 
excitement. The old man shakes the tirs in his closed 
fists; the audience cries, chhalko chhalko, i.e. "draw the 
lot," and as each tf.r is drawn the name of the person 
concerned and the particular plot of land for which the 
lot is being drawn are announced. After being allotted 
their plots, the co-sharers in it" roughly divide it into the 
number of U1·s they have drawn, and distribute the plots, 
the sharers in one tir generally cultivating the land 

t The preaent expert (1905) ia Pili .16n1 Sh6denza.i, 
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jointly. For cultivation, distribution by sections is not R~:::Um. 
maintained. A Chotai may have to join a hamsayah or a 
Jalambani may be associated with a Bangulani. 

The next step is to distribute thP. water. For this pur
pose, after the total number of tirs into which the 
three-fourths of the land to be distributed has been 
ascertained, a third of the whole amount is added on 
account of the Bangulani share, and also the tirs of water 
to which the Kuchik headman is entitled as niam digar, 
viz., 7 tirs in Damb and 6 tirs elsewhere. Special rules 
apply to the case of the Damb land. Here, after the 
amount required for the Kuchik three-fourths has been 
ascertained, 1 tir is added to the Kuchik share on account 
of the Gango land, after which one-third of this total is 
apportioned and added for the Bangulani share, 2 tirs for 
chUnra, half a tir for seri, and three-fourths of a Ur on 
account of the balance of 1! Urs to which the Gango land 
is entitled. 

Elsewhere, as already mentioned, the additions to be 
made on account of chunra and niam digar are 1 tir and 
6 tirs respectively ; in the case of the Shahrpad land, the 
third to be given to the Bangulanis is added before the 
chUnra and niam digar, while elsewhere except Damb, 
chUnra is first added to the Kuchik's share, then the third 
for the Bangulani share, and Jastly the niam digar. The 
result is the total number of Urs into which the water is 
to be divided. 

A. detailed record of each distribution is maintained by 
the patwari. 

The system followed may be illustrated by the division Actual di
of the Drabbi land which took 'Vision ?f the 

Drabb1 land 
Tl.r. Bit. Sh. place at Kirta in October 1905 in 1905. 

Bangulanis .. • 4 2 1 f th · · h t Jala.mbanis ... 6 3 1 or e ensmng sprmg arves . 
Siahpads ... 3 0 1 The number of tirs arrived at 
Bulanis ... 0 3 1 
Chota.is .. . 2 1 1 
Hamsayahs ... 4 1 1 

· Charitable etc ... 2 0 1 
TOT.U.... 24 1 1 

was 24 tirs, 1 bit, 1 shabana, the 
details being shown in the 
margin. The Drabbi land is 
divided into four tracts known. 
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as Dur Khan, which is assumed to represent 16 t~rs, and 
Sehn Kunar, Drakhanr and Sabz Rekh which together 
represent 8 tirs. The total number of co-sharers was 
116 who distributed themselves into 24 tirs each having 
a representative. Lots were first cast for the Dur Khan 
plot, and 16 shares allotted to the representatives whose 
lots were drawn. The recipients of the 3 shabantLB in 
excess of the 24 tirs and the .rahaks or tenants of the 
l tir for chUnra were also given allotments in the Dur 
,K;han plot. The detailed · distribution has been indi
cated in table XII, Vol. B., which, though liable to 
modification at . each distribution, w,ill, it is hoped, be 
useful for future reference. It gives an idea as to the 
manner .of the .distribution and might with advantage 
be corrected at each distribution. 

·To the tirs .thus arrived at, 1 was added for chUnra, 

making a total of 25 Hrs, 1 bit and 1 shabana ; a third 
of this amount was added on account of the Bangulani 
share and 6 tirs · for the niam digar lands, making a 
grand total of 39 tirs, 3 bits, 1 shabana into which the 
BibiN an~ water had been divided for the spring harvest. 

Division of The three groups of the Bangulanis are the Pakar 
~b.!dB~'!~!~ ,Khanzai, Samand Kha.nzai, and the Fateh Khanzai. Half 

Janis of the charak (or quarter) of the land set apart for the 
Bangulanis belongs jointly to the Samu.nd Khanzais and 
.Pakar Khanzais and the other half to the ~ateh Khan-zais. 
These groups, in their turn, divide their shares per stirpes 

. (pidri taqsim), and each family distributes its share a~ong 
its male members per capita (mardan. sar) as is done 
.by other Kucbiks. Their individual shares in 1905 are 
also shewn in table XII. The Bangulani share in the 

:Ala Beg, Pishi, Thal and Shah Kahir part of Shahrpad 
and in half of Drabbi is held jointly and is divided for 
ea,ch ha;rvest; a division has been made of the remain-

. ing half share in. Drabbi for a period of twenty years 

. fJ:om 18~7 i t4e share ~n . the Damb tracts has been 
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divided for two harvests ending with the spring ha:rvest. LAND 

of 1906, while the Manryar portion of Shahrpad has been . R:s:v:mNv:m. 
permanently divided amon'g the two main divisions, viz. 
the Fateh Khanzai and the Samanq Kha.nzai cum Pakar 
KMnzai. 

The dry crop lands within the Kuchik limits have not Joint pos· 
session of 

been divided, and the Bangulani and other Kuchiks and dry-crop 
' ' land. hamsayah1 who participate in the Kirta irrigated lands 

hold proportionate rights in the dry-crop area. The niani 
digar share of the headman hi the· Takari tract is 4 

· tirs and his chUnra share 1 tf.r. The former is ·given in 
one band only which lies in the north of the tract. 

In the absence of a detailed survey no definite informS,.: Size of 
tion is available regarding· the size of holdings. As a.l.:. holdings. 

ready mentioned, estimates made by the local patwari· 

show that a. tir represents 30 acres, I' rood and 15 poles 
under the_ spring crop and 24 acres, 1 rood and 4 poles 
under the autumn crop, making a total of 54 acres, 2 roods' 
and 19 poles, Thus a man whose share is a full tir, 'and such: 
cases are only a few in number, cultivates about 54! acreS' 
of land in a year, the holder of a bit about 13 acres, and 
that of a shabtina, the lowest unit of division, ·about-- 6!' 
acres. At the distribution of October 1905, for' the spring 
harvest of 1906, 57 men each received 1 -shabtina in the· 
Kuchik land, 50 men each received· 1' bit; and tlie 
remainder o£" the co-sharers larger amounts. ' · ~ 

Government owns the land occupied by the Nari Bank- Government 

Rindli section, the Mushkaf-Bolan, and the' Qnett_a-Nus~ki" la;~t!:.d 
Railways, and various military buildings and camping 
grounds on the Bolan road. · : __ 

The exact area of the land acquired at Rindli for different 

A. R. P. 
Civil department 6-2-2 
Railway 15-0-4 . 
Military 46-0-7 

departments of Government has 
not been ascertained, but the 
marginal figures· appear in a 
note recorded in the office of 

the Native Assistant,_ Bolan, in 1897. Government also 
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L.um owns to out of 34! angusht of water in the Kunari channel 
REVEN'D'E. at Rindli. The distribution of this water has been men

tioned under Irrigation. Most of the Rindli land has 
been leased to a zamindar of Old Rindli, who paid two
fifths of the produce up to 1902 as rent and revenue, an 
amount which was raised to one half in 1903. 

::MIBCBt.
L.lNEO'O'B 

Rzn:1n111:. 

Salt •. 

Government also owns about 2 poles of land occupied 
by the patwarkhana at Kirta village, and 7 acres, 1 rood and 
21 poles of garden in Old Mach. 

The North Western Railway has acquired a. supply of 
44 gallons of water per minute from the Bibi Nani 
springs which has been carried by pipes to Panir and 
other stations. A sum of Rs. 2,592 was paid as compen
sation in settlement of all claims up to December 31, 
1895, and from January!, 1896, an agreement was made 
with the leading zamindars of Kirta, by which the Rail
way department agreed to pay Rs. 304 as annual rental. 
The Government share of revenue is deducted from the 
rent when it becomes due, and the balance is distributed 
among the Kuchiks and others in proportion to their 
shares in water. 

The whole of the la.nd acquired by the Railway between 
Spezand and Galangilr has not been surveyed in 1905, 
but a sum of Rs. 49,763 had been paid up to September 
of that year for 603f acres of land taken up between 
Nishpa East ~d Sheikh Wasil. 

Firat class irrigated land 
Second class , , 
First class dry-crop land 
Second class do. 
Third class do. . 
First class culturable waste land 
Second class , , land 

Rupees. 
300 
200 
75 
50 
25 
25 
10 

The rates per acre 
at which compen
sation was assessed 
are shown in the 
margin. 

The salt used in the Bolan is either Punjab rock salt or 
Kachhi earth salt. The former pays duty at the mines 
and is chiefly imported for use by the Indian population 
in the hazara a.nd stations on the railway. The indigenous 
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population use· Kachhi or Kalat salt which is imported · M.xscEL· 
from Dadhar and K achhi by shop-keepers or by the. :R:;:~~=. 
Brahuis during their periodical migrations. At first,. 
octroi at 4 annas a maund .was levied on this salt,' but in 
June 1895 the rate was raised toRe. 1-8 a maund and the 
proceeds have since been cr~dited to Provi~cial revenues~ 
Formal orders were issiied by Government in January 1902 
legalising the imposition of this duty in the Agency Terri-
tories. The amount realised from the duty during the 
six years ending with March 31, 1903, averaged Rs. 18-4 
per annum. 

The excise contracts of the Bolan Pass and Nushki Excise. 

Railway District, which include opium, intoxicating drugs, 
country liquor and rum, are, as a rule, sold annually by 
the Political Agent, Quetta-Pishln, together with the 
contracts of his own District: The sales are subject to 
the Revenue Commissioner's sanction, and the amounts 
offered are subsequently distributed between the t~o 
Districts for purposes of account. The number'of shops, 
at which excisable articles will be sold, is ·previously 
determined with the sanction of the Revenue Commis
sioner. 

Nominally, the contracts for the wholesale and retail 
vend of intoxicating drugs are separate. The conkactor 
for the Quetta-Pishln District manufactures country liquor 
locally, and imports other drugs from india and -supplies 
the requirements of th~ Bolan from Quetta. No duty is 
levied on opium imported from the Punjab. 

The import, possession and transfer of opium and poppy 
heads is governed by rules issued by the Local Govern
ment in 1898 under the Opium Act. The cultivation of 
poppy is prohibited. Smoking preparations may not be 
bought or sold, and must" be made up by the smoker 
from opium in his lawful possession and then only to the 
extent of 1 tola at a. time. The ordinary limits of private 
Fosses~io~ are 3 tola.fi! Qf opiu~ a,nd its prel>aration~t 
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MzscEL· (other than ·smoking preparations) and 1 seer of poppy 
i!~!~~!. heads .. In 1902-3 there were five shops in the Bolan and 
· the consumption of opium amounted to 7 seers, 7 chittacks 

and of poppy heads to 2 chittacks. The revenue realized 
was Rs. 730. 

Intoxicating . Besides opium, the intoxicating or hemp drugs, which 
drugs. are controlled by regulation, are ganja, charas, and bhang. 

Prior to the issue of orders on the Report of the Hemp 
Dru~s Commission (1893), the only restriction imposed 
was .to farm out, by annual auction, the monopoly of the 
vend of these drugs at shops sanctioned by the Political 
Agent. · The local cultivation of the hemp plant was 
stopped in 1896. · In February 1902, revised rules were 
issued, under which the farmers are permitted to import 
the drugs from other British Provinces in bond, which 
are stored on importation in a. bonded warehouse establish
ed at Sibi where small fees are levied and issues to 
licensed vendors are taxed. The ordinary rates of· duty 
on· drugs imported from British territory are Rs. 4 per 
seer. on ganja, Rs. 80 per maund on charas and Rs. 4 per 
maund on blu:~ng; imports from other territory, such as 
Kalat or Afghanistan, are taxed at double rates. The 
ordinary limit of private possession is 1 seer, in the case 
of bhang, and 5 tolas, in the case of ganja and charas. In. 
1902-3 there were five shops; the consumption included lf 
chittacks of ganja, 26 seers 4! chittacks of charas, and 
18 seers 12 chittacks of bhang ; the revenue a.mounted to 
Rs. 780. 

Country The ma.nufacture and vend of country spirits are com-
spirits and bined under a. monopoly system. Not more than 1 seer 
_rum. 

of country liquor can be sold to any individual at a. time, 
except with the permission in writing of an Excise 
officer authorised by the Political Agent. No minimum 
price is imposed nor has the liquor to be of any specified 
strength. In 1902-3, seventeen shops for the sale of 
country liquor were licensed a.nd the revenue was Rs 1,930. 
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The Manager of the Railway refreshment room at MISCEL-
LANEous 

Mach is given a license in form D* for the retail vend REVENUE. 

of spirituous and fermented liquors to bona fide railway Spirituous 
travellers for a fee of Rs. 100 per annum. fer!~:ted 

The consumption of opium, intoxicating drugs and liquors: 
liquors is entirely confined to the Indian population Consumers 

. . . . . consump-
residmg m the bazars and at railway statiOns. . The tion and 
indigenous population bas neither the means nor the a:e;:~:e~ 
inclination to consume excisable articles. 

Table XIII, Vol. B., contains details of the consumption 
of, and revenue from, the principal articles, In 1902-3 
the consumption per thousand of the entire population 
was : opium 3H seers, a.nd bhang 9ti seers ; and per 
thousand of the population of the. places, in which 
shops are ordinarily located, it was: opium 8H seers~ 
and bhang 21-ft seers. .A considerable decrease in the 
revenue has taken place since 1895-6, owing to the 
removal of the alien population emp!oyed on railway 
construction. In 1902-3 the total revenue had fallen. to 
Rs. 3,540 from Rs. 19,410 realized in 1893-4 and 
Rs. 11,700 realized in 1895-6. 

The Indian Stamp .Act and the Court Fees Act and the ·Stamps. 
rules made under each are in force in the District. .A 
license for the sale of judicial and non-judi~ial. stamps 
h11-s been issued to the local petition-writer, who obtains 
his supply from the Treasury at Quetta or the Sub
Treasury at Sibi, and is paid commission at rates varying 
from H to 6i per cent. on different kinds of stamps. 
The average annual receipts between 1897-8 and 1901-2 
were Rs. 754 and iu 1902-3 Rs. 740, the greater part 
being for judicial stamps. When the Mushkaf Bolan 
Railway was under construction, the receipts averaged 
Rs. 8,654 per annum in the three years between 1893-4 
and 1895-6. 

The Income Tax Act II of 1886 has not yet been Income ta.x. 

• Appendix V. p. 80 ol the BaZuchiatti.n. E~ciae Man.uaZ, 1902; 
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applied to Baluchistan, but the tax is levied on the salaries 
of Government servants, by· deduction from their pay 
bills; on salaries of officers paid from municipal a.nd local 
funds and on rewards to Military officers for passing 
examinations in oriental languages. The receipts in 
1902-3 were Rs. 62-7-2. This sum excludes Rs. 639-8 
paid by the Kalat Agency in the same year on account of 
the income tax of the Political Agent, clerks, and others 
on duty in Kalat. 

Owing to the mobilization ordered in 1885 and the 
construction of the low level railway, a large number of 
men and animals were congregated in the Pass, and it was 
found necessary to make police and sanitary arrangements. 
To meet their cost, octroi was levied at Rindli, where a 
large hazar had ·grown up, and a conservancy cess was 
also imposed in the bazars at various halting places. 
The taxes thus imposed were formally sanctioned in 
November 1888,. when the Government of India also 
authorised the formation of the Bolan hazar fund into an 
excluded local fund and directed the proceeds to be ap
plied to municipal purposes, the conservancy of the 
several stations being the first charge. The receipts and 
expenditure between 1888-9 and 1891-2 averaged Rs. 7,316 
and Rs. 7,190 respectively. During the next four years, 
1892-3 to 1895-6, when the Mushka.f-Bolan Railway was 
under construction bazars sprang up at various places 
and the average annual receipts and expenditure were 
Rs. 30,046 and Rs. 25,789. 

Normal conditions arose on the completion of the works, 
and from 1895-6 to 1898-9 the annual receipts averaged 
Rs. 9,736 and the expenditure Rs. 14,323. The excess in 
expenditure was met from the accumulated balances of 
previous years. In April1899, it was decided to abolish 
the octroi everywhere and to substitute a shop tax at 
Mach, and. at the same time certain adjustments of 
charges were made, The sources of income of the fund 
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were limited to the shop and conservancy cess and to the 
income from the Mach garden, against which were to be 
charged the cost of collection, of sanitary establishments, 
and the garden establishment. The fund is governed by 
rules issued by the Government of India in February 1900, 
as modified in April 1902. The tahslldar is the admini
strator of the fund, the Political Agent the controller, 
and the Revenue Commissioner has the power of a Local 
Government . 

. After the introduction of the change referred to above, 
the receipts averaged Rs. 707 and the expenditure 

. Rs. 1,200 between 1899-1900 and 190'3-4. The average 
1!-nd actual revenue and expenditure for the quinquennial 
period ending with March 31, 1902 a.nd for 1902-3 under 
various heads are shewn in table XIV, Vol. B. 

On the commencement of work on the Quetta-Nushki 
Railway in 1902-3, arrangements were made for the pro
tection and sanitation of the line and of the bazars along 
it, and to meet the cost, octroi was imposed, and excise 
contracts sold. From 1902 to 1904 separate accounts 
were kept, but from April!, 1904, they were amalgamated 
with the Bolan bazar fund. The revenue and expenditure 
Jn the Nushki railway has been as shown in the margin. 

Revenue Expenditure. The figures are of course ex-
902_3 2~0(, R644 eeptional and will be greatly 
903-4 11,396 6,119 reduced on the resumption of 
904

"5 12•928 10•248 normal conditions. 
Important civil works in the District are carried out by 

he officers of the Military Works Service. The · Com
landing Royal Engineer of the Quetta Sub-District 
xercises general control. Works in the District are 
nder the Garrison Engineer, Bolan, the upper subordi
ate in charge being the Sub-Divisional Officer, Defences. 
Reference will be found in the section on Means of 
ommunication to the Mushkaf-Bolan Railway and 
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the Bolan military road. Excluding the military build
ings and the military works inspection bungalows, which 
exist at various stages on the military road, and the 
Railway dispensary at Mach, the civil buildings include 
the Political Agent's house, the tahsil, quarters for the 
tahsll establishment, police and levy thcinas at Mach, levy 
posts at the various stages on the military road, including 
Spezand, Drinjan and Drajbet, and the rest houses, a 
detailed list of which is contained in table VI, Vol. B. 
Buildings have also been provided by the Railway for the 
police and levies posted at the various stations. 

LBTIEB, The origin of the .levy service in the Bolan is intimately 
PoJ~c~~:Im connected with the steps taken by Sir Robert Sandeman 

for the opening of the Pass in 1876. Up to that time the 
Levies. Pass had been closed chiefly owing to the gain thereby to 

the Kalat exchequer, caravans being forced to pass 
through the town of Kalat on their way to Shikarpur via 
the Mula Pass or to Karachi via Khuzdar, in which case 
the Kha.n was able to collect all dues on the traffic, 
whereas, when it took the Bolan route, he was obliged to 
share the· proceeds with the sardars and tribes in the 
neighbourhood of the Pass. From enquiries made it was 
found that the duties payable by caravans were of two 
kinds, viz. sung or custom dues, which were the right of 
the Khan after one-seventh had been paid to the Sarawan 
chiefs, and ba.drakka. or escort fees, about which disputes 
were rife owing to the Khan's having given them to any 
tribe temporarily in his favour. 

Original In 1876, the Khan, agreed that the escort fees should 
arratng.et-h 2"0 to those escorting the caravans frequenting the Pass, men w1 ~ 

the Khnn Sardar Alladina, Kurd, being responsible for their distri
and chiefa. b t• d th 1 . . f th R . , . h' f u 1011 un er e genera supervision o e axsam o Ie . 

The latter was to be in sole charge of the Pass, and was 
to keep sixty men of the Marri and Kurd tribes at Kirta. 
and forty men of the Mengal and Dumar tribes at Dasht 
in the hot weather and at Abigum in the cold. The total 
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cost was Rs. 18,000 per annum. LEVIES, 
· . POLICE. 

The arrangements thus begun were made permanent by .. uin JAILS~ 
the provisions of article 10 of the Treaty of 1876,.'the .Arra-nge .. 

B 't' h G t . to d rt k to t 'b t meD.ts UD.der r1 1s overnmen agreemg un e a e con n u e the treaty 
Rs. 20,500 per annum towards the establishment of posts. of 18Z6. 
and the development of traffic along the trade route. in 
the Khan's territories, believing that it would be wiser 
thus to interest the tribes in the protection of· the Pass 
than ~bat the Khan or the British Government should 
hold it by force. Payments were found from the sum 
allotted, for Sardar Mulla Muhammad, Raisani, and. 

Da:ft'adars 
Jemadlirs 
Sowars · 
Footmen 
Munshi 

... 2 

... 11 
••• 6 

Sardar Abdul Wahid Khan,, 
Durrani, and for an establish
m~nt, excluding sardars, of the 

... 112 strength shown in the margin. ... 1 . 
The men not· only held the Bolan 

but Quetta and the Ghazaband Pass. 
The telegraph was extended through the Bolan in 1878, 

and levies consisting of 2 jamadars, 1 daffadar, 23 sowars 
and 10 footmen were sanctioned at a total monthly cost 
of Rs. 625. 

During 1878 the question of peace or war with Afghan
istan was trembling in the balance, and a further sum 
of Rs. 1,700 per mensem was sanctioned for levies, to 
which a sum of Rs. 100 per mensem was added later for 
a Mengal levy post 'at Mach. These sums were granted 
to ensure the safety of convoys and men traversing the 
Pass. The total cost of the levies in 1878 was Rs. 4,133-5-4 
per mensem. The arrangement worked satisfactorily and 
stood the strain which was occasioned by ·the reverse 
at Maiwand. 

In 1881, a postal service was sanctioned. It comprised 

Inspector 
Jemadars 
Daft'ada.rs 
Sow an 

1 
2 

... 7 

... 134 

the units noted in the margin, 
and cost Rs. 3,435 per mensem. 
It has since been entirely abo-. 
1ished and, therefore, ·need not 

Telegraph 
service. 

Postal 
service. 
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LETIES, be noticed in further detail here. 
POLICE 0 th B I, . d B 'ti h • . d' . . 

AND JAILs. n e o an passmg un er n s JUns 1ct10n m 

Abolition 1883, the distribution of the amount to be paid to the 
'~":!'k~ chiefs, out of the amount sanctioned for the purpose, was 

·and. considered by the committee which had been convened 
reorgamsa.- ' t' 'th th t' f th t' · tionof levies m connec ton W1 e ques 10n o e en ue re-orgamsa-

tion of the levies in the Agency, which was then under 
discussion. The telegraph levies were abolished as a 
separate service. The services sanctioned included a 
monthly payment of Rs. 1,083-5-4 or Rs. 13,000 per 
annum, on account of transit dues and escort fees (sung 
and badrakka) to be distributed as under:- · 

(1) To be paid to Y&r Muhammad, Kurd; 
and distributed by him ... ... Rs. 500 0 0 

. (2) Sahtakzais ... , 250 0 0 

(3) Sard&r Assad Khan, Raisani , 183 5 4 
(4) Rasul Bakhsh, cousin of Sardar Assad 

Khan,· and 2 so wars, under orders of 
the Political Agent, Kali.t , 150 0 0 

Total Rs. 1,083 5 4 

In addition to these payments, Yar Muhammad the 
Klird chief, was given Rs. 100 from the levy service, in 
consideration of his responsibility, under Sardar Assad 
Khan, for maintaining order throughout the Pass from 
Sariab to Pir Chauki. He . was required to furnish in 
return for it 1 jemadar on Rs. 50 and 2 sowars at Rs. 25 
each to be at the ·disposal of the Political Agent. Two 
Sahtakzai headmen were also paid Rs. 80 per mensem, 
in return for which they were required to furnish 1 sowar 
each with the Political Agent, and were held responsible 
for the safety of the Pass from SarHib to Mach under 
Yar Muhammad, Kurd. 'Ihe other services consisted of 

an allowance of Rs. 500 per mensem, in the nature of a 
political pension, to Mulla Muhammad Raisani, who had 
great influence throughout the Pass, and of monthly 
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Men gals , .. Rs. 205-0-0 
Mazarani and 

payments to the tribes noted in . LEVIEs, .. 
• POLICE 

· Alil.ni Marris. , 185-0-0 
Kucbiks ... , 90-0-0 
.Munshi... ... , 26-0 0 
Police at Mach 

the margm. The number of .A.XD JAILS. 

posts .held including Rindli and 
Quetta was twelve. 

and Rindli ... , 253-13-4 · 

At the same time the committee of 1883 laid down 
certain general principles for future guidance. They 
drew a sharp line between active and pensioned service, 
and decided tha.t all persons drawing pay, whether chiefs 
or others, who were not pensioners, must render an 
equivalent in service. Levies, they also considered, 
should be local, and tribal responsibility enforced. The 
chiefs nominating and the men nominated should, as a 
rule, belong to the immediate neighbourhood of the post, 
in which they were employed. 

These principles are sti11 the backbone of the levy system. 
Under it, service is given to chiefs or headmen in locali~ 
ties, where they have influence, and they can nominate 
their men, subject to confirmation by the Political Agent 
or an officer in charge of a sub-division. A nominee of a. 
chief or headman may be rejected on 'the score of physical 
unfitness, bad character or other sufficient cause. The . 
men bring their weapons of some sort, and the sowars 
their own mount, the latter being subject to approvat 
When it is remembered that levies execute the duties 
which are ordinarily allotted to police in India and main
tain peace and order in the District, the importance of 
judicious selections to fill vacancies in the District levi 
service will be obvious. · 

In 1888 the Shahwani chief put forward a. claim to a. Shahwani 

share in the sung· of the Bolan. The case was fully c~:t:!'iosa 
reported upon by Captain R. M. Temple, and Sir Ro~ert share in the 

Sandeman found that the chief's right, if any, was too au~fv:d~a
ancient to be admitted, and the claim was, therefore, 
negatived. Changes 

made since 
In April 1890, the levy and police · services were 1890, 
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LEVIEs-, provinciaJised and, since then, changes have been made in 
A,f;,0'JX:i:.s. ·the Bolan levies from time to· time. A revision which 
' · · ~ook place in 1892, resulted in the abolition of the Marri 

service which: did ~o work, and. in the reduction of the 
Mengal and Kuchik services to Rs. 40 .each. On the 
~eath of Sardar ·Sir Assad Khan, Raisani, in 1894 his 
share o~. sung (Rs. 183-5-4) . was continued to his son. 
Reductions, chiefly in the rate of pay, amounting in the 
aggregate toRs. 500 per mensem were made in July 1895 • 

. I~ 1896, on the death of Haji Mulla Muhammad Khan, 
Raisani, his &:llowa.nce of Rs. 500 was distributed to 
severa~ -leading men among the Sarawans, including the 
Langav and Sarparra. headmen. Temporary alterations 
were made in 1899, when the Kllrd chief fled to Afghanis
ian, ·and on the restoration of the Kllrd chief's service 
in 1900, advantage was taken of the opportunity to confer 
Rs.100 per mensem out of the sum formerly paid to 
Mulla .Muhammad, Raisani, o~ the latter's grandson, 
Gha.us Bakhsh, the Raisani chief. 
, In February 1903, the Political Agent, Kalat, proposed a. 
further revision of the levies in order to exercise more 
effective control over the Sa.ra.wan tribes, the main . . . . 

fea.tQ.res of the proposal being to have a. strong post at 
head quarters, to enable the Political Agent to send out 
men 'When necessary, and to post six footmen at railway 
gang huts. Meanwhile the Quetta.-Kalat postal service 
and certain other services, though working in Sarawan, 
had been included in the Bolan levy service for purposes 
of administration and in May 1903, their distribution 
ILnd cost were as follows :-

Quetta to Ka.Iat _postal service• ... 5 4 ... Rs. 353 
Mastung to Kardgap postal service• 0 0 ... " 

150 
Quetta-Kalat telegraph service• 0 0 ... .. 200 
Miscellaneous levies• 0 0 ... .. 997 

· .Boli.n posts · .. • , 1,093 0 0 

NoTII.-The items marked thus• are not ordinarily attached to 
: the BoW!, Pass. 
' 
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Bolan railway posts .•• 
Bolan head quarters levies ... 
Tribal service ... 
Badrakka payments .. , 
Sung ... 
Office establishment ... 

... Rs.· 432 0- 0 

... .. 801 0 0 

... .. 764 0 0 

... .. 750 0 0 

..... 32354 

... , ss o·o· 

Total Rs. 5,916 10 8 . 
The head quarters levies consist of 1 jema.dar, 2 da:lfa.

dars, 29 sowars includin'g 6 camel sowars, 1 munshi and 
4 footmen. 
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LEVIES, 
POLICE 

AND JAILS, 

The distribution of the sung ·and badrakka in 1905 wail Distribu
tion of ba· 
MrJ.kkaand as follows :-

BA.DRAKKA

K~rds ... 
Sahtakzais .... 

•'•• 
· .... 

· ... Rs. 
... " 

Total Rs. 

Sarda.r Sir Ghaua Bakhsh, Raisani ... Ra: 
Mir Karam Khlt.n brother of Khan Baha-

dur Mir Raa6.1 Bakhsh, Ra.isani, 
Thina.d~r a.t Rindli ... .. 

T'f!O Sowara with do. .... ,, 

500. 0 0 
250 0 0 

750 0 0 

183 5 4 

100 0 0 
40 0 0 

Total Ra. 323 5 4 
The amount allotted to the Kurds is distributed in twelve 

shares representing Rs. 41-10-8 
each, of ·which the chief takes 

Afza.l Khin, Y usaf Khan, 
Dost Muhammad, K. B. 
Da.uron Khin, Khoidr.d 
Khan, Amir Khan, M.ir two shares, while one share each 
Ha.aa.n Khr.n, Karim Ha.- is received by the men noted in 
khsh, Isa Kh~n a.nd"Rabim 
Khin. ·· . the margin. 

The Sa.htakzais divide their Rs. 250 as under:"""-
1. Rahma.tzai ... Rs. 62-8-0 5. Totezai ... Rs. 9-8-0 
2. Ba.dozai ... , 37-8-0 6. Headman's family. , 30-0-0 
3. Khakeza.i ... , 37~8-0 7. , relatives , 30-0-0 
4.. Ahmadzai ... , 37-8-0 8. , hamsayahs, 5-8-0 
The Sardar's family sub-divide their Rs. 30 in equal 

shares among six co-sharers. 

•u.ng. 

The levies actually employed in the Pass on March 31, Stre~gt~ 
• • · of lenes m 

1g04, numbered 133 mcluding 23 headmen, 39 sowars, March 1904. 
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LEVIES, jemadars and other superior officers, 66 footmen and havil
PoLICE 

AND JAILS. dars, 4 clerks and 1 sweeper. Of these, 38 men were 
employed at 18 railway stations and gang huts, 71 men at 
11 posts on the military road, while 24 men are paid for 
tribal responsibility only. Details of the distribution are 
shewn in table XV, Vol. B. 

Duties of Writing in 1890, Captain Temple then Political Agent, 
levies. Kalat,· defined the duties of the Bolan levies in the 

following words. "It should be borne in mind that the 
sowars are used for service not merely in the Pass but 
throughout Sarawan. They carry letters to sardars in 
Kachhi, to Jhal, Shoran and elsewhere. In Khurasan 
they are used for carrying instructions to sardars in Mas
tung, Mungachar and elsewhere. The levies in the Pass 
are used to protect passengers and others traversing the 
Bolan, to trace out criminals, restore stolen property, give 
compensation for goods when stolen and not discovered. 
Beyond the Bolan, they afford assistance in carrying out 
the deQrees in. jirga. cases, they serve summonses and 
capture criminals who may have fled into the territories 
of the sardars." 

Rules, defining the duties of levies at the stations in 
the Bolan, were issued by the Political Agent in 1904, 
and orders were issued in the same year for the more 
regular inspection of levies by the local officers. 

Responsi- Telegraph wires were cut on several occasions in 1897-8, 
b
1 
il~ty fof tthhe and in 1899 it was decided to make the Kurd sa.rdarkhil 

ev1es or e . 
protection responsible for the Wire from the Surkh Bajo hill to 

of tel~gra.ph Darwaza, and also in other portions of their country 
Wlr~. -

through which the line pa1:1sed, damages being made good 
from the Kurd chief's pay and from the Klirds' share 
of the escort fees (badrakka.) in equal proportions. The 
Sahtakzai sardarkhel were similarly held responsible for 
the line from Sariab to MushkH. The Quetta shah.i jirga 
also ruled in August 1899 that those who enjoyed the 
~adrakka. were responsible for offences committed on the 
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military road, railway stations and bazars in the Bolan, LEVIES, 

if the culprits were proved to be Baloch or Brahuis, but A::~r.:_;;,s, 
not if they were men from India. 

Police were :first stationed in the Pass in 1882, when a Police. , 
small body consisting of 2 deputy· inspectors, . 4 sowars 
and 2 munshis, was recruited for Pir· Chauki and :Mach 
at a monthly cost of Rs. 222 for registering. the traffic 
through the Bolan. In 1885-6 a large body of police 
under an Assistant District Superintendent of Police was 
employed, but the force was considerably reduced in 1887 ,' 
when the charge of the Pass ·was tran'sferred to the 
Quetta-Pishin District. Since this time the police in the 
Pass have formed part of the Quetta-Pishin District 
police. :Most of the work ordinarily allotted to police 
in India is done by the levies in the Bolan, the duties of 
the police being confined chiefly to guarding 'stations and 
maintaining the peace there and at Mach. 

On :March 31, 1904, the total number of police em
ploye.d in the Pass proper was 41, comprising 2 deputy 
inspectora, 7 sergeants and 32 constables. Of these, ll 
men were employed in the Mach thana, and 30 men at ~
stations on the railway line. Details of the distribution, 
are given in table XVI, Vol. B. 

With effect from November 1,1905, the following levies 
and police have been sanctioned for the Spezand-Kardgap 
portion of the Quetta-Nushki Railway, the Peputy rn..: 

. spector stationeQ. at Sheikh Wasil being also in charge of 
· the police force at stations in the Cbagai District:.-

Ma.stung Road 
Kllhnak 
Sheikh W6sil 
Kardgl\p ... 

POLICE. 

!-~ 
::to 

"""' CI>P., 
A"' I'! 

1-j --
... ... 

1 

.,; ID 

.$ 
"'= j = "' CD 
~ I'! .. ., 0 
w 0 --

2 . .. 2 
3 12 
1 2 

LEVIES. 

.,; .,; 
d ~ ,;; .. ·.: ·tS ., 

'"0 '"0 a .. 
"' ~ 

«< 
a ~ ,J:I' 

0 :::1 
~ 

«< 0 
~ fi<4 ::.1 -------

1 1 4. 1 
2 
2 

1 4 

Total -"1_4_lS_l---.2-llal_l_ 
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LEvn!:s, Details of cognizable crime for the quinquennial period 
~J~~s. ending With December 31, 1902, are given in table XVII, 

C 
• bl Vol. B. The average number of cases reported was 34 

ognJ.Za e 
crime. and the convictions obtained were 14. Cases of murder 

Cattle 
pounds. 

seldom occur. The Political Agent, writing about the 
.figures for three years, 1901 to 1903, remarks :-

"There is comparatively little crime, and the average 
of the last three years, which is 27, may be taken as repre
senting the fair average of cases which may be expected 
to occur under present conditions. The classification of 
cases shows that out of the annual average of 27, 10 were 
serious offences against person and property, and 9 minor 
offences but there has beeuno really serious case for 
some years, and there are no classes of habitual offenders. 
The percentage of convictions is nearly 57 per cent." 

There are two cattle pounds (1905), one at Mach, which 
is managed by the police and the other at Rindli, which 
is under the control of the levies. At harvest time a 
temporary cattle pound is opened at Kirta. Fees varying 
from 1 anna for each goat or sheep per diem to 8 annas 
for a camel are levied, and the receipts are credited to 
the Provincial Revenues. 

Jails. Prisoners. sentenced by courts in the Bolan Pass are 
confined in the District Jail at Quetta. 

EDUCATioN. No public school at present exists (1905). A primary 
school was opened at Rindli in February 1889, in which 
the .. number of pupils was 20 ; it did not prove a. success 
and was closed in the following year. In August 1893, 
8. similar school was 'opened at Mach, but was closed 
in 1894 for want of support. At Kirta, 13 girls and 
11 boys receive religious instruction from the village 
mulla (1905). Some of the children, after learning the 
Koran, go on to elementary Persian and caligraphy. 



PRINCIPAL DISEASES. 10:> 

The only dispensary is at Mach, and is maintained by MBDIC~ 
the North Western Railway for its own employes, but 
medical aid is also given to the civil population. The esta
blishment consists of an Assistant Surgeon, a compounder 
and three menials. The building has accommodation for 
13 in-patients. The total number of patients that atten-
ded the dispensary in 1902 was 5,323, and the average 
daily attendance of in-patients was 1·85. A temporary 
dispensary existed at Sheikh Wasil in 1905 for the' 
Nushki Railway works; it was in charge of an Assistant 
Surgeon. 

The prevailing diseases are malarial fever; bowel ?rincipal 
1 . d t dd "d tlt''did1seaseaand comp amts, ysen ery an yspeps1a ue par y o lDJU .-their causes.· 

cious and unwholesome food and partly to exposure and 
chill; catarrh and bronchitis, caused by exposure and 
insufficient clothing; ulcers; skin affections; scabies; 
and enlargement of ·the spleen. 

Seve~al severe outbreaks of cholera have occurred in the Epidemics. 
Bolan Pass, either among the troops employed on the 
military road or marching along the· road, or among the 
workmen employed on the railway or road, or among the 
Brahuis using the road on their migrations. 

About 1852 local accounts assert that cholera broke 
out in epidemic form causing heavy mortality. Cholera 
appeared in 1876, during Sir Robert Sandeman's second 
mission, and extended to the escort. Another severe 
outbreak occurred early in May 1885 among the large 
number of followers congregated at Rindli and spread 
rapidly up the Pass to Quetta and Pisbln; it did not 
cease till August. The mortality at Rindli was heavy. 
In 1891 cholera was widespread in Baluchistan. It 
commenced at the end of July with a few cases at Sibi 
and spread along the railway line and also as far as Zhob, 
and towards the end of the year the disease appeared 
among the workmen collected in the lower part of th~ 
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J.tllmlcA.L'. Bolan to reconstruct the railway. There were a. good 
many deaths, and 35 persons are said to have died at 
Kirta. The disease also occurred in a mild form in June 
1903 on the Nushki Railway line, but its duration was 
short. 

Pla~e A plague segregation camp is maintained at Hirok 
precautlons. d. . th d . d t S"b" d . tb . t urmg e summer, an IS move o 1 1 unng e wm er. 

Vaccina. Vaccination has not been introduced, and the people 
tionulant~ in· ap-pear to have some misgivings about its efficacy. Inocu:.. 
oc a 10n. 

latiori, locally called tukka, is practised by a class knowri. 
as ShaM, who claim to be the descendents of Sheikh 
Manda of Quetta, and who live in Rindli. 

When small-pox: appears in the Pass or neighbourhood 
·their services are requisitioned. If the ShaM cannot 
come immediately, he sends charmed salt with which 
other salt is mixed and sprinkled round the village Ol' 

encampment, while a small quantity is adiD.inistered to 
1uch persons as have not caught the infection. This 
method is believed to be effective in preventing small-pox: 
until 'the' Shahe ·can attend. No fees are fixed, but each 
person inoculated makes an offering according to his means~ 

Method of ' The· method· usually adopted· is for a' small i.D.cision · t(f 
inoculation. be made with a· razor ·on the ·wrist of the· rio-ht hand 

0 

in which powdered small-pox: pustules are plaeed;. some 
cotton: is placed over the· wound, and a. cloth: bandage: is· 
then tied over the whole. The patient is isolated, and iS' 
only visited by· persons who · have· themselves had· small
pox.· The eruptions accompanied by fever generallyoecur 
within; three days of the operation, and at this time
the patient is fed on chicken soup, dates and other heat' 
produeing substances. If' no eruption or fever occurs' 
within three days, the operation is repeated a seco~d, 'and 
sometimes a third or fourth time, until it proves successful~· 
When suffering from the eruption, a patient may nofbe: 
visited by women or other persons, who for any· reason 
may be considered u unclean" according to the.: custom 



INDIGENOUS BEJ!.EDIES. 

~of. the. country.· .Km::P~~!· 
· ~he people of the country, who live at. a distance~:r:orn Indigc~oua 
th ·a· • ll t t th • d' . . th d remedleB. , e . ISpensary, genera y resor . o e m 1genous me . o $ 

of treatment, and in serious cases of illn~ss, .such .as 
consumption, the services of native hakims from ·Pa.dhar 
are requisitioned. 

. In cases of cholera the only remedy is a draught pre
pared from hezhwarg (Razhya stricfa), and onion juice 
·is also administered to allay thirst. Segregation ·of 
'chole~a patients is not resorted to, but the people av0id. 
visiting auy village in which the epidemic may be preva
ient. · In ·cases of small-pox, the patient is segregatefl:·a~d 
is attended only by friends and relations, who have had 
.~mall-pox ·or been inoculated. Strangers, especially. thqs~ ' ... . . . . . ... ) 

.'!fhose hair is wet, who are wearing new clothes, or ~ho 
are "unclean" according to local custom, are not allowed 
to visit the sufferer as the smell of their bodies ~nd clothes 
is believed to cause irritation. 

Bleeding from the vein called sarosh khad .is adopted 
for pneumonia (gwar or sark) by the Baloch, and a. • cake 
made of mung or wheat flour, mixed with dry ginger, 
madder, ajwain and mustard oil, is tied on the patient's 
skull for twelve hours. A decoction made of 2 tolas of 
charmahing and two tolas of jagri boiled in water ·is ·also 
given. If these remedies fail, the top of the patient's 
head is shaved and branded with a. wick made of som~ red 
cloth, in which' some inflammable substance has ):>e'en 
wrapped. The Brahuis administer a de~odion made.:of 
poppy heads in such cases and wrap the ·patient in :;t 
fresh goat skin. In cases of measles (mubarki) a paste · 
made of gandarem and mustard oil is rubbed 'on' the . 
patient's body. In malarial fever the drug administer~ 
is ba~gira (Gentiana olivieri), about 2 tolas of whioh aJ,'e 
steeped in water for twelve hours. 

,For jaundice (aardoi), a. drench .made of about 4 tolas 
o~ ~m~is~ leaves steeped in ha~ ,a ~ee~ qf JYa.~e.r is give~ .. . - . 
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!bDICAL. for four to seven days. The seeds of kisan kur (Peganum 
Aarmala) powdered and dissolved in water are applied 
to sore eyes (cham dor). Branding is the usual remedy 
for enlargement of the spleen (nempas), and panir band 
seed (Withania coagulans) for dyspepsia. 

Village 
sanitation 
and water 

supply. 

Sweepers are employed at Mach and Rindli, at rest 
houses along the military road, and at railway stations. 
In 1897 and 1898 temporary sweepers were employed for 
about five months in each year to keep the road clean of 
the carcases of animals dying during the periodical 
migration of the Brahuis to and from Kachhi, and the 
cost was debited to the Bolan hazar fund. In 1899 it was 
decided that these sweepers should, in future, b~ employed 
and paid for by the Military Works Service. In villages, 
there are no arrangements for sanitation, but the litter 
and filth, which are allowed to remain in the houses and 
lanes, are removed for manuring the fields. 

The supply of drinking water is drawn from the Bolan 
river or from springs; that for stations on the railway 
line has, in some cases, been piped from long distances. 
For Kolpur and Hirok, water has been piped from springs 
near Dozan; for Mach and Abigum from the Bolan river 
near Mach; .for Pishi from a spring in the Pishi hill 
torrent, and for Panir, Ocepur and Mushkaf from springs 
near the Bibi Nani levy post. The hazar at New Mach 
is supplied with drinking water from the North Western 
Railway system, the charge for the maintenance of which, 
up to an annual maximum sum of Rs. 120, is paid from 
the Provincial Revenues. 

Working , The pice packet system of selling quinine through the 
ottkhetpice agency of the post office was introduced in 1895. During 
pac e sys• · 
tem ohale the first year, 6~4 packets were sold, the largest sale being 
of quinine. at the Rindli post office (241 packets). The sales rose to 

805 in 1901-2, and 1,086 packets in 1902-3, but fell to 714 
in 1903-4. 

The Survey Department of the Government of India. 
has prepared and published maps of the Bolan Pa.ss on 
~e \ inch and l scales. · 



CHAPTER IV.-MINI.A.TURE GAZETTEER •. 

Kolpur is a. station on the Mushkaf Bolan Railway 
situated in 29° 54' N. and 67° 8' E., at an elevation of 
5,874 feet. It is 62 miles from Sibi and 25 miles from 
Quetta. by rail. The population in 1901 was 135: males 
112, females 23 •. Drinking water is raised by an engine 
from springs near Dozan. There are half a. dozen shops, 
a. small levy post (3 men), a. military camping ground and 
a. railway rest house. To obtain water at the military 
camping ground for large parties, previous notice has to 
be given to the Garrison Engineer in charge of the Bolan 
Pass. The station is at present (1905) used by the people 
of Johan, Mungachar, Mastung, Isplinji, Marav and 
Dasht in Sara wan; but, as soon as the Nushki Railway 
has been opened, the traffic from the Mastung valley will 
be diverted to that line. The exports by railj)n 1904 
consisted of about 17,222 maunds and comprised tobacco, 
wheat, potatoes, onions, dried mulberries, sinjid, apricots, 
panerbantl fruit (Withania coagulans) and ~umin seed; 
the imports amounted to about 50,402 maunds and con
sisted of juari, rice, sugar, jagri, piece goods, oil and 
sundries,' · . 

Mach, the head quarters of the Bolan Pass District 
proper, derives its name from a solitary date tree, which 
formerly existed there and .. was noticed by Masson in 
1827. It lies between 29° 52' N. and 67° 20' ·E., at 
an elevation of 3,246 feet above the sea. level ; and is 41 
miles from Quetta. and 46 miles from Sibi by rail. lt is 
also connected with these places by .a. cart road, distance 
411 and 621 miles respectively. It is divided into two 
parts, Old and New Mach. Old Mac~ contains the tahsil, 
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MINIATUXB police and. levy posts, Political bungalow, and. a Gov
GAZETTBEB. ernment garden, all of which lie to the east of the bed. of 

the bolan ; on the west of the river are some military 
buildings, a rest house, and. a Military Woxks inspection 
bung~lo~. -~ew Mach is about 2 ~iles ~rom 01d. Maah 
on the eastern bank of the Bolan river, and. here are the 
.J1Lilway station and. teleg1;aph office, post office, ~way 
dispensary, railway r~st house and other buildings, and. 
al~~ a small hazar. The population in 1901 was 509, of 
.whom 366 were males and. 143 females; of the ~tal, 2~9 
.were ,r~t~lway eJ:!1ployes and. their families. Small fee_s 
are l~vied. in the hazar and a chaukida·r and. a. sweep~r 
a~e employed. Drinking water is obtained. a.t Old. Mach 
froJil springs ; for New ,Mach water has been piped. from 
the Bola:p. river. A supply of water has bee:p. provided. for 
·~e .baz~~ f~r ~hiqh the Civil department pays the Ra.U
,'!V'~Y ~~tll ~harges.on account of maintenance subject to a 
,maxim~.of R.s. 120 per annum. The J'!Upply may '!Je 
~ut off should.,~he ,~ailway authorities find..it adrisable to 
~~~thdraw the, concessif?n. Both exports from and. imports 
.to Mach st.ation.are ~nsignificant, but the latter conside;r
ably,~xceed ,the former. The exports and. imports for 
~W9~ a_r~ !rlv~n· b.elow ::::-

EXPOlt'l'S. IMfORTS. 

Alt. TIC LB. . MAUND B. ABTICLl!l • MJ.'UNDS. 

,Cuminaeod 10 Juari ... 5,9941 
Wool 20 Ata 3.783 

i~~eat ... 609 _Wheat .•• 55 
Juari 60 Ghi 100 
~~iirband fruit. ISS Gnr 197 
Cruae potash · .•• 60 ltice 110 

Sugar 186 
Oil 34 
BUsa 609 
Salt U 

~~s~ ~f t~~ .~x:ports come from the Khajuri ~a_ge, 

-~-~~~t ~-~!~~"q.way ,¥t -~~e _S~ra'!'~ c:ou,ntrr~ 
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Mushkaf Railway· station lies in 29° 34' N. and ·67° Mr:NIA.'r11J.tE' 
• . . GAU:'l'TEEB: 

40' E., at an elevation of about 460 feet above' the sea; 
level, and is 10 miles from Sibi, 36 miles from'Machand' 
77 miles· from· Quetta. by' rail. It haS' a. sin all levy post1 

(3 men) and a.· room for travellers' at the station. · Dririk-· 
ing water· has been piped from the springs near· Bibi'Nanf 
from which water is supplied. to a garderi m_aintame'd by· 
the Railwafdepartinent. ·· The populationin.l901'wa8'50 :' 
males 45 and females 5. The station is· us'ed b:fvillagt!s' 
in Kachhi so'far afield as Shoran and Sarini; J>ut liiost of' 
the trafJic' comes from ·Mushka.f (4' miles),· 'D&:dll.!tr' 
(8 ·miles}, Rindli·(9 miles), and other places ·iri''the' 
Dadha.r nitib'at. ·Camels· are chiefly used for'thmspoit; 
but country. bullock carts ca.n be ·driven between the' 
station and Dadhar, the rate of hire ()f th:e latter being 
1 anna. a maund. The exports· and imports' frorii.i 
Mushka.f station in 1904, are given beloW':~ 

Ali.TICLl!l. 

Flour 
Wheat ... 
Juiri 
Country salt 
Bhlisa 
Wool• ... 

EXPORTS. IMPORTS.. . 
:MAUNDS. Ali.TICLl!l. :MAUNDS, 

625 Wheat ... 571 
19,886 
8,134 

139 

Kerosine... 216 
Sugar 685 
Dry fruit 575 

22,975 Cotton piece goods 732 
161 Rice 1,208 

Pulses 1,25' 
Ghl 26l 
J8gri 869 
Tobacco ... 1,019 
Juhri 189 

Rindli, or New Rindli as it is called to distinguish it 
from the Rindli village 1 i miles away, lies in 29° 29' N. 
and 67° 38' E., and is 17i miles from Sibi by road, 
86! miles from Quetta, 45 miles from Mach, about 2 miles 
from Dadhar and 9 miles from the Mushkaf railway 
station. It is ~onnected with Sibi by a branch line, 
which takes off at Nari Bank station, but the line is not 
open for traffic at present (1905). Rindli was much used 
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MINIATUBB during the second Afghan war, 1878 to 1882, and also 
GAZJ:TTJ;EB. in 1885-6 at the time of the Panjdeh incident, and might 

again become of importance in case of mobili:l!ation, owing 
to its position at the point of exit of the Bolan road from 
the hills. At present (1905) the place contains a levy 
post (16 men), a post office, and a couple of shops. 
There are various military buildings, a rest house, and 
a :Military Works inspection bungalow. Government 
owns about 31 acres of irrigable land and 10 angmht 
of water of the_ Bolan river, which are leased to 
zamindar1-, who pay half of the . produce as rent and 
revenue. Government also owns about 36 acres of un
cultivated land occupied by buildings etc. A fine fruit 
garden, which was planted in ~888-9 by the Political 
Agent, Kalat, was sold to Saiad Baba.r Sba.h and others 
in 1898. The neighbouring village of Dadhar is the 
head quarter station of the niabat of the same name belong
ing to .the ·Ka.lat State. 
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BOLAN. 

APPENDIX I. 
Alphabetical list of common trees and plants. 

'Baluchi name. Scientific name. 
Description 
or English 
name when 

known. 

.Abdrika ... A grass ... 
A dang ... A wild tree ... 

Alucha ... Prunuscommunis . Plum, yellow 

.. 
Am ... ... Mangifera indica, Mango . .. 

Linn. 

Amrut ... Psidium Guyava . Guava. . .. 
Angllr ... Vitis vinifer~ ···. Grape 

Anjir ... Ficus cadca . ... Fig.:. ... 
Apurs ••• Juniperus macro- Juniper ... 

poda. 
Archin ... Wild tree ••• 

Badim ... Prunus a.mygda- Almond . .. 
lus (Amygdalus 
communis). 

Bakiin ... Melia Azedarach, The Persian 
Linn. Lilac; 'Bead 

tree. 

.Bangera ... Gentiana olivieri .. 

Bar ••• ... Ficus bengalensis The banyan 
tree . 

.Bihi. •• ... Cydonia vulgaris. Quince ... 
Bo& midr&n .. Achillea. Santoli· 

na., Stocks. 

Locality 
where 
found. 

Kirta . .. 
Khurasan 

"hills. 
Mach gar-

den . 

Rindligar-
den. 

Machaud 
Rindli. 
do. . .. 
do . . .. 

Khuras&n 
hills. 

do . . .. 
Mach gar-

den. 

do. ... 

Khurasin 
hills. 

Rindli. 

Mach gar-
den. 

Above 
Mach. 

Brief remarks 
as to local uses 

Fodderforcattl e 
sheep, etc. 

Fuel. 

Timber andfu el. 

Fuel. 

A cUre for feve r . 
r-It induces pe 

spiration. 

Flowers fot m a 
nk cooling dri 

for children 
Fodder for she 

and goata, 
ep 
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BOLAN. 

APPENDIX: I.-(contcl.) 

Baluchi na;me. Scientific name. 
Description 
or English 
na:me when 

kliown. 

Loca.Uty 
where' 
found. 

Brief, remarks 
a~ to iocal uses. 

-------.----·-------.- ·----- ·-. ___ __;,__ 

Bundi (Br.) ... Haloxylon Griffi- Barilla plant. 
thii, Bunge~ 

Ch&bar .... Poa. bulbosa, Lin!l. A ~as~ 

Chakotra. Citrus dec'umana, The shad- : 
Linn. dock. Para-

dise apple. 

Every
where. 

Do. 

Mach 
garden. 

Used as fuel:, 
also for curing 

skins:· 

. Fodde:rfpr 
sheep, gol!<ts; 

h,orses and, qat
tie~ 

Chamma. 
:maor. 

Salvia Aegypti-: A plant ..• ' Commo11 · ~eed used ~s 
everywhere' medicine fur 

eye disease,l{., 
a ca. 

Charmahing .. A wild plant. Khurasan. Medicine for 
cP,est dise~~e;;~~. 

Chitark ... Caragana uli~ina, 
· Stocks. 

Dh&ru or anar Punica gra.na.tuli1. Pom~granate }{ach and 
· Rindli. 

Dan dan 
Shakh. 

Dhat\lra. 

Dil ... 

Drab 

Wild plant,_.. In bed of 
the Bolan. 

Datura fastuosa, The black 'Co:mmon ... 
Linn. Datura. 

... Andropogon .... A grass 

. .. Eragrostis cyno· do. 
auroide,,. 

•o: I;Jolan river, 

Every· 
where. 

Seed use<f_ as. 
:medicine for 

toothache. 

Fodder for 
horses. 

Fodder for cat
. t~e,, sl:\_eep, 

goat,s!, eJo: 
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BOLAN. 
APPENDIX I.-(conta.) 

Baluchi name. Scientific name. 
Description 
or English 
name when 

known. 

Locality 
where 
found. 

Brief remarks 
as to local uses. 

Gandarem ••• A wild plant. Common A drug used for 
everywhere coughs, both 

in men and 
camels. 

Gandakhu Peganum 
(}(isankur, mala. 
Br.) 

ha.r- Garden rue... Every
where. 

Gandil Eleusine flagelli- A grass 
fera. 

do. 

Seed used as 
drug. 

Fodder for cat
tle, sheep, 
goats, etc. 

Gaz (Kirri, Tama.rix 
Br.) ta.lis. · 

orien- Tamarisk ... In the bed Used as fuel. 
of Bolan 

river. 
Get ... ... Salix Willow .. . Mach and Timber and 

places fuel. 
below. 

A wild plant. Bolan river Gidri 

Goindi Cordia Rothii ... Rindli A fruit. 
garden. 

Gorka (Had- Stipa. capillata ... A hill grass .. Hills 
den, Br.) 

Gul-i-guli.b ... Rosa damascena. Persian rose. Mach and 
. . Rindli. 

Fodder for cat
tle, horse, etc. 

Gunch (Kha- Citrullus colocyn-
rin girri, this. 
Br.) 

The colo
cynth. 

Com'mon Drug for eolia 
everywhere in animals. 

Gwan ... Pistacia cabulica. Pistachio nut In Khura-
tree. si.n. 

Fruit much 
prized by the 

people. 
Excellent fuel. 

Has (Khat, Olea europea ... Olive 
· Br.) 

... All hills. Timbeund fuel 
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BOLAN. 

APPENDIX I.-( contd.) 

Baluchi name. Scientific name. 
Description 
or English 
name when 

Locality 
where 
found. 

Brief remarks 
as to local uses. 

known. ___ , _____ _ 
------------

Hezhwarg ... Rhazya stricta .•. A wild bush. Bolanriver A drugforim
purities of 

blood. 

Hum ••. Periploca aphylla A wild plant. Every
where. 

Fodder for 
camels. 

Husen butav. Khurasan Fodder for ca.-

Ispedar 

Izghand 

Jag (Tahli, 
Br.) 

Jaur ••• 

Jir ••. 

Kachmir 

hills. mels. 

•.. Populus alba ••• The alb or 
w;hite poplar 

Mach 
Garden. 

Timber. 

... Thymus ..• do. • •. Drug for fever. 

Dalbergia sissoo .. Rindli. 

N erium odorum... Poisonous Bolan river 
bush. 

Artemisia . .. A wild bush. Above 
Mach. 

Bauhinia acumi
nata.. 

Rindli. 

Fodder for 
goats. 

Fodder for 
sheep, goats 

and donkeys ; 
also used as 

fuel. 

Kahir (Mar. Prosopis spici- Bolan river Fodder for ca.-
Br.) gera.. 

Kaj ••• Grass 

Kaler •.. Capparis aphylla.. 

I, 

hills. mels and fuel. 

Every
where. 

Every
where 
below 
Hirok. 

Fodder for 
sheep, goats 

and cattle, etc. · 

Fodder for cam
els, sheep 
and goat~. 

Fruit eaten 
• by people, 
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APPENDIX I.-(contcl.) 

Baluchiname. Scientific name. , 

Kalpora ... Teucrium Stock
sianum, Boiss. 

Description 
or English 
name when 

known. 

Locality 
where 
found. 

Brief remarks 
as to local uses. 

Khurisan Used as fever 
hills. cure. 

Kan... Grass .. Rindli • • . Fodder for ca
mels, sheep, 
goats, etc. 

Kandar 

Karag'1:t 

Kart usa 

•• , Palotropis gigan
tea.. 

Karwankush. Pterophyrum. oli
vieri. 

A grass ... All hills... do. 

Bolan river Fodder for 
goats and used 

as fuel. 

A wild bush. Laltiji plain Fodder for · 
camels, sheep 

and goats. 

Above Fuel. 
Mach. 

Kash (Kas- Saccharum c::iliare Grass 
hum, Br) 

... Bolan river Fodder for 
camels, sheep 
and cattle, etc. 

K~tsir. (Ka- Pistacia muti~a. 
sur, B:r.) 

All hills... Fruit eaten, 
used as fuel. 

Musa sapientuni, Banana or Mach and 
Rindli. Lin:q. plantain. 

Kik ••• 

Kika.r (Ba- Acacia arabica ••• 
bar, Br.) 

Kimb 

Grass Laleji and Fodder for cat-
Drabbl. tle, sheep, 

goats~ ~tc. 

Rindli 

Mach and 
Rindli 

garden. 
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AFPEN'IH:X: I ........ ( eontd.) 

Baluchi name.! Scientific name. 
Description 
or English 
name whim 

known. 

Locality 
where· 
found. 

Brief remarks 
as to local uses. 

Kul1 •• ... Typha a;ngustife
lia. 

Bolan river Roots and flow~ : 
· ets eaten b:r · 

people. 

Kllnar or her Zizyphns jujuba.-.. lndllin juju• 
be. 

Lemu Limonum 

Lesuro. •·· Cordia myxa 

Below 
Mach .. 

Ma.cn 
garden. 

Rindli and 
Drabbi. 

FrUit eaten. 

Mach Date palm... Kirta ~ .. · Frnit eaten, 

1\Iaghumbar... A wild bush. Khurasan Fuel. 
hills. 

Malta Citrus nobilis ... Maltese Mach and 

Marmut ... Boucerosia auche
riana.. 

orange. Rindli. 

Every
wheve; 

Matetav Saivia or Nepeta. A wild plant. Khurasan 
hills-; 

Mazardumb ... A grass • .. Kirta 

:Mekh totia ... .A small bush Hills 

Roots used as 
drug for fever. 

Fodder for 
goarts, drug· · · 
for fever. 

Fodder for 
camels. 

Roots used as 
drug foreyes.· 

Mungli Orthonnopsis in
termedia1 Boiss. 

Above Fodder for 
Mach. · goats. . 

Infusion of the 
leaves used for 

headache. 
Twigs used as 

fuel. 
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APPENDIX 1-(contd.) 

Baluc:hi name.. Scientific name. 
Description 
or English 
name when 

known. 

Locality 
where 
found. 

Brief remarks 
as to local uses. 

~------~-·- .... -=-=----:------1·--·-- ----
:Nad.agh .. - · Cymbopogl;>n iwa- Grass 
(H~w~. Br.) rancusa. 

Nal ••• 

Narinj 

Narmuri 

••. Phragmites com- Reed 
npmis. 

... Citrus aurantium Orange 

Grass 

••• Hills ••• Fodder for cat
tle, sheep, 
goats, etc . 

... Bolan river. 

Kirta Fodder for 
cattle. 

Naromb Ephedra pachy- Wild bush ... Hills 
clad a. 

The twigs are 
used for tan
ning mashk 
leather and 
also as fuel; 
ashes mixed 
with tobacco 
for chewing. 

Nashpati ... Pyi-us communis, Pear 
Linn. 

Nim ... MeliaAzadirachta 

Panerband ... Withania coagu
lans. 

Mach 
garden. 

Rindli ••. 

Bolan river. Seed used for 
making cheese. 

Parpuk Wild bush ... All hills ... Drug for fever. 

P&rw&n 
(Falsa, Br.) 

Pipal Ficus religiosa ... 

Pi pal Daphne oleoides, 
Schreb. 

Indian 
fig tree. 

Rindli ... 

lrushk&f 
andRindli. 

Above 
Ma.c~. 

A poisonous 
plant, 
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APPENDIX I.-(oontdJ 

Baluchi name. Scientific name. 
Description 
or English 
name when 

Locality 
where 
found. 

Brie£ remarks 
as to local uses. 

known. 
------1--------1----------------
Pir. (Kabr., Salvadora oleoides; Wild bush;." Every-' 

where. 
Fodde~ for cat
tle, sheep and 

goats, etc. 
Br.) 

Pish ... 

Pisi ••• 

Pitav. 

N annorhops Rit- Dwarf palm.. Pishi hill :Ma.t's made from 
chieana. torrent. it, also used 

as fuel. 

Wild tree ... Bolan river Fuel. 
hills. 

_A grass All hills. 'Fodder for 
sheep, goats, 

etc. · 

PurcMnk ... Menthasylvestris. Wild laven
der. 

Above 
Mach. 

Fooder for 
camels and · 

goats; cooling 
drug . 

Riza. ... 

Sa.rv ... 

Seb ... 

Seh chob 

Shaftalu 

.. .1 Cuminum cymi- Cumin 
num. 

Pyrus malus Apple 

ShUg and Condiment. 
Nodgwar 

hills. 

Mach 
gardtm. 

do. 

Wild tree ... Bolan hills. Fuel. 

Prunus persica.·... Peach Mach and 
Rindli. 

Shampashtir .. Sophora. Griffi.thii, Wild bush ... 
Stocks. 

Above 
Mach. 

Used as fuel. 

~hinz ... Alhagi 
rum. 

camelo- Camel thorn Laleji. .I .Fodder for 
camels. 
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4-PPENDI; ~ . .,-(corttd.) 

Scientific name. 
Description 
or Englis~ 
name when 
· known. 

Locality 
where 
follnd. 

Brief remarks 
&!I to localllses. 

--.---·----1 ------- -----.--------~.~ 

Grass Kirta and 
~oJlthern 
parts of 
Bolin. 

Grass for catt.le, 
sheep, gqats 4r; 

horses~~c. · 

·~· Nepeta. glomern- Wi~d p~ant ... Khurasan Decoction llsed 
losa. · hills. for fever. · · 

Sinjid 

Sirin 

SU.ajnra. 

Tola. a.ng1lr ••. 

Turin 

Tut ... 

Wazhdar 

z&mu.r 

Elreagnlls 
tensis. 

hor- Trebizond :Mach Fruit eaten dry; 
g~od timber. date or Bohe- garden. 

mian olive. 

Albizzia julibris
sin. · 

Citrns medica · ... 

A plant 

Morns ... Mulberrr 

Glycyrrhiza. gla.- Liquoric~ 
bra. · 

Copculus 
D.C. 

lereba, Tr~~ 

Rindli. 

do. 

Rindli. Leaves are used 
for rheuma
tism. 

Mach and 
Rindli. 

do . 

Mac4 ~nd A drng (Indi~ 
hills north nmlathi). 

of it. 

Near Bibi 
Nani. 

Evergreen tree; 
leaves used as 
medicine for 
eyes . 

••• Berberi11 vulgaris. B~rbefl1' , .. Khurasa'Q. Roots used as 
Linn. hills. drng for jaun

dice. 



APPENDIX II. 

Genealogical table of the Bangulani Kuchiks. 

I 
Nazar Khan. 

I 
Sultan Khan. 

I 
Samand Khan. 

:I 
Bashku. 

~----~~--~------------- I 

Saliib Khan. 
I 

I . 
BahadurKhan. 

I 
Pakar Kban. 

:I 
BahadurKMn. 

I 
I 

I 
Fateh Khan 
. (childless.) 

I 1 I 
Nabi Bakhsh. Karim::Bakhsh 

I 'A I, Nazar KhRn. Pakar Mir · m1r Jani 
:---.!.1 ----"("lchildless.) 

'Sama~d Khan · Kacil Bakhsh. 

_I 
.I 

.lsa Khan. 
( childl&ls.) 

· : I · · I : 
Babar KLan Til Khan. 

: I 
Yakub Khan. 

(childless.). ---....!~---~ 1- I . 
Shakar Khan Mir Dre1ian. 

(the present headman, 1905.) 

Khan. Hazar. Bakhsh. KhAn. 
I 

Mazfd KhAn. 
'I 

Sheru. 

Fateh Khan. 
I 

I . I . I . . I . 
Lashkar Khan. Wazir Khan. .ltahmdil :LB.l Bakhsh. 

(childless.) 

• 0 J 
H. "''"h' aJl-a an. 

(chilrllesO 

·I . 
Lashkar Khan. 

I 
:;sahio. Khan. 

b:t-
'0 ,_. •1::-t 
~ 

N) 

.~ 
·~ 

-
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BOLAN. 
APPENDIX III. 

Alphabetical list of agricultural implements. 

Name of 
implement in Baluchi. 

Bel ... 

Bihano 

Chhaj 

CharShakha 

Chfuli 

Das 

Dhal 

Dhalli 

Doranro 

Doshakh 

Jugh ... 
Kahi 

Kamer ... 
Ken 

Kodar 

Lor ... 

Malav 

Nangar 

Naro 

Explanation. 

-----------------------------------
Spade.· 

Two pronged fork. See also doshakk. · 

Winnowing basket. 

Four pronged fork. 

Shoe of the plough. See zub6.nagk. 

A small sickle. 

A wooden spaile worked by two men with a. 
rope for making small embankments. 

A wooden spade for winnowing grain. 

Wedge in the yoke. 

Two pronged fork. See also bihi.no. 

A yoke . 

A hoe. See also kodi.r. 

Plough share. 

A plank harrow. 

A hoe. See kahi. 

Sickle. 

A wooden log used as a. clod crusher. 

Plough. 

Leather-covered rope, with which the lower 
· part of the apertures in the yoke are 

-secured. 
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APPENDIX ~II.-(continued). 

Name of 
implement in Baluchi. 

Og ••• 

Pahuri 

Phlidav 

Ramba. 

Shappinr 

Shatink 

Sundh ... 
Tafar 

Zubanagli 

Explanation. 

----------------.----

A wedge in the plough. See also phM,av. 

A spade. 

A wedge in the yoke. See also Og. 

A weeding trowel or spud. 

A hoe. 

The shaft of the plough. 

A drill. Drilling. . 

Axe. 

Shoe o£ the plough. See also chUni. 
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APPENDIX IV. 

Alphabetical list of agricultural, revenue and shepherd's terms. 

Term in Baluchi. 

-------------------
Abo ..• 

Adh ... 

Aeta 

Afi (Br) 

A hat 

Ahati 

AI ala 

Alor ..• . .. 

Am bar- ... 
Amren 

Explanation. 

Half ripe grain. · Also parched corn. 

First watering before land is ploughed. 

Land which is cultivated every year. 

Irrigated land. See also siahi.f. 

Wages paid to an artizan. 

Village artizan. 

Weaning time. 

The ref~se of the fodder after it bas been eaten 
by cattle. 

Granary. A heap of grain . 

A pair of shears. 

Angir bagh or Ang.llr b8gh. Vineyard. 

Arat 

Arhari 

Bad ... 

Bagh 

Babr mardansar 

Bahr pidri ••• 

Band 

· .... 

... 

Well worked with Persian wheel. 

Melon and fodder crops. See also chetri. 

A bundle of a crop or man's load carried on 
back. · 

Garden . 

Distribution piW capita. 

Distribution per stz'rpes. 

Embankment, also a plot of land enclosed by 
embankments. See also lath. 



Term in Baluchi. 

Bash&mi 

Bati.i 

... 
Bhi.nro 

Bhari 

Bh&nr 

Bhel 

Dhoti.r 

Bij ••• 

Bind 

Bogh 

Boh •.• 

Boh dharo ••• 

Boh koti 

Boro 

Bugri 

BU.ha.ri 

( i29 ) 

BOLAN. 

APPENDIX IV-(continued.) 

Explanation. 

------------------
Autumn harvest. See sanwn. 
Division of crops. Also Government revenue 

in kind. 

Forced labonr. 

A plot of cultivable land in the bed of a stream • 
See also kachh. 

Sheep, goat or cattle pen. See also wciro. 

A man's load carried on the head. 

:Mannre. 

Melon field from which allfruithasbeenpick
ed. See Zcish. 

Landlord (as distinguished from rahak). See 
also daghcir wi.ja. 

Seed. 

Young melon. 

Crop when knots have appeared in the stalks. 

Chopped straw (bhU8a). 

Heap of chaff on threshing floor. 

A hut for storing bhusa. 

A bullock sack ma.de of wool or goat hair. 

A piece of land given to a. tenant or muZla, 
free of rent, for cultivation. 

Water-divide. 
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A.PP.ENDIX IV -(continue'd:) 

Term in Balucb.i. Explanation. 

........----- -----·--------

Bun joh&ni .•• 
' . 

BUr ••• 

Bush 

Buz .•. 

Buzgal 

Chib 

Chaghal deyagh 
-. (."' . . 

Chammagh ... 

Chamari 

Chapar 

Char 

Chari 

Chatto 

Chen 

...•. 

A portion of grain set aside out of the main 
heap for the wages of arlizans and village 
expenses. Also the refuse of the grsin 
heaps given by the landlord to the tenant. 

Buds. 

, Lopping the tops of wheat or barley before 
the crop is ripe. 

Full g;own he-goat. 

A flock of goats. 

A.n embankment in a stream made of brush
. wood. . · 

To wiunow. Se,e also gwat diyagk. 

A spring. 

Dried apricot. fruit. 

W ~ighted tho:t:.n hurdle used for threshing 
grain. · 

Sw&.J;Dpy gro~d w;ith clpse grass on it. 

Trench between ridges in a melon field, or 
Viney~d. 

A. wasp nest. Young green wheat or barley 
crop clinging to the ground. See also tiki. 

••• W oode:q aqueduct • 

••• Shearing sheep and goats. 
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Term in Ba~u,ch~. 

Cheni 

Chetri 

Chhat .•. 
· Chher 

Chur 

Dabb 

Daghar .. ~ 
Daghal.r waja. 

Dahman ... 
Dana bandi; .. ... 
Deragh 

Dhll.chi 

Dhaggav 

Dharo 

Did ... 

Dhanz 

Dhenrll ... 

Explan~tion. 

.A. shearer. 
·, 

The :inelon and fodder crops. See. also arhati. 

•.•. So~g .s~ed l>roaacast. 

A body of m~n emp!oyed jn clE:I.\.ning ltaiter 
· channels .. 

A small hill torrent.' 

. water running slowiy owk'g to ~. bl~ck in a. 
.. ~hannel. 

Property ~n )and.· 

_ Lan,dlord. See-also. bhot~':·. 

Stonylan!l ~e!ll' .t)l!'l. skirts of hil!l!l, Se(l "~tid.. 

... App~,"!,!.isement ·.of standi:t?-g crop~. SPJi :all!o 
kautra, moki and ·1jara. 

A bundle of spuD.: woollen' thread .. 

Fe:inale ca:ine1. 

A plough o~. S~e· ii.lso k'aiigar. · · · 

A heap of straw, ;whether covered with sand 
or·not. · 

Wheat or "arley the ears o~ which have fp'Ijn; 
ed .but in :which the coni is not visible. See 
gab. 

Chaff scattered ori. the threshing floor apart 
from the main p~ap. See also .toh. · · 

A mi1ofi •heep ~(itia.t giTeu on loan or bire. 
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Term in Balnchi. .. Explanation. 

Dikh 

Dohagh 

Drosh 

Dukal 

Dumb 

Dunangan ••• 

Gab .•• 

Gagra. ••• 
G&h .. ~ 

Gandim· 

Gando 

Garat 

Gavera. 

Gechin 

Gher 

Ghuni 

Gich ... 
Girift 

... 

... 

Spindle for wool 

To milk. 

A cut made by :fl.ockowners in any animal's 
ear to serve as a distinguishing mark. 

Drought, also famine. 

Stagnant water, 

Ploughing after seed has been sown. 

Wheat or barley the ears of which have 
formed but in which the corn is not visible. 
See aid. 

A menial who cleans the threshing :floor • 

Threshing. See gowat. 

Wheat, also spring harvest . 

An earthen dam in a. stream. 

Young melon. 

A tract of land near a. village which is well 
manured and in which fodder crops are 
grown. 

Sieve. 

... A ford. The place for watering :flocks etc. 
See a.lso tar. 

A large bullock sack. 

Sods of turf • 

.... Seeds which do not germinate. 
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Term in Baluchi. Explanation. 

----------
Gow!U 

Gowat 

Gurand 

Gwau.ko 

Gwarkani shufank 

Gwarpanr 

Gwatigh 

Gwat deyagh 

Gwatamal 

Har .•• · 

Hashar 

Hashari 

Hit 

Hizak 

Hoshagh 

.. 

Hoshagh chinokh ... 

Ijara-

In am 

Janc:h< ... 

Cowherd. 

Threshing. See gflh, · 

Ram. 

Lit. a spy. . The first few plants which 
appear in a field. 

A shepherd who tends young lambs~ 

A flock of lambs.· 

Short showers of rain during spring. 

To winnow .. See also chagkal deyagh. 

Ears of wheat withered by wind. 

A flood. 

BoiTOwed labour for agric~ltural purposes. 

Labourers obtained under the hashar system • 

Green wheat and barley cnt for fodde7. 

Skin nsed for churning butter. 

Ear of corn. 

A gleaner. 

Lump assessment; appraisement of crop ; 
system of land mortgage. See also mokt", 
kautra, and d&na bandi. ' 

Revenue-free holding. 

... Water mill • 
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Term in Baluchi. 

Jat ••• 

Jhal... 

Jo ... 
Johan 

Jora. 

Kach . 'II'!• 

Kachh 

Ka.lar 

Kambhari 

Kanagh 

:Kanda 

Kangar 

Karab 

Kirez 

Karigar 

E:aur 

Kautra 

Xhi.k&f 

Explanation. 

Camel herd. 

Wheat chaff. 

Water channel 

A heap of cut crop collected at the threshing 
floor. 

A plot of land which can be ploughed by a 
pair of oxen in a day; also a pair of plough 
oxen. 

Survey . 

A plot of cultivable land in the bed of a. stream. 
See also blnt. 

Salt land. 

A sling. 

Husked rice. 

Chaff. 

The stalks of jui.ri' without juice. 

Green stalks of juari. 

Underground water· chaniuil. 

A bullock. See also ahaggav. 

A hill torrent carrying flood water. 

Appraisement of crop for fixing Government 
demand in cash. See lllso moki, iji.ra and 
danabandi. · 

... Firat watering of a crop. · · 
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Term in Balu<:hi. ·· 

Keri 

Khaf 

Kirmi 

Kishir 

Kitti 

Kohanr 

Kohli 

Kohri 

Kubij 

Kuh 

Kurdagh 

Lab 

La.dh 

Lai 

L&i-h&r 

Lash 

La.ssi ... 

Expla~atiqq, 

-------~--------------------~-~-~--~-----~~-

First ploughing, aftllr ha~v~st. ~~e shom. 

Payment generally,jn sh~ep or goats m~de .by 
certain tribesmen to their headman as a 
polJ. tax, 

A#ecte4. by ins~cts. Thus kirmi-tejagh, a 
· melon affected by insects. 

Cultivation. 

Half ripe rice plt~cked off the stalks. 

Lit. hump of a camel or bullock. A mark 
made • on; s~efilp _by cutting_ the woql or 
applying colour. 

An earthen recel?tacle for storing grain. 

Small heaps of grain made at the time of 
bat4i. · 

Juw,t stalks which wither immediately they 
have gex::nllna,.t;e~ .. 

Well. 

... Sp1all l)ed or plop in a :6.~1~. 

Harvesting. Se~ ron. 

To clear land of s'4rubs etc. 

Wages paid to reapers. 

Reaper. 

Melon :field from which all fruit has been 
picked. See bMl. -·. . · 

Light showers of rain continuing for several 
days in wint.er,_ _ 
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Term in Baluchi. 

Lath 

Lashti 

Lathbaud 

Lerav 

Lizzi 

Luhar 

Mahalav 

Mat or matti dagha.r 

Me gar 

Meh or mehro 

Mesh 

Mid 

Mira 

Mirat 

Mirati 

Moki 

ll{usht 

Ni.r ... 

Nihi.t· 

Explanation. 

Embankment. See also band. 

A small irrigation channel. 

The man who first constructs the embankment 
(lath) round a. :field, and acquires a right 
of occupancy. 

Male camel. 

Rice stalks. 

Blacksmith. 

Crop sown seasonably. 

Soil which contains silt or mat. 

A flock of sheep. 

The pole in the centre of the threshing floor 
round which bullocks revolve. 

Sheep. 

Goat ha.ir. 

Water superintendent. 

1 Ancestralland. 

Appraisement of fodder crop for £:ring Gov
ernment demand in cash. See kautra, 
ijoira and dJnabandi. 

A handful of cut crop. 

Land cleared of its crop. 

Young trees. 
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Term in Baluchi. Explanation. 

NokB.f 

Noka.r 

Nokh 

Pachala.v 

Pal ••• 

PaW 

Paneri 

P&on 

Parghat 

Pa.sal 

Pa.twlui 

Paz ham 

Pes 

Pili (Br.) 

Pira.i 

Pirh 

Pis 

Potav 

Rahak 

Ra.magh ... 
I, 

... 

... 

... 

Rain ~aier. 

An official care-taker for crops. 

Land cultivated after two or three years. 

Crops sown ia.te. 

A structlli'e made of mats for stOring grain. 

Wheat or barley stubble. 

Seedlings . 

Second watering of field after seed has been 
sown. 

Second threshing as distinguished from 
gowat. 

Cultivation. 

Village accountant~ 

Sheep or camel wool. . 

A division of a field, a plot. 

A bundle of cut crop especially wheat. 

A sheep or goat set apart for sacrifice at a 
shrine. 

Threshing floor. 

Wages paid for grinding corn. 

Soft soil. 

Tenant a.s distinguished from blwti.r. 

A flock of aheep and goats. · · 
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Term in Baluchi. 

Rasul wahi... 

Ratti 

Rekhur or Rekho ... 

Rer ... 

Ron .•. 

Rot ... 

Rumb 

Sa£ ... 

Sali ... 

Sambor 

San ... 

Sand 

Sarsaya 

Sitli 

Sanwri 

Shihjo 

Sharikhi daghir 

Shiragh 

Ex:pla.nf!,tion. 

-------------
The first kasa (measure) taken out of a heap 

of grain when measuring it and given to 
the mulla. 

Rust. 

Sandy soil. 

Fields along slopes of hills. 

Harvesting. See lab 

The seedlings of jui.ri transplanted by hand. 

The work of transplanting se~dlings. 

Crop of wheat or barley in which all the ears 
of corn have appeared. 

Unhusked rice. 

A fattened sheep or goat. 

Men-at-arms furnished to the Khans at times 
of emergency in pre-British days. 

Stony land · along the skirts of hills. See 
dahmi.n. 

A quantity of grain given annually by each 
family to the village mulla. 

... A bundle of juan stalks. 

Autumn harvest. See bash&mi. 

Main irrigation channel 

Undivided or common land. 

Halllormed grain. 
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Term in Baluchi. 

Sham 

Shufank 

SiliMf 

Siah Zamin ... 

Sok: ... 

Suka.ri 

Sundh 

Sursat 

Tand 

Tanda. 

Tar 

Tazaf ... 
Tejar 

Tij 

Tiki 

Toh 

Tolar 

'l'rangar 

'l:'u,hm,i ••• 

Explanation. 

First ploughing after harvest. See also k6ri. 

Shepherd. 

Pe~ennial water, also irrigated lan<L · See also 
aft. 

Black soil, the best kind of land. 

Withered juari crop. 
·' ,' 

To· sow seed in dry land, then .plough and 
· . water it. 

Drilling ; also a drill . 
. ' 

Supplies collected for Go>ernment officials. 

A rope provided with nooses to. which sheep 
· · and goats are tethered. 

Dry stalks of jui.ri. 

The place for watering flocks etc. See gMr. 

Swampy ground . 

••• The second crop of ju.S.ri which does not r.ipen; 

Any newly sprouting crop. 

Young green wheat or barley crop clinging to 
·: the ground. See n.Iso chatro. 

Chaff scattered on the ·threshing floor apart 
from the main heap. See also dhan4 

A small flock of sheep or goats. 

A net for carrying bhU8a. 

Bund,le of rice seedlings, 
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Term in Baluchi. 

Tuk ... 

Turi 

Wad 

Wah 

W&l 

W&ro 

Warkh 

Zagh 

Zag hal 

Zank 

Zh&lo 

Zoba.hi ... 

Explanation. 

Fixed contribution pa.id to a mull&, Saiad or 
shrine. 

St&lks of jurl.ri containing sweet juice. 

The commencement of harvest. 

Ma.in water channeL 

Melon plants; any creeping plant. 

Sheep, goat or cattle pen. See bluinro. 

A. small embankment at the mouth of a 
water channel .. 

A heap of cleaned wheat. 

A flock of kids. 

Lambing season. 

Sandy soil containing gravel. 

Lambs given to Ill shepherd aa his wages . 
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Translated purport of the award of the SMhi jirga held at Quetta 
on July 27, 1891, in the matter of the dispute about land in Kirta 
between Shakar Khan, Wazir Khan, Nabi Bakhsh and Bahadur 
Khan, Bangulani sardarkMl, plaintiffs; and Tamaz (or Tamas) 
Khan, Jalamba.ni headman, and Islam Khan, Chotai headman, 
defendants. 

It appears from the records that when Sir Robert Sandeman came to 
BaJuchistan in 1875, the Kirta village was deserted, as it had been looted 
by the Marris. When Sir Robert Sandeman made peace between the Khan 
of Kal&t and the Brahui sardars and arranged for the safety of the 
Bolan Pass, Sardar Til Khan• and other Kuchiks came back to Kirta and 
began to cultivate the land. · With the extension of peace, the cultivation 

,also increased, and Tamaz Khant and Islam Khan, leading men _among 
the Jalambanis and Chotais which sections were proprietors from olden 
times of the Kirta land and, owing to the insecurity of the country, had 
migrated to Dadhar, began to put forward their claims to the land and 
filed several complaints. On January 17, 1881, in a dispute between Til 
Kh&n and :I(abi Bakhsh, the jirga gave an awa.rd that the Bangulani 
tJardarkh6L section was entitled·to one-fourth, and their raj: namely the 
Jalamb&nis, Chotais and others, to three-fourths of the Kirta land, except 
such tracts of lands which had, from time to time been given to the sardar 
by the raj j that the fourth share belonging to the. sardar khBl had been 
set apart and owners could distribute it among themselves, while· the 
three-fourths should be proportionately distributed amongst such Kuchiks 
and ham1ayahs as were willing to reside in Kirta: For it had been the 
intention of Mir Nasir Khan and the succeeding Khans of Kalat that only 
those who lived at Kirta. should participate in the land, and that those 
who left the place should have no claim. This, the jirga said, was borne 
out by the sanads granted by the Khans which had been produced by the 
parties. The defendants were warned at the same time, that, if they 
wished to participate in the land, they should reside at Kirta. The 
arrangement was approved by Sir Robert Sandema.n' and has been acted 
upon ever since. 

~ • Til Khan is dead. His son Shakar Khan is the present headman (1905). 
t The present headman is BakhtiAr Khan son of Tamaz Khan. 

· :Raj means the tl'ibe generally as distinguished from· the members of the 
•aTaaTkhel. . 
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Last year ( 1890 ) the defendants conspired with Shakar Khan, son of 
Til Khan, and obtained an agreememt from him to the effect that one
fonrth of the land belonged to the aardarkhe'Z, and three-fourths to the 
raj, that is the defendants. On the strength of this arrangement the 
defendants refused to give shares to the hamsayahs, and to those Bangul&
nis who had hitherto participated in the land belonging to the raj (as 
distinguished from the share of the sardarkhel). But, in accordance with 
the decision of September 24, 1890, the sardars of the jirga considered the 
defendants' contention futile ; they upheld the decision of 1881, and 
thought the right of those who had been participating in the raj land a 
legitimate one and recorded detailed conditions for future guidance. 

Now the Jalambanis and Chota.is have settled at Kirta, and wish to 
cultivate the raj land themselves; hence there is a dispute between the 
parties on the following two points :-

First: the plaintiffs allege that the· fourth share of land which is in 
the possession of the Bangulania is proportionately less than the three
fourths belonging to the raj and they ask that an exact fourth be measured 
and given to them. The defendants on the other hand argue that the 
fourth share of the sardarkhe~ was divided and set apart long ago, and 
assert that it is not necessary to make a fresh division, but that if a fresh 
division is to be made, various other plots of land in the possession of the 
sardarkh61. should also be included and the whole divided. 

Secondly: the plaintiffs wish that the Br&huis and others who have for 
long been residing as hamai.yi.hs with the sardarkheZ. at Kirta under 
various difficulties, who have shared in the good and ill and in the 
ghamkashi,• and have participated in the land should, as usual, receive 
their shares in proportion to the number of men residing at Kirta. The 
defendants do not agree to this, but allege that they are the real proprie
tors of the land and that, as they are themselves now cultivating the land, 
the hamsayahs have no claim. 

The award of the sardirs composing the jirga on the above two points 
is as follows :-

First.-There is no doubt that the fourth share of the Bangulanis was 
divided from the rest long ago, but it i~' also known that the remain
ing three-fourths were under their control, and the headman of the 
Bangulanis had the power himself to cultivate or give to the ha'TT'.sayahs 
what he wished, more especially so during the time when the Jalambinis 

• Services e~. re'luired b1 the etate, 
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and Chotais and their headman had· migrated from Kirta, and settled 
at Dadhar. Since these men have returned to Kirta, the sardar has 
not had the same power. The defendants particularly decline to give any 
further share to the Ban~anis beyond the three tirs, the chinra, and the 
niam dig~r mentioned in the award dated September 14,• 1890. In our 
opinion it is necessary to redivide the laud. It has been determined, with 
the consent of the parties that the sardar is entitled to niam digi.r, chUnra 
and seri in the do sala land i. e., the land cultivated every second year, 
but in the third year the chunra will also be separated. That is to say, 
the ni~m digar hitherto so recognised will continue, but when lots are 
cast for each harvest one tir will first be given to the sardar. Seri exists 
only in the Damb land, and does 'not exist in other tracts. All the land 
including the gew&ra plots will be surveyed, and one-fourth of it will be 
set apart for the Bangulanis, which they will distribute among themselves 
according to ancient custom. The gewara plots will count as a part of the 
fourth to be set apart for them. The remaining three-fourths will be 
proportionately distributed, annually, according to the population (makhZUg_) · 
and the amount of water. The hamsayi.hs of .the Bangulsnis, Nabi 
Bakhsh Bangul&ni, and Bahadur Khan Bangulani, will continue to receive 
their shares from the lands of the raj, in accordance with the settle
ment of September 24, 1890, and also Nabi Bakhsh will receive his 3 bit.t 

Serondly.-As regards the hamsayahs, our opinion is. that they should 
as formerly, receive a proportionate share in the land to be cultivated,· 
because they have borne the burden (ghamkash~), shared in good and 
ill, have in times of insecurity, risked their lives, and have remained with 
the sardarkMZ on the land. . The defendants saved · their own lives by 
deserting the place. It is not advisable, now, when peace reigns, to put 
the defendants in possession of all the land and to eject the hamsiyli.hs. 

· Such of the hamsi.y~hs who lived at Kirta with the sardarkhel section 
before the British occupation (amaldari), and participated in the cultiva· 
tion and ghamkashi should receive their respective shares; but those who 
did not participate in cultivation or who have since come shall receive no 
share. This matter will be disposed of by K. B. Allah Dad Khan.~ 

There have been long standing disputes among the parties, and as with 

•This should apparently be 24th. 
t Bit, a share of water; one-fourth of a ttr. 
~The late :Mir Allah Dad Kh&n, KhaJl. Bahi.dur, then Native Assistant in 

the Bol&n. . 
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the increased security, the cultiv~tion in Kirta is expandi;ng, disputes are 
likely to recur among ,them at the time of each annual distribution of land. 
It is now advisable, therefore, to survey, map, and divide the land and 
it is necessary that Government should appoint a. patwan who knows 
surveying and map making. He will prepare the map etc. and the 
division will be effected by the Native Assistant, Bolan. The patwari, 
will in future, also attend to the disputes between the parties. For the 
present the Government should take revenue at the rate of one-tenth, 
by division of crops (bat.i£) or by appraisement (tashkhis) to meet the pay 
of the"patwari nnd other expenses connected with the management of Kirta. 
Hereafter, if the parties can manage their own affairs, the Government can 
make a reduction, or may enha.nce the :rate, should it be found necessary. 

(Sd.) R. B. Hittu Ram. 
(Sd.) K. B. Mir Allah Dad Khan. 
Seal of Sardar Shakar Khan. 
Seal of Mir W azir Khan. 
:Mark of N abi Bakhsh. 
Mark of Babadur Khan. 
Mark of Wadera Tamaz Khan, JalamMni. 
Mark of W adera. Islam Khan, Chotai. 
(Sd.) S. Assad Khan, Raisani. 
(Sd.) Saiad Bahar Sh8.h. 
(Sd.) Mir Suhbat Khan, Bangulzai. 
Seal of Sardar Yar Muhammad Khan, Kurd. 
Seal of Sardar Dost Muhammad Khan, Lehri. 
Seal of Mir Rashid Kh8.n, Shahwani. 
Seal of Saiad Ata Muhammad. 

NOTP:.-The parties accept the award except the proposal about revenue. 
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PREFACE. 

As in the case of the Rolan, the greater part of the work 
consists of ol'iginal matict• obtained by the Gazetteer staff, 
under the able supervision of Rai Sahib Diwan Jamiat Rai, 
whose valuable assistance and unsparing diligence I have 
to gratefully acknowledge. 

:M:uch useful information has been obtained from the 
·Baluchistan Census Report of 1901 compiled by Mr. R. 
Hughes-Buller, r. c. s., and I am greatly indebted to the 
article* on "the Southern Borderlands of Afghanistan'P written 
by Captain (now Sir Henry) 1\fc:M:ahon, c. s. I., c. I. E., 

t'l the various reports written from time to time by 
Major F. C. Webb Ware, c. r. E., the pioneer of the: Trade 
Route and the first o:ffi.cet• in charge of the newly formed 
District, to the notes compiled by Major R. E. Roome of 
Jacob's Horse, and to l\f1·. E. Vredenburg of the Geological 
Survey of India for his articles on the geology and minerals 
of the country. I would also acknowledge the excellent 
notes written by Rai Sahib J amiat Rai on the Mengal tribe 
and the domiciled Hindus of Nushki. A bibliography of 
other bfloks relating to the District, which have been found 
useful, is given at the end of Chapter IV. Much of the 
material has also been reproduced, with the necessary local 
adaptations, from Mr. R. Hughes-Buller's Gazetteer of the 
Quetta-PisMr11 JJistrict. 

1\Iy thanks are further due to Major R. A. E. Benn, c. I. E., 

Assistant Political Agent of Chagai, for his advice and sug
gestions on the drafts and for the promptness with which 

• The Geographical Journal, Vol. IX, No. 4_of 1897. 



the numerous references have been attended to, and to 
Mr. T.: 0. Hughes, Assistant Dist~ict Superintendent of 
Police, Chagai, for valuable information furnished in connec
tion with the little-known tracts of the Western Sanjrani 
country. 

As it bas been found necessary to employ a number of 
vernacular terms, the more important have been given in 
two glossaries, which are printed as appendices. 

QuETTA, May 1906. 

A. McCONAGHEY, 

1\IAJOR. 
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CHAPTER I.-DESCRIPTIVE. 

The Chagai District· lies in the western corner of the PHYsiCAL 
o ASPECTS. Baluchistan Agency between north latitudes 28 2' . and 

29° 54' and east longitudes 60° 57' and 66° 25', and covers Sit:!~ion 
an area of 18,892 square miles. It comprises that belt of dimensions. 

country which lies immediately south of the Baloch-Afghan 
boundary from the Sarlat hills on the east to Koh-i-Malik 
Siah on the west, a distance of about 350 miles in a 
straight line with an average breadth of 50 miles. As now 
constituted for the purposes of administration, the District 
consists of three divisions, namely the Nushki tahsil on 
the east, the Chagai sub-tahsil in the centre and the 
Western Sanjrani tract on the extreme west. 

It derives its title from Chagai, a village on the western Oligin of 
border of the Lora Hamlin, and local tradition attributes na

0
1I!eto! tthe 

· lSllC, 
the origin of the name to the number of wells or chahs 
which are said to have formerly existed in the vicinity. 

The District is bounded on the north by the desert Boundaries. 

regions of Afghanistan which lie to the south of the 
Helmand, on the east by the Sarlat Range and the 
Sarawan division of the Kalat State, on the south by_ 
Kharan and the Persian district of Bampusht, and on the 
west by Persia. 

The northern boundary was demarcated in 1895-6 by a 
joint Afghan and British Co~ssion, Major Sir Henry 
(then Captain) McMahon, x. c. I. E., c. s. I., being the 
British Commissioner, and is fully detailed in. the ·agree:. 
ment * dated the 13th of May 1896, an extract from which 
is printed in appendix I. The general direction of this 
boundary from the foot of the Sarlat range to the Koh-i
}.falik Siah peak, which also marks the southernmost point 

* AdministJ·ation Report of the Baluchist.:m Agency for 1896~7. 
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of the boundary between Afghanistan and Persia, is due 
west, and the actual line runs for its whole length through 
a barren and desert country, the nature of which, however, 
presents many striking varieties. From the foot of 
the Sarlat to Chagai, the boundary lies along the southern 
fringe of the sandy Registan desert. West of Chagai the 
character of the desert changes, and, instead of plains, 
lofty ranges of desert mountains upwards of 8,000 feet, are 
encountered. Between Rabat. and Koh-i-Malik Siah the 
boundary line runs for nearly 200 miles through a waterless 
desert. This part of the country has been described as con
sisting chiefly of stony and sandy plans and heavy sand 
hills, some of which assume the proportions of sand 
mountains. 

The details of the southern boundary with KMran have 
not yet been formally determined (1905), but, for adminis
trative purposes, the limits of the District are recognised 
as extending to the foot of the northern slopes of the . 
Raskoh, Kambran and Kargosh Kan Ranges. Further 
west, the Mashkel Hamun forms the boundary line. 

On the east, the boundary between Chagai and the 
Sarawan country of Kalat was delimited in March, 1903, 
and the watershed of the Garr hills of the Sarlat Range 
was established as the line of division between the two 
districts. The boundary with the Quetta-Pishin District 
has not yet been defined, but it is assumed to be formed 
by the watershed of the Singbur Chaman. 

~he western boundary, which is a part of the boundary 
line ·between Baluchistan and Persia, was demarcated in 
March 1896 by Colonel Sir Thomas Holdich, and the 

. following description of the portion which affects the 
Chagai District is taken from the agreement signed by the 
British and Persian Commissioners. "From pillar XI, 
which is erected on the north-west corner of the Hamun-i
Mashkel northwards the Talab river becomes the boun
dary to its junction with the Mirjawa river. From the 
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point of junction it is carried by a straight line to the 
nearest point on the watershed of the Mirjawa range, 
which limits the drainage into the Mirjawa river on the 
north. Thence it follows the main watershed northward 
to the highest point of the Kacha Koh. From the highest 
point of the Kacha Koh, the line is carried straight to the 
highest point of the Malik Shih Koh. " .A massive stone 
cairn, about 20 feet high, erected on the summit of the 
Siah Koh hill marks the point where the British, Persian 
and Afghan territories meet. 

The physical aspect of the country comprised withm the 
limits of the District is very varied, but the main features 
are sufficiently distinct to be classed under the three heads 
of highlands, low-lands and deserts. The highlands com
prise the Chagai and Koh-i-Sultan Ranges on the north, 
the eastern portion of the District included in the Sarlat 
Range, and the Mirjawa and Kacha Koh p,nd Raskoh 
hills on. the south-western border. 

The country between Nushki and Chagai consists 
chiefly of a vast level plain of alluvial soil, interspersed 
with tracts of sand, and intersected by a low range 
of stony hills, known as the Bilau Range, which 
runs east and west from N ushki to Da.lbandin. Small 
detached hills of black limestone, which rise abruptly 
from the plain, are also to be met with in many 
parts. ".All along the north of this plain," says 
Captain McMah6n,* stretches the wide sand desert called 
Re~:istan, a vast sea of billows and billows of sand up
wards of 200 feet high, which is slowly but surely ad
vancing year by year and burying the flat alluvial plains 
to the south and east. * * * * You find on the level 
plains stunted shrubs of all sorts, and all over the sandy 
portions abundance of a species of tamarisk, known as 
the white tamarisk and called by the natives taghaz. It 
grows to some size, but always looks a bleak, starving 

• Tlle Geograph,ical Journal; Vol. IX, No.4 of 1897, 
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neglected sort of tree. It assumes a weird ·and ghost
like appearance in the moonligh~ and somehow always 
seems to impress a sad mute protest at the howling sandy 
wilderness around it." 

Between the Registan or "country of sand " and the 
plain, the sand hills are thickly sprinkled with bushes and 
vegetation, and the hollows often hold patches of alluvial 
soil which can be cultivated in favourable seasons. This 
region of " half desert " or nim choal extends from 5 to 
10 miles inwards, and affords good pasturage for numerous 
flocks of sheep and herds of camels. 

The portion of the plain, which stretches to the southwest 
along the course of the Lora as far as the Lora Hamun, 
and the average width of which is about 15 miles, is 
known as the " Dak" which is probably a corruption of 
the Brahui dag, and corresponds to the word pat or plain 
so commonly used in the southern part of the Agency. 
The soil is a deep light loam and is naturally very fertile. 

The country beyond Chagai is a veritable waste land, 
and consists of sandy deserts and stony or gravelly plains, 
bordered by ranges of barren limestone and shale moun
tains and containing hills of volcanic origin. Sandy 
deserts lie to the north and south of what may be consi
dered as an isthmus of hills connecting the Chagai Range 
with the Kacha Koh mountains. This isthmus consists of 
low hills lying to the east and west of the Koh-i-Sultan, 
the first stretch connecting the Chagai hills with the 
Koh-i-Sultan, and the second joining the Koh-i-Sulhin 
with the Kacha Koh. It is accross this isthmus that the 
main Seistan route runs. The whole isthmus consists of 
black stones, in some parts lying loosely on the surface of 
the soil, and in others so level and closely packed that one 
might almost think that a steam roller had been worked 
over them. The desert on both sides consists of miles of 
_;rolling sand hills, and in the distance on either side may 
be seen the white surface of the Gaud-i-Zirreh on the 
f. . . ' - . . .... - • . 
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north and the Hamun-i-Mashkhel on the south. PHYSICAL 
. ASPECTS. 

Between Chah Sandan and Trato and between Kundi Moving 

and Mashki Chah are to be seen the curious moving sand- sandhills. 

hills, of which the following description has been given 
by MacGregor.* "All are shaped alike, and are of the 
form of a crescent, the horns being to the south, and the 
toe to the north. They vary a good deal in height, the 
top of the largest ones being about 60 feet above the plain, 
and sloping down gradually to the horns, where they 
. mingle with the sand. The outer slope is at an angle 
of about 30°, bulging a little in the centre and the 
inner at about 45°, or as steep as sand will stand. At the 
top of the outer slope and at the toe of the crescent 
is a steeper slope about 3 feet in depth, and this gradually 
disappears at the horns where the whole outer slope is 
uniform. It is difficult to imagine how these sand cres-
cents can have been formed on a perfectly level plain, but 
I imagine that in the first instance the sand blown from 
the north has met some obstruction, such as a bush, which 
has had sufficient strength to withstand the weight, till a 
bank of sand has been formed at the toe, and then the 
horns have been formed by the sand being blown from the 
toe towards the south. Each of these crescents, and there 
are hundreds of them, would afford cover enough for: a 
regiment of cavalry." 

The peculiar characteristics of the District are the 
Hannuns and Nawars, which will be described later, the 
constant mirages which appear in the deserts, and the 
sudden and severe sand-storms. Writing of these sand
storms Sir Henry McMahon says "The earth and sky 
become one mass of flying sand. It fares ill at such times 
with any one who struggles eyen a few yards from the 
line of march. Five minutes of a sand-storm would 
obliterate the deep tracks of an army corps." 

• Wanderinps in Balu~histtm by Cha,rles McG:re~or (1882.) 
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PHYSICAt. The general lie of the hills follows that of the Makran 

H
AillSPECTs. system; that is to say, the chain of hills is twisted from 

ranges. • 
the north and south line of the hills of northern Baluchis-
tan to one running nearly east and west; but as the. 
Persian border is reached, the hills again curve north
wards, and thus present a vast irregular semi-circle con
forming !llOre or less to the curve of the Helmand river with 
the Khwaja Amran and Sarlat Ranges on the east and the 
Mirjawa and Malik Siah hills on the western extremity. 

Sarlat. Commencing from the east, we have the Sarlat, or as it 
is sometimes called the Sarlath Range, which separates 
Shorarud from Shorawak and Nushki from the Sarawan 
country. This range is practically a continuation of the 
Khwaja Am.ran, the southern end of which it overlaps for 
about 15 miles, the crest of the two ranges being not more 
than 6 miles apart. Between them is the long defile of 
the Lora River. The main Sarlat Range terminates at 
the debouchure of the Khaisar stream. into Nushki; but 
beyond this the hills continue to run south-south-west, and 
form the scarp between the highlands of Baluchistan and 
the great desert plains of Seistan and the confines of 
Persia. The average elevation of the Sarlat above sea
level is nearly 6,000 feet. Its crest line is unusually 
regular, and throughout its whole length of nearly 60 miles 
there is only one well-marked peak. This is known as 
Chari Ting or Saru, and has an elevation of 6,330 feet. 
The geological formation of the Sarlat corresponds with 
that of the Khwaja Amran. The eocene shales of the 
latter form the main range, while the syenitic granite of 
the western Khwaja Amran and Tangs reappears in a 
broken disconnected ridge, cropping up between the west 
base of Sarlat and the Shorawak plain. At the debou
chure of the Khaisar into the Nushld. plain, the Sarlat 
ends in a scarped conglomerate, or pudding-stone hill, 
six or seven hundred feet high and called Kuti. Immedi
ately above, the main range is locally known as Gauri or 



THE RASKOH RANGE. 

Garr. Higher up, parallel to the Ghori 'fl,ullah, it is 
called Shur ; and opposite to lltaz Karez the Brahuis term 
the range Pishi. 

The principal paths leading across the range in the 
District are (1) the Mohat, which lies to th~ north of the 
Saru peak and leads to Zaburdat ; {2) the W ala or Get 
(willow), situated a few miles to the southwest and leading 
from lltaz Karez to Miru ; (3) the Sirkao nullak between 
Bara Karez and Haibat Ziarat leading to Yar Muhammad 

. and Sahibzada; and (4) the Chaokul which runs above 
the junction of the Ghori and Khaisar streams and leads 
to Nushki. The last three are fit for laden animals. 

The general conditions of this range are like those of 
the Quetta and Kalat highlands, the mountains being 
intersected by long, narrow va1leys, all of which exhibit 
similar features and consist of flat plains of alluvial soil 
in the centre, with a pebbly slope or daman of varying 
length rising on either side to the surrounding mountains. 
These beds continue into the hills in the shape of moun
tain torrents, which in the lower parts are full of large 
pebbles and in the upper reaches of boulders. 

:t'HTSICAL 
ASPECTS. 

South of Nushki is the Raskoh Range which lies TheRhkoh 

between 28° 25' and 29° 13' North, and 63° 57' and 66° Range~ 
East, and is an extension of the Khwaja Amran offshoot 
of the Toba Kakar Range~ It derives its name from its 
highest peak (9,899 feet) which rises 41. an abrupt cliff or 
head from the centre of the range, ras in ~abic mean-

ing a headland or cape. This appears to be the correct 
origin of the name, but according to popular legend, 
Raskoh was the name of a Malik saint whose shrine, 
Langar-i-Malik-Raskoh, is situated on the summit of the 
peak. The range is .apparently identical with the Qaran 

or Barfen mountains whose ancient inhabitants at the 
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PHYSICAL time of the Amawi Caliphs were supposed to be Zoro
AsPECTs: astrians. * 

The range extends for about i40 miles in length and 
from 20 to 30 miles in breadth, with a gradual slope to the 
southwest in which direction it eventually sinks beneath 
the superficial deposits of the Western Sanjrani desert. 
The component ridges have many irregularities, and the 
majority are exceedingly steep, rocky and barren. The 
principal peaks from east to west are Sheikh Husain 
(6,875 feet), Raskoh or Ispedar (9,899 feet), Kambar 
(8,690 feet), Kambran (8,518 feet), Ziro (7,329 feet), 
Morti-ai-Sar (7,065 feet), Shahin (6,898 feet), Malik 
Rasani Charian (5,707 feet) and Malik Surinda (6,532 
feet). 

The geological formation is complex, consisting some
times of tertiary limestone, sometimes of flysch and 
sometimes of igneous outcrops, the latter being best 
represented by the Raskoh peak. There are several 
streams or rather mountain torrents, but few of them are 
of any size or of a permanent nature, the Kaman with a 
perennial supply of water being the largest. Springs are, 
however, generally found in all the larger nullahs at an 
elevation of about 7,000 feet. 

Only the central and western portions of the range are 
inhabited, and there are two settlements at Kallag and 
Nigwar, which contain a permanent population of Siah
pad, Rakhshanis and Nigwaris, all of whom are better 
known by the local name of Kohl Siahpad. They are 
hardy hillmen of a 'somewhat low type and seldom leave 
their hills. They cultivate numerous patches of ground 
in the neighbourhood of the Raskoh peak, on which crops 
of wheat, barley andju(~ri are grown; mulberries, vines, 
figs, peaches and pomegranates are also cultivated. There 

• Abu Ishak al Istikhri, an Arab geographer (951 A. D.) 

NOTE.-The Editor is indebted to Major C. 0. Tanner, 12';th 
Baluchis, for assistance in the preparation of this note. 
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are no forests and the indigenous trees are few and. scanty, · 'i>HYsi<rAI: 
·ASPECTS. 

the principal being the date palm, the wild fig and pista- · 
chio. Tamarisks and willows are also found in the nu"t; 

lah11. Sind ibex (Capra aegagrus) and Gctd or oorial (Oiii§ 
Rlanfordi) are to be found throughout the rartge. The 
ibex are fairly numerous, but the oorial are scarce ahd 
the males carry small heads. Chikor and sisi are plenti-
ful, and there are a few foxes and an occasional panther 
or leopard. · 

The principal passes are the Lusi pass on the road from 
Regin to Dalbandin ; the Haften and N oti passes on the 
Hurmagai Dalbandin route; the Jalwar and Pir Puchi 
passes on the track from Jalwar to Dalbandin; the Tata-
gar pass on the Tatagar route from Kharan to Dalbandin. ; 
the Pahrod pass on the Bunap river route from Kharan 
to Padag; and the Nimik and Tafui passes on the Kharan 
Nushki route. With the exception of the Lusi pass, all 
the above are fit for lightly laden camels. Other tracks, 
which are used by foot passengers only, are the Gwaladir 
pass on the Hurmagai-Dalbandin route, the Raio pass on 
the Kharan-Dalbandin ·route, the Doki pass .and the 
Buzani Rah on the Kharan-Dalbandin route. 

There are signs of the existence of a higher civilization 
in earlier times, and traces can still be seen of places 
·where iron ore used to be smelted ; and in the Geden 
.nullah are to be found remains of enormous stone dams or 
bands across the bed of the torrent which show that in 
former days the water was fully utilised for the cultivation 
of terraced fields or gardens. 

The whole range is dotted with shrines which give it a 
great sanctity in the eyes. of the tribesmen, the best known 
being those of Sheikh Husain, Pir Bubak and Malik 
Kambar. 

Principal 
passes, 

At the western extremity of this range is the low isolated Gaukok hill. 
hill known as Gaukok (5,000 feet). 
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PHYSicah The Kacha Koh Range extends from the Pachirul.n Koh, 
As~EcKTs. h which is situated to the west of the Mashkel Ham(m, in a 

Kac a o 1 . . h . M lik s· 'h Thi Range. north-wester y direction to the Ko -1- a 1a . s 
range is approximately 100 miles in length, and the princi
pal peaks starting from the Pachinan Koh are Drana Koh 
(3,644') ; Saindak Koh (3,547') ; Kacha Koh (7,164') ; 
Lar Koh (7,669') ; Robat Koh (5,264') and Koh-i-Malik 
Siah (5,632'). Kila Robat, the last levy post on the 
Nushki Seistan route, is about 2! miles east of Robat Koh. 
Many of the hills are rich .in minerals, lead, antimony, 
bism~th and ochre being the most valuable. There appear 
to be remains of lead and copper mines on the northern 
slopes of the Lar Koh hills, which according to local tradi
tion were worked by the Arabs in former days. Turquoises 
are also said to be found in these hills. There are no 
settled inhabitants, but the Koh-i-Malik Siah, Kacha Koh 
and Lar Koh are regularly visited by Mama Sam nomad 
encampments during the winter months, when good graz
ing can be obtained. Ibex and gad (oorial) are fairly 
numerous, and chinkara or Persian gazelles are to be found 
in the lower ravines, but game birds are scarce. The gar 
or wild ass is also occasionally to be seen along the skirts 
of the hills. 

These hills appear for generations to have owned no 
masters; they were a no-man's-land of ill repute, 
and the favoured haunts of bands of thieves and 
outlaws, whose crimes had driven them from the 
society of their fellows. This part of the country was 
also subject to frequent raids by the Damanis and other 
tribes of the Persian Sarhad. 

Ch3gaihills. West of Chagai is encountered the great mass of the 
Situation Chagai hills, which are also known as the Chagai Sarlat 

and general . , . . . b t 28o 46' description. and the Malik N aru hills. This range lies e ween 
and 29° 34' N. and 63° 18' and 64° 50' E. and forms the 
water-shed between the Helmand and the Gaud-i-Zirreh 
to the north and the Mashkel Hamlin to the south. The 
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general strike is east and west, the main mass extending 
for about 90 miles in length from Chagai to Jilijil in a 
westerly direction, and for about 35 miles in width from 
Barab Chah to Dasht-i-Goran near Dalbandin. 

The geological structure consists chiefly of basic and 
acid igneous rocks with occasional out-crops of quartz and 
diorite. Terraces of travertine (oriental alabaster) occur 
at the western end of the main mass. The full details of 
the geology of these hills are 'contained in the Records of 
the Geological Survey of India, Vol. XXXI, part II .. 

Besides the main mass, the principal subsidiary ranges 
are the Chhapar hills, dividing the Dalbandin plain from 
Chagai, and the Koh-i-Sultan, Damodin, and Koh-i-Dalil 
Ranges. 

Owing to its situation, the Chagai Range commands all 
roads from the Helmand, both from the west and the 
north, and therefore occupies an important strategic posi
tion on the north-west frontier. To the north-east it is 
inaccessible except by mountaineers between the Shibia~ 
and Mazari passes. The former pass (4,780') is on. the 
Afghan Baloch frontier near boundary pillar No. CLXI; 
and is crossed by a track running from Chagai to Shah 
Ismail. The Mazari pass ( 5,585') is situated at the 
northern end of the Mazari hills and connects Chagai with 
Mamu and the Barabchah plain. The subsidiary passes 
are the Mazari wad which is a very narrow and rough 
ravine between Gargarok and Baribchah, and is used 
chiefly by caravans coming to Chagai from Garmsel; and 
the Kushtag.in (6,390') which forms an alternative route 
from Gargarok to Barabchah. 

All these passes are regularly used by caravans. To the 
west lie the lofty mountains of Malik Teznan (7,686'), 
Malik Naru (7,915'), NHgan (8,355') and several other 
summits over 6,000 feet. This part of the range is 
traversed by roads converging on Sukaluk; the principal 
being ,(1) from Dalbandin to Barabchah, (2) from Merui. tG 
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I'HYBrcu Barabch.l.h, (3) from Chagai to Barabchah, and (4) from 
ASPEcTs. Merui to Robat. 

The drainage of these mountains is carried off by in
numerable channels and hill torrents which only contain 
water after rain. The principal channels draining the 
eastern range and falling into the Lora-i-Hamun are; the 
Shahi Musa, which rises about 4 miles south-east of the 
Shibian pass; the Talaran, which starts south of the 
K oh-i-Kah mountain; the Mahian near Hazargunni ; the 
Pirdad which rises about 6 miles west of the Mazari pass, 
and the Rahio and Balar nullahs. 

Further west, :are the Kushtagan, Balo, Chahilgazi, 
Morjen, Dadar, Karodak, Huki, Dargan and Wadhawan 
nullahs, which also drain the southern slopes and flow in a 

0 southerly direction. Among the channels which drain the 
northerly slopes may be mentioned the Gashto and Azni 
nullahs. 

The inhabitants are few in number and consist chiefly 
of the nomad sections of the Muhammad Hasnis, who 
move from place to plu,ce with their flocks and herds 
according to the conditions of the grazing. The Hasanzai 
are found near Teznan, the Sherzai at Malik N aru, the 
Notezai at Shah Umar, the Shahezai and Shah Karda(p 

' 0 

tribes near Barab Chah and the Kambarzai in the neigh-
bom·hood of Chagai. Owing to the pastoral habits of the 
people and the unsettled state of the country in former 
times, there is little or no cultivation, which is limited to 
small patches near Balanosh, Duganan, Padgiaban and 
Rohadju. Small krlm!zes have, however, been recently 
started at Kallag, Margosh and Amuri. The Barabcha.h, 

0 

Basihini and Kila Kand plains contain excellent soil and 
would appear to be capable of extensive cultivation. 

The principal trees are the tamarisk and pistachio (gwan). 
The former exists in dense jungles in the western half of 
the hills and particularly in the Kallag, Huki H.'imri and 
Basilani valleys. The gwan trees are found on higher 
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hills at altitudes above 5,000 feet. There is good grazing 
for both sheep and camels in all the higher parts of the-
range. 

Ibex are said to be found on the rocky heights, but it is 
difficult to say if they are in any numbers, as their grazing· 
grounds are steep and inaccessible and have never been· 
properly explored. On the lower grounds, gad are fairly 
numerous. Hare, chikor and sisi are to be seen in most 
places, and the eggs of the Imperial or larger sand grouse· 

. have been found on the Barabchah plain. 
There are numerous shrines, the most important of 

whicl~ are those of Saiad Bahinosh, Malik Naru, Malik 
Bastani and Shah U mar. 
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About 15 Iniles south of Chagai is the Chapar range, a The Cbapar 

long line of high dipping limestones running in an east Range. 

and west direction. On the east is the Mekh-i-Rustam 
hill (4,232') an abrupt conical peak, and on the west the· 
Kasanen (lesser) Chapar (4,170') the central portion being 
known as the Mazanen or greater Chapar. The main 
limestone mass has a thickness of about 300 feet. It rests 
upon a considerable thickness of green shales and sand-
stones siinilar in appearance to those which constitute the 
Khojak hills. This range is altogether barren and unin-
habited. 

The Koh-i-Sultan mountains lie to the west of the Chagai · 
hills, and before the ridge joining them to the range was 
levelled by accumulations of sand, formed the western 
spur of the main mass. They are now separated by a 
sandy plain about 30 Iniles in extent. They are a barren· 
and uninhabited mass of craggy volcanic peaks, impreg-
nated with sulphur, alum and other minerals. Owing to 
this fact, the water in the wells round the Koh-i-Sultan is 
so full of minerals as to be almost unfit for human con-
sumption. 

The range der·~ves its name from a mythical saint, a 
brief account of whom is given under "Shrines" in the 

Koh-i
Sultlln. 
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section on Population. The following account is taken 
from Mr. Vredenburg's description of the volcanoes of the 
Baluchistan desert. ~' The Koh-i-Sultan is an oval shaped 
mountain, whose longer axis striking west-north-west is 
about 17 miles, the transverse width being about 10 miles. 
It is an extinct volcano consisting of rocks very similar to 
those of the Koh-i-Tafdan, but instead of forming one 
cone the centre of eruption seems to have shifted several 
times, so that the mountain is really an aggregate of 
three distinct cones, now greatly denuded, whose centres 
are disposed along one straight line." * * * 

"The original summits of the three cones have been 
entirely denuded away. The western cone has been 
denuded to such an extent that it now forms a great 
circular plain 4& miles in diameter, surrounded by a 
beautiful amphitheatre of cliffs. It is an instance of the 
kind of feature termed by Lyell a 'crater of denudation.' 
All the drainage of this amphitheatre is gathered into 
one channel, the Gam-i-Chah river. The cliffs that 
surround this amphitheatre consist almost entirely of 
accumulated ashbeds. They do not everywhere rise to 
the same height in one broken line, but have been variously 
shaped by the agencies of denudation; some portions which 
have been less denuded stand out as isolated masses or as 
outstanding pillars, like the N eza-i-Sultan. * * * The 
Neza is only an unusually lofty mass of ash-beds isolated 
by denudation. 

"The three cones appear to have succeeded one another 
in the direction of west to east, but the eruptions may 
have been partly simultaneous, judging from the manner 
in which beds dipping in opposite directions overlap 
one another.'' 

Captain A. H. McMahon who also explored this range 
when delimiting the Indo-Afghan boundary in 1896, gives 
the following accotmt of these hills : " On passing as we 
did to the north of this range, we were greatly struck by 
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the queer, grotesque shapes of its numerous sharp )?eaks JlkYSICAL 
· ASPECTS. 

and more especially by the appearance of what, as we saw 
its from a distance, looked like a huge masonry pillar 
erected on the crest line of the range. This p~llar is 
known as the Neza-i-Sultan, i.e., the spear of Sultan. 
On entering the range our trouble was well rewarded, for. 
a more extraordinary mass of mountains· it is almost 
impossible to conceive. As we rode along in the bright 
moonlight we saw high pointed pinacles and minarets all 
round us, and here and there steep masses of conglomerate 
which formed the peaks, looked exactly like old . Gothic 
cathedrals and churches. Nor did this resemblance fade 
away in the daylight·. The Neza-i-Sultan we found a 
truly marvellous feature. It is a perpendicular column of 
hard conglomerate, with straight precipitous sides. The 
fissures made by rain and weather action down its sides 
give it a fluted appearance from a distance. We expected 
to find a high natural pillar, but were not prepared for 
the stupendous size of the reality. Judging from its 
width at the base, which is over 100 yards in diameter, 
the height must be not less than from 500 to 800 feet ; 
and you can, therefore, realize the effect of this gigantic 
column when seen from below." 

The hills are much frequented by Babars and other 
Kakars from the Zhob Khurasan who come to take away 
asafretida. These arrive in parties of twenty and thirty 
about the end of March and stay for three months or more. 
Besides asafretida, the range has large deposits of sulphur, 
alum, ochre (much sought after for dyeing), copper and 
antimony. Like the Kacha Koh hills, this neighbourhood 
bore an evil reputation in former days as the haunt of 
thieves and out-laws, and the district was subject to 
constant raids by the Damanis and other predatory claris 
from the Persian border. 

The principal peaks from the north are the Koh-i
Khansuri, which from the distance bears a resemblance to 
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Damodiu. 

Xoh-i· 
Dalil. 

Oll.A.GAJ. 
the Sphllu, the sh~r Kluin Chakul (6,806)1 the kirl (7,660)1 · 

and the Neza-i-Sultan (4,370 feet). 
The best known tracks are those which lead through 

the Washap pass (about 16 miles) from Mashki Chah to 
Malik N aru; and from .Amir Chah to Ma;nzil, past the 
Girdi Reg sand hill.· 

Further west, are the Damodln hills, a small range of 
extinct volcanoes lying to the south of .Amir Chah ; the 
highest peak being 6,333 feet.. An abundant growth of 
asafretida is found on the lower slopes. In the vicinity 
are several other smaller U!olated peaks of volcanic origin, 
the chief of which are the Mit Koh (4,140'), the Sor Koh 
or Sor Kowak (5,430') and the Koh-i-Humai (4,479'). 

"These hills " says Sir Henry McMahon, "are all being 
gradually covered up and buried in the sand which is 
relentlessly creeping further and further up their sides. 
Many are already completely buried, and a high mountain 
<>f sand marks their burial place .. Others have their black 
peaks appearing out of the white expanse of sand slopes. 
Rere and there a loftier mass still towers with its black 
crags high above the devouring waste around, but the 
sand, banked up on their sides in places so:r:uetimes 1,000 
or 2,000 feet above the level of their base, foretells a 
similar fate in store for them. The general effect ihe 
scene presents its weird and unnatural in the extreme.'" 

Twenty miles west of Damodin is the isolated volcaruc 
peakof Koh-i-Dalll (4,476'), a solitary dark-red coloured 
hill about 35 miles east of .Amala£ and 40 miles south of 
the Gaud-i-Zirreh. It rises abruptly out of the plain with 
bare precipitous slopes and is conical in form. It makes 
an excellent land mark and can be seen for miles from 
most directions. 

Rilillk Koh. Nildik Koh is a solitary conical hill, standing up in the 
plain, well away from the main range of Koh-i-Sultan. The 
ground around its base is slightly undulating. A track from 
·Amir Chah to Dalbandin passes half a mile to the noiih. 
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The · southern offshoot of the Chagai hills consists of 
several solitary rocks, the most marked of which are : the 
Gat-i-Hanu1n (3,230') a low red hill rising with precipitous 
slopes on its southern face; the Lakhi hills which are 
three low conical hills of a reddish yellow colour ; and the, 
Koh-i-Malikgat, a solitary barren hill rising abruptly out 
of the plain, about 1,200' to 1,500' high with precipitous 
sides. · 

The following extract from Mr. Vredenburg's 'Geologi
cal sketck of Baluchistan',* gives a general idea of the 
rivers and drainage of the District :-

"All this region is an area of closed drainage, and as is 
usual in regions where the rainfall is of the scantiest, the 
hydrographic basins are very irregularly and vaguely 
defined. Very li~le water . ever reaches the great lake 
basins or Mmuns, most of which are now barren plains of 
sun-cracked alluvium. The absence of rain has not· 
allowed the formation of any well-marked river course 
possessing an individuality of its own. Where the moun
tain ranges overlook the desert plains, innumerable dry 
channels follow the slopes parallel to one another. They 
never contain any water except for a few hours at a time 
in the rare event of a shower of rain ; not one of. them 
contains streams rulming even for part of a season such as 
would excavate its bed more deeply, and gradually draw 
towards it as tributaries the supply of the neighbouring 
channels. Each of these furrows runs from the hill 
into the plain, following an almost straight course, · 
absolutely independently from its neighbour. Mter a: 
course of 5 or 6 miles, or often much less, these parallel 
ravines become completely obliterated in the great desert. 
plain. 

"Where ranges are perhaps favoured with a little more· 
rainfall, instead of being merely furrowed along their. 
slopes by the channels above described, they are cut 

• Memoirs of the Geological Su1·vey of India, Vol. XXXI, part ~. 
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:PB:vsrcu. through at intervals by deeper channels which occasionally 
ASPECTS. f . rift 1 11 11 d t • orm narrow gorges or s oca y ca e ang~. 

"The talus of conglomerate skirting the hill ranges, and 
formed either by t_!le deposits of the numerous parallel 
channels, or by the coalescence of a series of " fans " takes 
the shape of a broad inclined plain which is termed the 
" daman " that is the skirt of the mountain. Owing to 
the absence of any powerful drainage, these deposits attain 
a 'Considerable size, and " daman " reaches proportions al
most comparable to those of the mountain whose debris 
have formed it, reaching higher and higher upon its slopes. 
The gradient of these taluses is so low that the eye can 
hardly realize the great height which they reach up the 
mountain slopes, and this explains the dwarfed appearance 
of many of the hill ranges notwithstanding their consider
able altitude. This great compound talus or "daman" 
formed as it is by a number of overlapping taluses and 
cones of defection, is extremely variable in its composition, 
coarse conglomerates and :finer deposits alternating in a 
very irregular manner. 

"Occasionally an unusually heavy shower will cause 
a flood carrying many of the boulders into the plain 
below. These floods which no doubt were more frequent 
in former times, have spread the pebbles over large areas in 
the desert, giving rise to the stony plains known by the 
name of "dasht." The outer surface of nearly all the 
pebbles is coloured black through the oxidation of iron 
compound; this dark tinge still further increases the 
desolate appearance of these dreary plains. 

"Even in places where not infrequently to this day after 
an unusually heavy shower large bodies of water do reach 
~he plain without si.nJring into the ground or being eva pora
ted, the water does not gather sufficient strength to give rise 
to a definite channel, except in a very few cases where a 
stream whose head waters drain a considerable mountainous 
region has preserved sufficient importance to excavate a. 
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channel through the plain. Such exceptional cases are. Pu~s~<;AL 
. . . d ABPE.C':t'S. 

those of the Lora which drams a large area of high groun · · · 
in the neighbourhood of Quetta, and whose course can be 
followed up to the great dried up lake called after its 
name, the Lora Hamlin." 

The Khaisar or Jo-i-Nushki is the only river in the The~hai•lr 
district with a perennial flow of water. It collects the nver. 

drainage of the western Shorarud and the Kishingi valley, 
and its chief tributaries are the Singbur, the Galangur 
and the Ghori channels. In winter the width o£ the 

· stream is about 15 to 20 feet and the depth from six ~ch~s 
to a foot. In summer it is considerably diminished, and 
in years of exceptional drought the water does not reach 
the Nushki plain. The bottom is a firm slaty gravel. ':rn 
winter, floods sometimes fill the. whole bed, and the road 
is impassable, but seldom for more than twenty-four 
hours. ·. 

After leaving Kishingi, the Khaisar runs in ·a westerly 
direction through a very narrow and winding valley or 
succession of defiles, in places densely wooded with 
tamarisk, and emerges into the N ushki plain a few miles 
south of Rahman Khan Kila. Beyond N ushki its course 
proceeds in a south westerly direction until it terminates 
in the sands known as the Sultan Reg west of the La ghar 
Koh, The perennial water of the stream irrigates the 
lands in the neighbourhood of Nushki, the flood water 
ot;Jly reaching the large area of alluvial plains around Mal. 

The Pishln Lora, known in Nushki as the Bur nullah . , 
has its source in the western slopes of the Kand mountains 
and is formed by the junction of a number of torrents 
descending from the north and west. 

The general direction of the river is south-west, and 
after passing through the Pishin District and the Shonl.wak 
territory of .Afghilnistan, the main channel emerges into 
the Dak plains of Nushki near BulandwH (boundary 
pillar No. CLIT). There is no permanent w~ter ill t~e 

The Lora. 
t·iver. 
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!'HYSICAL river bed after it leaves Shorawak. The tributary Dori, 
. ..L!IPECTS. 

after various meanderings among the sand hills west of 
the Shor.iwak plain, also rejoins the main river about 
8 miles south-west of Said Bus. Notwithstanding this, 
the channel of the Lora is henceforward much smaller 
than it is in Shorawak, and its course is not unfrequently 
changed after heavy floods. The great amount of silt 
brought down by the river accounts for the £lling up of 
existing channels and the consequent formation of new 
ones. It is by reason of these changes that the river is 
unable to . excavate for itself the enormous bed which it 
possesses higher up, and in big floods the water not only 
completely fills the channel but overflows the Dak, 
forming several new courses for itself. The various 
channels of the Lora, old and new, are thickly grown with 
tamarisk, while brushwood and coarse grass cover some 
parts of the Dak. 

From Rahman Khan's fort the river bed makes a wes
terly bend of several miles before resuming its south-wes
terly direction. At Landi, about 22 miles west-south-west 
of Rahman Khan Kila, it is crossed by the k/ifila track to 
Garmsel. After this point it runs south-west and termi
nates in the Lora Hamlin, about 107 miles by road from 
Rahman Khan Kila. · 

The length of the Lora from the confluence of the 
streams to the Hamun is about 220 miles, and if the Sur
khib be added; the total length amounts to about 270 
miles. Its fall appears to be about 20 feet in the mile in 
the plains and 25 feet a mile in the defiles. It is not 
every year that the Dak is flooded. Floods almost invari
ably occur in the winter months, and it is very rare for 
the river to fill in summer. 

Owing to the large area drained by the Lora and its 
tributaries, the winter floods are sometimes very heavy 
and descend with great rapidity and violence, but they run 
down as rapidly as they rise. 'Vater is generally found in 
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pools in the river bed in winter after the floods and in .:PHYSICAL 

the spring. It is invariably muddy and contains consider-. "AsPEcTs. 

able deposits of red clay and salts. 
The Gurang and Kulao hill torrents, which flow from The Gurang 

Shorawak and, J"oining at Band .Am.irzai, irrigate the antd Kutlao - orren s. 
Lidi Amirzai and Sangen lands, are also absorbed in the· 
Lora Hamun. 

The Bulo river rises in the Chagai hills on the southern 
slopes of Saruma near the Rahibo pass. It is formed by 
the junction of the Kushtagan, Gargorok and Talaran 
·hill torrents, and in its upper reaches is known as the 
Talaran. Passing west of the Kasanen Chapar it divides 
the Chapar Range and finally loses itself in the Dalbandin 
plains. A. small intermittent stream is found in the upper 
portion of the Talaran, but there is no water in the lower 
parts except after rain. The floods irrigate a portion of 
the Dalbandin plain. 

The Bulo 
1·iver. 

The Morjen, which rises in the Dalbartdin hills, is some- The ~ol"jen 
times considered to be the continuation of the Bulo river. river. 

After receiving the drainage of the Gat-i-Barot and the 
hills to the north, the Morjen flows into the Morjen 
Ha.mlln. The overflow from this h&.mun escapes by the 
Mashkai river into the Hamun-i-Mashkel. Its be4 is dry 
except when in ·flood. . 

The other principal hill torrents which rise in the Chagai Hill 
tonents. hills are (1) the Girdi which crosses the Duganan plain; (2) 

the Chahilgazi which rises near Ziarat Shah Umar and 
the flood water of which irrigates the Dasht-i-Goran; (3) 
the Gazen which drains the southern slopes of Malik 
Teznan; (4) the Mazan Nuhli Rod which. passes Merui; 
and the Karodak, Diwanag and Garri nullahs. A.ll these 
nullahs are dry except in times of flood. 

On the west the principal river of importance is the The 'J,'ahl'b 
Tahlab. It" flows into the Mashkel Hamun through a river. 

wide delta thickly wooded with large tamarisk bushes. 
There is some good water at its source south-east of the 
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PHYSICAL Duzdap plain which soon disappears, to reappear for a 
~SPE~Ts. short distance at the junction of the Mlrjawa river. It is 

again dry until within 20 miles of its mouth, when a 
series of deep lagoons and stretches of running water 
occur for several miles. Its delta is usually dry, but the 
water is close to the surface. In its course it receives the 
drainage from the Persian hills, its chief tributaries being 
the Kaur-i-Khan rising on the north side of the Bed pass, 
the Dar-i-Giaban rising on the south side of the Bed pass, 
the Mirjawa river, the Andai, the Garo, the Miraka and 
the Durbkan, in all of which there is either running water 
or water near the surface. The tributaries from the east 
are small and only contain water after rain. 

Mirjawa 
river. 

The general direction of the Tahlab river is south-east 
and its total length is about 150 miles. The name Tahlab 
however, is only applied to that section of the river be
tween Nodo, .i.e., two marches south ofMirjawa and the 
Hamlin Mashkel. 

The boundary between Baluchistan and Persia runs for 
nearly 90 miles along its banks. The best road from 
Mashkel to Seistan follows the west bank of this river. 

The following description of this river is given by 
Major Benn, C.I.E :-

"The Mirjawa river has its source in the Kunrod 
spring about 2 miles north of Ladis. From its source 
until it reaches a point about 20 miles south-east of 
Mlrjawa, when it becomes the Reg-i-Malik, it is known 
generally as the Mirjawa river though it changes its 
name according to the locality through which it passes. 
Thus from Kunrod to Bangan (ll miles} it is called the 
Bangan; from Bangan via Ladis to Padaha (6 miles) it 
is called the Ladis river, at Padaha for few hundred yards 
it is the Padaha ; and thence for a distance of nearly 
35 miles until it becomes the Reg-i-Malik it is known as 
the Mirjawa river. It will, therefore, be seen that, with 
the exception of about 8 n;tiles of its course, the wat~r is 
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known as the Mirjawa water• 
"It has a powerful flow throughout~ which seems 

capable of considerable development. At present it 
irrigates' a few scanty plots of cultivation at Barziar, 
Barigan, Ladis, Padaha and Mirjawa after which it rtul.s 
to waste in the sandy nulla bed, a little below New 
Mirjawa. Before reaching the plain, about 8 miles below 
La. dis, it i'uns between precipitous banks 50 to· 100 feet 
high, and the river.bed is often· 50 yards wide. The track 
from Mirjawa to Laws crosses the Mirjawa river diagonally 
about 4 miles from the former; rUnning along the river 
bed which is here 5o yards wide. tt then skirts the right 
bank passing the Patiaha cultivation at 8 miles· and 
reaching Ladis at 12 miles. 

"The spring at Klinrod whlc}l. forms the head of the 
Mhjawa river is in the midst of a patch of dense tamarisk 
jungle, and the flow of water from the outset is a vigorous 
one." 

Owing to the peculiar formation: of the country, the 
drainage finds no outlet to the sea, but, on arrival at low 
depressions of the ground which are surrounded on ·all 
sides by somewhat higher ievels, forms shatllow lakes or 
morasses to which the generic term of Mmuns or 
' expanses ' is applied. These ktimuns are converted 
alternatively into lakes, swamps or ·dry iand according to 
the season of the year and the extent of the Winter floods. 
In the north-eastern portion of the District; the smaller 
depressed areas are called nawars, in: which the· rain water 
collects and remains for some time, and which are, in 
many parts, the only water supply of the country. In the 
south, the lesser Mmuns are known as da11tn$. 
· The principal hcim~ns connected with the District are 

the Lora Haniun; the irariiun-i;;,Mashkel and the Gaud"'i'" 
Zirreh. The first named is of a considerably higher 
altitude than the Hamun-i-Mashkel. 

The Lora Hamun is situated in the Chagai district 
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PHYSICAL between 29° 8' to 29° 37' N, ~nd 64° 44' to 64° 59' E, and 
ASPECTS, 

is about 38 miles in len~h and has an average breadth 

Hflmun-i
.Moshkel, 

Gaud-i
Zirreh. 

of 6 miles. It lies 3 miles due east of the village of Chagai 
and receives the spill of the Pishln Lora, which gives -it 
its name. Unlike the more celebrated Hamun of the 
Helmand in Seistan, it is not a marshy lake, but rather a 
saline plain, sometimes covered with water ·but more 
often dry. In ordinary seasons it is usually covered 
with a shallow sheet of water for about three month 
in the winter, for a month after this it is impassable, 
but for the remainder of the year it presents the 
appearance of a bare plain of sun baked mud of a pale 

. yellow colour with great patches of saline efllorescence. 
It is destitute of vegetation except in the immediate 
vicinity of the shore .lines, where a few stunted 
tamarisks are to be found. On the western border is a 
mass of coarse rank grass locally known as drub which is 
used for feeding cattle. In the centre of the plain are 
small islands formed by hills of ancient volcanic rocks and 
limestone of the "flysch" period surrounded on all sides by 
pale yellow silt. From the peculiar features presented by 
these hills Mr. Vredenburg infers that in former times 
there was a large sheet of water, the surface of which 
rose to a height of 50 feet or more above the level of the 
dried-up lake, and that the Lora Hamlin covered an area 
three or four times 1_1-s extensive as the plain which now 
bear its name. 

This ham{m which is a large lake swamp with an area 
of about 3,500 square miles, forms a portion of the southern 
boundary line between the District and Kharan. It lies 
between the 28th and 29th degrees of latitude and ext~nds 
f~om long. 62° 36' E to long. 63° 27' E. It belongs 
~ore properly to Kharan and a detailed description of it 
is given in tha Gazetteer of that state. 

The Gaud-i-Zirreh lies in Afghan territory to the west 
of Koh-i-:Malik Si.Lh and north of Amir Chah. It is a larO'e 

. 0 
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lake of clear water, about 25 miles long and 5 miles broad, 
standing in the midst of a wide margin of solid salt. The· 
altitude is about1,510 feetandthe Shelariverwhichdrains 
the overflow of the Seistan hcimun appears to be the only 
source of its water; all the other drainage, which would 
naturally flow into it from the mountain ranges on the. 
south, being intercepted by wide barriers of sand. The 
water is salt and undrinkable, and the whole country in the 
neighourhood is a desert waste. 

There are several well khown nawars in the north-eastern 
portion of the District between the Dak plain and Mal, 
the most important of which are the Zangi, Alam Khan, 
Sardar Muhammad Ali, Topu, Talia, Dur Khan, Lala, · 
Murad, Muhabbat, Sahibzada and· Fateh Han nawars. 
The smaller of these depressions only contahi. water for a 
few months in the year, while others like the Zangi 
Nawar, which has an exceptionally favourable water 
suppply, have a perennial sheet of water. They are often 
surrounded by a cultivated oasis, and, in many parts, form 
the only supply of water for the nomads and their flocks.· 
Many are surrounded by large tamarisk trees and an 
undergrowth of bushes. In addition to those already 
named, are the Borkho nawar near the J amaldlni village, 
which has a permanent supply but the water of which is salt 
and undrinkable; and the Zahro nawar on the boundary · 
between Chagai and N ushki 6 miles south of the .Afghan 
border, which has a lake of excellent water 2 miles in · 
length and 50 feet in depth. 

The Chagai District coincides with the region usually · 
spoken of as the Nushki Desert, which contains an excep
tionally fine display of characteristic desert formations, 
such as the dried-up beds of salt-lakes surrounded by suc
cessive tiers of shingle terraces, the level flats of dried 
mud called" pat," the plains strewn with pebbles called 
" dasht" the gigantic talus or " daman" which half burie& 
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PHYSICA;L; the straggling hill ranges, and finally the gradual accu
ASU<;TS. \ mulation of wind-borne sand. The hill ranges contain an 

interesting series of rocks in which jurassic, hippuritic, 
Cardita beaumonti beds (uppermost cretaceous or lowermost 
eocene), middle eocene (Khojak shales, Ghazij and Spin
tangi) upper miocene (Siwalik) strata have been recognised. 
There is a large display of volcanic rocks of the Deccan 
trap period. Great intrusive masses of diorite, augite
syenite, granite, and various porphyries of the upper eocene 
age constitute most of the highest peaks. The Koh-i
Sultan and a number of minor cones are sub-recent volca
noes. Lead, copper and iron ores, sulphur, alunogen and 
various ornamental stones occur abundantly, but owing to 
the inaccessibility of the region and the absence of food
supplies and drinking water, they are of no industrial 
value. 

An illustrated and detailed description of the District 
is given in the "Geological Sketch of the Baluchistan 
Desert," (Memoirs of the_ Geological Survey of India, 
Volume XXXI, part 2).* 

Botany. An account of the botany of the District, which has been 
extracted from the Botany of the Afghan Delimitation Com
mission, will be found in appendix IT. 

Fauna. A detailed account of the fauna of the District is given 
in The Zoology of the .Afghan Delimitation Commission. t 
The wild animals of the District are much the same as 
those found in other parts of the highlands of Baluchistan, 
and include the wolf (kharma), the jackal (tola), the fox 
(shok) and the hare, all of which are common. Two kinds 
of ravine deer (khazam), known as the sohr ask and 
sufaid ask, are found in the plains of Chagai and in 
the Dak and Mal lands near Nushki. Hyenas (charkh)' 

'*The Editm· is indebted for the above account to Mr. E. Vreden· 
bury, Deputy Superintendent, Geological Survey of India. 

tTransactio-ns of the Linnean Society of Londcn~, Second series, 
;?;oology, Vol. V, part III (London 1889). 
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frequent the Sheikh Husain, Koti and Jorken hills, and 
the leopard is also found occasionally in these localities 
and in the Chagai hills. The badger is met with in the · 
Sheikh Husain hills. Ibex and oorial are also reported 
to be plentiful in the Raskoh and 9Mgai hills. The wild 
ass is to be seen in some numbers near the Hamun-i
Mashkel and the co~ try between the Kacha Koh and the 
Gaud-i-Zirreh. 

Vultures, kites, hawks and ravens are common all over 
the District. Sandgrouse are plentiful and breed in the 
country. Chikor and sisi are also found in the Chagai and 
Sarlat hills. In the winter, duck and water-fowl of . all 
descriptions collect in large numbers on the hamuns and 
nawars. Both black (siah sina) and grey (sarpuk) 
partridges and talur are also found in the District. 

A list of the insect fauna is given in Volume V, part III 
of the " Transactions of the Linnean Society of London." 

Writing of snakes, Captain (now Sir Henry) McMahon 
says:* "Snakes and lizards you see everywhere, and a 
more snaky country than this is in the hot weather, it is 
hard to imagine. There was one sound, however, that did 
sometimes break the dead stillness of a night march, and 
that in an unpleasant manner-that was the deep hiss of 
the horned viper. This pleasing· reptile, which we 
came across many times, lies during the day with only 
its head showing above the sand, and it is almost impos
sible to distinguish it from the sand. At night, however, 
it used to sit up and hiss loudly whenever any one 
approached it. Some of our party had very narrow escapes 
from venomous snakes, but fortunately we had no 
casualties from that cause. * * * * * * 
On another occasion, one early morning a very fine 
specimen of a snake-Echis carinata came out of a small 
hole in the ground over which I had just been sleeping." 

*The Scmthern Bcmlerlands of Afgh.fr.nistc;,n, by Capt. A. H. McMahon 
in the Geog1·apllicill Jout'IIal fo1· April1S9i, ~Vol, IX, No.4.) 
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cLIMATE, The seasons in the plains are unequally distributed. 
:==~ There is a maximum of hot weather and a minimum of 
:RAINFALL. cold; both are severe of their kind, and the transition 

from the one to the other is short and sudden. The 
winter (chilla or silt) commences in December and ends in 
February. Except in unusually severe winters, snow does 
not fall during the season on the plain,, but the nights are 
cold and raw, and a bitter, keen wind usually blows across 
the deserts. The season is, however, not unhealthY'. The 
spring (hatam) is a very short season commencing with March 
and ending about the middle of the following month. 
Slight rains occur during this period, and the alternations 
between the temperature of the nights and days are sudden 
and great. The country looks at its best during this 
season, and the plains and sand dunes are covered with 
green grass. and profuse vegetation. The summer (tirma. 

or .Ah Sanwanr) is the longest of the seasons, and lasts 
from the middle of April to October. During this period 
the heat is excessive, and the atmosphere oppressive and 
relaxing. Rain seldom falls in the plain, but sand s~?rms 
are of frequent occurrence, and in the western portion:. of 
the District, a persistent north-west wind blows over the 
country. Owing to the evaporation of the water in the 
hamuns and n<iwars" which become the breeding grounds of 
flies and mosquitoes, malaria and other fevers are ~ery rife, 
and the unhealthy season extends well into the autum. The 
prevalence of fever and the bad quality of the drinking 
water has left a noticeable impression upon the natives of 
the country, who generally have a weak and anremic look. 
Autumn (meshchen or sohil) may be said to last from 
October to December. It is not a healthy season and the 
days are hot and the nights cold. The greatest heat 
during the summer months is encountered in the low lying 
plains along the southern border of the Kacha Koh, Koh
i-Sultan and Malik Naru hills. The temperature of the 
plains north of these ranges is somewhat less, owing partly 
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to their greater elevation, and partly to the fact that the cLIMATE. 

sands of the Registan do not retain the heat like the -~~==~N~ 
alluvial soil of the southern wastes. The days are- RAINFALL. 

extremely oppressive, but it is said that even during the -
hottest weather comparatively cool nights are experienced 
in the sandy deserts. 

The Mghan-Baloch Boundary Commission which 
reached Nushki. on the 22nd of May, 1896, reported that 
the heat during th~ previous ten days of their march had 
been very severe, running up to 115° in the tents. In 
:May 1897 the temperature at Panihan, west of Dalbandin, 
is· reported to have reached 127° during the day in a 
double-fly 'hill tent.' 

The figur~s below show the average temperature (in the 
shade) during the months of January, May, July and 
November 1904 at Nushki, the only place in the District 
where any regular record is kept. 

8 A.M, 4 P.M. 

January ... 52·5 54·9 
May ... 85·4 9'0·5 
July .•. 90·3 97·3 
November ... 70·5 _ 74·2 

Like other parts of Baluchistan the District lies outside 
the sphere of the monsoon currents and the rainfall is 
irregular and scanty. In winter when most rain falls, the 
District is affected by storms which originate in the 
Persian plateau, but their number and character vary 
largely from year to year. The only station where the 
rainfall is recorded is Nushki, and.the average figures for. 
the four years from 1901 to 1904 are given in table I 
Vol. B. The data may be considered as typical for the 
plains of the District. The average annuai rainfall for 
these four years was about 4i inches, and the largest 
amount occurred between the months of October and 
:March, when an average of 3·48 inches was recorded. In 
the spring and summer very little rain falls. The average 

Rain and 
snowfall. 
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CLIMATE, fall in the Sarlat hills is somewhat greater, but no reliable 
·TEMPERA• 
TU&E AND figures are available. It is considered by the local people 
:&AINFALI.. that Chagai and the surrounding country is subject to 

periodical cycles of droughts, and that droughts supervene 
after a series of good years to disappear once more and 
make way for another series of favourable seasons. Captain 
Webb Ware remarked in 1901 that his experience of the 
District tended to establish the correctness of this theory. . . 

Winds. The western half of the District is exposed to the 
effects of the bad-i-sad-o-bist-roz (or wind of 120 days) 
which blows steadily from a north-westerly direction. It 
commences very regularly after the vernal equinox, and 
continues more or less constantly night and day from 
about the 15th of May to the xniddle of September. The 
following account is given by Mr. T. 0. Hughes:-" The 
force of this wind is felt from Chah Muhammad Raza to 
Kundi on the trade route. At Mashki Chah the wind 
blows with particular force and between this place and 
Reg-i-Wakab a· remarkable line of horse-shoe sandhills 
lying exactly one behind the other. has been formed by its 
means, from Kundi eastwards the force of the wind 
gradually decreases an,d it does not appear to blow with 
much regularity east of Chah Sandan. The phenomenon 
is peculiar. It in no way resembles an Indian dust storm 
but is a movement of the atmosphere near the earth. At 
this height the sky over-head is clear and no clouds 
appear. The direction is about ten degrees west of north 
and after blowing for some twelve hours it decreases as 
the sun sets when there is sometimes a calm, but always a. 
decrease in force. In the night it recommences but falls 
in the early morning when light airs frequently occur. 
As the wind drops, the atmosphere clears and the wind
borne dust and gravel quickly disappear. The wind is 
never hot and is undoubtedly healthy. In houses it is not 
severely felt and it enables the temperature to be kept low 
by artificial means. Few calm days occur during the four 



EARTHQUAKES. 

months commencing with May that it continues, but 
towards the beginning and end ·of the period intervals of 
calm weather occur." 

In the eastern portion of the District this wind does not 
blow with the same regularity or force, but the north 
westerly direction is, nevertheless, the prevailing one during 
the summer months. The other winds are, the sargwat or 
kandahari, a northerly wind which blows during the cold 
weather ; the gorij, a cold westerly wind which also blows 
in winter, bringing rain and snow; the ergwat or khar&m!i 
which blows. from the south in the summer, and is an 
extremely hot and oppressive wind, and one which is said 
to propagate flies and insects ; and the khaisari which 
comes from the east over the Sarlat Range, and blows in 
the mornings during both the summer and winter months. 

Slight shocks of earthquakes are not uncommon, but in 
recent years no serious damage appears to have been 
caused. A well defined earthquake crack or line of inden
tation which was discovered by Captain McMahon, while 
demarcating the Baloch Afghan frontier, runs from 
Chaman to Nushki along the slopes of the Khwaja Amran 
and Sarlat ranges for a distance of 120 miles. It cannot 
be traced beyond Nushki. The crack is said to be a con
tinuation of the great Boundary Fault of the Himalayas ; 
and all the rocks on the east appear to be sedimentary, 
while those on the west are igneous. 

Little is known of the ancient history of Chagai. There 
is a complete absence of all records, and the local traditions 
are vague and unreliable. The earliest monuments are 
the ruins of terraced embankments or 'Gaurbastas ' which 
are found at the foot of the Raskoh hills and which, like 
similar remains in the lower parts of Baluchistan, are 
ascribed to the Gabrs or fire-worshippers. The next traces 
of ancient history are the square shaped tombs, met with 
in the western portion of the District, which are attributed 
by local tradition to the Kaianis of the Achaemenian 
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dynasty of Persia. The remains of cupolas, ruined forts 
and karezes which are found in different parts of the 

·District, are usually assigned to the Arabs, and may, 
perhaps, be correctly said t_o date from the "Arab period" 
during which the neighbouring province of Seistan attained 
the climax of its prosperity. They are also, sometimes, 
attributed to the Mughals, and in any case indicate the 
presence of a higher civilization than is now found among 
the Baloch and Brahui inhabitants of the country. The 
waves of conquest and reconquest which passed over its 
neighbours do not seem to have left much permanent mark 
on the country, and it is possible that Chagai, secure in 
the shelter of its deserts and possessing little to tempt the 
adventurous, did not play a very important part in those 
troublous times. 

There are traditions of invasions from the north and 
north-west, but these are very vague, and the invaders are 
always said to have been the Mongols (known to the people 
of the country as the Mughals). About 1223 A. D. a 
Mongol expedition under Chagatai, the son of Chingiz 
Khan, is said to have penetrated as far as Makran; and 
in 1383 Miran Shah, the son of Timur, led another 
expedition into Keren (Kharan) .* It is not known if 
these invasions actually passed through Chagai, but their 
influence must have made itself felt throughout the country. 

Hereafter the history of the country is chiefly concerned 
with the Baloch, who, according to their own traditions, 
migrated from Aleppo. They assert that their ancestors 
found the country depopulated and a desert waste. The 
district, at this time, probably formed a part 'bf Kandahar 
and shared in the fluctuations of its possession, but the 
normal condition of the Baloch seems to have been one of 
semi-independence. They appear to have been firmly . 
established at the beginning of the sixteenth century as is 

• Major David Price. Retrospect of Muhammadan HiBlory, 
Vol. III. pa1-t I, p. 42, London 1820. 
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shown by the following extract taken from the narrativ~ _lJJs;o.~r. 

of the flight of HumayUn., the Mughal, along the valley 
of the Helmand to Seistan in 1543. 

" One night, after a long march, the barking of a do~ 
was heard. The Emperor (Humayun) had hardly time to. 
observe that some habitations must be at hand, when a 
party of the Baloch met and stopped them. They spoke 
in their own language, which was not understood, but 
fortunately one of the ladies, who was with the Emperor's 
$uite was herself a Baloch, the wife of an officer in his 
service. She was employed to interpret, and it appeared 
that they were followers of Malek Khati, a Baloch chief, 
whom .Abulfazl styles the Captain-General of the banditti 
of the desert. Their leader being at that moment absent, 
his people, on finding that it was the Emperor, insisted 
that the little troop should not pass onward without their 
master's leave. The Emperor was obliged to comply an~ 
entering the fort, the free-booters salaamed to him respect
fully, spread a carpet on which he and Hamida Begum 
(mother of the great .Akbar) sat down and supplied the 
wants of the party with all the hospitality of the desert. 
When day began to dawn, as the Emperor was. engaged 
in his morning prayers Malek Khati, who had been sent 
for, returned. 

H The Emperor's peaceable entrance into the fort, which 
gave him the character of a guest, had roused the robber's 
sense of honour. Saluting the Emperor,· and making the 
usual polite inquiries after his health, the chief informed 
him, that three days before an order from Kamran Mirza 
had reached him commanding him not, on any account, to 
suffer the Emperor Humay6n to pass that way, but to J!eize 
and make him a prisoner. "But" added he, "now that 

· your ;Majesty has visited me, on my head and eyes be it. 
Yet it is better that you should ride on and I will myself 
conduct you to the borders." 

From 1556 to 1595 the country formed part of Kandalul.r The Safa.vid 
under the Safavid dynasty. It then fell into the hands d7naaty. 
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·HISToRY. of the Mughals of Delhi, and on the decay of their power 

·the eastern portion or Nushki was annexed by Mir Abdulla 
Khan of Kalat, the greatest conqueror of the Brahui 
·dynasty, (1716-1730). 

The Ghilzai · About 1733 Sher Khan, the Baloch chief or "hakim of 
fl::J!{~~ Nushki," submitted to Mir Hussein, the second son of 

Mir W ais and founder of the Ghilzai dynasty of Kandahar, 
who had retaken Pishin and compelled the Brahuis to· 
tender their allegiance. 

Nadir Shah. A few years later, Nadir Shah sent an expedition against 
Nushki under Muhammad Ali Beg, who inflicted a severe 
defeat on the Baloch near Shorawak, where the latter 
appears to have lost nearly 700 killed besides wounded and 
prisoners. Muhammad Ali then pressed on against Sher 
Khan who was surprised "between Tsagai (Chagai) and 
Nushki," and slain with the greater part of his followers • 

.. In 1740, Nadir Shah conferred Nushki as a fief on the 
chief of Kharan, but it was retaken by Nasir Khan the 
Great (1750-1793) and became a niabat of the Kalat 
State. About the same time Chagai with Kandahar seems 
to have passed into the possession of the Durrani rulers of 
Afghanistan. 

Tribes of The earliest Baloch settlers in the Nushki district were 
theDistrict. the Mandais, who were followed by the Jama.Idini and 

Badini Rakhsha.nis from Kharan and later by the Zagar 
Mengal Brahuis from the Sarawan country of Kalat 
(about 1720 A. D). In Cha.gai, the first comers appear 
to have been the Balanosh Saiads, who were subsequently 
dispossessed by the Sanjra.ni Baloch, the present owners 
of the country. The details of the history of these tribes 
is given in the section on Population. 

Nasir Nasir Khan the Great passed through Nushki in about 
XMn I. 1770 on his way home from Meshed after having accom

panied Ahmad Shah Abda.Ii on his expedition to Persia. 
It is said that the Brahui King was so pleased with the 
generous treatment accorded to his army by the inhabi· 
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tants that he bestowed on them the name of dilkusM or HIIITOitT.~ . 

"the open hearted." A stone enclosure near Ki.shingi on 
the road from Nushki still marks the place where Nasir 
Khan halted to offer thanks for the safe return of his· 
army. 

In 1810 in the reign of his successor Mir Mahmud Pottinger. 

Khan 1;. Pottinger and Christie visited the District, and 
the former has left a full record of his experiences.* Mir 

.Mahmud was not a strong ruler, and Pottinger found that 
the country was greatly impoverished ~d that highway 
robberies were of common occurrence. The Brahuis; 
however, seem to have been treated with consideration 
and the Khan's authority was respected. The folio~ 
description is given of the condition of Nushki at that 
time:-- ' 

"I was here in the confines of the District of Nooshky, 
with respect to which little remains to be added. I have 
already stated that it is peopled by a branch of the Nharve 
class of Baloochees, named the RukhsM.nees. The sirdar 
or chief is Eidal Khan, a man about sixty years of age. 
* * * The only source of exclusive revenue that he 
seems to possess is ~ water mill turned by the river- Kysur 
and that must always be a very precarious one, as it often 
fails from a want of water. The Toomun of Nooshky 
compris.ed two hundred ghedans. * * * There are· six 
Hindu shopkeepers in the Toomun, who have ventured to 
bring' their wives and children. ·* * * When the 
crops fail atNooshky, which is the case nine years out of 
ten, they depend on Gurmsyle and Kutch Gundava for 
grain and in fact bring more or less every year from those 
places." 

The next traveller of note was Amir Abdur Rahman Amir Abdur 
Rahml\n Khan, who passed through the country after his defeat by KMn. 

Amir SherAli Khan in the Hazara hills in 1869. He has 

• Hem·r Pottinger. Travels in Baluchint.in and Sinde 1816. 
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:a:uoro•r. left the following interesting record of his journey*:-
"On our way to Nushki rain fell heavily all the day 

and the wind was very cold. we got soaked and our 
hands and feet were nearly frozen. We arrived after 
many difficulties, but the people received us very kindly. 
The next day we departed, and our march lay through a 
sandy desert where there was no water. * * * * By 
God's help it rained each day, which gave us sufficient 
water for our needs. At the end of the tenth day we 
arrived in sight of Chagai ! The road was entirely broken 
up by the rain, and we were obliged to dismount, and lead 
our horses in mud knee-deep. At the end of our march 
both men and horses were well nigh exhausted. I myself 
cooked some meat and distributed it amOng the men who 
were almost fainting ; the horses meantime lay down, 
unable to rise again. Only one horse (my own Arab, 
being a fF from my grandfather's stable) remained 
standing. 

"For two days we were in the utmost straits, but the 
third day we entered Chagai. We were surprised that the 
Khan of the village would not welcome us. We remained 
there some time and after a fortnight a servant came to my 
uncle with the tidings that the Khan and Mir asked 
permission to pay their respects to him. I asked why 
they had not done so before, and was told that the reason 
was that all their subjects had gone to the desert to graze 
their horses. They were now returned and 500 had 
collected to salaam us. On our acceding to their request, 
the Khan came out of the fort on foot, with 500 followers 
behind in a single line and preceding him were two dancing 
boys of nine and twelve, who looked quite unlike human 
specimens, having no clothing save one small loin cloth, 
and matted hair which had never seen soap and water. 
There was one band of music and this was our grand 

• The Life of .&bdur Rahm~n • ..4m&r of ..4fghani3t~n. L1 Sult6~ 
Muhammad Khb, London 1900, 
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reception, the preparation for which had taken 15 days!- ~STG~'f .. 

We stayed at Chagai 25 days, during· which time our 
horses had grown quite fat having plenty of grass and 
hay." 

The visit of Amir Abdur Rahman does not appear tn CMgai. 

have been an auspicious one for the Sanjrarus, and, when 
the question of arranging for the march of the Afghan 
Boundary Commission to the Helmand (1884) indirectly 
raised the question of the possession of Cha.gai, the Amit 
settled the point by occupying the fort in June 1886 with_ 
an Afghan garrison. Sardar Ali Khan, the present · 
Chagai Chief (1905), fled to Nushki and Sardar Sher 
Muhammad of the Bandar-i-Kamal Khan branch of the 
family was appointed chief in his stead. In December 
1889, Major Gaisford, the Political Agent of Quetta, was 
sent to Chagai to call upon the Afghans to evacuate the 
fort but this policy was not followed up, and in May 1892; 
under the orders of the Amir, the Governor of Farrah 
marched on Chagai with a considerable force and seized 
86 Sanjranis, men, women and children,. and marched 
them off as prisoners. On their way from Kandahar to 
Kabul a number of men escaped, and returning to Chagai, 
surprised the fort and killed the Afghan Commander, 
Sher Muhammad. In reprisal, some forty more Sanjranis 
were seized and sent to Kabul as prisoners. The boundary 
settlement effected in 1896 left Chagai within British 
territory, and the fort was handed over by the Afghan 
garrison on the 19th of May of that year. The prisoners, 
of whom some twenty five alone survived were also 
released. 

Early in- 1877, MacGregor and Lockwood visited the Sir Charles 
western Sanjrani country, making their way from the MacGl·egor. 

Mashkel Hamun to the Gaud-i-Zirreh. They found this 
part of the country very insecure, infested with robbers 
and subject to raids by the Damanis and other tribes on 
1;he Persian border. At Shandak, MacGregor 1\nd. 
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HISTORY. Lockwood parted company, the former taking the southern· 
route through Kharan to Jhalawan and the latter making· 
his way to the Sarawan country through Chagai and 
Nushki. Lockwood reached Nushki on the 15th of March 
and has described the country as being "inhabited by 
Rakhshanis and Mengals who are always fighting." 'rhe 
chief of the Zagar Mengals at this time was Rahman Khan 
whose· daughter was married to the ex-Khan Mir Khuda
dad Khan and is the mother of Mir Mahmud Khan, the 
reigning Khan of Kalat (1906). Rahman Khan was one 
of the chiefs that attended the D~rbar held by Sir Robert 
Sandeman at Mastung on the 13th of July 1876, which 
was the scene of the memorable settlement effected between 
the Khan and Brahui chiefs. 

Perso The demarcation of the Persian boundary from Kuhak 
B~oc:~~~~d to Koh-i-Malik Siah was finished on th~ 24th of March 

Biloch 1896 by the Perso-Baloch Commission, of which Colonel 
~~!:~;.! (now Sir Thomas) Holdich was the British Commissioner. 

sions. And in the May of the same year the Afghan-Baloch 
boundary was finally completed as far as Koh-i-Malik 

Formation 
of the 

Dietrict., 

Siah by Captain (now Sir Henry) McMahon. 
By the decision of the latter, the western Sanjrani 

country came within the British sphere of influence, and 
in November 1896 was placed under the charge of Captain 
Webb Ware who was appointed Assistant Political Agent 
of Cbagai, under the direct orders of the Agent to the 
Governor General. N ushki itself continued to be a 
niabat of the Kala.t State, but as the condition of affairs was 
unsatisfactory and the Khans ni].ib was found incapable of 
coping with the disturbances on the borders, the ni·'bat 
was leased from His Highness the Khan on an annual quit 
rent of Rs. 9,000, the management of the District being 
handed over on the 1st of July 1899 to the Government, 
"absolutely and with ·all the rights, privileges, as well as 
full and exclusive revenue, civil and criminal jurisdiction 
.including all rights to levy dues and tolls." 



MODERN II1CiiJENTS. 

·The following officers have held the appointment of 
Political Assistant since November 1896:-

Lieut. F C W bb W November 15, 1896to 
Captain · • e are· August 10, 1900. 
Captain M. A. Tighe, (in addition 

to his duties· as Political Agent, 
Southern Baluchistan) ... to January 10, 1901. 

Captain F; C. Webb Ware ... to September 14, 1903. 
Captain A. D. Macpherson ... to January 7, 1904. 
Major A. McConaghay ... to September 14, 1904. 
Captain A. B. Dew, (in addition 

to his duties as Assistant Poli-
tical Agent, Sibi) ... to November 2, 1904. 

Mr. T. 0. Hughes, (in addition 
to his duties as Assistant 
District SuperintendentPolice), to November 9, 1904. 

Major R. E. Berkeley ... ... to November 11, 1904. 
Mr. T. 0. Hughes (in addition 

to 'his duties as Assistant 
District Superintendent Police), to February 5, 1905. 

Captain L. Haworth ... .. . to February 21, 1905. · 
Major R. A. E. B(;nn ... .. . to March 31, 1905. 
Since the formation of the District into a single charge, 

the chief administrative changes have been the establish· 
ment of a tahsil at N ushki in 1899 and of a sub-tahsH at 
Dalbandin in 1901. In 1899 an Assistant District Superjn. 
tendent of Police was appointed and was placed in direct 
charge of the western Sanjrani Tract. · 

The chief features have been the opening out of the 
Trade Route between Quetta and Seistan, and the cons· 
truction of the Quetta-Nushki Branch of the North 
Western Railway between Spezand and Nushki. 

The Seistan Arbitration Commission under the charge 
of Colonel (now Sir Henry) McMahon passed through the 
District in january 1903 on its way to the Helmand via 
Kani and Galachah, and returned along the Trade Route 
in May 1905 after an absence of over two years. 
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The only features of archaeological interest· in the 
District are the remains of ancient forts, krilrezes and dams 
or cupolas. These have no local history, and are ascribed 
by the inhabitants indiscriminately to either the Arabs or 
the :Mughals. In the Chagai tahsil there are ruins of 
several cupolas (gumbaz) in the neighbourhood of Padag 
and Zarala, the best known of which is the Bibi Kapok 
near the Padag thana. These are built of burnt brick, 
and are probably of a :Muhammadan origin. 

Pottinger who visited the District in 1810 gives the 
following account of a cupola situated in the desert about 
3 miles to the south-west of Nushki :-

H Three miles from the Toomun we passed a goombuz or 
cupola, which according to tradition stands near the site 
of an· ancient town, whose inhabitants were so aftluent 
that, as one means of disposing of their wealth, they 
mixed the chunam or cement for the erection of all their 
houses and edifices with milk instead of waM.·; which 
flagrant instance Q.f unnecessary and ostentatious waste so 
incensed the Deity, that a curse was denounced on the 
place, and it gradually sunk into misery and decay. At 

. present there is no other vestige of this fabulous city than 
this goombuz, which has certainly a very singular appear
ance, being built in the desert a long way from the 
mountains, which here run off to the southward. I was 
'not near enough to examine with precision the style of 
architecture (whether different from that of the present 
day in those countries) or the materials; but the former 

· seems to have nothing remarkable in it, and from Moorad's 
-account the only thing observable ,rlth regard to the 

latter, is the amazing hardness of the chunam, which he 
compared to marble. A short way in advance I observed 
some very large stones on the side of the path, at the 

dista1_1ce of twenty or thirty yards from each other, and on 

asking the meaning of them, I was gravely assured, that 



ANCIENT REMAiNS .AT NUSHKi. 

they had been placed there by Roostum,* to commemorate ARCBAB• 
OLOGY. 

the pace at which his favourite steed galloped. This 
solution, it is needless to add, I. laughed at ; but, for_ 
whatever purpose the stones in question may have been· 
brought to the spot they are now at, it is clear that their 
transportation from the nearest moUntain must have been 
attended with great trouble and cost; many of them are 
several tons weight, and six or seven yards square.~' 

Dr. Stein, Inspector General of Education and Surveyo:J: 
of Archreology, who paid a visit to Nushki in April 1905 
has writtent the following interesting description of some 
of the ancient remains to be seen ~n the District :-

"The visit which I paid to Nushki, enabled me not only An~ient 

to form .some idea .of the character of the desert which rN:hki~t 
hence stretches towards Seistan and the comparison of 
which with the deserts of Turkestan offered for me. special 
points . of interest, but to trace remains of unmistakeable 
antiquity at the newly. developed· emporium of Nushki 
itself. On riding up the hillock on which the Political 
Agent's Bungalow stands, I noticed old pottery debris and 
by subsequent examination found evidence of th'is . promi-
nent position having been occupied probably at an early 
period. The hillock is composed mainly of alluvial deposit, 
and rises about 70 feet. above the bed of. the Khaisar 
strea,m which washes its southern foot. Its . top after 
having been artificially levelled some eight years ago, now 
measures about 140 yards from north to south with an 
average width of about 100. yards. Owing to its 'com-
manding height and isolated position, the hillock must 
have always attracted notice as a place suited for defence, 
and accordingly I was not surprised to find remains of old 
walls at several places on the south face which falls off 

•The Persian hero of the celebrated poetical work The Shah 
Namah by Firdosee. , . 

t Report of Archaeological Survey work in the North West Frontier 
Province and Balu,chist~n, (Peshawar 1905), section X. . . 
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UCRAE· precipitously towards the stream. The masonry which 
OLOGY. erosion of the steep slopes had laid bare, consisted of 

regular courses of flat . slabs; unhewn but set with care, 
similar. work is not, and probably never was, knoWn. to the 
Brahuis and Baloch now sparsely inhabiting the cmmtry. 

F.ina «?£ "On enquiry I ascertained that when the top of the hillock 
anc1entJars• • l was bemg evelled for the present Bungalow, a number 

of round jars of a make and size no longer known had been 
bronght to light not very deep beneath the surface. One 
of these jars proved to have been preserved in the fort 
containing the Tahsil and to be a relic of distinct interest. 
It measures 2 feet 5 inches in height with a diameter 
of 2 feet 6 inches, where widest and is made of a hard red 
clay about half an inch thick. From its mouth which is 
about 1 foot wide, down to the line of greatest perimeter, 
the jar is decorated wp;h a succession of bands paiilted in 
black colour and fairly well preserved. The band nearest 
to the mouth shows a plain pattern of diagonal lines 
between two h?rizontal ones, next follows one with a bold 
spiral sc~oll ornament, while below this_is a band showing 
fishes in double row. Below these bands each of which is 
about 5 inches high, follows a succession of plain black 
stripes down to the line of greatest perimeter. It is very 
desirable that this interesting piece of ancient pottery be 
.properly 'taken care of, and I have recommended its 
!emoval to the Quetta Museum now in course of construc
tion. A ·second vase of similar material, but perfectly 
·plain and about one 'foot in height, was the only other 
object from that find I could trace at Nushki. My 
·enquires after old coins in the Bazar and among village 
. hea~en were unsuccessful ; none appear ever to have been 
found in this neighbourhood. As Nushki, owing to its 

·water supply, can never in historical times have been 
'a locality entirely uninhabited, I can recognize in this 
dearth of old coins of any description only evidence of the 

:very primitive cultural conditions which have prevailed in 
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great portions of Baluchistan down to our own time. As ARCHAE· 
. . f 1 · otoGY. 
to the age of the pottery above described I cannot sa e _y: 
~xpress an opinion. . . 

"At Nushki I had touched the line of route followed by 
Pottinger, in 1810 on his celebrated journey through 
Baluchistan into Persia. As, on reading its account long 
ago I had been struck by the description given in .it o£ 
some very curious ancient structures, which Pottinger had 
seen at some distance south of Nushki, and which. he 
believed to be of Zoroastrian origiD., I was anxious to 
visit them. Lo~ally nothing was known of such ruins, 
but a search for them seemed all the more justified since 
I succeeded in finding in the immediate vicinity of N ushki, 
and exactly in the position indicated by fottinger, the 
reinains of a g'I.Vmhaz which Pottinger mentions in connec
tions with the tradition of an ancient town,* and which 
was equally unknown to the local authorities. This ruin, 

. called Magul by the old Saiad gUide wh:o took me to it, 
proved to be situated at a distance of about 3 miles to. the 
~outh-west of the modern fort of Nushki, and to consist of 
a narrow vaulted passage.about 12 yards long, half buried 
under the drift sand of the surrounding desert. It is built 
of sun-dried bricks and surmounted by a shapeless mass of 
decayed masonry of the same kind. The vault beiD.g 
constructed on the principle of a true arch indicated the 
Muhammadan origin of the structure, and the remains of 
some old tombs to the south of it fully confirmed this 
conclusion. Old pottery debris strews a patch of eroded 
·clayey ground near by. My guide .di4 not know of the 

. romantic legend which Pottinger had heard of the ruin, 
-but. connected it with an equally miraculous story of the 
escape of some holy persons who took refuge in the gumbaz. 
t have little doubt that the latter is the remains of a 
Muhammadan tomb, possibly of the time of c the Arabs ' 
tO whom-local hadition in this drearjr region ascribes most 

.•See Travels in Baluchistlii.n, 1816, page 123, 
' . ; 

Gumbaz 
near 

Nushki. 
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traces of ancient occupation. Of the large stones which 
not far from this spot had been pointed out to Pottinger 
as marking the footprints of Rustam's steed, I could hear 
nothing. Have they been covered up since by the moving 
dunes of the desert? 

Searchfor The search for the more interesting ruins which 
p~~:g~~s Pottinger had seen on his third march south of Nushki, 

Khfirin 
route. 

proved far more difficult. From certain topographical 
indications I concluded that on his way into Kluiran he 
must have followed the route crossing the range of 
mountains south-west of Nushki by the T:a.fui Pass. But 
the coun.try being in Pottinger's days quite as devoid of 
permanent habitations as it is now, and, of course, 
unsurveyed, his narrative does not supply such local names 
or other indicia by which his line of route or the site 
referred to could be fixed with precision on the modern 
map. Nevertheless, the close agreement of Pottinger's 
description with the ground seen by me on the Tafui 
route, as well as his mention of the Bel stream (his 'Bale ') 
make me now feel certain that he actually travelled by this 
route. The information gathered from some Brahuised 
Hindus coming from Kharan, the only travellers we met 
en route, pointed to the existence of ruined mounds near 
the route some miles to the north of Nauroz-Kalat. This 
was confirmed by what was known to some nomadic 
Brahui shepherds we picked up at our second encampment 
near a well in the dry bed of the Bel. 

Under the guidance of one of these shepherds, I 
proceeded on the morning of the 'third day to the ruined 
site spoken of. It proved to be situated by the left bank 
of the broad river bed which is formed by the junction of 
the Bel with the Baddo River coming from the mountains 
to the N. E. and known in its upper course as Liji or 
Chiringi. The old site known like all ruins of this re!rion 

"' by the general term of 'Kona-shahr' ; so familiar to me 

from Turkistan, lies about li miles below the junction 
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just referred to, which is marked by the Ziarat of Sheikh 
Husain ('Shah Hasan Zt ',of north-western Trans-frontier 
Map No. 22). It occupies the angle formed between the 
bed of the united Bel and Baddo rivers and a small dry 
nullah known as Toji which joins it from the N. E. The 
distance from Nushki which by the map as well as by an 
approximately accurate road estimate was shown to be 
about 66 miles, agreed remarkably well with Pottinger's 
indications ; but though there were the "several large . 
mounds of earth and stone scattered over the desert" to 
which his description refers, no trace could be found of 
the " very extraordinary tombs " of a quadrangular shape, 
"each surrounded by a low wall of curious open freestone 
work," which he mentions at a distance of about 400 yards. 
from the western bank of the rivers."* 

Very few old coins have been found in the District. A. 
set of 99 silver coins, found in Koh-i-Taftan in Persian 
territory adjoining the District, was examined by 
Professor Rapson of the British Museum who furnished 
the following account in 1903 :-

" These are all coins of the successors of Alexander the 
Great in the East (a) Seleucid kings of Syria and (b) kings 
of Bactria, and later imitations of these coins made by the 
Scythian tribes. who over-ran the ancient kingdom of 
Bactria. Such coins, no doubt, formed the currency of all 
the large districts now included under ·the names 
Afghanistan and Baluchistan during a period begining about 
250 B. C. (when Diodorus revolted from the Syrian Empire 
under Antiochus IT, and found.ed the kingdom•of Bactria) 
and extending to some time probably after the Christian era• 
No means of determining the inferior limit of date to 
the coinage which was imitated from the Greeks by their 
Scythic conquerors, has yet been discovered; but probably 
it would be near the mark to say that the Greek coins 
(Syrian and Bactrian) circulated until about 160 B. C., 

• See Travels in Baluckist~n, 1816, page 126. 
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the date of. the invasion of the Yue-chi, and that copies of 
these may have supplied the coinage of these lands for two 
hundred years or so. Such coins may well be discovered 
near the Koh-i-Taftan which lies on the- trade-route from 
India to Kirman, but it is doubtful whether they were the 
currency of this district. They were probably circulated 
in Baluchistan proper." 

The ethnographical history of the District is involved in 
obscurity, and nothing of historical value is known regard
i.Jlg the earliest inhabitants. It would, however, appear 
to · be certain that the Brahui, Baloch and the few 
Afghans, who now occupy the country, are of compara
tively recent immigration. According to tradition the 
earlier inhabitants were Arabs, but although the remains 

_of cupolas in the neighbourhood of Padag and Zarala, and 
the ·existence of certain ruined underground channels 
indicate the possession of a scientific skill entirely unknown 
to the present population, there is a complete absence of 
all records and no definite opinion can be expressed. In 
the western part of the District, the earliest immigrants 
of whom there is any record were the Saiads, who in their 
turn were supplanted by the Sanjrani Baloch. In the 
eastern portion of -Nushki tahsil, the first settlers are 
believed to have been the Mandais, who were followed by 
the . Rakhshani Baloch and at a later period by the Zagar 
Mengals. The few representatives of the Langav and 
Barech tribes, that are occasionally met with in different 
parts of the District, are new comers, and in the N ushki 
tahsil still.retain their distinctive tribal features, language 
and customs. 

The first census of the District, the results of which 
have been published, was carried out in 1901 ; but in that 
year the western Sanjrani country, which comprises an 
approximate area of 9,407 square miles, was excluded from 
enumeration. The greater part of this tract is practi~ally 
a desert, and is very sparsely populated. In the spring, 
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when grazing is abundant, the billy tracts are frequented 
by nomads from the Persian and Afghan· territories, who 
return to their homes "hen the pasturage 'is finished. In 
the remaining part of the District, which comprises the 
Chagai sub-tahsil and the N ushki tahsil and covers an 
area of about 9,485 square miles, . the family system of 
enumeratiOJ?- was adopted, and the total population ·was 
computed to amount to 15,689 souls, giving. an ' incidence 
of less than 2 persons to the square mile. In the Cbagai 
sub-tahsll, which is sparsely inhabited by a chiefly 
nomadic people, the incidence was 1 · person for every 
1 i miles, whilst N ushki, with a larger and more settled 
agricultural population, showed 5 persons to the square 
mile •. · 

·A detailed ' statement· containing the principal census 
statistics will be found in table II, Vol.: B. 
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In pre-British days the number' of villages 'Was smaller, Towns and 
the people being obliged to herd together for offensive villages. 

and defensive · purposes. There is now a; tendency to 
11pread out, and new hamlets and habitations are 
gradually springing up. In 1905 there· were 40 villages 
in a total area of 9,485 square miles or 1 village for every 
237 miles. Of' these 18 were situated in the Nushki 
tahsil and 22 · in the Chagai sub-tahsil. The latter, 
however, can scarcely be dignified by the· name of villages 
and with the sole exception of Cbagai, · which · may be 
classed as a permanent village, the remainder are tempo,.. 
rary settlements or habitations only {)CCU:pied at short 
periods of the year by nomads or · a;griculturists when 
pasturage· or agricultural operations may require· their 
presence. In · the western Sanjrani tract there are no 
permanent villages, and in the whole ·District there is no 
village with a popUlation of 1,000 souls.· The important 
places are mentioned in the 1!iniature Gazetteer· of t~ach 
tahsil. 
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OH.AGAt. 

The villages in the Nushki tahsil consist chiefly of 
kudis or. small oven shaped huts made of wicker-work 
mats, or hurdles of tamarisk plastered over with mud. 

- . 
These are placed together without order or arrangement, 
and little or no attempts have been made hitherto to 
plant trees or gardens. In the Chagai village the houses 
are usually made of mud. 

Villages are often named after the tribe inhabiting 
them, such as the J amaldini and Badini villages, and 
sometimes after the leading man or malik of the commu
nity. In the latter case the name is changed on the 
death of the malik. 

Groulwt~ of Previous to 1900 no enumeration of the District had 
pop ahon. • 

ever been attempted, and the growth of the population 
cannot be illustrated by figures. Travellers in earlier 
times have recorded that the tribes were e11gaged in 
constant feuds both with their neighbours and among 
themselves, and as these conditions have altered it may 
be inferred that the population is steadily increasing . 

• Mig_ratio_n, · Owing to the unsettled condition of the country in 
nnm~~tion earlier times, and to the fact that the greater part of the 
emigrants. District is adapted to pa~toral rather than agricultural 

pursuits, nearly four-fifths of the population are purely 
nomadic in their habits. These have no fixed settlements 
but wander from place to place according to the season of 
the year in search of grazing for their flocks and camels. 
The movements of the different tribes · are, however, 
generally restricted to certain defined limits. 

The settled inhabitants of Nushki and Chagai also 
regularly desert their villages for a period of from two to 
three months in the early spring of each year, -and move 
into the adjoining sand hills where good grazing is to be 
found. This annual migration is known locally as 
"hatam khuari." 

The majority of the "inhabitants do not leave the 
District as long as the conditions are favourable. .When 
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·compelled to do SO in years of drought and scarcity, the POPtrLA.• 

tribesmen of Nushki migrate temporarily tO Ka~hhi, and 'l'ION. 

those of Chaga.i ~ KM.ran and Garms~l. The sections that 
usually migrate under these conditions are the Traseza.i, 
Amirzai and Bajezai 14engals, an4 th~ Mardan Shahi 
and other Muhammad Hasnis froni Nushki, and the 
Mtisazais, and Hasanzai Mengals, ~nd the Siaheiai' and 
Zirkari, Kehrai and Mandazai families of the MUhammad 
Hasnii from Chagai. Many of the Kehrai and SiB.h~zai 
Muhammad Hasnis also migrate periodically to Kliar8.n 

. ' • . ' ~ • J. •· • ) 

where they work as reapers during the harvests. Among 
the permanent inhabitants may be mentioned the Taldar' 
Hindus who have settled .in Nushki and. graduallY 
obtained possession o£ certain .lands, ·.and the B~r~c~ 
Afghans, who have migrated from the Sho~awak border, 
and acquired settlements by khat kask~ or purchase both 
in N ushki and Chagai. 

The Zahrozai .and Lijjai L~ng~v~ have s'iniilarlj': 
acquired property in Nushki and Cba.gai •. 

The chief periodical immigrants into the ·District' ~,; 
the Mengals, Pfrkari and Darag· from Shorawak, the 
Rodlni, Sarparra and La.ngav from Kalat territory and the 
Muhammad Hasnis from Kharan. These are principally 
sheep or camel owners, and the period of their stay in the 
District and their numbers ·are deter~ed by the condi-
tions of the grazing. . ... 

1 I ~ 

No detailed record of age was .atteinp~ed in 1~01,, and A~e atatis~ 
adults were merely distinguished from minors. q~t.of~. ::~:ti~· 
total population of 15,689 censused in 1901, there were infa.n~mor. 

· · ·. · . · tality &nd 
8,845 adults: 4,424 males and 3,921 , femal~s. ~e.; infirmitie•; 
number of children 12 years and under, was 7,344: males' 
3,835, and females 3,509. 

Vital statistics are not recorded in n.;;,.y piace in the 
District. In 1905, a summary enquiry.regardingthe birth 
and death rate was made by the Gazetteer staff in a few 
selected villages in each circle, a~d the result indicated 
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PoPll'LA.• 4·1 per cent. of births and 1·2 per cent. of deaths among 
· TIO!I'. · · infants for the total population during . the preceding 

twelve months. A similar enquiry made in four villages in 
the Nushki tahsil showed the percentage of deaths to be 
about 2·7, the proportion between deaths among adults 
and infants being 3 to 7. Longevity among the indigenous 
population appears to be infrequent <?wing to the great 
variations of temperature, constant exposure, bad water 
and poor nutrition. 

Infirmities were not recorded in the course of the census 
in 1901, but a summary enquiry made in 1905 in 9 villages 
in the District with an approximate population of 2,375 
souls, showed 24 afllicted persons, 19 males and 5 females, 
of whom 12 were ~eaf and dumb, 9 blind and 3 maimed. 
There were no cases of leprosy, which does not seem to be 
i~digenous in the country. 

Oompa.ra.· In 1901 among the rural population there were 7,430 
tivenum· bera of women and 8,259 men or about 900 women to every 
eezf:i and thousand men. The proportion of males and. females 
100 

COD• th . . 1 t 'b f h D' tri t . h . th clition. among e prmc1pa n es o t e 1s c 1s s own m e 

Lrri&ge · 
outome •. 

annexed statement. 

Malee. Femalea. Adult Adult 
male a. femalea. 

Men gals ... ..• 2,450 2,160 1,407 1,201 
Muhammad Ha.snis 2,197 2,139 998 985 
Ra.khshanis ... 1,847 1,655 983 910 
Hindus ... 204 125 165 76 
No record was made of social condition during the 

eensus of 1901. 
Among the indigenous population, and specially among 

the poorer classes, marriage almost invariably takes place 
after puberty, the chief reasons being the payment of the 
bride price (lab), and the heavy demands which are made 
on a wife and which can only be undertaken by a. full 
grown woman. For not only do the ordina.ry household 
duties devolve on her, but she is required to help in loading, 
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unloading, pitching and striking the tents (gidan) tending POPtrU· 

h TIOlf. t e flocks, making felts, cutting and bringing · home 
fodder, and generally to assis~ · in all agricultural opera-:-
tions except ploughing and sowing. 

So far as can be ascertained, polygamy is rare, except 
among the well-to-do; but the people have no objection 
to a plurality of wives up to the limit prescribed by 
Muhammadan law. From a rough estimate. made in 
certain selected villages in the District (1905), it appears 
that the number of polygamists among the married men 
is about 4 per cent. The wealthy who are the only class 
with the means to pay lab more than once take more 
wives than one, either for pleasure, or sometimes for the 
sake of offspring. Cohabitation with concubines (suret} 

is permitted by custom, but the offspring do not inherit. 
Marriage with near relations, though not always the rule, 
is preferred, because exchanges can be easily arranged_, 
th:e bride price payable is _less, the parties are already 
mutually acquainted and their mutual relations are 
strengthened by the marriage tie. 

Among the well-to-do, the bridegroom is generally Marriar 

b t t t d h b "d b t f h" . . ceremowe1. a ou wen y an t e r1 e a ou our years 1s JUDtor, 
while among the poorer classes both the bridegroom and 
bride are generally older. Marriages with widows are 
commoner among these classes. In rare cases infant 
betrothals take place, generally among very near relations 
and sometimes among intimate friends. Except among 
the very poor, or when marriage takes place at an 
advanced age and the man makes his own choice, the 
prospective bridegroom ordinarily has little to say in the 
selection of his bride. When his parents or relations 
wish him to marry, they look for a suitable girl, and the 
first step is to send a grey-beard, a Saiad or a near relation 
to her father to make the preliminary arrangemep.ts, and 
ascertain if the appearance and othE-r qualifications of 
the intended bride are satisfactory. If the overtures ~re 
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weU received, a. depn,tation of the bridP.groom's friend~ 

a;na rela.ti ves (rasal) proceeds to the father' !I house to arrange 
the details of the bride· price or lab an:d the bridal dresses 
(poskak) whic4 have to be presented. When these 
matters have been settled, a. day is fixed for the betrothal 
(sang)~ This ceremony takes place in the home of the 
bride's father, and is a.ttended by the friends and relations 
of both parties. Sheep presented by the bridegroom are 
eaten, the betrothal and the amount of the lab are 
publicly announced, and prayers (fatBh) are offered for 
the welfare of the parties. The bridegroom presents 
the bride and her mother with a shawl . or wrapper, and 
is further bound to supply the girl with a dress (poshak), 
consisting of a wrapper (gud) and a shirt (kus) once in six: 
months, and a. pair of shoes kaush once every year until 
the· :6.naJ ceremony of marriage has been performed. 
When both parties belong to the Barech Afghan tribe the 
first nikah is also performed on the day of betrothal, and 
the bridegroom is permitted to visit the bride at her 
father's house and enjoy a.U the privileges of a. husband. 
In the case of mixed marriages, the father of a. Ba.rech 
bride permits suo..:h visits to a Baloch or Brahui bride. 
groom, but if the girl belongs to a. Baloch or Brahui tribe, 
the Barech bridegroom c>:~.nnot approach her before 
marriage. The ceremony of sang is looked upon as bind . 
ing, and a. man cannot retreat except under very special 
circumstances. In the case of a woman, the betrothal is 
absolutely binding except in. the case of adultery on her 
part or a strong suspicion of it. · 

" When the lab has been fully paid, a d<tte is fixed for 
the ~arriage (baram}, and the final ceremony of the nikall. 
ii performed in accordance with Muhammadan rites at the 
bride's home, but in a separate gidan or hut, technically 
known as kila or fort, which has been specially prepared 
for the purpose. Before starting for the bride's houst-, 
the bridegroom is bathed. under an arch of drawn swords 
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to protect him from evil spitits, dre~sE)d in . n~w clo~e! ~O!'tTU• 
and 'girded on with his arms. Afte~ the nikdh .. has .been -~tiOlf~' 
pe:rfornied the female relatives of the bride co~ duct he; to 
the gidan and hand her over to ·the. brlde~ooni. The 

- ~ . .· : ' . · · , · · · ~ • ~ r, , '"'f 

bride and bridegroom rema~ in the gidan for three d~ys, · 
,• > • ' · > ' • • • , • '- - ·'": I ' • • t' \ t", • ~ "', ' j't ~ 

on" the morning of the fourth day a sheep l,S,!!aCJj,fice~ 
(mon'ditar) hi front of the.gidan, ~nd tlie' married .. couple 
are then pe~mitted tO retum'to their'l!ome.' . '' ~ ···~\ ,,. 

The amount and p~~~nt o:f lab is the important _facto),' Bride-price. 
•,, . ' - . : - . .. ' '• • ,,, . tr. 

in all matrimonial arrangements. In the :western part ~~ 
• 1 -. • • (' } ' •• ' 

the District, where money is scarce, the payment is us~al-
. . ' '' . . . . . l ,-. ~ .• •'\(~ 

ly made in kind, the nominal rate being fifteen camels ~I: 
thirty jilav*. of sheep. In practice, however, about''~n.e 
third is actually paid. Among the Sanjranis the price ·1; 

. ~ • • . ' . 'I ·, ! ' ( • l_• j ''t" ( 

higher, and instances are known in which as much as 
Rs. 2,000 have been pai~ ·l:ly the Nausherwanis of Kh4r~ 
for a. Sanjrani girl. In such ~ases, 'however, a third Qf 
the price is usually ;refunded in the shap~' of ~amels and, 
slaves, -\.vhich are looked upon as the private properly'.of 
the bride. · · ' · . · · ' · ~ ' · '"' 

... Amo:t:ig the Rakhshanis and Mengals of Nushki the 
average amoun~ of lab paid for a virgin is about· Rs~ 50Q~ 
• . . • . . . . . • . • , .. 1 • 

a. portion of which is usually given in kind. There ~ no 
hard and ·fast rule; and the amount varies according 'to 
the position of the bride's family, the perso:t;ial attiactions 
of the.girl, and the paying capac~ty, age and social stan,d~ 
ing of the suitor. The price paid for a widow· is gene~ally 
half of that ~ven f~r a virgin, but this !~-gam depends 9n 
the age and attractions of the widow. . . ' . . . ·-

In addition to lab, the bridegroom is called upon to make 
.the three. following payments before the cere~~nY. of 
nikah is performed; (a) haq-i-mahr, or deferred· ·do~ei-, 
which is recognised in theory and varies from Rs~ 20 'in 
N ushki to a camel in Chagai. As a rule, this is merely a 
non1mal payment and in practicethe wife makes it over a's 

. . ... 

'!'Jilav is equivalent to 8 sheep and 21ambs or 3 goats and 2 kids, 
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a. gift to· her husband. ·(b) Khaklutr na seak, a. cUrious 
custom which seems to prevail in many parts of Baluchistan 
and in accordance with which the husband presents his 

. wife, as a dower, with a share of the merit (sawab) which 
he hopes to obtain after death by giving alms from his 
hearth (khakhar na seak) during his life time. The share 
given varies from one-sixth to one-third, and absolves the 
husband from the onus of giving any dower upon earth. 
(c) Shir bahli or compensation for suckling or bringing 
up the bride ; this payment, which is demanded by the 
mother or nearest female relation of the bride, varies 
from Rs. 10 to .Rs. 100 according to the position of the 
parties. Skir bahli is not paid among the Bar~ch Afghans, 
and among the other tribes it is paid only in the case of 
virgins. 

Mention may also be made of the system of exchange 
of girls (char pa chari or badli) which prevails among the 
tribes. Under this system, if there is much difference 
between the ages or personal attractions of the girls 
which are to be exchanged, the parents of the inferior 
girl have to pay an additional sum in cash. Similarly an 
elderly man, who obtains a young girl in exchange for 
one of his own female relations, has to make an additional 
payment by way of compensation (saru or bakh1). It would 
appear that this custom of additional payment is confined 
chiefly to the nomadic population. 

The marriage expenses vary according to the position 
and means of the contracting parties, the average 
amount which falls on the bridegroom's party being from 
Rs. 100 to Rs. 160. In addition to the payment of lab 
haq-i-mahr and shir bahli, the bridegroom is called upon to 
provide sheep and ata for the marriage feast, and to 
present the bride on the day of wedding with ornaments 
(iar-o-sat) and various articles of household furniture 
(urdu). The bride's parents provide her with a dress, 
ornaments and articles of furniture, and present the 
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bridegroom with a carpet and various articles of horse 
.gear. Their expenses are estimated from Rs. 40 to. 
Rs. 60. 

Divorce is rare among the tribesmen, but it is ·not 
infrequent among the lower classes such as the Loris •. 
The usual reasons for divorce are the disagreeable 
appearance or temper of the woman, immorality proved. 
or suspected, and p~tty theft. The method of divorce is· 
for the husband to throw three stones or clods of earth, 
one by one, into the lap of the woman and to thrice repeat. 
the words "I divorce you." This ceremony, if duly 
performed in the presence of witnesses, renders the divorce 
absolute. The divorced woman has the status of a widow 
and can remarry in the tribe, but if she is divorced for 
misconduct she cannot marry her seducer. A woman can 
obtain a divorce, if her husband is proved to be impotent 
or constantly maltreats and neglects her. To effect this, 
pressure is brought to bear on the husband by the parents 
through the tribal headmen. When the divorce has been 
obtained by the woman, a part of the lab is repaid to the 
husband, the amount being determined by the tribal 
elders . 
. Before British occupation, death was the punishment of 

a. faithless wife and her paramour caughtjlagra.nte delicto. 
This. still holds good in theory, but of recent years the· 
custom has been modified by the· interposition of Govern- . 
ment, the award of punishments and :fines on the guilty 
parties, and the payment of compensation to the injured 
husband and the parents of the woman. The ordinary 
de~and for compensation is Rs. 1,500, but the amount 
actually awarded is determined by jirga. in accordance 
with the merits of each case. One-fourth of the compensa-
tion is paid to the parents of the woman and the remainder 
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to the husband. The sta.tus 
The position of women is one of extreme degradation, of women 

a.nd both before and after marriage they lead a life of . a.nd their 
rights to 

constant drudgery and toil. property. 
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OWing to the system of lab, a. girl, as soon as she 
reaches marriageable age Is for all practical purposes . put 
up to ~ale to the highest bidder. As a. daughter or as 8. 
wife she cannot claim any rights in property, and as a. 
widow she cannot inherit, and is only entitled to a. bare" 
subsistance allowance from her late husband's estate, If 
divorced, she can only carry with her the dress she is 
weariDg. 

_Among the Baloch and Brahui tribes in the District, a. 
widow enjoys rather more freedom than among the 
Afghans in other parts of the Agency. Custom does not 
compei her against her wishes to marry one of the 
surViVing brothers of her deceased. husband, and. she is 
generally at liberty to choose her second. husband.. Her 
position has been further strengthened. by the following 
itnportant decision given by Mr. (now Sir B ugh) Barnes, 
then Agent to the Governor-General, in November 1892 
in the case of Lukman Kakar versus t.he Crown. 

c "As regards a widow's power of choosing a. husband, 
Muhammadan law must not be over-ridden by local inhuman 
and ignorant custom and, in all disputes regarding widow 
remarriage brought before the Courts in British .Haluchis· 
t~n or the Agency territories, the Courts of law should 
follow the provisions of Muhammadan law, in so far as that 
la.w gives to widows full liberty and. discretion to marry 
whom they please; and no case of the kind. should. be 
committed to a jirga. for settlement without a. clear 
direction that, on this point of the widow's freedom of 
choice, no curtailment whatever will be permitted. of the 
liberty and discretion which Muhammadan law allows 
her. The only J>Oint in which any concession to local 
tribitl custom can be permitted. is that which relates to the 
payment which should be made by the new husband to the 

· late husband's family. * * * In ord.erto put a. 
· stop to the feuds which might otherwise arise from allow
. ing widows to marry whom they please, it is admissible for 
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Courts to settle the sum of money which should be paid 
to the family of the widow's late husband by the man she 
promises to marry. This is the point in the settlement of 
these cases, which may usefully be made over to a jirga 

for decision." This decision was reaffirmed by Sir James 
Browne in June 1895, in the case of Musamat Miryam, 
Yasinzai in the Quetta District. 
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Inheritance among males is governed by the general Inheritance. 

principles of the shariat modified by tribal custom. 
Women are allowed no share in inheritance, but a person 
in his life time may bestow on his wife, daughter or sister 
a portion of his moveable or immoveable property by a 
written deed of gift, and such property descend~ to _her 
male issue, failing which it reverts to the donor or his 
heirs. 

. . -

The principal dialects spoken by the indigenous popula.
tion are Baluchi, Brahui and Pashtu. Th~ last named ·is 
limited to the Barech Afghans and the Ghil~ai nomads 
who represent about 2 per cent. of the population. 
Brahui is spoken by about 62 per cent; while Baluchi is 
the dialect of the Rakhshanis and Mandais in the Nushki 
tahsil, and of the Sanjranis in Chagai. The Baluchi 
spoken in the District is what is known as the western or 
Makrani* and is more largely impregnated with Persian 
words and expressions than the eastern dialect. The 
local Hindus, when speaking among themselves, still 
adhere to Jatki. The Loris, who are a men.i~~;l class, use 
the dialect of the tribe to which they are attached for the 
time being, but have also a peculiar and secret dialect of 
their own known as Lori Chini, which is made up by 
inverting Persian, Bra.hui or Baluchi words._ .. The name 
Lori Chini itself is said to be derived from the ·Sindi word 
Chaeni " said" or " invented " and a few instances of the 

•CensuJ of India 1901, Vol. V and V-A, l'· 74, 

Language. 
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inversions may be quoted by way of example:-
three hes Inverted form of Baluchi. seh. 
four rach Ditto char. 

five champ Ditto panch. 

ear shog Ditto gosh. 

hair dum Ditto mud. 
head ras Ditto sar. 
belly tep Inverted form of Urdu ... . pet • 
brother dirabar do • of Persian. bradar. 

. flesh shogt do. ofBaluchi. ghost. 

Among other words peculiar to the jargon may be 
mentioned tibbar (father), somb (nose) and goma (a rupee). 

The language of the Courts is Urdu, a corrupted form 
of which is being rapidly picked up by the. people in the 
neighbourhood of N ushki. The medium of correspon
dence, except in the case of official documents, is Persian. 

The following statement shows the distribution, by 
races and tribes, of the indigenous inhabitants of the 
District:-

Kambrani 182 
Langav 586 
1\:lengal 4,610 

Brahuis Muhammad Hasni 4,336 .. 
Raisani 37 
Sarparra. 49 
Miscellaneous clans 

. 
63 

Total 9,863. 

{Rind 23 
.Baloch ... Rakhsh&ni 3,502 

Total 3,525 

{&rech 253 
Ghilzai 11 

Afghans "' Kakar 17 

Tarin 29 
Total 310 
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Jat and Chhanals 

I 
Loris ... so Pr>I>utt

·noN'. a·4. 

. 30? 
18 

32~ 
72() 

1,54~ 

•.•• 

Saiads ... 
Others ·· Dehwar .... 

l Hindus ... 
Servile dependants 

Total 
The Brahuis, it will be seen, are the most numerous, 

comprising about 62 per cent. of the aggregate; tile 
Baloch come next with 23 per cent., while the number of 
Afghans (310) and others is insignificant.. The non-indi
genous population ( 448) is small and fluctuating, and it 
will not be necessary to deal with them further in this 
section, which will be confined to a. description of the 
chief indigenous tribes. 

A detailed description of the. constitution of typical Tribal cop.. 
stitutio:ri. Brahui and Baloch tribes has been given in Chapter VIII 

(pp. 121 and 124) of the Census Report of 1901,. and in 
dealing with the races of the District, the most important 
of which are either Brahui or Baloch, it will not be neces
sary to ttttempt a separate account of their tribal. 
organisation. 

In the census returns of 1901, the Rakhshanis were RakhsMnis. 

shown as a Brahui tribe, but it would appear more correct 
to class them as Baloch. Their language is Baluchi, and 
in his description of the Baloch Race Dames* has shown 
the Rakhshani as a clan of the Rinds, their progenitor 
being Hamal son of Hasan, son of Sahak who was ninth 
in descent from Rind. 

The founder of the tribe is supposed to have been a 
Baloch named Rakhsh, who lived some thirty-three 
generations ago and who had two sons, ·Harun and Jamal
din. On the death of their father the two brothers 
quarrelled, and Ja.maldin left llis home near Aleppo and 

- • .A.siatic Society Monographs, Vol. IV. The Baloch Race, 1904-, 
1'· 77-78. 
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migrated with his followers to Gwash in Kharan, w~ere 
he died after a sojourn of some thirty years. He was 
succeeded by his son Hot, and the clan. became known as 
the Jama.Idinis. About this time the Mandais of Nushki, 
a. Baloch tribe, who had come from Arabia about ten 
genera~ons ago, being. oppressed by the exactions of their 
Mughal rulers, called in the assistance of the Jama.ldinis. 
The invitation was accepted and the tribe migrated to 
Nushki, when the lands of the District were divided 
equally between the adult males of the two clans. The 
Mandais thus became amalgamated with the stronger clan 
of the J amaldini Rakhshanis. 

In the meantime, the other branch of the Rakhshanis, 
who were now under the leadership of Badin, the son of 
Harlin, and were known as the Badinis, had been defeated 
in their fights with the neighbouring tribes and compelled 
to migrate to Jalawar in Kharan. The Jama.Idinis ~nd 
Mandais, finding that they were unable to cope with their 
Mughal oppressors, in their turn summoned the Badlnis, 
who finally disposed of the Afghans by the following 
stratagem. The Governor and his followers were invited 

·to a. feast and the Mug hal guests were billeted among the 
various Badini families. On a preconcerted signal, which 
was the beat of a. drum announcing the "nosh kh/ine "* or 
commencement of ~he feast, the Badinis fell upon their 
guests and killed them. According to local tradition this 
accounts for the modern name of Nushki, which is a. 
contracted form of the words nosh khfme. Badin was 
summoned to Kabul, but he appears to have rendered a. 
satisfactory explanation of Lis conduct, and was permitted 
to return on condition of the paymen~ of a fixed annual 
tribute. On his return the Badinis were given a. share 
in the tribal lands, and henceforth became one of the 
permanent tribes of the District. 

The Rakshanis are also to be found in both Seistan and 

•Baluchi, meaning "Begin to e~t." 
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Kharan, and are occasionally met with on the banks of POPULA· 

the Tarnak and Helmand. Their total number in the TION. 

District in 1901 was 3,502: (males 1,847 and females 1,655), 
representing about 22 per' cent. of the total population. 
Their principal clans are the Badini (1,827), Jamaldini 
including Mandai (930), Shl.hpad (149) lll,nd Tauki (569). 
The Badinis and Jamaldinis reside mostly in the Nushki 
tahsll and the other sections are found in the central part 
of the Chagai sub-tahsH. 

The Badlnis are sub-divided into sixteen sections, of The Bfldlni 

h . h th F k' . M" ' . D htk' . M'k'k" K b Ra.khsMnis. w 1c e a 1rza1, 1Sr1Za1, as an1, a 1 1, am ar-
zai, Bolazai, Shambozai, Kamalahanzai, Jiandzai and 
Jangizai claim a common descent, while the Alozai, Ingal-
zai, Dhahezai, Balghani, Izatzai and. Mandozai are aliens 
(barok) who have been amalgamated with the clan at 
various periods. Of these, the Ingalzai Dha.Mzai and 
Balghani are of Afghan descent. The ruling family 
belongs to the BoLizai section, and the leading men of the 
clan at the p1esent day (1905) are Mir Alam Khan,. Mir 
Karim Khan and Mil' Abdul Aziz, all of whom are Bola-
zais. During their earlier history the tribe seems to have 
been fairly united, but in later years a feud originated · 
between the followers of Mir Alam Khan and Sharif Khan, 
the father of Mir Karim Khan. There was much desul-
tory fighting, during the course of which seventeen men 
are reported to have been killed. A settlement was 
effected by Captain Webb Ware in 1898, but the division 
still exists and the clan now occupies two separate villages 
which are named after .A lam Khan and Karim Khan. 

The J amaldinis are divided into four sections : the The J a.mfi.l. 

Haidarzai, Karamzai, Pahlwanzai and Shakarzai-the last dimh· ,R~kh. 
- s .. ms. 

named being the headman's family. The leading men are 
Mir Jan Beg and Mir Kasim Khan. 

The Mandais, who, as already stated, are amalgamated The 
with the Jamaldinis, are divided into the following seven Mflndais. 

sectio!ls; the Amirz~i, Mirozai, ~amzanzai, Shadezai, 
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Muhabatzai, Isazai and Firozzai. Their leading men are 
Mir Baloch Khan and Mir Halim Khan. 

Characte1-is· Pottinger who visited the District in March 1810 
tics of the d "b th R kh h' . 'dl• . Rakhshanis. escr1 es e a s ams "as 1 e, Ignorant, unmannerly 

and predat?ry ; tfe latter quality " he adds, "they inherit . 
in common with the whole race, and they are likewise 
much addicted to gambling. Hospitality and an adherence 
to such promises as relate to their personal bravery or 
fidelity, seem to be very justly their great boasts."* 

These tribes are no longer predatory, but in other 
respects they do not appear to have changed to any great 
extent, and with a few exceptions are generally poor and 
lazy cultivators. 

The Zagar The Mengals, the most numerous of the Brahui tribe in 
Mengals. Baluchistan, may be divided into three main sections: 

the Jhalawan Mengals the Mengals of the Bolan and the 
Zagar Mengals of Nushki. The latter claim their descent 
from Zakria, the second son of Mena, who was one of the 
sons of Ibrahim. Up to a comparatively recent date, the 
branch of the Mengals resided in Kala t, but during the reign 
of Mir Mehrab Khan of Kalat (1695-6) a feud broke out 
between them and the Badini Rakhshanis of Nushki. 
In the de~:~ultory fighting which continued for several years, 
the Mengals lost heavily, aud at length a peace was 
concluded by Mir Abdulla Khan (1715-6) who compelled the 
Badinis to surrender a share of the Khaisar stream to the 
Mengals. The latter tribe, taking advantage of this 
opening, emigrated to Nushki, and built a village on the 
Khaisar stream.. The further account of their subsequent 
acquirements of land and water in the District is given 
in the section on the Early Revenue History_ in Chapter III 
of this volume. 

At the present day the Zagar Mengals are one of the 
prominent tribes in Chagai, and represent about 29 per 

• Travels in Baluchist:r.n and Sind, by Henry Pottinger, (London 
1816), p. 12.t-5. ' 
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cent. of the total population, their number being 4,610: POPULA· 
TION. 

males 2,450 and females 2,160. They ar~ divided into 
two main branches, the Badinzai and N ozai. The former 
comprises the sub-sections of the Ba,jezai, Trasezai, and 
Amirzai and the latter the sub-sections of the Mahmudzai, 
Baranzai and Muhammadzai. The J?aindzai, a sub-section 
of the Bajezai, are the Sardarkhel or ruling family of the 
Zagar Mengals, and the present chief (1905) is Mir Muham-
mad Ali Khan, Paindzai, ·and the other men of note and 
influence in the tribe are Mir Attar Khan, Paindzai, Mir 
Chandan Khan, Trasezai and Mir Gauhar Khan, Paindzai. 
In addition to the Zagar Mengals, the following sections 
of the Jhalawan Mengals, namely the Sasoli (738), the 
Sbahezai (232) and the Samalanri (951) are also to be 
found in different parts of the District. 

Like other Brahuis, the Mengals have from time to 
time been strengthened, by the recruitment of individuals 
and groups from other tribes. Thus the Ahmadzai, who 
were originally Kurds, the Gazazai, originally Muhammad 
Hasni and the. AUahdadzais, who are descended from an 
Afghan father by a Mengal wife, are cians which have 
become affiliated, tbarok) with the tribe. The ceremony 
of affiliation is a public one, and the recruit is required to 
take an oath in the presence of not less than five of the 
tribal eldE)rs that he will share in the common good and 
ill of the tribe. Sheep are then killed and partaken of by 
all present. After this ceremony has been performed the 
recruit is considered to have a vested interest in the tribal 
welfare, and is entitled to his share of the tribal lands at 
the periodical divisions. His admiss~on is also sealed with 
blood, by a woman from the tribe being give~ to him or 
his sons in marriage. 

The Muhammad Hasni, also known as the Mamas ani, are TheMuham
a migratory and nomad people found in all parts of .the mad Hasni. 

District from the Ras Koh Kamaran hills to Seistan. 
'£hey are also to be found in Kbaran, Seistan, Lmistan 
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and along the valley of the Helmand. Their total number 
in the District was estimated in 1901 as 4,336: 2,197 
males and 2,139 females. The local Muhammad Hasni 
claim connection with the Mamd.sani Llirs, who are 
described in Lord Curzon's Persia* as "occupying the 
country still known as Shulistan, and extending as far 
east and south-east as Fars and the plain of Kazerun. 
This tribe prides itself on its origin, claiming to have 
come from . Seistan, and to be directly descended from 
Rustam * * * They have been even more 
celebrated for their predatory and lawless habits than the 
Kuhgelu, and have always found both a rallying place and 
a retreat in their celebrated hill-fortress of Kaleh or Diz
i-Safid, the white castle (so called from the colour of the 
rock), in the mountains_, some fifty miles to the north-east 
of Shiraz." 

The local tribe is nominally subject to Sardar .Rustam 
Khari of Jebri in Kharan, but he has no real influence 
over any Mamasani clan north of Kha.ran. The Mama
sani tumandar or headman who appears to exercise most 
power over these wild tribes is Shah Gul Khan, Siahezai 
Mamasani, a resident of Koh-i-Pusht, but even he has 
little influence except over his own immediate followers. 
The Mamasanis have the reputation among their neigh
bours of being bad friends and bitter enemies. According 
to the census returns, the principal clans found in the 
District are: the Dahmardag (88), Darakzai (318), 
Dastakzai (48), Hajizai (35), Haruni (37), ldozai (102), 
Kehrai (322), Kiazai (6t8), Loharzai (52), Mandozai (318), 
Mardan Shahi (58),· Shahakzai (287), Sheikh Hussaini 
(138), Siahezai (567), Subazai (128), Sulaimanzai (33) and 

, Yaghizai (387). 
With the exception of the HarUni who are engaged in 

agricultural pursuits in the N ushki tahsil, and the 
Mandozai who work as tenants in Chagai, the rest of the 

"'Cur•on'• /!ers·ia, Vol. II, p. 318. 
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clans are nomads pure and simple. The Noikzais (877) 
have been included in the· Census Report among the 
Mamasanis, bu~ they do not ad~t the coimection; and 
claim to be of Rind Baloch descent. Their leading men 
in Chagai are Mir Muhammad Khan and · Mir Safar 
Khan. 

The Sanjranis who during the census of 1901 were 
classed as a clan of the Rakhshanis, also claim to be Rind 
Baloch. Dames in his BaJock Race* says that "the 
Sanjrani or Told are, all agree, an important Baloch tribe.'' 
According to local tradition, San jar, the founder of the tribe, 
seceded from the main body of the Rinds owing to family 
quarrels, and came to Chagai seventeen generations· ago. 
The earliest genealogy of the tribe, which can now be 
ascertained, commences with Jan Beg I who ·lived six 
generations ago. His grandson, Jan Beg II, who was a 
man of enterprise, accompanied by three of his sons, 
Khanjan Khan, Nawd.b Khan and Islam Khan, led an 
expedition into the valley of the Helmand and succeeded 
in ousting the Sat·bandis and others th~n in possession 
from their settlements on the Helmand as far west as 
Seistan. The fourth son Shah Pasand, had in the mean
time been left behind in charge of CMgai,"where his 
descendants are- to be found at the present_ day (1905). 
Having divided the Helmand valley among the three sons 
who had accompanied him,, Jan Beg set off for Chagai, 
but died on the way home and was buried at Khwaja Ali, 
where his grave still exists. . 

Khanjan Khan~ the eldest son, subsequently abandoned 
Afghanistan and settled permanently in Persian Seist~n, 
but the descendants of the other sons retain possession of 
Rod bar, Kbwaja Ali, Bandar-i-Kamal and Chahar Burjak, 
all in Afghan territory. Jan Beg married his sister to 
Kamal Khan, Barech, and appointed him as hereditary. 

•.Asiatic Society Monographs, Vol. IV. The Baloch Race 1904, 
P· s2. · 
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naib of th~ Sanjranis of Chagai with a. fifth share of the 
1., . •: .. ' . . 

tri~al revenues. The \)resent nt.iib is Dost M:uhan.;mad 
ltha.n (1905) who is fourth in dt!scent from KaW:a.I Khan. 

Under the name of Sanjrani are also included numerous 
s~lf t~bes- of Taokis; who a:re subj~ct to the S<mjrani 
headman and occupy the counky west of Chagai and as 
far as Persia. According to the census of 1901, the 

. Sa.njranis of Cha.ga.i, including the Taokis, numbered 
~69 : males 290 and fe~a.les 279, of which 189 only were 
real Sanjranis. Other sections of the Ta.okis met with in 
the District are the· N arul, whose boundary is f··om the 
Teznan hill to the Dalil Ra.nge, the Sa.lhani who reside at 
Barab Chab, the Dahmardag, the Kamarzai, the Shah 
Karda, and the Da.Ibaudin T1Lokk who are divided Uito 
four sub-sections, the lfuai, M:asnzai, Nedamzai, and 
Allahdadzal. 

·. The Sanj~a~is have never paid tribute to the Khan ~f 
Kalat, n~r have they ever be~~ subject to the Kharan 
c?ief. Prior ~~ Britis~ occupation their dealings fur 
~any years were exclusively with Afghanistan, to which 
country the. greater ~umbers and the more important 
branches of the tribe belong. An account of these is 
giv~n ia. th~ section on History. 

Though only few in number, the Sa.njrani:s are ac
knowledged as the rightful O\Vners of the country, the 
borders ·of which commenc~ from M:oba.bbat near Nushki 
and Kain and extend west as far as the Koh-i-Da.lil. The 
country beyond that again is also. chiefly occupied by 
Sa.njrani.s ~s Jar as t.he Persian border. On the nm-th 
their territory :exte~ds to _the new lud~ghan boundary 
line .a.nd southwa.rda .to .the wa.teY..sbed .of the range of 
mountains south of Dalbandin. llasbki Chab, Isa. Tahir, 
fa.niha.n, Za.ian, G~licha.h aud Sorap are within the Saoj
rB.ni limits. In former days they also owned the country 
f~r ~~me distance south of the rao"'e south of Da.Iba.ndin, 

; . .·. • • . . . . 0 . . 

uicludin~-Hurmaga.i and other places, but the Khan of 
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Khard.n has encroache~ upon tllis portion an<l the water· 
· ~he!} of tl1e range now forms their !l-Ctuii.l boundary. The 
·present headman of the Ch:igai Sanj•;aniei is Ali Khan, 
who receives a mQnthly allowance of Rs: 350-and enjoys 
certain exemptions f1·om revenue, ·which ·are mentio~edin 
Chapter III under Muafis. _ 

According to the census of 1901, the total number of 
Saiads in the District amounted to 306 (males· 169 ·and 
females 137), of which 238. . were classed as Shadizai 
Bukhalis, 5 as. Khars!ns,- and 63 as "unspecified'~ or 
misc~>llaneous. The Saiads in the Nushki tahsil belong to 
the Bukhari clan· and are-the descendants of-one-Iiasan 
Taraka, who is said to Iiave come seven generations ago 
fl"OUl Kunar in Afghanistan wliere a shrine erected to his 
memory exists to the -present· day. ·He has a1so a shrine 
at Kili Kasim Khan near N usbki. .In consideration of the 
a9sistance afforded by him to the Rakhshauis duriug their 
fights with the Rekis, he was givell 3 shabanas ·in· the 
Khaisar stream, and his descendants are entitled to a share 
in the Dak lands. Hasan had four sons: Shado, Haji 
Namu, Rahmat and Isa, who have given their names to 
the four divisions of Saiads, wLo :riow live iu Nushki and 
nre known as the Shadozai, Rajizai, Rahmatzai ana 
Isazai sections. Several lsazai Saiads are' also found in " 
Kba.ran. The· Saiad headmen in Nushki are Khwaja ': 
Muhammad, fourth in descent from Shado, Z,tinudd1n and' 
Nawab Shah. These Saiads intermarry' with the local 
tribes. 

pt)piJti, 
·Tioit. 

Sa.iads. 

Nushki 
Saia.ds. 

The Saiads of Chagai are known as the Balanoshi Ch~gai 
Saiads, and are the earliest inhabitants of the District of . Saiads. 

whom there is any authentic record. lt is not known who 
their predecessors were~ and there is no reliable authority 
to show whence they C<tme or to· what particular family of 
Saiad.s they belong. They appear to have remained in 
peaceful possession of the country until disturbed by the 
incursion of the Sanjrauis,· when, according' to tradition, 
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they did not surrender their rights without a. severe 
struggle and until they had been worsted in a sanguinary 
engagement, in which they lost more than half their 
:fighting men. Driven from the country, the Saiads took 
refuge in the Cha.gai · Sarlat, where remnants of tbe 
former masters of Chagai are still to be found. The 
inhabitants of the neighbourhood still relate how the 
spilling of so much innocent Saiad blood moved the Deity 
to a wrath made manifest by the trembling of the ground 
and by the drying up of the Nasiri Karez. At the time 
of the Sanjrani invasion, the Saiads seem to have been 
a fairly numerous tribe, but their numbers have steadily 
diminished and at the present time (1905) they are only 
represented by about thirty families. These families 
depend chiefly for their livelihood on a small tax which 
they levy on Afghans and others who visit their hills to 
collect asafretida. 

Laskhar Shah, the late head of the Balanoshi 
Saiads of Chagai, who died in 1905 leaving :five sons, 
was held in great veneration by all the tribesmen on 
both sides of the border, who were accustomed to obtain 
his blessing before embarking on a journey or any enter
prise of an important nature. Lashkar Shah did not 
nominate his heir, but it is understood that the religious 
succession devolves on his fourth son Mull&.. 

Ba.rkb.. In 1901 the Barech in the District numbered 253: 
males 146, females 107. The Barech are Sara ban Afghans, 
who are divided into four large clans: the Mandozai, 
Zakazai, Badalzai and Shirani, anl occupy the Shorawak 
district of Afghanistan. The few families that are to be 
found in the C:.11igai sub-tahsil belong to the Akazai 
section of the Mandozai clan and have practically become 
abso1·bed among the Sanjranis, whose dialect they have 
adopted. The families in the Nushki tahsil belong to the 
Ahkozai and Samezai sections of the Mandozai clan, and 
immigrated from Shorawak five generations ago. The 
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local headman is Ba.dal Khan, after whom the Badal Karez 
is named and of which the Ba.rech own 12 shab&.nas out of 
a. total of 321. 

The Lingavs in the District numbered 586 in 1901 : 
males 303, females 278. They are immigrants from the 
Sara wan province of Kalat, their head quarters being 'the 
Mungachar valley. Among the Brahuis of Kalat they are 
looked down upon as a subject and inferior race, but this 
does not seem to be the case in Nushki, where they are 
sometimes permitted to intermarry with the other tribes. 

The principal sections in the Nushki tahsil are the 
Sbahezai and J.aurazai; and they have gradually accruired 
by khat kashi shares in many of the karezes. In Cha:.gai 
where they have acquired shares in the Lijji and -Padgi 
Shah K.irezes, the Langav number about thirty families 
belonging to the Lijji, Za.hrizai and .. Salarzai sections. 
'l'hey also work as tenants. · · 

In 1901, there were thirty families (86 persons; 
46 males and 40 females) of the Loris in the District, of 
which six belonged to Chagai and the remainder to the 
N ushki tahsil. They call themselves Sarmasta:ri.ri or the 
<lescendants of Sarmast and are regarded by the tribesmen 
as a menial class with whom intermarriages. are. not 
permitted. Their chief occupations are those of 
blacksmith or ahinkar, carpenter or d~akhanr,. and 
musician or shriir. They· also perform ·circumcisions. 
The carpenters and blacksmiths are usually· attached to 
villages and tribes and the wages, to which· they are 
entitled, hal"e been mentioned under ''Rents andWa.ges." 
On the occasion of marriages their perquisites are the old 
cloLbes of the bride and bridegroom, the offal of all 
animals killed for the feast, a donkey from the bride's 
relations and a bullock from those of the bridegroom: 

In 1901, the Hindus in the District numbered 329: 
mnles 204, females 125 ; but these numbers also included 
the aliens residing in the Nushki bazar, The domicile(t 
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Hindus, who are known BIJ the Taldars, are immigrant$ 
from . Ka.chhi and Shikarpur and numbe~ in all a. bout 
thirty families of whom twenty-two families are settled in 
Nushld itself, wlllle the remainder live in the villages in 
the neighbourhood (1905). They are Aroras of the Dahra 
and Dakhanra clans. In, pre-Biitish days they paid a. 
poll tax varying from S anmLs to Rs. 2/8/0 per family and 
had otht>~ services to perform for the tribal headmen; 
they were. also compelled to wear either red paijamas, a. 
red turban or a r.ed cap as n. distinctive mark of theU' 
race. The condition of the Hindus is prosperous and a. 
eonsiderable portion of the trade with Kb8.ra.n2 Ga.rmsel 
~:~.nd Shorawak and a. part of that with Seistan is in their 
bands. They are also the financiers of the local zamindar• 
•ndi as such have gradually acquired landed property in 
th~ n~ghbourhood. of Nushki by purchase or mortgage. 
The leading men among them are : Chaudhri Hardas 
Ma.n .. Seth KbUb Chand and Deru. 

Fw:-ther details of the dou1iciled llindus of Nushki will 
'be found in a monograph compiled by Rai Sahib Diw&.n 
J'amiat Rai and publi~:~hed in the Jouma.l* of lh• .Asiatic 
Society of Bengt~l, in 1903. 

The Rekis, as their name implies, are "dwellers in sand" 
Qr in. the low lands and are divided into thrt-e divisions :the 
J?~lds 9f ~Hrjawa., the Rekis of Mashkel and the Rekis 
of J'.i.lk. AU three divisions are said to have sprung from a. 
eommon ancestor, buh while all acknowledge Muhammad 
Raza. Khan as their chief, each section pays sardari dues to 
its own immediate l1ead, who in tha case of the Rekis of 
:).iash,kel is Mi r Kya. Kh.tn, and in the case of Rekis of J alk, 
)iir Lalla. ; tha f01·mer, howevt-r1 pays tribute to Sir N auroz 
l!bci:n. of· Kbaran. Tha Rekis number in all about 
650 families and own numerous ~ocks~ A few of them 
periodicnlly visit the Cllagai Distlict for pasturage. 

Captain. Webb W1tt·e give~ the following account of the 

•Vol. LUll. pal"\ Ill. No.2, Oalqutta.,l903, 
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notorious in the early days. of the .Trade Route :...;."In · · 
point of numbers the strongest tribe inhabiting Sarhad. 
ThPy are a pastoral Baloch tribe possessing marked 
predatory habits and closely allied in appearance, ma!lners 
and customs to the Marris of Baluchistan, with whom they 
claim affinity. The Damani acknowledge as chie£ pne Mir 
Jahind Khan, Yar Muhammadzai, and they are divided 
into the following eight sections, viz: the Yar Muha.mmad-
zai, the Rahmanzni, the Mir Begza~, the Sohrabzai, the. 
Surezai, the Mir Gulzai, the Hussainzai, and the Umarzai~ 
Tribal tradition has it that many generations ago a. branch 
of the Marris left the parent stock and settled in the high. 
lands of Sarhad tempted by the close resemblanc~ wltich, 
that country bears to the la.nd of their birth. In conrs~. 

Qf time the branch which took root in Sarh1td. gradually 
extended its authority until . most -of .. the :petty .• clan!! 
inhabiting Sarhad came under .its sway, with the result 
that eventually all combined to form one tribe, which 
become known amongst their neighbours as Damanis,. or 
dwellers on the mountain slopes. 

"The Damanis number in all som~ 800 families and 
inhabit the Saft!d Koh, Hadgali, . Uunder~n,. ·.Tal~b• 
Reg-i-Malik, Rod-i-Gazo, Shakbund, Muhammadablid,. 
Nakokabad and Gurjan. Like the Marris of British 
BaluchiRtan, the D.i.mani ~re · essentially' .a :rac.e; of 
hardy mountaineers, devoted to their higlllands, :which 
they only leave once a year in July, to collect their date 
harvest in Mashkel, or to raid, a practice to which :they 
are much addicted. One-third of. the .total : yicld pf 
Mashkel belongs to this ta'ibe, who pay no .revenue. either 
to the Persian Government or to K}laran.: They .. are 
regarded by their neighbout·s as a nest of. hornets .·.with 
whom it is best not to interfere. Summed up .in a. ,few. 
words the Damani are a set of wild, barbarous, :1lemi
independent mountaineers .on whom the --Persian ·,-o!t~ 
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presses but lightly. There is no doubt that the Persians 
could impress their authority on the Damani if they 
made a determined effort to do so; but hitherto the 
Damani have successfully opposetl the varions feeble 
attempts the Persians have made against them from time 
to time." 

The indigenous population of the District may be 
divided into two religious denominations, Musalmans and 
Hindus. The numbers of the latter are, however, 
insignificant, and form only 2 per cent. of the total 
population of 15,689 persons censused in 1901. 

The Muhammadans of the District belong to the Sunni 
sect, but the Saiads and mullas alone know a little about 
the forms of their religion. The higher classes are devout 
in performing their prayers at stated times, in keeping 
the fasts, and in setting apart a portion of their income 
for zakat. But with the majority of the peoplt>, super
stition takes the place of religion, and they believe in the 
intervention of ancestors and saints in the pursuits of 
their daily life. These saints are invoked to cure diseases, 
to avert calamities, to bring rain, and to bless the child
less with offspring. Saiads and mullas also play an 
iJ;Dportant part, and their amulets, charms and blessings 
are constantly invoked. The most influential men of this 
class in Nushki are Sahibzada Gul Jan and Muhammad 
Husain and Saiads Khwaja. Muhammad and Ma.lang 
Shah; and in Chagai mullas Imam Khan, Sa.njrani, Sakhi 
Muhammad Shah, Fa.kirzai, and the five sons of the late 
Saiad Lashkar Shah, Balanoshi (19~5). 

Among the common superstitions are the following:
If a. fox crosses the traveller's path from the right it is 

considered a. lucky sign, but if it should pass from the 
left to the right it is ominous and the traveller must l1a.lt 
~or a. while ere he proceeds Oll' his way. If a snake 
crosses the path, the traveller must halt until it bas dis
appeared. The fox's bark, which is locally described as 
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kur kur, is considered an auspicious sign and one tl:tat 
predicts rain, but if the sam~ animal emits the cry of wti 
wa, a great calamity or~ death is foretold. Such was _the 
importance attached to this sign, ~hat in former days 
raiding parties have been known to haye halted for s.everal 
days on hearing the il1-omened sound. 

In pre-British times " ordeal by fire," was much 
resorted to for the purpose of _determining the innoce:qce 
or guilt of a suspected thief. The accused was caUeq 
upon either to hold a piece of red-hot iron in his hap.d, or 
to pic~ out a ring thrown int~ a bowl of boiling ghi. If 
the man came out of the ordeal without injury or hurt, 
his innocence was proved, and his acGuser was compelled 
to pres~nt him with ~ caJ:llel by way of compens~ttion 
(panjabah4) and at the same time give another camel to 
the tribal headman._ '.fhis metpod of. tri!!>l il!l still prac
tised. by the "D.Omads in the more remote parts of ~he 
District (1905). 

· There is a very wide-spread belief in the power of the 
" evil eye," in the power of evil spirits generally, and in 
the propensity of the latter to indulge ~n theft. Thus, 
when the harvest is ready, the grain collected on the 
threshing flopr is encircled by a line drawn with the point 
of a naked sword, which is then placed on the top of the 
heap. A piece of wood with the kal~ma inscribed is al!!O 
fixed into the heap. 
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The religion of the majority of the domiciled Hindus is Hinduism. 

a mixture of Sikhism combined. with idol worship, while 
the Shikarpuris worship Darya Baksh, the River Pir of 
Sind. Their religious practices are loose and have been 
considerably influenced by their surroundings. Many of the 
banias employ Muhammadan servants, and the majority 
of them will drink water from a skin or vessel belonging 
to a Muhammadan. It has, however, been noticed there 
is a tendency towards a stricter observance of caste pre-
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judices since they came in contact with the Hindus · from 
India. 

Occupation. Occupations were not recorded in detail in 1901, the 
family system of enumeration having been followed, and· 
the occupation of the head of the family being assumed to 
be that of the remainder. The population in this case 
may be roughly divided into five classes by occupation ; 
landowners, cultivators, flockowners, traders and artisans. 

As is natural in a pastoral country, the flockowners and 
their dependants form by far the most numerous class. 
Their total in 1901 was estimated at 10,602 persons, of 
which 2,836 were classed as actual workers (males) and 
7,766 as dependants of both sexes. Of these again the 
majority were camel owners, and were represented in the 
Nushki tahsil principally by the Trasezai and Amirzai 
Mengals, the Muhammad Hasnis, and the Fakirzai and 
Izzatzai Rakhshanis, and.. in Chagai by t~e Notezais, 
Muhammad Hasnis and Taukis. The Hamirzai sub-section 
of the Trasezai Mengals are considered to possess an excel
lent breed ofjambtia or riding camel. The principal sheep 
owners in Nushki are the Bajezai Mengals, and in Chagai 
the Kamarzai and Dah Mardag, who live near Chagai and 
Dalbandin. The chief cattle breeders are the Amirzai, 
Sasoli, the Fakirzai Rakhshanis of Padag and the Langavs 
of Nushki. The landowners in the District are a compara
tively small class, and in 1901 were estimated at 1,275 
actual workers (males) and 3,115 dependants of both sexes, 
all of whom were classed as "land-holders and land
holding agriculturists." The majority of these are to be 
met with in the Nushki tahsil, and include the Paindzai, 
Trasezai and Bajezai Mengals; the Badini Jamaldini and 
Mandai Rakhshanis, and the Harlini, Langav and Barech 
tribes; and in Chagai the Sanjrani, Notezai, Barech and 
Balanoshi Saiads. The majority of the Bajezai Mengals, 
and the Makiki and Balghani septs of the Badini Rakhsh3.
nis, the Notezai and the Barech cultivate their own Ia nds 
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while a large number of the others employ tenants. 
Commerce accounted, in 1901, for 141 actual workers 

and 152 dependants, but these figures only referred to the 
stationary commercial population, and did not include the 
large number of transfrontiermE:ui who are engaged in the 
wheat, wool and gki trade between Garmsel, Shorawak and 
Nushki, or the indigenous tribes who are employed in the 
carrying trade (karwani) between Kharan and the District. 
No reliable figures are available in connection with the 
numbers thus employed. 

The artisans belong chiefly to the Loris of the Sarmas
tanri section and for the most part are to be :found in the 
Nushki tahsil, where they work as blacksmiths, carpenters, 
bards and musicians. · 

The women besides helping in agriculture occupy their 
spare time in making felts, felt coats, rough carpets and 
earthen· pots. The poorer classes make their own sandals 
(chawat) from raw hide or (swath) and mats from the 
dwarf palm. 
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more definite form than among the Afghans, and the and social 

h . d B l h 'b f n· . . precedence. Bra m an a oc tn es o the IstriCt are 1n no way 
behind their neighbours in exacting a rigid ooservance of 
the social duties. Each tribe has its head or chief, whose 
poeition is unassailable, and within each tribe the prece
dence of each section, division and subdivision is marked 
and defined, and the head of each such group takes 
precedence strictly in the order of his group. Owing 
to their proximity to the Persian border, the tribesmen 
have also imbibed many of the notions of Persian etiquette, 
and the smallest and least important malik has the most 
exaggerated idea of his izzat or personal dignity. This 
question of izzat is perhaps more marked than in other 
parts of Baluchistan. The members o~ the Sardar Khels 
or families of the chiefs have a recognised social position, 
and it is considered as an honor to marry into these 
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families. The tribesmen endeavour to intermarry among 
their own septs, or among septs of a similar social status 
among other Baloch or Brahui tribes, but the poorer 
classes do not object to give their girls in marriage to 
men of out-side tribes, and this action does not entail any 
social stigma. The tribesmen do not inter-marry with 
the Loris or the menial classes, and, as elsewhere in 
Baluchistan, persons following the occupation of artisans 
are always placed at the bottom of the social scale. The 
Baloch custom of taking and giving the news (hawal) 
prevails in all parts of the District, and the manner in 
which it is conducted is in accordance with the strictest 
social etiquette. 

As much importance is attached to the procedure, a 
brief description of the same may not be out of place and 
is as follows :-When a newcomer arrives at a place 
where several members of a tribe are assembled, he 
offers the salamalaik or "peace be with you," and is 
answered only by the person highest in rank, who replies 
wli.-alaikamussalam or "with you be peace" and 
adds formal enqumes jor-us, shar jor-us etc., 
concerning the health of the new arrival and his 
relations. The others present th_en welcome the new 
comer. The highest in rank next asks permission of all 
present to take the news. If the new arrival is of inferior 
rank, he merely says haw(i.lat,J ("give your news,") but if 
the mari is an equal or of superior rank the remark is 
prefaced by 'mehrbtl.n.i ka ~ ("do us the favour.") The 
newcomer thereupon asks for formal leave to speak and 
gives the news when permission has been accorded. 

Hospitality. Hospitality to all comers is still considered as one of 
the most important obligations of the tribesmen, but, 
owing to the extreme poverty of the majority of the people, 
the duty is, in practice, confined principally to the chiefs 
and richer men, and the ordinary people content them
~elve~ bl entertainin~ t~ei:r frie~di$ a.~d ac<!uaintances. 



HOSPITALITY. 

The great increase in the number of travellers consequent 
on the opening out of the country and the establishment 
of the trade route and the general rise in prices have also 
tended to check the ancient custom of indiscriminate 
entertainment. 

The old time hospitality practised by the chiefs ·in 
former days is well illustrated by the following account 
given by Pottinger* of his reception near Nushki by the 
Rakhsha.ni chief in 1810. 

4
' The Sardar ·or chief of the tooman (tuman) was away 

from home, and th~ Belooches, who were crowded about 
us, began to be rude and troublesome. · In this dilemma 
we were cogitating what we were to do, when a man, who 
from his dress we took to be a Persian, advised our going 
to the mihman khanu, or house for guests. "There," said 
he "you will be safe and unmolested and when the Sirdar 
comes back in the evening, he will furnish you with a 
guide. We adopted this plan, and the change of <Conduct 
in the people was instantaneous, for, though still curious 
to discover what we were, they became attentive to our 
wants and comforts, spread a carpet, brought pillows from 
the Sirdar's house for us to rest upon, and, in short, from 
the moment we entered the mihman kh&.nu appeared to 
respect us as the guests of their chief, and entitled to all 
the Beloochee .right of hospitality; nor was this 
confined to ourselves and people, for a man was ·also pro
duced to tend our camels out to graze. 

"The mihman khanu was a ghedan of wickerwork, the 
roof covered with black kummul or blanket, excessively 
cool and refreshing to us, who had been sitting for three 
hours in the red sand exposed to a noontide sun. We laid 
aside our arms and la.y down to sleep, having no longer 
any fears either on account of our property or persons. 
About sunset they sent to us from the Sirdar's, a tray of 
l10t brea.d with a wooden bowl full of dholl (dtil) or peasoup, 

• Pottinger's Travels in Baluchist4n, 18l0, 
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and shortly after we had dined, the chief himself came to 
visit us. When the usual ceremonials of embracing were 
gone through, he began by expressing his surprise at our 
not having brought a letter to him·from Kalat or Kuch 
Gandava, which latter province he concluded, as a matter 
of course, we had visited; declaring it would be out of his 
power, as he valued the Khan's friendship, to assist 
us in escaping (for he had no doubt we were followed by 
some person), and hinted at our being the sons of Rohoollah 
Beg the Babee merchant; 'however' continued he, 
'you may make yourself easy, and I shall feel it my duty 
to protect you so long as you choose to remain with me.' 

* * * * * * * 
"An event occurred this morning, which will shew how 

inherent the spirit of hospitality is ·in these people. One 
of our Hindustani servants had begun to bake some cakes, 
when he was discovered by the Belooche& who called out 
'What I are you going to disgrace our toornan ? Cannot 
Eidal Khan (the Sirdar's name) find food for his guests.' 
"The man explained to them, that it was his mistake 
from not knowing their customs, on which they were 
quite pleased, but told him, that though they lived in a 
desert and were a poor set they had once entertained 
Nusseer Khan and his_ army for five days so profusely that 
he ever afterwards called them the Dil Kooshti.s, or open
hearted, i.e., generous." 

The method described above is that which is still in 
vogue among the tribesmen when entertaining their 
guests, and though, as already stated, op~n hospitality 
is not meted out in the case of all strangers, the duty 
nevertheless imposes no small tax on the resources of the 
chiefs and headmen, as it is a matter of etiquette among 
men of standing to be accompanied on their travels. by as 
many followers as possible, the number of such retinue 
being accepted as an indication of the importance of the 
master. 
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when fines and compensation for blood have to be paid ; groups. 
or when an individual has been reduced to poverty owing • 
to unforeseen circumstances. These contributions are 
entirely voluntary and are 1·egarded in the light of a debt 
of honour, to be discharged if the donor ever has to 
demand bijjar himself. In former times it would appear 
to have been the custom for the rich and powerful to 
demand bijjar from their po~rer brethren as ~ right.' 
When a death occurs it is usual for the neighbours and 
friends to make some small presents (pursi) to the relations 
of the deceased. 

Another method of co-operation is known as hashar or 
ashar, in accordance with which all the villagers and 
friends are expected t.o come forward to help a- neighbour, 
who wishes to erect a new embankment (band) or repair 
an old one. Such help is readily given, and when thus 
employed the men a~d animals are fed by the person for 
whom the work is being done. 

Gatau is the name given to an ancient custom which 
permitted travellers to take ·a sheep or goat for purposes 
of food from any flock which they might come across. 
This custom, however, appears to be dying out, or atleast 
is confined to the flocks of friends or relations. 

A headman who owns sufficient lands to provide for all 
the needs and comforts of a family, lives at ease. Praying, 
eating and gossiping fill his day with now and again a 
little business, such as giving directions to his tenants or 
shepherds, revenue collecting, or acting as peace-maker or 
arbitrator in petty disputes among the tribesmen. Most 
of the cultivators are careless and la:r.y, and are only fully 
employed at the time of sowing or harvest. They leave 
much of· their work to their women, and spend most of 
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the4- day gossiping. Occasionally they vary the monotony 
of existence by bringing some fuel or fodder for the 
cattle. 

A shepherd is the only man, who leads a hard life. He 
is off before dawn and only returns to the settlement for 
a short time at midday, after which he is aga.in absent 
till evening. When the pasture near the village or 
encampment is exhausted, he is sometimes absent from 
the village or encampment for ~eeks or months where 

his dole of flour ~nd sal~ is sent to him and is supple
mented by milk from his flock. It is not surprising that 
his Jife renders him extraordinarily hard and active. 

The nomads generally lead a robust and careless life 
wandering with their encampments from place to place in 
search of pasture for their Hocks and herds. 

Food. The majority of the people have only two d3.ily meals, 
one in the morning at about 11 A.M. and the other at 
sunset. The former is called swara or nim rock and the 
latter sham. Only wel1-t~o people take a. third meal 
called niari in the early morning which in summer con
sists of bread and curds, and in winter of dates and butter, 
and occasionally of kabab or roasted meat. Wheat is the 
staple food grain, and is made into leavened cakes 
(khamiri) baked in an oven or on a stone griddle (ttifu). 
Dates are largely used, as is also in its season the gwan or 
fruit of the pistacia khanjak which is eaten both fresh 
and dry. Before use, it is pounded or either mixed with 
the wheaten cakes or made into an' infusion in which the 
cakes are steeped. In days of scarcity, a kind of porridge 
or dal is made from the seeds of the indigenous plants 
known as the kv.lkushta and mughh (Rumez vesicarius). 
The majority of the poorer classes eat their bread plain 
and without relish, but an infusion of krut is sometimes 
used. This is mixed with boiling ghi and is locally known 
as si iragh. 



FOOD. 

Another condiment is known as acluir, and consists of 
onions, turmeric, chillies, coriander~ pomegranate seeds, 
cardamom and .cinnamon pounded together and kneaded 
with flour and made into small cakes .. This is considered 
a great delicacy and is only used on special occasions. 
Meat is seldom eaten in summer except when the in-
habitants of a hamlet combine to buy a sheep, goat or 
bullock, or when a moribund camel or. other animal is 
killed. 

'l'he diet of the well-to-do, and especially of those near 
Nushki, is becoming more civilized. They eat fowls, 
eggs, rice and roasted meat (sajji), and many of them 
have taken to the use of green tea. 
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Cows are kept by those in· good position but the milk Milk and its 

commonly ·drunk is that of ·goats, sheep and camels. prt~para-
. 10ns. 

Curds, made with rennet or panerband (Withania coagu-
lans) form the basis of most preparations including butter 
and cheese. Butter-milk is· also much consumed; next in 
demand is krut or cakes of boiled whey, which are dried 
and mixed with salt. 

The principal fruits eaten in the District are melons Fruit and 

which are grown in large quantities in U~e summer, vt:getables. 

mOJ].ths, and dates which are imported from Kharan, and 
comprise the varieties known as the h'!l'mbi, muzavti, . 
rangino, pappo, rabi zardan joshanda and kahruba. The 
last named are cheap, and form one of the staple foods of 
the nomad tribesmen. Ordinary vegetables are not 
grown, but the indigenous plants known as the kulkushta 
and mugMr which have already been mentioned and the 
garbust, chamm_ar, saresM and pochko are sometimes used 
as such. 

Tobacco is used generally throughout the District for 'fobacco. 

smoking, chewing and occasionally for snuffing. 
The cooking and eating utensils are few and dirty ; they Utensils. 

usually consist of a tripod (plte deng), a stone griddle (taju) 
an earthen pot (garu) a wooden plate (tlls) used both for 
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kneading and eating, and a copper can with a spoUt 
(badni). 

The ordinary dress of the nomads and poorer classes 
consists of a cotton shirt (kUs), cotton trousers (shalwar) 
·white or blue, and a felt cap covered with a cheap turban, 
the whole costing from Rs. 3 to Rs. 4. To this is add1!d 
a long felt coat with closed sleeves called zor which costs 
about Rs. 4 or a woollen coat with open sleeves known as 
shal costing about Rs. 6-0-0. On their feet the men wear 
sandals made of dwarf palm (s-tvath) or of leather (chawat), 
the latter costing about Rs. 1-8-0, and in the winter felt 
shoes called aur. wooden shoes (katrak} are also some
times worn in the hills. 

The_ better classes wear a muslin turban (dastar) 6 to 
10 yards long, tied over an Afghan peaked cap (top) a 
shirt (kus), reaching to the knee, made of white long
cloth, (chilwar) or calico and buttoning (ghut) on the right 
shoulder, and baggy trousers (shalwar) often dyed blue. 
To the above are added a cotton wrapper (kheri) for summer 
wear and a thick cotton wrapper (khis) in winter. On 
their feet they wear Kachhi or Multan-made shoes. The 
rise in the standard of living is noticeable in the general 
improvement in the style of the dress of the more wealthy, 
many of whom now wear good turbans and gold embroi
dered coats. 

The Baloch and Brahuis have their trousers gathered in 
at the ankle, while those of the Barech are· loose. 'Vith 
the exception of the Barech and Sanjrani, whose hair is 
cut short over the nape of the neck in the Afghan fashion, 
the majority of the tribesmen wear their hair in long curls. 

The domiciled Hindus, according to their ancient 
custom, usually affect red trousers and a red cap or tur· 
ban, and their shirt is buttoned on the left instead of the 
right shoulder ; but in other respects their dress both for 
men and women is similar in pattern to that worn by the 
tribesmen. 



WOMEN'S DRESS. 

Among the Baloch and Brahuis a woman's dress ordi
nari1y consists of a long shift or shirt (kU&), reaching the 
ankles, and of a wrapper· (gud). Drawers are only worn 
by the Barech and Sanjrani women. The shifts and 
wrappers of the bette1· classes are made of silk, and the 
former are somet1mes richly embroidered in front • 

. Among the poorer classes every married woman possesses 
an embroidered shirt made of silk or some good material, 
whic~ was presented to her on her wedding day and is 
kept for special occasions, but for ordinary use a plain 
garment made of coarse cotton usually suffices. The 
married women generally wear a red shirt and are further 
distinguished by wearing ear rings (dur). The ornaments 
used by the women consist chiefly of cheap silver rings 
worn in the nose, ears and on the hands. 

A woman's hair is divided in the centrE:! by a parting 
taken round the ear, and woven on either side into three 
plaits which are joined together at the back with a wool
len thread lehotil band). A married woman also wears q, 

short lock of hair on each temple. 
The nomads who form the majority of the population, 

live for the greater part of the year in the blanket tents 
known as gidan. These gidans are made of goats' hair 
and generally consist of eleven pieces (pat), the ordinary 
width of each of which is 3 feet, and the length from 15 
to 24 feet. Three of these pieces stitched together form 
the fly, and two stitched together form each. of the four 
walls (ikashak or pechawal). They are stretched over 
curved wooden poles known as gindar. In the front of 
each gidan there is usually a small courtyard fenced in by 
bushes. A gidan costs from Rs. 25 to Rs. 30 and should 
last for several years. Only the well-to-do can afford a 
separate gidan for their flocks and as a rule the family, 
la.mbs and kids all herd together at night in the same tent . 
. Gi.dtins are also used by the villagers during their annual 
migrationst to which a reference has already been ma.,de, 
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In the summer the nomads also live in manahs, which 
are huts made of curved sticks covered over with bushes. 
The villages of Nushki consist; for the greater part, of 
huts known as kudis. These are made of . wicker-work 
mats or rather closely woven hurdles of tamarisk stretched 
over a frame work of poles and plastered with a thick 
coating of mud. The floor is sunk in order to give an 
increased height, which is usually from 7 to 8 feet. The 
dimensions vary, the larger huts being often 20 feet by 
10. Each family has usually three huts, one of which 
is the ura, or the family dwelling place, the second is 
known as the khat·t't.si or shed for cattle, while the third 
(bai) is u~ed for storing grain and fodder. These huts 
are usually made by the people themselves and the cost 
of the material is small. They are generally made facing 
the south in order to avoid the cold north winds in the 
winter. 

In Cha.gai the houses are usually made of mud. 
No beds or lamps are ordinarily used, and the house

hold furniture is scanty, consisting of a few carpets, 
(kont); quilts (lt!ph), pillows (btilisht), skins for water and 
milk (izak) some cooking pots and a hand mill, (nuskhal), 

Dispo~al of 'l'l1e method of burial usual among Muhammadans is in 
the dead. vogue, the body being laid north and south with the head 

inclined to the west. The mulll'i scratches the kalima on 
a piece of pottery or .a stone which is placed under the 
head. In the western portion of the District, the nomads 
smear the bodies of sma.ll infants with fat before burial 
nnd in the sn.me pn.rt of the country when the services of 
a mullti. are not available, the body of a grown up person 
is buried in its ordinary clothes without a shroud. "\Vhen 
a person dies of heat or of thirst in the drst>rt, his body 
is interred on the spot where it is found, and no alms 
are distributed. Such persons are known as shahids or 
martyrs. The usmtl. term of mourning lasts for seven 
~ays in the ca$e of allllersons over seven Te~rs of age ; a!lq 
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prayers are offered for the soul of the deceased; Persons 
coming to condole with the family bring a sheep or a 
small sum of money as an offering (pursij, and are 
entertained by the bereaved family. On the last day of 
the mourning sheep are killed and alms (kliairtl.t) are 
distributed. The mOlJ.rning i:ri. the case of a child under 
seve& years lasts for one day only. 

The indoor games that are most popular are- the Amuse-
, - - ; - - bl ments fest. 

chhallavpuch and katt~r. The latter somewhat resem es ivals' and 
chPBS and is played with 9 or 18 pebbles or pieces of wood shrines. 
known as the nultbandi or hasht-dah bandi respectively. 
The game of chhallavpuch i~J played by two sides ; the 
players on one side are covered with a sheet and o:ri.e of the 
players conceals a ring (chhallav) in his hand. The sheet 
is then removed, arid the other party are called upon to 
guess where the ring is. This proceeds altern~tely until 
one siJe has niade twenty-one correct guesses. 

The most popular out-door- amusements are wrestling; 
khumbtltili, which is played with bat and ball; and ji, a 
kind of prisoner's base. Racing, tent pegging, and 
dancing (chh£1.p) are also indulged in on festive occasions 
such as on the Id and at marriages and circumcisions. 
Coursing is much practised by the better classes in 
Chagai; Singing is also a popular amusement and liko 
or love songs are sung by all classes. Ballads commem
morating the tribal heroes and their brave deeds are also 
recited by the Loris on festive occasions. 

The musical instrument most popular with the shepherds 
is the nal, which is made of nar and has four holes each 
at a.n interval of one and a half inches. 

The only festivals of consequence are the two Ids known Festivals. 
as the mazane and the l.·asane Ids, which are celebrated at 
all the villages and encampments. 

The Hindus of N ushki also make an annual pilgrimage 
to the Jowarktn hill, which js ~boqt 14 miles from Nq~hki 
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:on the occasion of Wesaklii festival • 
There are several well known shrines in the District, 

which are held in great veneration by the local people. 
The most important of these is the shrine of Saiad Bal3. 
Nosh near Chagai. This shrine is erected to the memory 
·ofSaid Balli. Nosh or Shah Baledar, as he is some
_times called, who wa~ a disciple of the famous Khwaja. 
Makdum of Makran, and came to Chagai in the reign of 
Shah Shuja. The Saiad had the reputation of being able 
to perform mimcles, and his shrine is visited in the spring 
not only by the people of the district, but also by large 
numbers of Afghans from Shorawak and GarmsH. 

Pir Sult~n. Another well known shrine in the Chaga.i tahsil is that 
.of Pir Sultan, which has thus been described by 
.Captain (now Major Sir Henry) McMahon.* 

"This Sultan, who also has given his name to the whole 
range of Koh-i-Sultan, is an ancient mythical celebrity 
who is said to have been buried in the vicinity. His full 
name is Sultan-i-Pir-Kaisar, and he is the patron saint of 
Baloeh robbers. This may account for the Koh-i-Sultan 
having a .very bad reputation as a robber resort." Mr. 
Vredenburgt also give!! the following account in his 

.geological report of Baluchistan:-
"The Koh-i-Sultan derives its name from that of the 

most celebrated of all the Pirs or saints who form such a 
curious feature in the religion of the tribes that inhabit 
Baluchistan. With reference to the " Pir Sultan" or 
"Pir Kisri," Ferrier, with great justice says, of the 
Ba.luchis, that "although acknowledging that Mahomet 
. is a. prophet there is another they consider of much greater 
importance than he, and second only to God, with whom 
they sometimes confound him." The great cliffs of agglo
merates of the Koh-i-Sultan produce the most wonderful 
echoes, a. word being repeated distinctly in some places 

•Geographictd Journal, Vol. IX, 1897. 
t Memoirs of Geological Sur11ey of India, Vol. XXXI, pat-t 2. 
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as many as five times. To these echoe$ i would attribute· 
a curious sotirld which is supposed to he tha.t of a war-drum 
or" nakara" played by the Pir Sultan during· certain 
nights. This performance is supposed to take place ·on 
the summit of Shandi-Koh, orie of the peaks of the"westerri · 
circle· of cliffs. I heard this sound ori one occasion wheri 
1 was encamped at W ashab a short distance east' of 
Shandi-Koh. It is a clear:, high pitched, slightiy vibrating 
sound, not unlike the distant roll of a somewhat· metailk 
drum, swelling till it becomes astonishingly; loucf,- and it 
is heard for hours at a time ·in the dead of "night. The 
night when I heard this sound was a very clear night; · It 
may be that when there is very- little· wind in the' valley; 
the noise of the breeze on the· hill tops is exagg'erated by· 
the echo." · 

The Koh-i-Sultan and all the minerals which iti contain$· 
are looked upon as the special property of· the Pir; ·It is 
also considered unlueky to kill snakes in the neighbour·· 
hood as these are supposed to be under the Pir's protection.· 

The shrine of Sheikh Husain is situated in the Nushld 
tahsil about 6 miles from Mal. He was the son-iri-law· of 
Saiad Baht Nosh, and according to tradition the Sheikh· 
and his wife were deserted by the Saiad in the Registan 
plain, where they came across a wild ass. which conducted 
them to the spot where the shrine now stands. A spring· 
of water burst out of the ground, and shortly afterwai·ds 
the saint's wife gave birth to a son who came out of her' 
mouth in the shape of a flower. This sou was called Phul 
Choto and a shrine in his name has also been erected on 
the Afghan border. The resting place of the Sheikh and 
his wife are marked by two separate domes, and the' 
shrine is much visited by the people from Kharan and 
nlso by many Brahuis from Kalat. 

Major Benn bas given the following account of another 
legend which is connected with the shrine:-" At one· 
time th~r Moghal Sardars swept down upon this portion of 
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the district and made an attack upon the hill where the 
shrine now stands. On their approach the holy Sheikh 

_and his family were made to disappear into the ground 
and were thus saved from destruction. At the same 
time the attacking party were all turned into stones 
which can be seen standing round the tomb to these 
days." 

Among the other shrines of importance may be 
mentioned those of Saiad Mahmud or Zinda Pir, Saiad 
Khwaja Ahmad and Chilgazi, all in the N ushki tahsil. 

The first named is some 40 miles east of N ushki, and 
it is customary for each caravan passing through to make 
a small offering from each load. This is done in order 
to obtain the favour of the Pir, who on a former occasion, 
is said to have turned a caravan of dates into salt when 
displeased with the owners. 

Saiad Khwaja Ahmad was a Pishin Saiad who came 
to Khaisar some eight generations ago and miraculously 
increased the supply of the Khaisar stream. His shrine 
is situated close to Nushki. 

According to a local tradition, Chilgazi was an Afghan 
saint who eloped with a girl from Shorawak, but on being 
pursued by her relatives descended 40 yards (chihil gaz) 

into the earth with the girl and thus escaped their 
vengeance. _ 

A stone wall enclosure near Kishingi is also celebrated 
for curing toothache and pains in the stomach. The 
sufferer has merely to plant a twig in the consecrated 
ground and immediately becomes free from pain. Nasir 
Khan I is said to have offered prayers here on his return 
from Seistan. 

Names ancl Both among girls and boys many names are to be 
titles. found, which are possibly of a totemistic origin. They 

are those of animals or plants such as Malachi (locust), 
Gwani (pista,chio), Gazi (tamarisk) and Shinzi (camel 
thorn). In other ca,ses, the denominations u>ed for men 
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are those usual among Muhammadans. In the case of 
women, names beginning or ending with Bibi; KM.tun or 
Naz are popular, such as Bibi Naz, Dur Khat6n and 
Gohar Naz, etc. Abbreviated forms of the long names 
given to men such as Tajo for Taj Muhammad, Shero for. 
Sher Muhammad, Pirak for Pir Muhammad etc.,_ are,_ 
frequently used. 

No ceremonies are observed Oll the birth of a girl. The 
birth of a son, on the other hand, is marked with general 
rejoicings and he is named on the seventh day after 
consultation with a mull&.. The custom of . naming the 
son after his paternal grandfather is common, and is 
based on the consideration that it serves as a memorial. 

The term khan is used as a suffix1 and among the 
Barech Afghans also as a prefix, when. it is _considered 
a mark of honour. The title of malik is a recent 
innovation, and is applied to the head~pen of villages 
J'ecognised as such for the purposes of revenue and 
administration. The term _sard&.r is locally restricted to 
the heads of the t1ibes such as the Mengal, Rakhsha.ni 
and the Sanjrani, but these men are officially addressed 
as mir, the title of sard&.r being reserved for the heads of 
the more important tribes which form the Brahui 
confederacy. Among the titles possessing a religious 
significance may be mentioned the suffix shak which is 
given to Saiads only. The term mull&. is applied to men 
who have some pretensions to religious learning, while 
the descendants of well known mull&.s are distinguished 
by the title of S&.hibz&.da. 
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A knowledge of the rules of honour (mayar), which Rules of 
prevailed among the tribesmen before the Bt·itish occupa-. honour. 

tion aud which still influence their actions to a great 
extent, is not without importance from the point of view 
of administration, and, although they are similar in most 
essentials among all Baloch and Brahui tribes, it may not 
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be out of place to repeat them. It was incumbent on a 
tribesman :-

(1) To avenge blood. 
(2) To fight to the death for a person who had taken 

refuge with him. The refugee was called b&.hot 
and was entertained by his protectors so long as 
he remained with the latter. 

(3) To defend to the last property entrusted to him. 
( 4} To be hospitable and to provide for the safety of 

the person and property of a guest. 
(5) To refrain from killing a woman, a Hindu, a 

menial or a boy who had not taken to trousers. 
(6) To either pardon an offence on the intercession 

of the women of the offender's family, or to dis
miss the woinen by giving each of them a dress 
as a token of honour. 

· (7) To refrain- from killing a man, who had entered 
the shrine of a pir, so long as he remained within 
its precincts. 

(8) To cease fighting when a mulla, a Saiad or a 
woman, bearing the Koran on his or her head, 
intervened between the parties. 

(9) To punish an adulterer with death. 

System of In pre-British days if the parties were of equal position 
l'eprisals. and influence, blood was avenged by blood; but if the 

relations of the deceased were weak, the matter could be 
compromised by the payment of compensation. In cases 
in which the parties belonged to the same tribe and the 
offender himself was out of reach, his nearest relation was 
slain. If, however, the offender belonged to another 
tribe, it was incumbent on the aggrieved party to kill one 
of the section, clan or tribe to which the former belonged. 
Such a system was liable to indefinite extension, and led 
to interminable blood feuds which could only be checked 
if the authorities or friends intervened to arbitrate. The 
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losses on either side were then recko!ied up and compensa- POPULA· 
TIO.N. 

tion was paid to the side which had lost most •. 
Might was right in days gone by and the position of Blood eom· 

the party aggrieved was the principal factor in determin- peusation. 

ing the price to be paid for blood; hence the com;pensation 
for a mullci, a Saiad or a person belonging to sardar kMZ 

or leading family, was ordinarily double that payable for 
a tribesman. 

Among the Nushki tribes, the general rate, as fixed in 
the time of Nasir Khan I, was 2,800 kabuli rupees; and 
in Chagai a sum corresponding to about Rs. 1,000 in 
British money together with the sword and gun belonging 
to the murderer. But cash payments were rare, and land, 
camels, slaves .and girls were usually given in exchange, 
a girl for this purpose being valued at Rs. 500. 

The rate now prevailing in Nushki is Rs. 1,500 which 
is paid partly in cash and partly in kind. 

Compensation for serious injuries was .variously esti
mated in different parts of the District; in Nushki the 
loss of an eye, hand or foot was counted as equivalent to 
half a life. The compensation for the loss of a tooth was 
about Rs. 100. 

No Afghan refugees have settled permanently in the Afghrln 
District, but Sardar Ayaz Khan, and· his brother Sardar l'efugees. 

Shah Nawaz Khan, Durrani, the sons of the late ex-Wali 
of Kandahar have recently purchased some land near 
Pa.dag which is being cultivated by their ~nants. 
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General 
conditions. 

CHAPTER II. 

ECONO!UC. 

The general conditions of the country are suited to 
pastoral rather than to agricultural pursuits, and in 
comparison with the aggregate area of the District the 
land under cultivation is trifling. Although agriculture 
has developed since British occupation and is gradually 
increasing, it is doubtful whether any very considerable 
extension is possible owing to the barren nature of the 
greater part of the country, the limited supply of perennial 
water and the scanty rainfall. In the neighbourhood of 
N ushki, Cbagai and Dalbandin there are large tracts 
of rich alluvial soil which could be brought under dry 
crop cultivation, but such crops are precarious and must 
always be circumscribed by the uncertain rainfall. As it 
is, the area of dry crop cultivation in favourable yeu·s 
co~prises about nine-tenths of the total cultivation of the 
District. 

'Ihe chief sour(.'es of irrigation are the Khaisar stream, 
k1i.rt!ze.q, and springs, and the hill torrents which carry 
flood water to the khusM1I.ba tracts. The principal hill 
torrent in Nushki is the Pisltin Lora, locally known as 
tl•e But· 11UU.1h, whilt:l in Chagai the chief nu!l..1.hs are the 
Ma.hiyun, Shibian, Bulo, Chal'lpar and Rahio. 

The best known tract for khu~;hk,l.brt. cultivation is the 
Dik plain which is owned by the BaLlini, the Jamildini 
(including the Mand:1.i) and the Menga.l tribes. Each 
tract in this vast alluvial plain has been divided, and 
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bears a distinctive name, the following being the AGRICYL· 
TURE. 

principal :-
(a) Dashtak Badini, Sanduri, Dardam, Draz-Kash, 

Siahdam and Sordam, belonging to the Badfni 
Rakhshani. 

(b) Zangi Nawar, Charsar, and Dashtak Jamaldfni, 
belonging to the Jamaldini Rakhshlnis. 

(c) Owned jointly by the Jamaldfnis and the 
-:Mengals :-Gazk~ Shlih Diwana, Kulai; and 
Janan. 

(d) Landi, Bedi, Kheshki, Robah, Lidi, Hakim wal, 
Mazar-wal, Tania Reg, Sangin, Sakhtak and 
Buti, owned by the Zagar Mengals. 

The other khushkaba lands in this tahsil are in 'the 
neighbourhood of Mal, and comprise the Sarmal, Jahlmal, 
Dedar, Gomazgi, Bundkhi, Jabar, Khudaband, .Regtalli 
and Sohr Reg tracts. In the Chligai sub-tahsil the best 
dry crop lands are thosA known 'as Jesa, Bashiri, Shah 
Salar, Brabi, Zarala, Dalbandin, Pishak, Karodak, 
Bazgastar, Hushki Nali and Kunrak; of these Hushki 
Nali is owned by the Fakirzai Badinis and Dalbandin by 
the Notezais, while the remainder belong to the Sanjranis. 

The soil of these tracts is alluvial and for the most part Soil. 

extremely fertile. The best is a light loam called matt 

which is found in the greater part of the Dak plain and 
in the Baghak, Mal, and Chagai tracts. It requires less 
water, retains moisture longer and is suited for all crops. 
Next comes the relci in which, as the name implies, sand 
constitutes the predominant element; this is considered 
suitable for juari and melons only. Others are the daddo 
a hard stony soil, and the sor which is impregnated with 
salt; both of these are inferior. Khad is the local name 
given to ground in the neighbourhood of the sites of old 
villages or encampments where manure has been deposited. R . f 

11 
d 

. . ama an 
The rainfall of the DrstrlCt is scanty, the average for system 

the four '"ears from I 901 to 1904 bein0~ about 4& inches. ·t?f C,?-ltiv1a· 
J • 10n1nrea-

This r<Linfall is not only necessary for the cultivation of tion thereto. 
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.A.GRJCUL- the dry crop tracts, but also largely affects the permanent 
TURE. sources of irrigation. 

The Khaisar (N ushki tahsil) is the only stream with a 
perennial supply of water, and except in the neighbourhood 
of Nushki and Baghak, the area of irrigated cultivation is 
inconsiderable. The cultivation on unirrigated lands is 
dependent on the floods brought down by hill torrents. 
These floods occur chiefly in the winter an<\ the early 
spring; the former being the most important. :Tuari and 
melons are the chief crops sown after the spring floods. 
Table III, Vol. B, shows the proportion of the irrigated 
and unirrigated areas, and the sources of irrigation. 

Population The inhabitants of the Nushki tahsil show a greater 
enfdged i~ aptitude for agriculture than their neighbours in the 

an epen • t · f th D' ' h b d h ' ent on agl'i. wes ern portion o e 1stnct, w o y custom an c mce 
culture. are addicted to a nomadic life. None of them, however, 

are good agriculturists, though they have much improved 
in this respect in recent years. Of the total population 
of 15,689 censused in 1901, 10,602 or about 68 per cent. 
were classed as flock owners or dependants, and 4,390 or 
about 28 per cent. under the head of ".Agriculture." Of 
the latter 1,275 were actual workers and 3,115 dependants. 
The tribes which are chiefly engaged in agriculture in the 
Nushki tahsil are the Jamaldini and Badini Rakhshanis, 
the Mengals, the Barech and the Langavs; and also a 
mixed class of tenants known as the Bato. In the Chagai 
tahsil the Barech, Ld.ngav, and Notezai and a few sections, 
of the Muhammad Hasnis are the principal agriculturists. 

Sowing The principal harvests are the khushkbar or spring har-
an~i~a::est vest, which includes the crops sown between October ard 

January and reaped in the months of May and June; and 
the sauzbarg or autumn crop sown between April and June 
and reaped in August and September. The principal 
crop of the spring harvest is wheat, but a small quantity 
of barley (Hordeum vulgare) is also grown. The autumn 
crops comprise jiHiri (4ndro:pogon sor9hum), cltina (Paniwm 
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Italicum), mung (Phaseolus mungo) and melons. The 
spring crop is the mo'st important and the one on which 
the indigenous population of the eastern part of the 
District chiefly depend for their food. The central and 
western portions do not grow sufficient grain for their 
needs, and, even in ordinary years, the inhabitants are 
compelled to import the bulk of their wheat from 
Garmsel. 

The cultivators' busiest seasons are from October to 
December and from January to March, when they are em
ployed in repairing the bands and embankments and in 
ploughing and sowing for the spring harvest, and again 
in May and J nne when they are engaged in reaping the 
harvest. The months of March and April are periods· of 
comparative leisure when, as already stated, the majority 
of the villagers migrate to the sandhills with their flocks 
and herds. 

Statistics of the area under each crop are not available, 
but it will be seen from table XII in Vol : B that the 
average amount of the annual Government share of wheat 
in the Nushki Tahsil in 1900-1 and 1901-2 was 3,912 
maunds. In 1902-3 the amount realised in the two 
tahslls was 675 maunds, and in 1904-5, .3,602 maun:ds. 
The share of juari for the years 1902-3-1904-5 was 
263 maunds and 95 maunds respectively. 

Wheat represents about 95 per cent. of the total produce 
of the District. The variety . preferred by the zamtndars 

is of reddish colour known locally as the dahyak. After 
a wheat crop the land, whether irrigated or unirrigated, 
is allowed to lie fallow for one year and sometimes in the 
case of poor soil for two years. As a rule fallow land is 
used for all crops and the same land is never used for a 
double crop in the same year. 

AGRICUL• 
TURE. 

Principal 
crops. 

Wheat. 

Irrigated land is wate.red for wheat in September ; it is Sowing in 

then ploughed (langat·) and harrowed (muhla). The seed in h'l·igated 
: 11 . th b . . f 0 t b . land. 1s usua y ~own m e egmmng o c o er, a dnll. (ncili) 
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being generally employed. An early sowing is known as 
rriahlav and a late crop as pachalav. • In the former case 
the seed germinates between 8 and 10 days, and in the 
latter between 10 and 20 days. The first watering (sham 

prosh) is given when the plants are about 6 inches above 
the ground. About the end of January the green crop 
is either cut for fodder or is allowed to be browsed by 
sheep and goats. This cutting or browsing improves the 
subsequent yield. About 20 days late1· ri. second watering 
is given. The third watering is given when the ears are 
formed (gabh), and the fourth when the· corn begins to 
appear. At this stage an abnormal supply of water 
whether from artificial sources or from rains causes rust 
(surkht.). The harvest (labh) takes place in May or Jnne. 

The general method followed in threshing (gowat) is 
that used in India. A long pole (girdu) is erected in the 
centre of the threshing floor and oxen are driven round 
it to tread out the grain. Another method, known as 
tsapar, is used by the Barech only, when in addition to 
treading out the grain a weighted hurdle or bush is also 
dragged over the corn. 

Cultivation The time of the cultivation of wheat on unirrigated 
in unirri- lands depends on the winter rains, and the seed can be 

gated land. I F b S d . l t" sown as ate as e ruary. ee 1s a so some 1mes sown 
before· the winter rains at the time of the first ploughing, 
the system being known as garat. The seed sown in dry 
lands often produces two crops; in the first year from the 
seed that has been sown, and in the second year from seed 
which has fallen from the standing crops. This second 
crop is called kharod. 

Barley. The cultivation of barley is comparatively small, and 
the method of the sowing is the sam~ R.S that of wbeat. · 

Juari. Jwiri, or zurrat as it is locally known is the principal 
· autumn crop. There are two varieties, the parhko or 
white and the buringo or red variety, the latter being con-. 
sidered the superior. The furrows (pal) are about 3 feet 
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apart and the seed is sown with a drill (nali) generally 
about the month of April. The seed germinates between 
7 to 10 days and on its first appearance is called kuntah; 
In 15 or 20 days when it shows two or three leaves, it is 
known as dotako or sehtako. Two waterings are ordinarily 
considered sufficient, and the first is given in a· month's 
time when the stalks are about 2i feet above the ground 
(karapank). The second watering is given when the ears 
begin to form, and the crop is harvested in Au.gust or 
September. In irrigated ·land. the stalks are cut and 
stacked for fodder, but in dry crop areas the heads alone 
are gathered. The process of threshing is the same as. 
that of wheat but camels are usually employed instead of 
bullocks. Dast kkand (or digging with the hands) is a 
local term· applied to lands which have been prepared 'by 
hand by those zamindars who cannot afford to keep 
bullocks. · · 

China or p1·ish (Panicum Italicum), is only cultivated in 
very small quantities and the sowing is usually commenced 
in May. The crop is harvested in about 40 days. M~rig 
(locally known as mash) and kunjid are also occasi~mi.lly 
sown in the juari fields. The cultivation of lucerne haA 
only recently been started in the neighbourhood of 
Nushki. 
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food crops. 

With the exception of melons, no fruits are g):"OWn by Fruit and 

the local people. Vegetables are also not cultivated, but Tegdetat~le 
- · · · · · pro uc 10n, 

their place is taken by certain wild plants such as the 
magher, ga1·bust, sundam, petark, zampad, chamar, srishkoh 
and khambo. 

Gardens have been started at Kishingi, Badal.Khan 
kcirez and Baghak with fruit and other trees impo~ted 
from Quetta, but up to the present (1905) they hw~ not 
been a great success. 

The cultivation of cucurbitaceous crops (pcilezal), which Pultlznt. 
include various kinds of sweet melons (galav) and water 
melons (Mr,tikh), is carried on to a considerable extent in 
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out-turn. 
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both the Chagai and Nushki tahsils. 
The two best "known varieties of the sweet melons are 

the gari galav, which has a green skin and the khaburza 
which is of a yellow colour. The water melons are of 
three varieties known from the colour of their skin as the 
maun, habshi or asghari (black), the garri (green), and the 
piun, malali or kaghzi (white). The black variety is 
considered the best, as it has a sweet and pleasant .flavoul", 
hard skin and can be preserved for a considerable period. 
Melons are grown both in irrigated and dry lands, the 
seed being sown with a drill a few days before that of the 
juari. The seeds germinate in about 10 days, when they 
are known as anguri. When the leaves appear the plant 
is known as dotciko, chcirtciko and then as kapoto, which 
last stage is reached in about a. month. The field is then 
watered. About 20 days later the plant begins to creep 
on the ground; it is now known as chilko and the blossoms 
also begin to show. When the blossoms drop, small 
fruits (band) are formed. These band or fruit are buried 
in the ground, and the field is watered a second time, the 
watering being repeated at intervals of 15 to 20 days until 
the fruit is ripe. Before plucking the first fruit, it is 
usual for the owner to mark the occasion by distributing 
dates as alms or by killing a sheep or goat as a sacrifice. 
The fruit lasts from July to September. In Nushki the 
best melons are grown at Badal Karez, lnam Bostan and 
Dedar, !tnd in Cha.gai on the Lijji Karez and the Bishri 
Khushkclbtt. Large quantities of melons are also imported 
into Nushki from Shorawak. The Kandahari or jowaki* 
system of growing this fruit has recently been started 
near Nushki. 

There is no regular system of rotation, but irrigated 
lands are usually allowed to lie fallow for one or two 
years. No rule can be observed in the dry crop areas as 

*Note.-A detailed account of the jowaki system is given in 
Chapter II of the Quetta-Pishiu Distl"ict Gazetteer. 
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these depend on the floods, and those tracts are chosen AGRICUL· 
TURE. 

which have received the largest quantity of silt and mois-
ture. According to crop experiments made in the Nushki 
tahsil during the spring harvest of 1905, the average 
produce of wheat per acre is 6 maunds 32 seers, the high-
est yield being 8 maunds to the acre on land irrigated by 
the Khaisar stream. The Chagai cultivators calculate 
that the out-turn of wheat. and judri should amou:rrt 
respectively to ten and eight times the quantity of the 
seed sown. 

.No reliable data are available, and it is difficult to say 
to what extent cultivation has actually increased since
British occupation. But the protection afforded against 
foreign raids and the cessation of internal feuds have 
undoubtedly enabled the tribesme~ to devote more time 
to n.griculture. The sources of irrigation have also been 
increased. Writing in 1898-9 Captain Webb Ware said 
that; "when I first visited Chagai in 1896-7 there were 
only four karezes in existence, this number increased to 
six in 1897-3, and to 12 in 1898-9." The tahslldar of 
N ushki estimates (1905) that the area of cultivation in the 
tahsll has doubled itself since Nushki was taken over 

Extension 
of cultiva

tion. 

from Kalat, but adds that the last few years of drought · 
have tended to check further extension. 

A list of the implements used, with the vernacular name Agricul-

of each will be found in appendix IV. imp\::!nts. 
The principal implements include the plough which is 

known as langar, the plank harrow or scraper (lcin) with 
which embankments are made, and the clod crusher or 
log (mahla) used for breaking clods and smoothing the 
ground. Among minor implements may be mentioned the 
ramba or weeding spud, the kodal or mattock; the dai or 
wooden spade worked by two men with a rope for making 
small embankments; the sickle (lashi) for reaping; four or 
two pronged fork (char sMkh and doshdl•h) ; the dalli or 
woode~ winnowing spa.de, an<l the tajar or a~e. These 
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implements are made by the local artizans (Loris), and 
there appears to have been no appreciable improvement 
in recent years. 

Appendix V contains a list of revenue and agricultural 
terms. 

The Land Improvement Loans Act, XIX of 1883, and 
the Agriculturists' Loans Act, XII of 1884, have not been 
applied to the Baluchistan Agency, but the question of 
their extension is under consideration (1905). Rules to 
regulate such advances have been promulgated under the 
executive orders from the Government of India, and are 
embodied in the Baluchistan Takavi Advance Manual 
1902. The annual grant for the whole Agency is 
Rs. 60,000, of which Rs. 9,000 are allotted for the Chagai 
District. The Assistl!'nt Political Agent is authorised, 
within the limit of his grant, to sanction advances not 
exceeding Rs. 1,QOO in each case, and the Revenue 
Commissioner up to Rs. 3,000, the sanction of the local 
Government being necessary for advances in excess of this 
amount. The ordinary rate of interest is one anna in the 
rupee or 6! per cent. per annum, but in a case in _which 
the Assistant Political Agent is satisfied that the project 
is sound and is likely to lead to an increase of revenue, he 
is at liberty to grant the advance free of interest. In the 
case of tribes living on the immediate border, the Assist
ant Political Agent has a wider discretion in the grant of 
advances free of interest up to a limit of Rs. 1,000. The 
advances can be granted either for works carried out by 
the Assistant Political Agent himself or by the agricultural 
population. 

During the years 1899-1900 to 1904-05 advances 
amounting toRs. 18,800 have been granted for improve
ment of land aud sources of irrigation, and Rs. 15,332 for 
other agricultural purposes such as the purchase of seed 
and bullocks. The recoveries during the same period 
were Rs. 8,270 and Rs. 11,2i0 respectively. Details by 
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tahslls for each year are given in table IV, Vol. B. · The 
larger portion of the advances (Rs. 27,382) has been used 
in the Nushki tahsil where there is a large agricultural 
population. The advances are ordinarily given for sinking 
new karezes, for repairing and improving old ones, and in 
times of drought and scarcity, for the relief of dishress 
and the purchase of seed and cattle. Repayments are 
made generally by half yearly instalments. Major Benn, 
.Assistant Political .Agent (1905) makes the following 
remarks in connection with these grants. " The zamin-
dcirs of the Nushki tahsil readily come to avail themselves 
of Takavi advances and are always anxious to increase the 
supply of water. The zamindcirs, however, of 'the Chagai 
sub-tahsil are very backward and in spite of the explana-
tions which are given to them of the advantages to be 
gained by Takavi advances, they do not accept them with 
any great willingness. This is due to the fact that being 
Sanjninis and chiefly maldcirs (flock-owners) they are an 
unenterprising lot. .As a rule not much objection is offered 
to the payment of instalments when they fall due." 
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The agriculturists of N ushki seem to be considerably Agricul

involved (1905), and the chief cause of their indebtedness tu[:J!~~:,b
is said to be due to the recent seasons of scarcity and 
drought. They are poor cultivators and naturally indolent, 
and at the same time their standard of living has undoubt-
edly risen within the past few years. .From a rough 

~stimate made by the District authorities (1905) it 
appears that the liabilities of the tribes in the Nushki, 

Mengo.l ... 
Jamaldini 
Badfni ... 

Mandai ... 

Rs. 30,000 

" 25,000 

" 20,000 
" 10,000 

tahsil amount to about 
Rs. 86,500, as shown in the 
margin. The chief credi
tors are the local Hindu 

L&ngav .. " 1•000 shopkeepers. The rate of 
Muhammad Hasni " 

500 interesb depends on cir-

cumstances and on the position of the borrower, but the 
average rate is about 25 per cent. per annum. If the 
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AGB.ICUL• loan is not repaid at the next harvest, compound interest 
TUB.E. 

Domestic 
Ani mala. 
Horses. 

is charged. Credit is also given for goods purchased 
from time to time, the price being paid at the next har
vest and interest being charged at the rate of 25 per cent. 
The loans are ordinarily entered in the money-lenders' 
books, and in cases of large sums the entries are attested 
by the vi11age or tribal headman. Lands are_ usually 
mortgaged with possession, the mortgagee arranging for 
the cultivation, the payment of Government revenue and 
other demands, and retaining_ the landlord's share as his 
interest until the debt has been paid off. Advances of 
grain are also made by Hindus, and occasionally by 
zamlndars to each other, the price of the grain being fixed 
at the time of the advance, and the debt being repayable 
at the next harvest in cash or in kind. When advances 
are made for seed grain, it is usual for the lender to 
receive one-third of the crop at the next harvest after the 
Government share and the wages to the labourers have 
been deducted. The nomads of the central and western 
portion of the District are said to be generally free from 

debt. 

Masson, who visited Nushki in 1840, speaks of a special 
breed of horses locally known as the galgazi; but these 
appear to . have completely died out, and at the present 
time only a f~w ponies are kept by the chiefs and richer 
men. The other domestic animals are camels, bu11ocks, 
donkeys, sheep and goats. Nearly every family of nomads 
possesses a sheep-dog; and grey-hounds (tan) are kept 
by the well-to-do and more especially by the Sanj~anis of 
Chagai. According to Masson the district in 1840 possessed 
"a variety of the tazi or grey-hound of much repute in 
Baluchistan and prized in more remote countries."* 

4P Narrative of a jvurne-v to Kal~t by Cha.rle!l Masson, 18!3, 



CAMELS. 

The following table shows the estimated number of 
camels, donkeys, cattle, sheep 41-nd goats in each tahsil in 
1905:-

Tabs£1. Camels: male Donkeys. Bullocks Sheep an(! 
and female. and cows. goats. 

N ushki .. . 1,800 250 500 6,000 
Chi.gai . -... 3,500 350 400 30,000 

The number of animals owned. by the transfrontier 
nomads who periodically visit the District is estimated as 
under:-

Camels, male and female ... 2,160 
Donkeys .. ·, 300 
Sheep and goats ... ...11,200 
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Camels are mostly bred for sale ; but they are also used Camels. 
for transport and sometimes for the purposes of cultivation · 
in the dry-crop areas. In both N ushki and Chagai the 
males are usually sold off as soon as they reach a working 
age. The principal breeders are the Trasezai and Am1rzai 
Mengals in N ushki ; the Fakirzai, Sumalari and Sasoli in 
Chagai; an4 the Am1rzai Hasanzai and Sberzai in the 
Western Sanjrani country. Camels are distinguished by 
their colour, and the following local proverb shows the 
estimate in which each kind is held: "Buy a dastall 
without seeing it, examine the khisun before you buy it, 
and shoot the kharun." The dasfalli is of a light colour 
with white markings on the lower part of its forelegs. It 
is supposed to be able to carry a load of 7 maunds and is 
usually priced at about Rs. 70. The khisun is of a reddish 
colour and is chiefly used for transport, its average price 
being from Rs. 50 to Rs. 60. The kharun is dark with 
black points and is looked upon as an inferior animal ; it 
is locally considered as the " Lori" among camels, and 
can be bought for about Rs. 40. There is another variety 
called the piuna or white camel which, being known as 
the Saiad among camels, is not l1ardy but a poor worker. 
The jambtiz or an inferior kind of riding camel is also bred 
in the district. The best of this breed are owned by the 
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Amirzai Trasezai Mengals, and are known as hote. Their 
usual price is from Rs. 80 ,toRs. 150. 

Donkeys are chiefly kept by the nomads for the trans-
port of their household effects and for fetching fuel and 
water. They carry about 2 maunds, and their price 
varies from Rs. 15 to Rs. 30. The Hindu traders gene
rally keep Makrani riding donkeys which are valued from 
Rs. 60 to Rs. 80. 

Cattle. The richer zamindtirs in the Nushki tahsil usually 
import their bullocks and cows from Kachhi, the average 
price of which is Rs 50 and Rs. 30 respectively. The 
indigenous breed is smaller in size, short-horned and of a 
thickset build. Those of dun colour are considered the 
best, while the black variety are supposed to stand the 
cold better. The average price is about H.s. 30. 

Sheep The indigenous breed of sheep are of the thick-tailed, 
and goats. hornless variety, generally white in colour and of low 

build. The other varieties are known locally as the kti.ko 

which has short ears, the boro or dun which is chiefly 
used for sacrifices and which is usually found in the 
plains, the kirgo or grey, and the mauna or black which is 
met with in Chagai. The local breeds of goats are known 
as the margl•i or bhck with large horns, the butti or 
short eared, the Mti or hornless and the karri which has 
large ears which is preferred for sacrificial purposes. A 
goat produces about 12 ounces of wool (dmssam) and a· 
sheep from 3 t~ 5 pounds. Goat hair is used by the 
nomads for making ropes, sacks and gid,in flaps ; camel 
hair for sacks and coarse cloth and sheep's wool (ktis) for 
felts, cloaks, and carpets. Sheep's wool is sold by the 
band, or bundle of wool shorn from a single sheep, at 
rates varying from 2! to 3~ bat~d for the rupee. 

Pasture The District possesses extensive pasture grounds, and 
gro•md_s and in normal years the flockowners experience no difficulty 

feeding • fi a· ffi . f ld f h . . 1 Th . cattle. m n mg su etent 0( er or t e1r amma s. e prm-
cipal pasture grounds in the N usLki tahsil are the Dak 
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plain and the low sandy hills, which are clothed with 
grass and shrubs suitable both for sheep and camels. 
In Chagai and the western Sanjrani country the best 
tracts are the Gaokoh, which lies east of Chagai and is 
generally used by the Muhammad Hasnis; Bolo, a hilly 

tract west of Chagai between Padgia.ba.n and Dalbandin, 
used by the Dahmardag and Kamarzai; and the Sohr-ap, 
on the skirts of the hills of western Chagai, chiefly fre
quented by the Nabizai. 

No scientific enquiries into prevailing cattle diseases 
have ever been made, but .the following are .some of the 
diseases known to the people of the country and the 
remedies resorted to by them :-(1) Footrot or charari, 

which attacks 'sheep, cattle and goats in the shape of 

eruptions on the feet and causes lameness ; the remedies 
are branding on the feet and bleeding the animal by 
slitting the ears, (2) camels are liaJ:>le to kullak (cough) 
which appears to be an infectious disease and sometimes 
causes great loss. The animals are segregated and a 
compound of onions is administered. (3) Gaz or mange 
is_ a still more dangerous disease which attacks camels and 
causes great mortality among the herds. The first 
symptoms are mange and the animal loses all its hair, 
the skin then becomes dry and hard, extreme debility 
follows and the animal generally dies in a few days. 
The disease makes its appearance after a succession of dry 
seasons and is highly contagious. It is said to be due to 
the accumulation of sand and salt on the taghaz bushes, 
on which the camels graze during years of drought. The 
remedy is a plaster made of the ashes of tamarisk wood 
which is applied for three days in "succession, aft.er which 
the body of the animal is rubbed with curds or fat. The 
disease appeared in a very virulent form during the 
summer of 18!>3, when several thousand animals are 
reported to have died. 
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Goats aiso suffer from the same disease and in their 
case a curious remedy is adopted.· A live snake is boiled 
in sheep's fat and the concoction is applied to a~ incision 
made in the tail of the affected animal. (4) Buzmarg 
(pleuropneumonia contagiosa) is also common and causes 
great mortality among the flocks. The usual remedy is 
inoculation, the lymph being prepared from the lung of a 
diseased goat steeped in sal ammoniac and inserted in a 
slit made in one of the ears. · (5) Putah or small pox is 
common to all animals ; for this there are no indigenous 
remedies and the disease is not considered dangerous. 

Irrigation. The great~r part of the cultivation in dry crop areas 
depends on the :flood water brought do~ by hill· torrents 
and nullahs. In many places the force with which a. flood 
descends is often too great to admit of the whole of the 
bed being entirely dammed up by any embankment such 
as the local agriculturists could construct; and in such 
cases all that can be done is to erect at suitable interva!',s 
earthen embankments extending about half way across 
the torrent bed to head up the water, and lead it down to 
the distributing channels, which open immediately above 
the embankments. Band is the name given to these 
embankments as well as to the embankments constructed 
round a field. These bands are constructed of surface soil 
only without any deep foundation, and are usually greatly 
damaged by every heavy flood, and in some cases are 
entirely washed away ; but they answer their purpose by 
holding up the flood water for a time and diverting it 
over the culturable land. The majority are the common 
property of· the village or of a section of a. tribe, and the 
work of repairs or reconstruction is undertaken regularly 
each year between the mouths of August and October by 
the whole community under the direct supervision of their 
headmen. The rules which regulate the supply of labour 
are ancient and well-established and are fully recognised 
by the cultivators, the general principle being that the 
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amount of the l~bour given is in propo~ti~n to the be~eflt 
received from the water. . ... 

The embankments are made with the aid of oxen, w~1ch 
are yoked to a kind of large shovel (kinr) which fills with 
earth as they dr~g it along, and is thEm upset on tb'~ 
rising embankment. The general superintendence of th~ 
work is usually entrusted to an elder, ~ho has the local. 
i·eputation of being an expert. 

Bands which are the property of individual persons~ are 
repaired either by the landlord's tenants, or by the system 
of hashar or tribal or village co-operation which has 
already been described under Population. · 

In the Nushki tahsil the principal dams are (1) the Mir 
Baloch Khan Band, which belongs to the Mandais and 
irrigates the Lop lands near Baghak; (2) th~ M~l Ba~d. 
belonging to the Badinis ; a~d (3) the two dams k~o~ ~s 
Band.Chandan Khan and Band Ami~z~i, ~hich belo~~ to 
the Mengals and ir~igate the Lidi lands. . 

The Oak lands which are tra~ersed ,hi the. Lor~ ~i~ei;,, or 
Bur nullalt as it is locally called, comprise the most fertile 
dry crop area in the District, and small band~ are c~~; 
~tructed from ti.Ine to time acr~ss the subsidiary nul~ahs. 
But hitherto all attempts to dam the main channel have 
proved failures. The first band during recent times was 
built by Rahman Khan, the late Merigal cl1ief;in.l880. 
It was situated 11' mile pelqw the Afghan border and is 
said to have withstood the floods for five y~ars: Tlie next 
band was constructed a little lower down but was washed 
away the se(lond season. In 1S95, a third dam wa~ built 
by Sardar Muhammad Ali the present Mengal chief, and 
stood for one year only •. In 1902, a large band w~s con-. 
structed near Bulandwil by Government at a cost of 
Rs, 13)910 under the direct supervision of the Irrigation 
Officer. Th~ ~inter floods of 1902-3 w~re, ho~e~er, un-. 
usually severe, . and the greater portion of .the. in,ain 
embai:1kment was swept away in January 1903: It was 
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repaired during the following summer at a cost of 
Rs. 4,700, but was again unable to withstand the force of 
the winter floods. 

As the Dak plain consists of a. !!tretch of about 25 miles 
of the most fertile alluvial soil, and an immense volume of 
water is yearly brought down by the Lora, there is no 
doubt that a successful work would have a great effect in 
increasing the prosperity of the District. On the other 
hand, the cost would be very great, as the soil is unsuit
able for a good foundation and the . materials for the 
embankment would have to be transported from consider
able distances. 

There are at present (1905) twenty three karezes in the 
District, (Nushki eleven, and Chagai twelve,) but the 
majority are small and unimportant, many in , Chagai 
being mere trickles of water. It is estimated that the 
total area irrigated by these channels amounted in 1905 to 
1,100 acres only (Nushki tahsil 1,000 acres and Chagai 
100 acres). The kariz appears to be a very ancient met-hod 
of artificial irrigation indigenous to the country. There 
are ruins of many old kareaeB, now out of repair, in all 
parts of the District which are ascribed variously to the 
Arabs or to the Mughals. Some of·these appear to have 
been of considerable size, and it would seem that in former 
days the supply of water was greater than it now is. 

The local experts in karea digging are the transborder 
Ghilzai Afghans who come to the District in winter. 
They prefer this season owing to the severity of the 
climate in their own country and the convenience of work
ing underground in winter. They generally work in 
parties of four, technically kno~n as a charkh, the name 
being derived from the "windlass" which forms the most 
important part of their equipment. The work is done 
either by contract for a lump sum or on payment by 
actual measurement; and while thus employed, the work
men are generally :provided, with food, tools, loin cloth and 
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lights by their employers. The tool chiefly used is a short 
pick-axe (kulang) which can be employed by a man in 
a kneeling or crouching attitude. Details of the prevail
ing rates will be found in the section on Wages. 

In selecting a site for a karez the excavators are guided 
solely by experience and have no scientific knowledge. 
Generally a site is chosen along the banks of a hill 
torrent, or in one of the inosculating fans situated where 
a hill torrent debouches from the mountains into the valley. 
Note is also taken of the appearance of moisture-after rain 
and of the presence of moisture-loving shrubs and grasses. 
The next step is to dig a trial well (gumana), and if this 
proves successful, other wells are dug and connected by 
tunnels (lamburs) until the water reaches the surface. 
The distance between an existing karez and a proposed 
one varies from 100 to 500 yards. 

Small karezes can be dug by individual persons, but the 
excavation of a large karez is an expensive undertaking, 
and it is, therefore, generally constructed by· joint capital 
and is owned by several co-sharers. In this District, where 
the majority of the inhabitants is poor, Rs. 3,000 is the . 
outside limit of the amount usually spent on a new karez. 

The Government has encouraged the construction of 
such works by granting taka vi advances and by exempting 
new sources of irrigation from payment of revenue for a 
term of years. Between 1901-02 and 1904-05 advances 
were given in five cases in Nushki and in two cases in 
Chagai. 

In the Nushki tahsil the important ka1·ezes are the 
Haruni, which irrigates about 215 acres, the Baghak and 
N okjo which jointly irrigate about 180 acres, and the 
Badal Khan and Ahmadwat with 100 and 110 acres 
respectively. In CMgai the largest karez is the Lijji 
which irrigates about 22 acres of land. 

f\.n interesting accoqnt of "the theor,r of the kare~" 
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AGRicu:i.- is given by Mr. R. D. Oldham in the Records* of the 
Ttl'RE.. Geological Suney of India. This ac"count has also been 

quoted in full in chapter JI of the Gazetteer . of the 
Quetta-Pishii:t District. 

The ·Nushki The only other permanent supply of water in the 
stream. District is the Khaisar or N ushki stream, which, in addi

tion to the Nushki Town lands, irrigates the Khazina, 
Barkho and Wah tracts belonging to the J ama.Idinis, the 
K~adi, Lath and Ispintani tracts belonging to the Badinis, 
and the Gokhi lands of the Mengals. The total average 
11.rea of the land irrigated annually is estimated at about 
2,000 acres (1905). It also forms the chief drinking 
water supply of Nushki and the Mengal and Rakhshani 
villages in the neighbourhood. The volume. of water 
which follows the natural turns of the river bed and flows 
in a. wide shallow channel, is considerably diminished by 
wastage and evaporation before it reaches the cultivation. 

Mainten- The mirdb, where such a village official exists, and in 
ance of 

cbann•ls other places the headman is responsible for the mainten-
and karezes. ance and repair of the channels and ktirt!:les, and the 

work is usually undertaken by the share-holders. In 
special cases where expert labour is required, the cost is 
collected from the co-partners in proportion to the share 
of water held by each, and the work i3 carried out by 
Ghilzai or other labourers under the supervision of the 
mirtib or headman. In many parts of the District the 
repairs are done by a special body of the co-partners who 
have been alloted shares in the ktirezes on the conditio~ 
that they keep them in working order. This is known as 
the zde "kasht system. The maintenance of the Khaisar 
chantiel is undertake"u in turn by the Badinis, J anialdinis 
and Mengals. 

Division of Petwanent sources of irrigation are divided into a 
perennial :riumter of shares, the principal share bein0~ the Shabtina or water. 

Sha_bcinaroz, or the :How of a day and night. The water 

• Records of the Geological Sll.l"VB'!J of India, Vol. XXV, part 1,1892" 
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Skabd'na, which represents ~<twelve hou~s', :fl~~. The. - 't'!':~E,~", 
: - ' ' :: .: .. _, .l . .... . • .. ...., 

minor divisions differ in each tahsil and are indicated in 
•• ··j .1 •• •.•• ... .• '· • ·.: _-.,_ ... : 

the following table:-

(a) ~u~h~~ tah~iL 
The lowest ~nit is_ a dig_ar_. 

4 digar = 1 pas·. 
4 pas = 1 ta .. 
2 ta = 1 shabanaroz. 

(b) Chagai sub-tahsil. 
The lowest unit here is nim chara.k. 

2 nhp charak = 1 Charak. 
2 Charak = 1 bel. 
2 bel = 1 shabd.na. 

The actual distribution is conduc~ed by. the ~uJtivatprs 
• • ! . • j • ' • • • • ' - (. ·--

themselves. During the day it is carried out. w~~h the 
. • . . ' '· . • .... .·; J .• - •'-· ... c.. 

help of a dial, and during the night by the position o~ .the 
moo~ and certain stars. The ~ais:ir st~eam, and .everY. 
important kdrez held jointly by zamiri_dci~s has ·a .. mi":db, 'o'i 
malik_ who superintends the division . of wa~er as_ ~elt 
as the maintenance of the channels. In . th~ Khais'a.i: 
stream h~ receives, in addition t~ his ordinary' sha~~:a~_· 
a tribesman, 2 pas or !- of a shabcina~oz of water: . The 
Khaiaar stream is permanently divid~d into ~0 sh"abanat:o~
of which the original tribal distribution wa·s as foil~':l"s :~ 

Jamaldini Rakhshani' 8! Shabanaroz . 
. . r. 

Badini do. 9 . ditto. 
1\Iengals 121 ditto. 

In 1899 half a shcibana of the Badini shar.e was acquired. 
by purchase for N ushki town. . ... 

Frequent changes are caused by sales, mortgages and. 
transfers, and in order to arrange . for t~~se- a fre~4 
division is made in September of each year, wh'en. 
the shares of the different tribes are scrutinised and the 
water is distributed among the tribes in accordance ~ith 
the number of shares held by its members. · According to 
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ancient custom Government has the right to the first turn 
of the water and the turns of the different tribes in 
succession are determined by lot. 

The dial, which furnishes an accurate guide, consists of 
a straight stick twelve fingers high, which is divided into 
four equal parts and planted in level ground. The 
s~bsequent operations can be more conveniently explained 
by the following diagram :-

B 

. . . . 
CDEFG A H 

A B represents the stick, and C H the ground line. 
At sunrise the shadow A Cis double the length of the 
stick and is divided into 8 equal parts. The first digar 

is over when the shadow reaches D, or 1! of the length 
of the stick, and the second and third when the shadow 
reaches E and F respectively; each subsequent diga.,. 

being represented by one division. At midday 8 digar or 
4 pels are over; a.nd in the afternoon the reverse process 
is followed, each digar being marked by the lengthening 
shadow along the line A H. 

The distribution of water by night is a more difficult 
business, and is conducted largely by guess work. Quarrels . 
often occur, but the mi.,.ti,b is chosen for his knowledge 
and experience and in each locality there are certain 
experts whose decisions are usually considered as final. 
This system of distribution is also followed in the case of 
the larger ktireze11. As regards small kt~rezes the water is 
not usually divided, the land being cultivated jointly and 
the produce being ultimately distributed among the 
zamindtirs in proportion to their shares of water. 

Wa.ter·wills There are 4 water mills on the Khaisti.r stream of which 
3 belong to the Rakhslutuis awl the fourth to the M~ngals. 
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locally from the Jam·kin and Munjro hills near D~dar and 
from the hills near Ahmadwal. A pair of stones costs 
about Rs. 30 and lasts from five to six years. The initial 
cost of constructing a mill amounts to about Rs. 200. 
The miller (ast!'w~l.n) in charge of the Mengal mill pays 
no rent, but is required to grind corn for the . owners free 
of c'harge. The other mills pay two-thirds of the earnings 
as rent to the owners. The charge for grinding is gene-
rally levied in kind and varies from one-tenth from the 
shop-keepers to one-fifteenth and one-twentieth from the 
zamindars. Cash rates are also sometimes charged, the 
rate for wheat being 4 annas per gunny bag (about 2! 
maunds) for crushing, and from 8 to 13 annas for grinding, 
In addition to the above, the miller receives 6 pies per 
bag as his own share (shagirdana). The out-turn of a 
mill varies from 22 to 24 maunds a day. 

In the other parts of the District corn-grinding is left Hand-mills. 

entirely to the women and is done with the quern or 
handmill (nuskhol) consisting of two grooved stones !'~-bout 
a foot and a half in diameter. 

Persian and American wind-mills have been tried at 
different stages along the trade route, .but up to the 
present (1905) without any success. 

The Irrigation Commission of 1903 considered that 
experimental borings in Baluchistan appeared to hold out 
more hope of securing an artesian supply of water at a 
moderate depth than in other parts of India, and in 
accordance with their recommendation the Government of 
India made a special grant of Rs. 50,000 for the purpose 
of making experiments i.n different parts of the country 
(1904-05). The place chosen for the firsl, experiment in. 
the District was the Ahmadwal village near Nushki where 
the work is now proceeding (1905).* The alternative sites 

• Discontinued in the sp1 ing of 1906 afte1; a depth of 330 feet had 
been reached pending a further report by a geological expert. 

Persian 
wind-mills. 

Artesian 
wells. 
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A~Rxcux.-· ~?ggested by the District authorities were Dalband!n and 
TURE. Kishingi, 

RENTS, 
WAG:SSAND 

The general conditions under which artesian water 
exists are fully dealt with in a report by Mr. R. D. Oldham 
of the Geological Survey of India and embodied in Volume 
XXV, Part I of the Records of that Department. 

Reference will be found to the character of the tenures 
PRICES. and tenancies in the District in a subsequent section. As 
Rents. • h b h rmg t e expected in a backward country in whic crops 

are liable to gr.eat variations, rent almost always consists 
in a share of the grain heap. 

Produce In such cases the distribution is generally made on the 
m~:h~d;of principle of an assignment of a share of the produce for 

distribution] each of the chief requisites of cultivation, such as water, of the 
grain heap. land, seed and labour. The Government revenue, the 

Government cesses and wages of the village servants are 
the first charges against the grain heap, and the balance 
is divided into 9 shares which comprise the following 
items: land 2 shares, water 2 shares, seed 2 shares, plough 
oxen with their feed ll shares, ana tenants' labour 
ll shares. The division of straw and fodder is made in a 
similar manner, with the exception that when the tenant 

supplies labour only, he is not entitled to any sha.re. The 
above is the general rule throughout the District, but 
is some cases in the N ushki tahsil the landlord is paid a 
fixed amount_ of grain, previously decided upon, as rent 
for land and water. This system is known 'as ijtfra. 

With regard to the cultivation of melons which has been 

recently started near Nushki by Kanda.haris, the tenant 
provides seed, labour and bullocks, and after the Govern
ment revenue and cesses have been recovered, the balance 
of the produce is equally divided between him and the 
landlord. 
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'l'he division of the share between the landlord and the RENTS, 

~ tenant-at-will is as follows:- · WAGEs AND 
· PRICES, 

Landlord. Tenant. 
(a) When the tenant supplies labour, 

seed and bullocks !th !th. 
(b) When the landlord supplies seed .. ! ! 
(c) When the tenant supplies seed 

and one bullock, the second bul-
lock being. supplied by the land-
lord .! ! • (d) When the tenant supplies labour 
and one bullock .. , t :l 

(e) When the landlord supplies half 
of the seed only ... 1 2 

3 3 
(f) When the seed and bullocks are 

equally provided by tenant and 
landlord ... 5 .7 

12 12 
The general practice in the Chagai sub-tahsH is f~r the 

tenant to supply labour and bullocks only. A ~a.t!Lba.nd 

or occupancy tenant pays a fixed share of the produce 
generally about ith to the landlord as rent :(bohal). 

Among the Rakhshanis of N ushki. a t_enant on irrigated . Duties ~f 

1 d h t . th t h I . a· tenants. an s as o repa1r e open wa er c anne s, repau an 
plaster the landlord's huts, take his corn to be ground 
at the mill and supply fuel during the winter. Among the 
Mengals this last named. o.ervice is not exacted. R~pairs 
to the wells of karizes and the tunnels do not devolve. on 
the· tenants. In Chagai the only additional labour 
required from the tenant is to look after the maintenance 
of the open water channels. 

No coolie class exists among the cultivating population Wages. 

the tenants-at-will perform the services mentioned above; 
while the household work of men of me!tns is generally 
performed by their servile dependants. B_oys belonging 
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Rl!lNTs, to the poorer families are also sometimes employed on 
w!~~~;s~D household work and their wages consist of their food, 

clothing and a small salary o~ one or two rupees a month. 
Harvest The harvest labourers who include women and children, 

labourers. 
receive a share of the crop of the spring harvest generally 
one-twentieth of ~he harvested crop. During the autumn 
harvest they are given from 10 to 15 ears of juari as 
remuneration for a day'~ work. It is estimated that an 
able-bodied man can earn about 7 seers of grain in the 
day. 

Shepherds. Shepherds (shwan) are generally eng~tged in the spring 
by the year. They are given their food and a proportion 
of the lambs and kids born during the year, the usual 
rate being one lamb or one kid for every ten sheep or 
goats in his charge. He is also given a namda or felt 
coat made of wool, a knife, a bag for keeping ata, a pair 
of leather sandals (chawat) in the summer, and a pair of 
felt sandals (sur) in the winter. No wages are paid for 
he-goats or rams when they number less than 25 per cent. 
in a flock, or for lambs or kids under a year old. Young 
boys known as zapan are engaged to look after the lambs 
and kids, and are given their food only. Their employ
ment seems to be peculiar to this district. 

Camel herd. The camel herd (bag-;'at) is also engaged by the year, and 
receives one young camel for every 30 camels (in Chagai 
for every 33 camels) grazed by him during the year. He 
is also supplied with a knife, a bag, and a pair of sandals, 
and with his food, or, if the grazing grounds are far from 
the villaJe, with an allowance of grain generally amount
ing to about 37 seers a month. If the herd belongs to 
several owners, the usual rates are one rupee and one T.·~fsa 
of grain for each animal under his charge during the year. 
In the Chagai tahsil he is entitled to no wages unless he 
completes the full term of his engttgement, but in Nushki 
he receives payment in cash in proportion to the period 
he has served, 
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Each important village in the District has a mulla, who RENTS, 
WAGES AND 

conducts prayers and officiates at marriage, funeral and ·PRICEs. 

other domestic ceremonies, and who lives by the feE-s, Village 
servants. 

alms and zaktit of the villagers. The zalrat usually com-
prises one-tenth of the produce of the land and one sheep 
or goat from each flock when the number exceeds 40 but 
is less than 100, and two goats or sheep when the number 
exceeds 100. 'fhe fees are not fixed, and vary in accord-
ance with the means and social position of the donors. 
After conducting funeral cereJllonies the mulla is also 
usually presented with the clothes of the deceased. 

The services of village blacksmith and carpenter are 
performed by the Loris, the majority of whom belong to 
the Sarmast!hi clan. The usual rate of payment is one 
kasa of grain per kharwar of the produce at each harvest. 
If one man combines both professions he is entitled to 
2 k1~gas per kharwar. 

Crop watchers or sabzwan are employed on irrigated 
lands only, and for the spring crops are paid at the rate 
of 20 seers of corn per kharwar which is provided in equal 
shares by the landlord and tena.nt. F?r the autumn crops 
they receive 1/21 of the gross produce, the whole being 
paid by tl1e landlord. The ambarchin is a village o.fficiaJ 
employed in the Nushki villages to guard the threshing 
floors. His pay varies, from 1 to 3 maunds of grain 
according to the amount of the total produce. 

There are no regular rates, but local unskilled labour 
can generally be obtained in the western portion of the 
District at about 4 annas per diem. The rates in Nushki 
rose considerably during the railway construction works, 
and at the present time (1905) vary from 5 to 8 annas 
per diem. The local inhabitants are poor workmen, and 
for more important works alien labourers are generally 
employed, their wages varying accordi~g to the state 
of the lll;\rk~::t and the nature of the work. 

Ct·op 
watcher. 

Labourers. 
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RENTS, Skilled labourers and artisans, other than the village 
WAGES AND L . . rt d f I di d h" fl f PRicEs.· or1s, are 1mpo e rom n a an c 1e y rom the 

Skilled 
labour. 

K:u·ez 
diggers. 

Punjab. Owing to the high prices, great dista.nces and 
the difficulties of transport the wages are high, masons 
being paid at rates varying from Rs. 1-8-0 and Rs. 2 
per diem on the railway to Rs. 2 and Rs. 2-4-0 on the 
more remote stages of the Trade Route. 

Karez digging which is an expert occupation is almost 
entirely in the hands of the Ghilzais, who visit the District 
during the winter months and generally work in parties of 
four. In addition to such other payment as may be agreed 
upon, they usually receive their food from their employer, 
who also supplies the windlass (charkh), all necessary tools, 
oil for lamps and loin cloths (lang). The work is under
taken either on contract (ijara) when arrangements are 
made for the payment in a lump sum, on the system 
known as khat kashi or by piece work. The last named is 
the most common method. The rates vary according to 
the nature of the soil in which the karez is to be constructed, 
but the following may be regarded as fairly represen
tative:-

Nushki Ttihsil. 
(a) for a well in soft soil 6 feet deep (the 

diggers determine the size of the well and 
tunnels and no regard is paid to it in 
fixing the wages) ... . .. Re 1 

(b) For a well in hard soil of same depth Rs. 2 
(c) Tunnel in soft soil3l yards long... ... Re. 1 
(d) Tunnel in hard soil of the same length Rs. 3 

Chagai tahsil. 
(a) ·well in soft soil one gwanz (about 6! feet) 

in depth .. . Rs. 1 8 
(b) Well in hard soil . . . Rs. 2 8 
(c) Tunnel in soft soil one gwana in length ... Rs. 1 12 
(d) Tunnel in hard soil one gw£ina in length. Rs. 2 12 
Under the khat kaslti system a capitalist or a gang of 

labourers engage to construct a Mrt!1 on another man's 
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iand, on the condition that, if it proves successful, it will RENTS, 
be divided bet.ween the workers and the owners of the w!:~~E~~D 
land in certain fixed proportions; previously agreed upon. 
The general rule is for it t~ be divided at the rate of 
2 shares to the capitalists and 3 shares to the landlords. 

'Wheat is the staple food grain in the greater part of the Prices. 

District, but jurlri and khurrna (dates), are also largely 
u:;ed. In ordinary years the. eastern part of the District 
produces sufficient. grain for its requirements, but when 
there is an abnormal influx of labour, as was the case 
during the construction of the Quetta-Nushki Railway, 
or when bad seasons occur, prices are liable to a consider .. 
able. rise. Thus the average price of wheat, which in 
1893 was selling at N ushki ·at over 20 seers to a rupee, 
rose dw·ing 1903. and 1904, when the Railway works were 
in progress, to about 12 seers. In exceptionally bad 
seasons it has been known to be as high as 7 seers. 
Similarly bhUsa, which had practically no value in the 
early years rose in 1903 and 1 904 to prices varying from 
8 annas to Re. 1 per maund. 

The nomads . of the western portion of the district 
depend to a very great extent on Garmsel and Kharan, 
and the prict-s vary in accordance with the conditions of 
the season. In 1901 which was a particularly unfavourable 
year grain had to be imported from Nushki for the posts 
along the Trade Route. The opening of the N ushki Rail
way (1905) will probably tend to equalize the rates of flour 
or grain with those prevailing at Quetta. The prices of 
staple food grains, bhusa, firewood and salt for five years 
from 1900 to 190t are given in table V, volume B. The 
average price of wheat has varied from 9! seers . to '19! 
seers and juari from 11! seers to 20 seers. 

Before British occupation the Kahiti seer of 88 tolas 
was in general use. Since 1899 Indian weights with a 
seer of 80 tolas and a maund of 40 seers have been 
introduced in the Nushki hazar and at the shops along the 

WEIGHTS 
AND 

MEASURES. 
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WEIGHTs Seistan Trade Route, the weights in ordinary use being 
MEt:;>RES. those of 20 seers, 10 seers, 5 seers, 2 . seers, 1 seer, 

half seer, quarter seer, one-eighth of a seer, chittack, 
half chittack and quarter chittack. 

Measm·es of 
grain. 

Linear 
measures. 

Bulky articles such as firewood and fodder are generally 
dealt with by the maund of 82 pounds. 

Outside the bazars, grain is still sold by the · measure 
and not by weight. The lowest unit is a lap-a handful 
and the measures in common use are:-

6 lap - 1 kuroi or kurwa. 
2 kuroi = 1 manri, 
2 manri - 1 kasa. 

50 kasa = 1 bar. 
80 kasa 1 kharwar. 

· 'l'he lap Mr and kharwt'ir are merely n9minal amounts, 
and the measure in daily use is the kt'isa. In the Chagai 
tahsil, the Klu'ir(mi man (about 3! seers) is also used as a 
standard measure. For the purposes of measui:ing 
revenue grain, a kasa of wheat is calculated at 5~ seers, 
but in ordinary use its actual capacity varies in each 
tahsil and also in the case of the different kinds of grain, 
as will be seen from the following table :-

Wheat Barley J nari 
Seers. Seers. Seers. 

N ushki kasa l?_! 4l 5! 
Chagai kasa 5! 4k 5i 
Kharan man 3! 2! :3! 

Bulky articles such as firewood, bh1isa and grass are 
usually sold by the camel, donkey or bullock load. 'V ool 
is made into bundles or bands and is sold at the rate of 
from 21 to 31 bantls for the rupee, a band weighing from 
] l to 2 seers. W•>ol shorn in the spring is known as 
hatam cMn and is usua.lly sohl, while the autumn wool 
(mel!h chen) is kept for home use. 

In the N ushki b<LZar nnJ along the ScistU.n Trade Route 
the standard yard of 16 gimhs or 36 inches is in use, but 



SUPERFICIAL MEASURES. 

the people of the country still employ the measures known 
as the aYash and gwanz. The former which is generally 
used for measuring cloth, varies with the stature of the 
customer and is measured from the projecting bone 9f the 
elbow, round the end of the middle finger, when extended 
straight, and back to the lower knuckle joint. The 
average length is about 21 inches. The ywanz is also an 
indefinite measure, being the distance between the tips of 
the middle fingers when both arms are extended to their 
full length. It is about 79 inches in length and is used 
for measuring kcil·ezes, channels and wells. 

The land and water under a permanent source of irriga
tion are both divided. The amount of land attached to a 
shab&.naroz or other minor division of water is definitely 
recognised, and irrigated land is always known by the 
proportion of water attached to it. U nirrigated lands are 
usually sold by plots. 
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WEIGHTS 
AND 

MEASURES. 

Supel'ficial 
measures. 

Chiefs and others who have dealings with Government Measures of 
officials know the. English months, but the names used time. 

in documents are .those of the Arabic months ; viz., 
Mubarram; Safar; Rabi-ul-awal; Rabi-us-sani; Jamadi-
ul-awal; Jamadi-us-sani; Rajah ; Shahan; Ramzan ; 
Shawal; Zikad and Zilhij. The majority of the people, 
however, only recognise the n1ain seasons which are: hatam 

or spring, from March to May; tirmrt,, or bashshtim, or the 
season between June and August when rain may be 
expected; sohel or the autumn comprising September and 
October; and selt or winter, November to February. By 
most of the cultivators and fiockowners 9 chill(~s or periods 
of 40 days are recognised. They begin in November with 
the chilla-i-khushk which is followed by the chilla-i-tar, 

the rest being known as sici11, sobz, z,.t~·d, ahanr, sciwanr, sohel 

and na{t. 

The days of the week are those recognised by Muham
madans ; Friday being considered as the first and holy day. 
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'\Y'EIGHTI! TLe day (rock or de) and the night (shaf or nan) are divided 
ME:::REs. into the following parts :-

.Coins. 

Vernacular names. Explanations. 

Guarbam A little before dawn. 
Nimazi wakht . . . The time of early prayers or 

dawn. 
De tik Sunrise. 
Cbasht ... About 10 A. M. 

Nemroch Noon. 
Burz peshi About 2 P. M. 

Peshi About 4 P.M. 

Burz digar ... About 5 P. M. 

Digar ... About 6 P. M • 

Sham ... ... Sunset . 
Khuftan ... About 10 P. M. 

Nem nan or Nem shaf ... Midnight. 
The divisions of the day gene1·ally recognisecl are those 

connected with the Muhammadan hours of prayers, such 
as Nimazi wakht, peshi, digar, und khuftan. 

Before British occupation the kaldt.ir or British Indian 
rupee was rarely used, the coins most generally current 
being known as the Kandah.lri, Kabuli, and Ghajri rupees 
of Afghanistan and Persia. · These coins are still used in 
dealings with the traders f1·om Afghanistan and Seistan. 
The present value of a Kabuli i·upee is (1905) about 
8 annas, and that of a Kandahari rupee about 4 annas 
and 8 pies. The Kiran (Ghiran) is half a Ghajri rupee 
and its value is about 4 annas. Since the British occupa
tion Indian coins have also come in use and their local 
names are=--

Indian coin1. 

A rupee 

0-8-0 
0-4-0 
0-2-0 
0-1-0 

Local names. 

kaldar. 
nem rupee. 

paoli. 
shahi. 
nem sMhi. 
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The following table shows the units of the Afghan and 
Persian coinage :--

.A.fgluin. 

3 ikki. - 1 shahi. 

2 shahi = 1 misqa.Ii. 

2 misqali = 1 abbasi. 

3 misqali = 1 qiran or ghiran. 

3 abbasi = 1 kaudahari. 

5 abbasi = 1 kabuli. 

Persian. 
. 2 pul = 1 shahi. 

5 shahi 1 ruba •. 

2 ruba = 1 panah Md. 

2 panah bad - 1 ghiran or qiran. 

2 ghir.i.n = 1 ghajri rupee. 
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WEICHTS, 
AND 

MEASUltES • 

The improvement in the material conditions of the !~~~:~~; 
people consequent on a settled Government, the cessation of oF THE 

inter-tribal feuds and an immunit.y from external raids has PEOPLE. 

already been noticed. It is especially marked in the 
neighbourhood of Nushki, and is indicated by the better 
material used for dress both by men and women, by ~he 
extension of agriculture and the improvement of the 
villages and by the increase of marriage expenses. The 
opening out of the Trade Route and the railway has also 
afforded a better market to both agriculturists and 
nomads for the disposal of their surplus produce. On the 
other hand the rise in the stand.ard of living coupled with 
a long succession of unfavourable seasons has led to a 
considerable amount of indebtedness among the zamindars. 
The state of the Hindu traders has undoubtedly much 
improved, and the present conditio.n of their prosperity 
contrasts very favourably with the description given by 
Pottinger of the few banias who were fo1lnd in the 
District in 1810, 
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FORESTS. 

Protective 
measures 

taken. 

OHAGAJ. 

There are no regular Reserved Forests in the District 
(1905). In 1903, the rules contained in the Agent to the 
Governor-General's Notification No. 2271, dated the 
27th of February 1901,* prohibiting the cutting of certain 
reserved trees were extended to the District. The local 
trees, affected by these rules, include the Tamarix 
articulafa-kirri or ghaz, the Pistacia khanjak (gwan), 
Prunus eburnea (a1·chin) Haloxylon Ammodendron (fagltaz) 
and the Stacksia Brahuica (kalor). Cutting in the 
Khaisar forest area is entirely prohibited, while in other 
localities the zamindtirs are permitted to cut green trees 
with the permission of the tahsildar, and to gather dry 
wood for private use without reference to any authority. 
In April190f., when the railway was under construction a 
post consisting of a forester and 5 forest guards was 
stationed in the Khaisar hills to protect the wooded 
areas. • 

The question of forming these areas into a forest 
reserve is under consideration (1905). The right to levy 
royalty on wood is leased annually and the proceeds are 
credited to the ~orest Department. 

Minor Assafretida ~s found in considerable quantities i~ the 

PFodrest western portion of the District, the principal loc:tlities 
ro uce. 

Assafootida. being Koh-Sultan, Amir Cha.h, Gami Cha.h, Sher Khan 
Cha.h and Groi. It is especially plentiful after good 
winter rains. 

Thf>re is a male and female plant which are known as 
T.·ular hing and pauni hing respectively, the distinction 
being that the former has a large :flower of a light straw 
colour, while the latter has none. The drug is extracted 
from the female plant only. The stem is from 1 to 2l 
feet long and from 3 to 4 inches thick, and the leaves 
somewhat resemble those of the large Indian beetroot. 
The collectors are usually Ba.bar Afghans from the Zhob 

'The Baluc1nst-n Fo-rest Jl!anual! ¥· 53 A. 
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District, who arrive during April and May and stay for FORESTs. 

the greater part of the summer. ·They divide themselves 
into groups of about ten persons each and allot portions of 
the land to each group. The plant is protected from the sun 
by a small hut made of stones, and when it begins to ripen, 
an incision is made in the stem and the sap or juice which 
exudes is collected in skins and dried in the sun. Fresh 
incisions are made at intervals and each plant is able to 
give from three to four collections. It is estimated that 
the asafootida produced from oi1e stalk usually amounts to 
about a pound and sometimes more. Good asafretida 
ought to be of a pale yellow colour, and the price of the 
drug in the Quetta market varies from Rs. 20 to Rs. 100 
a maund. 

The young plant is also eaten as a vegetable stewed in 
butter and is considered a great delicacy. Condiments 
are made from the dried leaves. 

The pistachio tree is found at elevations from· 3,000 to Important 
8,000 feet in the Singhbur, Khaisar, Ghazhol, Chagai, Trees. 

Pistachio 
Barab Chah and Bulo hills. The growth is scattered and (Pistacia 

sparse, and the tree is extremely slow growing and diffic~lt ~~:~~~r. 
to rear. It seldom grows more than 30 to 40 feet m gwan. 

height and is generally lower. The wood is superior to 
that of any other tree growing in the highlands. 

The natives recognise two varieties, one which gives 
fruit and is known as the mada or female, and the other 
which has thicker foliage and does not bear fruit, and is 
called nar or male. A tree begins to bear fruit when 
twenty-five to thirty years old and. is said to live to a 
great age. The fruit at first is green, then yellowish 
and when ripe about the middle of August assumes a dark 
purple colour. A tree is said to yield about 30 seers 
and a good snowfall generally results in a fine harvest. 
Hills and ravines bearing the gwan are us11ally 

!Bal. =Balochi; Br. =Bra~qi. 
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FORESTs. owned by tribal groups and the trees are much valued 
for thek fruit. 

The fruit (gwan) is eaten both fresh and dry. It is 
also made into a porridge which is eaten with dates, and 
into oil which is used as a relish with bread. In a good 
year about 300 maunds of the fruit are exported from 
Nushki to Kharan and Shorawa.k. The resin of the tree 
locally known as t.he gwanjilc is considered efficacious in 
the case of cuts, bruises and boils. It is also chewed by 
the women, and is considered to alla.y thirst. 

Date palm. The date is not an important product of the District 
and is only found in the Gat-i-Barot valley, The fruit is 
small and of inferior quality. The cultivation of a better 
kind has not proved successful. 

:Sannorhops The pish or dwarf palm is found in considerable quanti
::f~~~1a::a ties on rocky ground up to a height of about 3,000 feet in 

Brahui the lower ravines of the Chagai hills. It is a most useful 
Pish. plant and is largely used by the local people for making 

mats, sandals and ropes. The fruit (kunar or kund(ir) 
which ripens in November and the roots (klish) are also 
used as food by the poorer classes. 

MINES .un:> The editor is indebted to Mr. E. Vredenburg, Deputy 
MINERALS, Superintendent of the Geological Survey of India for the 

following detailed account of the mineral resources of the 
District.* 

"Ores of copper, lead, and iron, and some other mine
rals of commercial value, such as sulphur-gokurt, sulphate 
of lime and sulphate of alumina-phulmak have been met 
with in several localities. Some of them ·occur in smaiJ 
pockets as an original constituent of some of the igneous 
rocks mentioned in previous chapters. AU the others are 
results of solfataric action, either in the recent volcanoes, 
or in connection with some basaltic intrusions that belong 
to an earlier period. None of the deposits observed are 

•Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. XXXI, Part 2, 
for 1901, 
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region, the absence of fuel and the difficulty of obtaining 
labour make· it improbable that any satisfactory returns 
could be obtained under existing conditions. Some of the 
varieties of travertine formerly deposited by hot springs 
connected with volcanic activity might be used as ·an 
ornamental stone. 

"Silicate of copper, or "chrysocolla" occurs dissemi
nated through syenite in the Ras Koh, south of Charsar 
in the State of Kharan, and through diorite, in the Lar 
Koh in Persia, near Malik-i-Siah-Koh. These syenites 

· and diorites are intrusions of tertiary age ; their mineral 
composition is somewhat exceptional. N otwithstanuing 
their acid character and low specific gravity, they coutain 
an abundance of augite and even olivine. The proportion 
of titanium and phosphorus must be unusually high 
judging from the number and size of the crystals of 
sphene and apatite. Near the junction with !he sedimen
tary roc~s, the syenite frequently contains silicate of 

·copper, not in veins, but di'sseminated amongst the other 
minerals in grains of varying size. My observations were 
not suffi.cie.nt to decide whether any of thqse ma.sses would 

. be large enough or especially continuous enough to allow 
of systematic workir1g; the mode of occurrence in itself 
renders this improbable. Some men living at Charsar, 
where there is a little culth·ati?n along a ' karl.z,' remem
ber having seen the metal extracted some thirty years 
ago, by a certain Dad Muhammad. This man merely 
collected out of the talus the pebbles containing copper 
ore, which are conspicuous on account of the green colour 
which they assume on weathering. These he pounded in 
a mortar and extracted the metal in a primitive manner, 
the smelting of chrysocolla being very easy. 

"At Robat, near Lar Koh, there are some important 
- remains of copper smelting works1 in the shape of heaps 

Silicate of 
copper. 
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MINES AND of slag. The blocks of slag are so numerous that a small 
MINERALS. 

fort now ruined was entirely built of them. The only 
ores which I saw in the neighbourhood are silicate of 
copper disseminated through the syenites and diorites of 
Lar Koh, and some veins containing carbonate of copper 
at Robat Koh and Malik-i-Siah Koh. None of these 
deposits seem of sufficient importance to have yielded a 
large quantity of metal, and I did not see any remains of 
under-ground workings. It is possible that the ores 

smelted at Robat were obtained from some other spot 
which I have not visited, situated in the north-western 
continuation of the ranges in Persia. · Khanikoff mentions -
the existence of large abandoned mines of lead and copper 
which are so situated.* 

o1·es "All . the other or~s observdd seem to have been the 
occur!ing in result of solfataric action. All the rocks older than the 

vems. 
Siwaliks, whether they may be intrusive or sedimentary, 
are frequently traversed by dykes of basalt. In many 
cases the felspars in these basalts are pseudomorphs con
sisting of calcite, and the alteration has extended to the 

surrounding rocks with the development of variom second
ary minerals such as epidote. Sometimes the alteration 
has proceeded further with the formation of bright 
coloured metallic ochres and the deposition of specular 
iron in fissures surrounding the dykes. Lastly, the ores 
are found in fissures without any igneous rock, constituting 
real veins, but they always occur in the neighbourhood of 
the basaltic dykes. 

Dr~na Koh. "The hills called Dr ana Kuh (Lat. 29° 1.'>', Long. 61° 47') 
in the neighbourhood of Zeh consist of intrusive quartz 

diorite. Later basaltic dykes run through this igneous 
mass; the intrusion of these ba,saltic dykes was accom
panied by a considerable discharge of mineral vapours 
which have altered both the basalt itself and the neigh-

'*~lie moire Su1•ltc Ptu·tie ~uc,·i,lionale de l'.isie Centrale, p. ltl!.l. 
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houdng portion of the diorite. Veins varying in width MINES AND 
• MINERALS. 

from 1 foot to 3 feet run parallel to the dykes and coutam · · · 
minerals which probably resulted ft·om the same solfataric 
action.· These mineraJs are quartz and silicate of. copper 
or "chrysocolla." The copper ore occurs in small crystals 
of a turquoise blue colour, 

"At Saindak, particularly in the hill called Saindak Saindak. 

Koh and amongst the ranges to the north-east, we find 
the same association of basaltic dykes and minerai' veins. 
Only here the rocks tr!l.versed by them instead of being 
intrusive are sedimentary, consisting partly of volcanic 
tuffs and agglomerates of the flysch period, partly of shales 
and limestones which contain fossils indicating a middle 
and upper eo~ene age. 'l'he minerals found in the veins 
are principally cat·bonate of lime, sulphide of lead or 
" galena " and carbonates of copper; the green carbonate 
or" malachite," and the blue carbonate or "azurite." 
The veins are seldom more than a foot in diameter; and it 
is only where they are widest that they contain galena. 
The carbonates of copper occur as mere incrustations. 
The galena is occasionally collected by the inhabitants and 
smelted for making shot and bullets. 

"Very similar veins are found at Robat Koh and Malik- Koh-i-Malik 

i-Siah Koh. Here the rocks traversed by them are pr~- Sinh. 

cipally nummulitic limestone of lower eocene age. The 
limestone and underlying shales are largely intruded i~to 
by great masses of diorite, but the mineral yeins and als_o 
some very basic magma basalts are probably newer than 
the diorite. The minerals contained in the veins are 
mostly iron ores, carbonate of .iron and l1ematite, 
occasionally associated with carbonate of copper,· 
Hematite occurs not only in the larger veins, but in the 
shape of smaU e~·ystals of _specular iron; it is found 
coating the fissures and planes of stratification of 
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MINES AND the limestone in the immediate nei
0
0'hbonrhood of the 

MINERALS. 

Produce of 
recent 

volcanoes. 

diorite intrusions. 

"Amongst the recent volcanoes which rise in the west
ern portion of the district visited, the Koh-i-Tafdan is at 
the present day in the condition of a solfatara. The 
Koh-i-Sultan also went through the same stage before it 
became finally extinct; denudation has since laid bare 
some large masses of rock highly altered by mineral 
vapours. 

"The masses of travertine formerly deposited by thermal 
springs, which are now exhansted, may also be regarded 
as the products of volcanic activity. 

"I did not visit the crater of the Koh-i-Tafdan in 
Persia, but·pieces of sulphur pickeJ up upon the slopes 
of the volcano show that this mineral is no doubt abun
dant." 

A further account of the minerals found in the District 
and their uses is given in a paper on "The occurrence of 
melanterite in Baluchistan"* read by Mr. David Hooper, 
F.C.S., before the Asiatic Society of Bengal on the 
3rd of June 1903. 

Gypsum. " A crystalline form of gypsum known as selenite in a 
very pure condition," has also been found in the Raskoh 
hills, but owing to di~culty of access and the heavy cost 
of transport it is not of any economic importance. 

Salt. Earth salt is collected at Miro Nawar near Saiad 
Mahmud in the Nushki tahsil, and at ·wad-i-Sultan near 
Padag and Talkhab in the Chagai sub-tahsil. This earth 
salt contains 97·627 per cent. chloride of soJium and is 
considered to be of fair quality. In 1900, Captain Webb
"\Vare Political Assistant, Chagai, reported that "it is 
found in Wad-i-Sultan in quantities which are to all intents 
and purposes unlimited and where it is obtained for the 
mere trouble of picldng it up and packing it on camels." 

'*Journal ..dsiatic Society of Bengal Vol. LXX, part II, No.4 of 1903 
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It is principally collected by the Makiki, Sili.Mzai and MINES AND 
. ' MINERALS, 

.Amirzai Mengals of Mal,- and the quantity amounts to 
about a thousand maunds each year. It is used not only 
by the indigenous population of the District but also by 
the Barech of Shorawak, the nomads in Registan and the 
natives of Kharan. It is usually bartered for wheat and 
juari, the rates being 5 measures of salt to 1 of grain in 
Nushki and 8 measures in Chagai. The export to Quetta 
has entirely ceased since the duty on salt was raised to 
.Rs. 1-8 per maund in 1901. 

The question of its t~xation was raised in 1901, but it 
was considered that the cost of collection would exceed 
the revenue, and that while it would be impossible to 
prevent the local people 'from obtaining all they required, 
the levy of duty would only have the effect of forcing the 
transfrontier tribesmen of Registan to collect their salt at 
Kani in Afghan territory, where an inferior quality can 
be obtained. Salt is also collected in the Hamun-i-Mashkel, 
where the Kharan chief levies a royalty of 12 annas per 
camel load (about 5 maunds). 

Embroidery is common among the settled inhabitants AR.'rs AND 

of the District. It is artistic and of many varieties but n~!~~~s. 
unfortunately the products have been much damaged by Embroidery 

the introduction of aniline dyed silks. Of the Brahui 
embroideries that called mosam is the best. It consists of 
very close work in a form of satin stitch, the design being 
primarily geometric. 

Other kinds which are not so fine are known as mahi 
pusht, suching kun and pv,riwal. These embroideries 
are worked on the garments worn both by men and 
women. 

There is no manufacture of carpets or rugs for trade Carpets and 
purposes; b'ut rough carpets (gluili), striped rugs (kont), ruis. 

coarse woollen cloth (~hall) and blankets for gidtins are 
made by the women of the country for horne use only. 
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The work is chiefly done by a special class of professional 
weaver women,' who move from village to village and 
undertake the weaving on contract. It ~s customary 
for the employer to supply the wool and also food 
for the weavers while working, and the rates vary 
according to the quality and design of the work. A kont 

or rug is usually paid for at the rate of 8 annas a yard, 
and the working price of a carpet varies from Rs. 10 to 
Rs. 15 according to the size and design. The weavers 
supply their own implements, which are of a very primi
tive description and consist chiefly of a spindle (jallak or 
julluk), loom (gUtijta) and beam (pukhtu). 

Dyeing. The following notes were supplied by Mr. T. 0. Hughes 
in 1903 regarding the proc~ss of dyeing with mak or zagh 
as. adopted by the Brahui women : 

"The shell of the pomegranate is pounded and put into 
water with the cloth to be dyed and boiled for about an 
hour. The cloth is then taken out and dried. When 
dry, it is put into water which has 'mak ' dissolved in it, 
when it immediately becomes black. It is allowed to 
remain in the water for about half an hour when it is 
taken out and dried. The process is then complete. 

" Cloth dyed black with "mak " is not sold in the 
bazars but 'mak' is much used for dyeing clothes by the 
poorest class of Brahni women. Dyeing is also always 
done by the women. 

"There appear to be no special quantities of pomegra
nate rind or 'mak' to any spe.:Jial quantity of water. 
What I mean is they pay no special attention to the 
proportions, but from what I have seen I should say a 
table spoonful of powdered pomegranate to a pint of 
.water-ditto' mak.' 

"Method of using 'phulmak' as a mordant:-

"The (sakor) gall of the tamariz articulata (gaz) is powder
ed and put into boiling water, While still hot, the cloth 
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to be dyed is put into it and left for a d.ay. The next day 
it is taken out and dried, and when dry it is put into 
water which has phulmak dissolved in it, and left for about 
eight hours. It is then again dried, and when dry put 
into water which has powdered majith (Rubia cordifolia) 
(Brahui rodang) soairing in it and left for some hours 
when it will be dyed a bright red. It is only with this red 
dye thai phulmak is used as a mordant here, but i suppose 
it would act with any vegetable dye. I do not understand 
the part the tamarisk seed plays in it, but these people 
say the phulmak is of no use without it. 

"Kharrun (wool) is coloured green in the following way: 

"A bouta chittack of indigo is rub bed in a basin of water 
· and the wool is dipped in it for an hour. It is then dried 

and again dipped in a solution made of a wild plant calied 
. . . . . . •. . 

dranao or dranag. The women who know the art charge 
4 to 8 anmi.s a. seer of wool in cash or kind for giving any 
of these colours." 

In pre-British days ~hen cloth of. every. kind was · 
scarce, felt coats formed the principal article of male 
attire, and this is still the case among ~he poorer classes 
an:l more especially among the shepherds in the. western 
parts of the District. Felt or thappur is made of sheep'~ 
wool, and the manufacture, which is not a difficult p~ocess~ 
is undertaken by the women of th~ house. The wooi is 
weU beaten with sticks, cleaned, and made into P.arc~ls of 
about 2 seers each. The process of cleaning is. called 
. • _,. ' - J "· • ' 

kdskhaling iu Brahui. A thin darri of the required size is 
spread out and small pieces of wool are laid by the women 
over the wh~ie of its surface; after this a second layer is 
added. 1£ a. variegated felt sanjri is to be inade, coloured 
wool is used. Warm water is sprinkled over the layers of 
wool thus prepared, and the darri is then carefully and 
securely rolled up after which it is rubbed and pommelled 
with vigour. Every half hour or so more warm water is 
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ARTS AND added until the wool begins to felt ; after felting · the 
MANU· 

FACTURES. thappur is taken out and placed in the sun to dry. ·This 
process is continued for three days, more wool being 
added each time until the felt .is ready for use. Its com
pactness depends on the rubbing it receives. The felts 
are almost all made for home use and there is no trade 
for them in the District. The long felt coats with closed 
sleeves which are much worn by the men are locally 
known as zor. Caravans from Seistan also bring a 
superior kind of namdas which are generally well felted 
and occasionally ornamented. 

Silver !Lnd Little jewellery is worn by the local people, the majority 
g
0
oldsmlths. being content with rough silver ornaments made by Mak-
l'naments. , • Kh' . ld . h S 1 N hk' ram or anl.m go smit s. orne peop e nearer us 1 

are, however, beginning to use gold ornaments. 

Potters. There are no professional potters in the District and 
pottery is imported either from Quetta or from Sind. 
Among the indigenous population earthenware drinl-ing 
bowls (badni) and cooking pots (garo) of a rough quality 
are in use and are made by the women. 

coMMERCE Owing to its favourable position Nushki has from early 
AND TRADE. t' • d th . t t' f b . • 1 t tmes enJoye e repu a ton o emg a commerCia cen re 

of some importance. It has, however, had many fluctua
tions and its commerce has increased and diminished in 
accordance with the condition of the caravan routes and 
the internal affairs of the districts from which its trade 
was drawn. 

Trade converges on it from the following main sources:

(1) From Jalk, Kharan and Mashkel. 

(2) From Garmsel, the Eastern Helmand and Shora
wak. 

(3) From Seistan and Persia by the trade route. 

Before the District came under British control trade of 
all descriptions was at a low ebb, owing to the insecure 
co:qdition of the country and the heavy tolls levied by the 
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Sanjranis at Chagai and the Zagar Men gal chief at N ushki. COMMERCE 

The Men gal tolls had been levied on kcifilas for many years, AND TRADE. 

and would appear, in the first instance, to have been fairly 
moderate, Re. 1 per camel load being charged on tobacco, 
condiments, dall, riee and all goods imported from Quetta., 
while the rates on articles brought into . N ushki. from 
Kharan, Persia, and Afghanistan were 4 annas per load 
on dates, and i and 4! seers for wool and ghi respectively. 
In 1877, the Khan of Kalat, acquired one-half. of the 
Nushki dues, and in order. to ·prevent any decrease in his 
former income the Zagar Mengal chief doubled the rate 
on dates, increased it by 50 per cent. on wool and on other 

· goods by 25 per cent., and imposed a tax: on cloth, goats 
and sheep and salt, which had previously been free. He 
also levied an additional tax: of 4 annas on • each camel 
load as his special perquisite. This enha.ncement affected 
the Quetta trade and the attention. of the Local Govern
ment was first drawn to it in December 1889 by Lieut.
Colonel G. Gaisford, who visited. Nushki on his way to 
Chagai. In 1 896, Major (now Sir Henry) McMahon 
while on the Afghan-Baloch Boundary Commission found 
that the contract for the collection of these dues had been 
sold for the previous year by the Khan to a Hindu for 
Rs. 4,000, the proceeds being equally divided between him 
and the Mengal Sardar, and that the actual collections 
amounted to about Rs. 15,000. 1 

In Chagai Sarfaraz Khan, the father of the present 
Sanjrani chief, had imposed sung· on all kdfilas passing 
through his country at the following rates :-

(a) Per camel load of gM or wool ..• . . . Rs. 5 0 

(b) Per camel load of dates or unladen c:=tmels Rs. 2 0 

(c) Per camel load of dye ... Rs. 0 4 

(d) Poll-tax on travellers per head ... Rs. 0 4 

The levy of this tax was continued by the Afgh.ins 
during their occupation of Chagai, and was reimposed by 
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coMMERCE the present chief at his reinstatement in 1896. Owing to 
AND TRADE. these exactions coupled with the dangerous state .of the 

routes, trade had greatly diminished, and it was reported 
in 1892 that the Persian trade with India. was limited to 
about two kafilas yearly, and that practically no Indian 
goods were imported into Seistan. 

Develop· 
ment 

of trade. 

The .slave trade alone appears to have been an exception 
to the general rule and it seems to have been in a flourish
ing condition during the years prior to British occupation. 

In November 1896 Lieutenant _F. C. Webb-Ware was 
appointed to administer the Chagai-Sanjrani country, 
his special duty being to arrange for the safe-guarding of 
the Seista.n route and the proteciion of trade. The first 
slieps taken were to establish levy posts along the trade 
route, and the services of local chiefs were also engaged 
on the principle of allotting them pay for their services and 
holding them personally responsible for the repression of 
raids. Among others, Ido, Pahlwan of Saindak, a noted 
free-booter who had been the terror of kafilas, was 
engaged under these conditions and has since fulfilled his 
duties well. The tolls were abolished in January 1897, 
the chief being compensated by the grant of allowances 
as already described. The success of Lieutenant ·webb
Ware's measures was assured from the commencement, 
and in the months of February and March 1897, trade to 
the extent of Rs. 63,883-10 passed through Nushki. 

The figures* of the trade passing through Nushki, 
since the opening of the Seistan Route, are given in the 
following table :-

YEAR. EXPORTS. 

1:W7-8 
1898-9 
1899-1900 
1900-1 . 
1901-2 
1902-3 
1903-4. 
1904-;j 

Rs. 
2,8,1,,321 
3,81,259 
5,53,393 
7,86,431 

.... 11,95,158 
4,36,829 

... 5,64,987 
... 9,2ll446 

IMPORTS. 
Rs. 

3,05,608 
3,46.~2-1. 

6,82,029 
7 48,021 
7,9-1..700 
4,74-,3il9 
4.75,-1.71 
7,01,171 

TOTAL. 
Rs. 

r-.89,929 
7,28,083 

12,35,412 
15,3-lo,452 
19,89,858 
9,11,188 

10.40,458 
16,21,617 

•Note.-The figures for the years 1897-8 to 1901-2 include specie, 
which is excluded f1'0m the last three years. 
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Trade fluctuates in accordance with the conditions of COMMERCE 

the seasons, the year 1902-03 being an exceptionally AND· TR~DE. 
unfavourable one both in Persia and Afghanistan. 

For purposes of statistics the trade is divided into 
three classes, namely trade with Persia., Afghanistan and 
BalucLisbin, and the following statement gives the 
details of the exports and imports of each class of trade 
for the three years ending with 31st of March 1905:-

lMPOR'TB. 1902-3. 1903-4. 1904-5. 
Rupees. Rupees. Rupees. 

.. . 2,84,380 2,12,226 2,23,098 Persia ... 
Afg h6 nistfl n 
BalucbistBn 

.. . 1,49,593 2,04,292 3,51i,231 
40,386 58,953 1,22,842 

Total ... 4,'74,359 4,'75,4'11 '7,01,1'71 
EXPORTS. 

Persia ... 
Afghanistan 
Balucbistfm 

Total 

2,49,608 
1,03,836 

83,385 
... 4,36,829 

TOTAL EXPORTS 
AND IMPORTS. 

2,94,128 
75.486 

1,95,373 
5,64,98'7 

3,23,174 
1,07,208 
4,90,064 

9,20,446 

Persia ... ... 5,33,988 5,06.35t. 5,46,272 
Afgh~nistan ... 2.53,429 2,79,778 4,62,439 
Baluchistan 1,23,771 2,54,::126 6,12,906 

Total .•• 9,11,188 10,40,458. 16,21,617 

During this period Persian trade contributed about 
44 per cent. of the whole and Afghanistan and Baluchis
tan each about 28 per cent. 

The following table gives the details of Persian trade 
for four years ending with 1904-5 :-

A.l·ticles. 1901-2. 1902-3. 

Imports (total) 
Horses 

Rupees. Rupees. 
... 3,40,4. 0 2,84,380 

1,1!!,680 82,650 
Wheat 
Ghi .. . 
Wool .. . 
Asafretida 
S1lk ... 

210 
49,588 
7,280 

18,100 

Hides... ... ... 
Fruits and vegetables 
Jewellery etc. 
Others ... 1.46,612 
Exports (total) ... 8,48,42'7 
Cotton piece goods... 2,62.695 
Dyeing materials 1,94.265. 
Tea ... 1,57,130 
Others 2,34,337 

9,410 
3,966 

51,000. 
76.972 
11,702 

48,680 
2,49,608 

1,11,838 
46,699 
16,(13.5 
75,oa6 

1903-4. 
Rupees. 

2,12,226 
48,078 

2,370 
8.186 

20,700 
6L,997 
38,303 
25,632 

6,960 
2,94,128 

1,54,396 
85.351 
20,179 
34,20:! 

1904-5. 
Rupees. · 

2,23,098 
60,900 

31,723 
18.465 
::!~.615 
48,798 
1,840 

18,5-tO 
8,000 
2,217 

3,23,1'74 
1.49,169 
1,21.169 

7,676 
4-5,160 

Persian 
Tra.de. 
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The decrease during 1902-3 was chiefly due to the 

drought and scarcity which prevailed in Seistan and the 

frontier District of the Persian provinces of Khurasan and 

Kirman ; but it was also owing in a great measure to the 

new Persian tariffs which came into force on the 14th of 

February 1903. The returns for 1904-5 give an increase 

both in exports and imports. 

The following statement gives the details of the trade 

with Afghanistan for the three years ending with lfarch 

1905 and the principal items of imports and exports:-

IMPORTs. 1902-3. 1903-4. 1904·5. 
Rupees. Rupees. Rupees. 

Wool 17,392 69,817 1,38,817 

Provisions-ghi, &e. 49,765 37,466 1,15,935 

Grain and pulse 11,926 14,608 21,844 

Drugs and medicines 42,700 61,660 66,660 

Others 27,810 20,741 11,975 

Total... 1,4.9,593 2,04,292 3,55,231 

ExPORTS. 1902-3. 1903-4. 1904-5. 

Rupees. Rupees. Rupees. 

Piece goods Indian ... 
,, European ... J 99,681 75,050 { 91,289 

9,542 

Leather manufactured 276 3,276 

Tea 160 2,160 

Others ... 4,155 941 

Total 1,03,836 '75,486 1,0'7,208 

Grand Total... 2,53,429 2,'79,'7'78 4,62,439 

The chief bulk of the trade is carried on with GarmstH 

and the Eastern Helmand, that with Shorawak being 

inconsiderable. The latter is limited to about 500 maunds 

of grain and 100 maunds of wool besides firewood and 

melons; the exports, which consist chiefly of cotton piece 

goods, do not exceed itn annual value of B.s. 2,000. 
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The principal items of imports into Nushki are fruits, coMMERCE. 

ARTICLES. 

IMPORTS INTO NUBHKI. 

Fruits, vegetables and nuts in-
cluding dates ... . 

Provisions-gbi .. . 
Wool 
Drugs and medicines including 

asafretida 
Others 

h' . · l d AND TRADE. 
g ~; ·woo..., rugs Baluchistan 

Value. and. miscellaneous Trade •. 

Rs. articles, while the 

47,146 
36,668 
22,765 

exports include cot
ton piece goods, 
grain, oils and to
bacco. The value 

10,997 of these import-s 
5,266 and . e.x:p01;ts for 

Total ... 1,22,842 1904-05 is given in 

ExPORTS. 

Cotton piece goods ... 
Apparel 

. Silk ... 
Jute, gunny bags, &c. 
Grain, pulse and rice 
Sugar refined and un-refined 
Spices, &c .... 
Oil petroleum and others ... 
Tobacco ... 
Provisions ... 
Leather manufactured 
Others 

the margin. 
Rs. 

3,32,423 
3,259 
3,644 
1,778 

46,482 
13,295 

8,115 
3,293 
4,172 

49,391 
4,688 

19,524 
Total . .. 4,90,064 

' Grand Total... 8,12,906 
Compared with the year 1903-4 the :figures of import 

for 1904-5 show an increase of Rs. 63,889, which was in 
a large measure due to the influx of a considerable alien 
population employed on the railway construction works. 

It is estimated that the annual value of the trade for Tra.de with 

1904-5 with Kharan, including Ja.lk and Gwashkamotinted Kharim. 
to about Rs. 1,55,000, imports Rs. 85,000 and exports 
Rs. 70,000. The former include wool valued at Rs. 40,000, 
ghi valued at Rs. 30,000 and dates valued at R~. 15,000 •. 
The exports consist chiefly of Indian piece goods valued 
at Rs. 60,000 and rice, oil, sugar and tea, valued at 
Rs. 10,000. 
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coMMERCE The staple products of Seistan are grain, ghi and wool. 
AND TRADE. Alm d • t h" t • . d "lk d h 

Registra· 
tion 

of trade. 

on s, p1s ac 10, urqumses an s1 an orses are 
exported chiefly from Meshed. 

Trade passing through Nushid is registered by a trade 
muharrir under the supervision of the tahslldar. For the 
purpose of statistics an average camel load is shown at 
5 maunds, and in the case of good~:! exported from Baluchi
stan the value, shown in the returns, is taken, whenever 
possible, from the bills of lading. Imports into Baluchi
stan are divided into two classes, (a). raw and (b) 
manufactured. Raw articles are valued at the current 
prices, and in the case of manufactured articles the value 
is obtained from the bills of lading, memoranda and 
receipts for customs. The monthly returns are checked 
by the tahsildar and forwarded through the Assistant 
Political Agent Chagai to the Chief Collector of Customs 
Karachi. The question of appointing a trade expert from 
the Customs Office at Karachi to register trade at Nushki 
is under consideration {1905). 

Duties on The rates of sung or octroi levied by the Kbaran chief 
edxports t on articles brought from or taken into his country are as 

an 1mpor s 
and follows :-

smuggling. Rs. A. p. 
Exports from Khhan. 

Wool ,.. 10 4 0 per camelload of 8 standard maunds. 
Ghi 8 4 0 per camel load of 6 standard maunds. 
Wheat 1 2 · 0 do. do. 
~~ 1W 0 ~ ~ 
Asafretida 2 8 0 per standard maund. 
Camel 3 0 0 pe1• grown up camel. 

1 0 0 per camel colt. 
Bullock 0 8 0 per head. 
Donkey 0 4 0 do. 
Horse ... 5 0 0 do. 
Magher 1 2 0 per camel load of 6 maund11. 
Isabghol .. , I 2 0 do. 
Shakargaz 1 10 0 do. 
Sheep Ol' goat 0 2 3 per head. 

Imports into Kb&ran. 
Cloth .. . 0 0 6 per rupee. 

O~i:~:~:: leather, groce. J 6 pies per rupee on original pric~. 
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Import.s of grain are exempt from all taxation. coMMERCE 
AND TRA. 'DE. 

The value of the sung recovered annually ainounts. to 
about Rs. 5,(100. 

All exports of wheat, ghi, wool and live stock from Afgh8n 

Af 1 , • t' h'b'ted d . 1 ti . t . customs. g 1ams an are pro 1 1 , an speCia preven ve pos s, 
the numbers of which are given in the section on 
"Levies," are established along the Afghan border. 
Smuggling is, however, constantly practised and the 
Afghan Khasadars are generally open to arrangement. 
Caravans sometimes evade payments by employing un
frequented routes and slipping through at night, and 
occasionally the stronger caravans make their way th~ough 
the cordon by force. Exports into Shorawak are also 
taxed, the usual rates being 2 kabuli rupees per camel 
load (6 maunds) of dates, rice, tobacco,. etc, and 2 a:i:mas 
per piece or bale of cloth. 

The purely local trade is chiefly in the bands of Hilldri Tl'ade 
agencies. 

shopkeepers of N ushki, who have their agents along the 
trade route and in Kharan and Shorawak. These agents 
are often banias, but also occasionally local men~ The 
profits appear to be divided equally between the shop..; 
keepers and the . agents·. In Shorawak there' are eight 
Hindu banias who act as agents for the Nushki traders. 
In other parts of Afghanistan the trade is prin:ci:pally 
carried on by the Gurk, Popalzai, Karamzai and Karozii 
Afghans and in a lesser degree by the· Mengals,. Sasoli, 
Pirkani and Notezai Baloch. 

The Seistan export trade is carried on by the Sarb!i.ndis 
and the Seistanis themselves. Several villages combine 
to form a kclfila which is loaded with local prodlice and 
sent to either Quetta or Nushki under the charge of 
experienced traders. After the produce is disposed of, the 
kufila is reloaded with piece-goods, indigo and other 
articles and taken back to Seistan, where the goods are 
disposed of in the open market. 
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COMMERCE In the Nushki hazar there is a ehaudha1·i who acts as a 
AND TRADE. • 

Ch d
' . spokesman for the tradesmen, assists the Government 

au t!Urts • 
and dalfl<ls. offiCials in collecting the hazar taxes and in the general 

Brokers. 

Develo-p
ment 

of trade. 

management of the hazar. He is. also the custodian of 
·the pa.neltait fund which is maintained by contributions 

levied at the following rates from the shopkeepers in the 
bazar:-

IMPORTS. 

Ata, etc. 
Wheat .•. 
DateR 
Cloth · ... 
Rice, sugar,- molasses, 

crockery, etc. 

EXPORTS. 

.. • 6 pies per gunny bag. 
... 3 
... 3 pies a. maund. 
.. . 0-8-0 per load. 

cereals 
.. . 0-2-6 per load. 

Ghi ••• 0-6-0 per load. 
Wool . .. 0-4-0 ,. 

These collections are expended on charitable purposes 
and for the maintenance of the. Hindu places of worship. 

There are two dalals in the N ushki hazar whose business 
consists in arranging sales and purchases for traders, 
other than the Seistanis who generally send their goods 
to Quetta and Karachi direct without the intervention of 
brokers. Brokers' fees are usually recovered from both 
parties to a transaction. The rates are subject to mutual 
agreement, but those ordinarily prevailing in N ushki 
are:-

Ata, wheat, barley, judri, etc. 

GhL. 
Wool 
Dates 

.. . 6 pies per gunny 
bag. 

. . • 0-2-0 a maund. 
... 0-2-0 " 
... 0-0-3 " 

The chief measures taken for the development of trade 
have been the appointment of a British Vice-Consul in 
Seistan (1899), the extension of the Railway to Nushki, 
the grants of rebates on freights carried by rail, the grant 
of free railway passes to bon& fide Persian traders, the 
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improvement of the trade route and increased facilities coMMERCl!l 
AND TRADE, 

for transl'ort. 

Nushki is the natural starting point and terminus for 
caravans, and in former days one of the chief complaints 
of the traders was that the journey between Nushki and 
Quetta, which lay through a hilly and barren country 
unfavourable to camels, added greU:tly to their difficulties 
and expenses. Quetta itself owing to the cold and the 
high price of fodder was also unsuitable for camels and 
the caravans were often put to considerable loss both of 
animals and money during their stay atthatplace. These 
difficulties have now been terminated by the extension of 
the railway to N ushki. The difficulty of obtaining 
transport for goods despatched from India has also been 
met by an arrangement made with a number of wei~ 

known camel contractors by which in consideration for a 

monthly grant of Rs. 300, they engage to supply an 

unlimited number of camels as far as Seistan and Meshed 

at reasonable rates (1905). 

In 1901, a rebate of one-third of the freight was allowed 
by the North Western Railway on all goods booked from 
all stations on the railway to Quetta or Nushki for export 
to Persia by the Seistan route, and' a rebate of one~eighth 
was given on goods imported from Persia. Since the 15th 
of Aprill906 a rebate equal to two-thirds of the freight is 
allowed by the North Western Railway on all goods 
traffic, including live stock, to or from Persia. On the 
East Indian and Oudh and Rohilkhand Railways a rebate 
of one-third of the freight is allowed; These rebates 
are granted on the production of a certificate from the 
office of the Agent to the Governor General or from the 
Assistant Political Agent Chagai showing that the goods 
in question have been imported from or are for bon& fide 
export to Persia. 
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coMMERC» Money can be transmitted from Quetta to Meshed and 
AND TBADE. Seistan through the Punjab Banking Company to the 

branches of the Imperial Bank of Persia at those places. 

MEANS OF 
COMMUNI· 

CATION. 
Railways. 

The condition of the trade route has been steadily 
improved year by year. It is now perfectly safe, the 
supply of water has been greatly increased, serais have 
been built and telegraph and post offices and banias' 
shops have been established at all the more important 
stagPs. It is well suited for camel transport, as the road 
is practically level throughout and there is good and 
abundant grazing at all the stages. A special caravan 
serai for Persian traders was built at Quetta in 1902 and 
is now (1905) under the charge of a Government official, 
who also acts as the local agent for Persian and Seistan 
merchants. The question of the provi.,ion of a similar 
institution at Nushki is under consideration (1905). 

The Quetta Nushki branch of the North Western 
Railway which takes off at Spezand, a station on the 
Mushkaf-Bolan railway 16 miles from Quetta, was com
menced in 1903 and opened for traffic on the 15th of N ovem-
ber 1905. It enters the CMgai District at the Galangur 
Kotal, 53 miles from Spezand, and runs in a westerly 
direction to its terminus at Nushki which is 82 miles from 
Spezand, 98 miles from Quetta. and 606 miles from 
Karachi. 

From the Galangur Kotal (mile .)3) to Kishingi station 
(mile 69) the line follows the windings of the Galangur 
nuUah, keeping a general westerly direction. The N ushki 
Ghat is reached at mile 72; and the line then turns to 
the south and winds down the slope of the broken hillside 
for 7 miles over very difficult ground involving a 
succession of deep cuttings and heavy banks. From the 
foot of the Ghat lhe line turns again westwarJ. and 
reaches ~ushki station at mile 82. The cost of the line 
is estimate(l at about a lakh of rupees a ruile. 
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Table VI,· Volume B, gives the details of the principal 
routes and rest houses in the District. . The most 
important road is the Quetta-Nushki-Seistan Trade Route. 
This is the direct route between Quetta and Seistan 
(566 miles), and as far as Robat Kila (460. miles) lies 
within British territory. From Quetta to Sheikh Wasil 
(52 miles from Nushki) there are two roads known 
respectively as the 'Old Road' and 'the Railway road.' 
The former runs along the line of the Nau·Hissar Kahnak 
Valley which lies to the west of the Chiltan range, while 
the latter follows the Quetta Kalatroad as far as Tiri, and 
then turning in a westerly direction runs parallel to the 
railway line. The roads join on the Nushhl side of the 
Sheikh Wasil gorge. The stages on the road are given 
in table YI1 Volume B . . ,. 

The whole length between Quetta and Nushki (94 miles) 
is nnmetalled, but the gradients are .fai;ly easy and the 
road is in g~od order a.!ld fit for wheeled traffic (1905). 

From Nushki to Robat the road I'uns in a westerly 
direction and lies for the greater part through a barren 
and desert -country. Levies .are posted at all ·the stages, 
and at the principal ones there are telegraph and post 
offices and banias' shops where ordinary provisions can 
be obtained. The whole length of the r~ad is practically 
level throughout. The following statement. gives the 
distance from Nushki to Meshed showing the number of 
l!ltages and average length of each:-

1. Nushki to Kila Robat in 
British territory 

2. Kila Robat to Nasrat
abad (the capital of 
Seistan) 

Distance in miles. 

21 stages, averaging 
about 18 miles ... 

8 stages, averaging 
about 13 miles ... 

366 

106 

-us 
J!lEANS OF 
COMMUNI· 

CATION.' 

Roads. 
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Distance in miles. 
3. Nasratabad to Birjand. 9 stages, averaging 

about 20 miles... 210 

Total N ushki to Birjand via Seistan... 682 

4. Birjand to Meshed, via Turbat-i-Haidari 
11 stages averaging about 27 miles .. . 292 

Total Nushki to Meshed 49 stages aTeraging 
about 20 miles ... 974 

Nushki to Birjand via Palang Koh avoiding Seistan. 

1. Nushki to Kila Robat as above-21 stages ... 366 

Kila Robat -to Birjand direct-13 stages, 
averaging about 21 miles 275 

Birjand to Meshed-11 stages... 292 

Total N ushki to Meshed 52 st~~.ges 
averaging 18 miles 933 

The length of the route from Bandar Abbas to Meshed 
is 966 miles. 

Passports. Tra>ellers proceeding to Seistan and Persia are required 
to provide themselves with passports, which are issued by 
the office of the .Agent to the Governor General in Balu
chistan on the payment of a fee of one rupee. .Applica
tions for these passports should reach the office a full 

month before the date that the travellers are timed to 
reach Nushki. No passports are issued to natives of India 
unless they come provided with certificates of identity 
countersigned by the officer in charge of their Districts. 
The Persian Passport regulations, dated the 1st of March, 
1900, require that every foreigner who wishes to travel in 
Persia must show his passport on entering Persian 
territory, and that it must be countersigned by a Persian 
Consular Officer. 
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Articles 12 to 15 of the Persian Order in Council of MEANS oF 
1889 I .• th t ·a B .. h b' t .coMMUNI· a so- reqmre a every non-rest ent nt1s su _JeC CATION. 
arriving in Persia at a place where a consular office is 
~aintained, shall 1·egister himself within a month of his 
arrival in a special register kept for the purpose, and 
obtain a registration· certificate on the payment of a fee 
of Rs. 2-6-0. No person1 who ha's not been r~gistered, is 
entitled to sue or to receive .the support or protection of 
a consular office. 

The following note on the journey from 
.A.skabad (168 miles) has been supplied 
R . .A.. E. Benn, C.I.E. :-

Meshed· to Meshed to 

b M 
. the Caspian . 

y aJOr 

"The journey from Meshed to .A.skaba.d (Transcasp.ian 
Railway) can now be performed in far greater comfort 
than formerly. 

"The restrictions imposed by the Russians on travellers 
to Europe were greatly modified after the year 1900. 

''.A. permit to travel by the Central Asian .Railway, 
provided the traveller undertakes to proceed west and 
not east, is now little more than a formality and can· be 
obtained through His Britannic Majesty's Consul-General 
at Meshed. 

".A. passport must be obtained, from His Britannic 
Majesty's Consul-General in Meshed and must be vised by 
the Russian Consul-General before starting. 

"The service of pair horse "phaetons " was organised 
by the Persian Customs department under the supervision 
of the Belgian Director-General of Customs in Khurasan 
in 1903, and the cost for the throu~h ·journey, Meshed to 
to Askabad, is 400 krans (Rs. 100) per carriage. Only 
very little luggage is permitted ancl the journey is accomp
lished in about thirty-six hours. Russian Customs form
alities have to be gone through at Ghoudan the Perso

Russian frontier station. 
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MEANs OF "There are no re~t houses on the road between Meshed 
COllrlllriUNI• • 

cATION. and Askabad, · and the traveller must make his own 
arrangements for food. There is a caravan serai at 
Kuchan where there is also a good nat,ive hazar, but the 
former is filthy to a degree ltnd is scarcely fit for European 
habitation. 

"The best hotel at Askabad for British travellers is the 
Hotel Reveillon where French is spoken. 

"At the other hotels only Russian is spoken. There 
are European shops at Askabad and a fine railway station. 

"Trains leave daily for Krasnovosk about 1 P.M., but 
the time table is continually being changed and informa
tiqn on this subject should be obtained at Meshed before 
starting. 

"A "wagon restaurant" is attached to the mail 
trains. 

"From Krasnovosk the steamers of the "Kavkas 
Mercury Company" are the best. They sail for Baku and 
Petrosk on alternate days. 

" From 'Baku two routes can be taken, one via Moscow 
to .Flushing, the other via the Black Sea to Constantinople, 
and thence by the Orient Express to Paris. 

"The journey from Meshed to London can be accompli
shed. in ten days." 

Transport. All goods moving within the country, otherwise than 
by rail, are carried by camels, which furnish the only 
m,eans of transport. Though the country is eminently 
suited for camels and there are large numbers in the 
District, local transport is difficult to obtain as the animals 
are kept mainly for breeding purposes, the number of 
females amounting to over 70 per cent. of the whole. The 
regular carrying trade along the trade route is chiefly in 
the hands of the Seist8.nis, Ghilzais and Brahuis from 
Kahit. Recently, as already mentioned a special arrange
ment has been entered into with contractors from Quetta. 
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For purely local trade female camels are often used, but mi..iNs oP. 
· . 'COMMUNI• 

these carry light loads and can only move by short stages. · cA.Tto:N. 

The local rates of hire (1905) for camels, when procurable, 
are as follows :-

From Dalbandin to Quetta 

" " , Seistan 

" " , Garnisei 

" " " Ja.Ik 

" " , Mashkel 

. " " , Dizak 

" Cba.gai to Kba.ran 

" N ushki to Dalbandin 

Rs. a.. P· 

0 10 0 a day per 
camel. 

0 10 6 ,· 
10 0 0 per camel. 
10 0 0 ;; 

..• 9 0 0 " 
15 0 .o ,, 
4 0 0 . " 
3 0 0 , 

, ,, Kba.ran 3 o Q , 
, , Rod Garmsel. . ~ 6 0 0 , 
, , Shorawak 1 8 6 , 

The first telegraph line was laid as far as Nu~hki ~Telegraphs. 
1899. A field line was laid to Kihi Robli.t in 1903, and 
was converted into a permanent line hi. 1904. .A.t Roba.t 
the Indian telegraph connects With· the Indo-Enropean 
system. Third class offices have been opened at Nushki, 
Padag, Dalbandin, Merui, Mashki; Chah-' . Saindak. and 
Robat Kila, and there are also railway telegraph offices at 
Galangtir, Kishingi and Nushki. 

Branch post offices have been opened at Nushki, Dalbai1- Post Oili.lles. 

din, Merui, Mashki Chth Sainda.k, A:mlr chab. and Ki1a 
Roba.t. With the exception of thE! office ·atNushki which 
Las a postal establishment, the other offices along the trade 
route are in charge of the local levy munshis, who receive . 
special allowances for the work. 

There are also post offices at the railway stations ()f 
Galangtir and Kishingi. The mails are catTied by rail to 
Nushki daily, and from thence twice a week to Robat Kila 
by Postal levies. · · 
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In June 1905, the total number of levies employed on 
postal service was 67 and included 1 jemadar, 10 du:ffadars 
and 56 sowars, and were distributed over 14 posts. 

Beyond Robat Kila, there is a weekly service to Seistan 
(Nasratabad) and Meshed. 

FAMINE. Actual famine is unknown, but scarcity is frequent, the 
S.carcity and primary cause being the failure of the winter and sprino-

Its causes. o 
rains on which the pasturage as well as the greater part 
.of the cultivation are entirely dependent. Experience has 
shown that the people can tide over one or two years of 
drought, but that a combined failure of both crops for a 
third season reduces them to considerable straits. 'l'he 
failure of the crops in the neighbouring countries and 
especially in Garmsel, from which the nomads of the 
western part of the District obtain the bulk of their grain, 
also greatly affects the condition of the people. 

The first failure in recent years is said to have occurred 
in 1857, when, after a succession of bad years, both the 
spring and autumn· harvests completely failed. The 
Mengals of Nushki, being at tl1e time at feud with the 
Muhammad Hasnis of Garmsel, were unable to import 
their gra.in from that place and the rates of local wheat 
roBe as high as 2 seers for the rupee. Many ~f the tribes
men emigrated to Kachhi and Sind, but it is said that 
over a thousand people died of starvation in the neigh
bourhood of Nushki alone. It is also said tha h in many 
places the people were so famished that they dug up the 
seed which had been sown for the next harvest. The 
nomads of the western part of the district do not appear 
to have been affected to the same extent, as they were 
able to import grain. 

The next period of scarcity occurred in 1880-1 when the 
prices ruled very high and a large emigration took place 
to more favoured tracts. The presence of Dr. Duke and 
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tne troops in Shorawak, however, gave the people an FAMINE. 

opportunity of earning money by labour and transport. 
The succession of unfavourable seasons which culminated 

in 1902 also reduced the people to great straits and the 
condition of the country has been described by Cap
tain Webb-Ware in the following terms:-* 

"The winter rains utterly failed with the result that 
unirrigated crops in no case reached maturity and in most 
cases the seed nEwer germinated in the ground and the 
crops; on irrigated lands, were poor and stunted. Tpe 
stocks of grain in the Bazar were limited and before long 
it was found necessary to import grain from Quetta to 
meet the actual needs of the District. The state of affairs 
was not local to the Chagai District, but it was the same 
throughout the neighbouring trans-frontier Districts of 
Shorawak the Registan and Garmsel. The Helmand ran 
dry below Rodbar: the Naizar and the Hamun lakes dried 
up resulting in the death from starvation, so His Britannic 
Majesty's Consul· reported, of many thousand head of 
cattle and before the close of the spring, Shorawak and 
the Regista.n had almost been wholly deserted by their 
inhabitants who had been driven elsewhere in search of 
pasturage for their flocks. No famine of such a magni
tude and em bracing so large an area has been recorded for 
thirty years, and many prosperous years must elapse 
before the country recovers from the blow it has sustained. 
The nomad population inhabiting the Perso-Baloch Fron
tier were more fortunate than their fellows to the east, 
for the Mashkel date harvest proved an exceptionally fair 
one, and although the Baloch, who live there, were unable 
to obtain any grain yet they experienced no difficulty in 
keeping themselves going. The drought was broken in 
December by heavy rain, which although it began too late 

• Baluchist,;,n .J.gency .J.dministration Report for 1902-3, appendix 
VII, page 30, 
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FAMINE. in the year to secure a good harvest, yet continued 
steadily up to the end of April providing the best grazing 
which the Chagai District has seen for many years." 

· Protection. As the revenue is chiefly levied in kind the results of 
unfavourable seasons adjust themselves automatically, 
and remissions of grazing tax and a.dvances for the pur
chase of seed grain and .stock have been found to be all 
that are usually required. The greatest safeguard against 
famine consists in the migratory habits of the people and 
their readiness to move off at once to more favoured tracts 
and also to the fact that grain and dates are easily pro
curable from Garmsel and Kha.ran. 

Visitation 
of locusts. 

The future source of protection probably lies in the 
extension of embankments for catching and storing the 
flood water. 

The District has been visited by locusts on several 
occasions. In the spring of 1895 swarms of locusts visited 
Nushki from the west which is the usual direction and 
caused considerable damage to the grazing and the young 
crops. Locusts again visited N ushki in 1900, when the 
autumn crop was almost entirely destroyed. The next 
year (1901) was followed by an even more severe visita
tion, and enormous swarms passed over the district 
eating up the crops and grazing, and killing the young 
trees which had lately been planted. Upwards of two
thirds of the date harvest in the south-western portion of 
the District are reported to have been destroyed. 



CHAPTER III. 

ADMINISTRATiVE. 

For purposes of administration the Chagai District is ADMINis-

d. 'd d • t th b a·· · · 1 h N hk. .. TB.ATioN lVl e lU 0 ree SU - lVlSIOnS, name y t e US 1 AND STAFF. 

tahsil, the Chagai sub-tahsll and the Western Sarijrarii 
Tract. The last named is under the immediate charge· 
of the Assistant District Superintendent of Police; a· 
tahsildar and a naib tahsHdar are stationed ail Nushkf, 
while Chagai is in charge of a naib' tahsHdar, who 
has his head-quarters at Da.Ibandm. The ordinary' 
District staff consists of· an Assistant Political Agent 
and an Assistant District Superintendent of Police. 
The latter is also in charge of the levies of the District. 
The tahsildar and the- naib tahsildars exercise judicial 
powers, supervise the collection of revenue, attend in 
person to batai and tashkhis, work, alid,· in subordination 
to the Assistant Political Agent, control the tribes within 
their limits. They also keep themselves informed of what 
is taking place across the border in Afghan and Kharan 
territories. The subordinate revenue staff consists of a 
kanungo, a muhasib and 3 patwaris in Nushki, and a 
muhasib and 3 patwaris in Chagai, who are paid servants · 
of Government; and of tribal and village headmen locally; 
known as maliks. The latter help in the collection' of 
revenue. 

The early and primitive method of settling disputes 
that arose among the tribesmen has thus been described 
by Pottinger, who was an eye-witness to the proceedings 
in March 1810. 

JUDICIA!.. 

Early 
methods. 
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JUDICIAL. "We are greatly entertained to-day, by seeing the 
Sardar hold a court of justice relative to a robbery or 
seizure that had been made in the night. The complain
ants were Mingall Brahooes (Mengal Brahuis) belonging 

to the Toomun (tuman) of Bahadoor Khan (Bahadur 
Khan), which was about three miles off. The defendants 
were Belooches (Baloch) of Nooshky (Nushki). The 
parties pleaded against each other, and as they could not 
lay claim to the honor of doing so with elegance, they 
mutually seemed determined that the superabundance of 
their oratory should make amends for the· quality, and the 
uproar was general for full three hours : each told his own 

story agreeable to his ideas, and all were speaking in the 
same breath, so that he who strained his lungs most had 
the best prospect of gaining attention. The Sardar 
listened to them with all imaginable patience and good 
humour, and when they were absolutely wearied with 
talking, he delivered his sentiments and judgment in due 
form, and the meeting broke up. 

"From what I could learn of it, the trial appeared to 
be a trivial concern about the right of pasturage on a 
neighbouring hill, from whic~ the Belooches tried to 
exclude the Brahooes by expostulation, and at length 
1·esorted to the unwarrantable expedient of seizing their 
flocks: the latter, however, got the victory, as the decision 
was in favour of their having at least an equal right with 
the former. In stating the opinion which was received 
without a murmur, the Sardar told his khel to recollect, 
that the Brahooes had originally settled near Nooshky 
with the sanction of the Khan himself, and that they 
were consequently entitled to enjoy every privilege. I 
observed that a relation of the Mingall chief attended 
with his people, and that Eidal* Khan, addressed himself 

*Eidal Khfln, Bol6zai, Bf•dini-Rakhshoni, great·grand-father 
of the present (1905) headman Alam Khfln. 
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several times to him, during the investigation. These .JUDICIAL. 

courts are always held in the mihmrin ·khrinu (mehmcin_ 
khana), when it is unoccupied, but as we were in possession, 
the carpets and numuds (felts) were spread before the 
door, and the whole party sat down in the sun without 
any scruples:"* 

The country comprised in the Chagai District . has .. ,not Present 
·· · methods. 

been legally declared a part of the Agency territpr~~s, and Laws 
the laws especially enacted for, or applied t~;Hliese applicable. 
territories have not been extended; but the 'As~istant 
Political Agent, Chagai has been authorised t to exercise 
within the limits of his charge all the powers 0f.a District 
Magistrate and Sessions Judge as described in the Code 
of Criminal Procedure, as modified by the Balu~histan 
Agency Criminal Justice Law of 1896, and the powers 
conferred on the Court of a Political Agent under the 
Baluchistan Civil Justice Law. In subordination to the 
Assistant Political Agent, the tahsildU.r of Nushki has 
been authorised to exerCise the powers of a Magistrate of 
the 1st. class, as described in the Code of Criminal Pro:-
cedure, modified as above, and of a · Munsiff under the 
Baluchistan Agency Civil Justice law.t 

The naib tahsildars of Chagai (a) andNushki(b) are also 
empowered to exercise within their charges, in subordina
tion to the Assistant Political Agent, the powers of ·a 
Magistrate of the 2nd and 3rd class, and of Munsiff and 
naib tahsildar respectively. When exercising the powers 

• Travels in Baloochistan and Sinde By Lt. Henry Pottinger 
(London 1816) p. 103. 

t Government of India, Foreign Department letter No. 2864 
dated the 1st November 1899, page 421 of Balucbist6n 
Code, second edition. 

(a) Foreign Department letter No. 1818-EfA, dated the 23l·d 
October 1901. ,: 

(b) Foreign Department letter No. 261.9 F/B, dated 2nd J'qly 
190t • . 
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,JUDICIAL. quoted above these officers have been directed to follow 
the spirit and principles of the Indian Penal Code (Act 
XLV of 1860), and of the Code of Criminal Procedure 
modified as above and of the Baluchistan Agency Civil 
Justice Law. The Assistant Political Agent has further 
been authorised to exercise the powers of a Deputy Com
missioner under the Frontier Crimes Regulation, as 
applied to Baluchistan, and of a Sessions Judge as des
cribed in the Frontier Murderous Outrages Regulation (IV 
of 1903). 

All questions of appeal, reference, confirmation and 
revision in connection with the proceedings of these 
officers are dealt with by the Agent to the Governor
General in Baluchistan, or by the Court of the Judicial 
Commissioner, in the same manner as they are dealt 
with in Agency Territories. 

For purposes of civil justice, the Assistant Political 
Agent possesses jurisdiction to try original suits without 
limit as regards value. A decree or order made by him 
in an original suit of value not exceeding five hundred 
rupees and in an appellate suit, the value of which does 
not exceed one thousand rupees, is final and subject only 
to revision. In criminal trials no appeal lies in cases in 
which he passes a sentence of imprisonment for a term 
not exceeding one year, or of fine not exceeding one 
thousand rupees, or of whipping, or of all or any of 
those punishments combined. The powers of the tahsil
dar, Nushki, and the naib tahsildar, Chagai, are 
limited to civil . suits the value of which does not 
exceed three hundred rupees, while the na.ib tahsildar 
of Nushki has jurisdiction to try suits of a value not 
exceeding fifty rupees and of the nature cognizable by a 
Court of Small Causes. The Frontier Crimes Regulation 
(III of 1901) which with certain modifications has been 
applied to the Agency Territories, and is taken as a guide 
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in Chagai, regulates not only criminal cases, but also 
disputes which are likely to lead to blood feud and crime, 
an'! provides the method for referring cases to tribal 
elders. 

From 1896, when the Chagai District first came under 
British control, up 'to 1902, the methods usually adopted 
were to dispose of all cases either by executive action, or 
by reference to tribal elders, the object aimed at in every 
case, civil or criminal, being to arrive at a settlement 
which, having due regard to tribal custom and sentiment, 
would be acceptable to both parties. A. civil suit or a 
criminal case, in which compensation was awarded, was 
not considered finally closed until the claim had been fully 
satisfied, and no distinction was observed between an 
original suit and the execution of a decree. Under this 
system the action of the subordinate officers was limited 
to preliminary enquiry, and the final orders in each 
case were passed by the Assistant Political Agent himself. 

·The details of civil suits disposed of between 1897-8 
and 1904-5 are shown in table VII and of criminal cases 
in table VIII, Volume B. In the quinquennial period 
1898-9 to 1902-3, the annual average of civil suits 
was 162 and of criminal cases 52. Stateme~ts classified 
and aranged in the Assistant Political Agent's office for 
the three years 1900-1 to 1902-3 show that the annual 
average of civil suits was 231, of which 137 related to· 
moveable property, 76 to immoveable property and 18 to 
betrothal and marriage. The average number of criminal 
cases during the sa.me period was 65, of which 3 were of 
murder, 22 of robbery and theft, 22 of cattle lifting, 1 of 
counterfeiting coin, 2 of matrimony, 1 of adultery and 
rape, while 14 were miscellaneous. The fact that no 
appeals were preferred during this period, would seem to 
indicate that the methods adopted were satisfactory and 
suited to the idiosyncrasies of primitive people. With 
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JUDICIAL. the commencement of the construction works on the 

Quetta-N~shki Railway a large alien population was 
attracted to the District, and cases connected with them 
were disposed of in accordance with the usual judicial pro
cedure. The average number of civil and criminal cases 
thus disposed of in 1903-4 and 1904-5 was 81 and 17 
respectively. 

Jirga cases. The system of the disposal of disputes of all sorts by 
the elders of villages or tribes is indigenous to the 
country; the procedure is simple and has many advantages. 
H has been regularised by the Frontier Crimes Regula
tion (III of 1901), which with certain modifications has 
been applied and extended to the Agency Territories and 
which is followed as a guide in Cha.gai. The system 
possesses special advantages when worked in conjunction 
with the levy system, under which crime in the areas 
outside the Nushki Town and the railway stations is 

investigated by the headmen and levies. A.t the same time. 
it requires continuous supervision by the District Officers 
to prevent abuses arising from ignorance or partiality. 

Captain Haworth, the Assistant Political Agent (1905) 
writes as follows regarding the cases which are generally 
referred to jirgas :-

Local and "Cases of theft, cattle lifting, adultery and murders 
shahi jirgas. (in some cases) are referred to the local jirgas. Compli

cated cases of murders and adultery, or cases of rights of 

lands and water, and those cases which the local jirgas 
commit to the. shdhi jirgas, are put before the sMhi 

jirgas." 

System of 
election of 
members. 

"For the local jirgas those chiefs, sardJrs or motbars 
are appointed members who have no interest or concern 
with the parties whose cases are put before thein. 
Usually the tahsildar or the naib tahsildar in charge 
of the tahsil presides over the jirgas. When cases are 
referred to the shtihi jirgas, at either Quetta or Sibi, the 
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principal Sardurs or motbars attend, -accompanied by the JUDICIAL. 

tahslldar of Nushki, or the naib tahslldar of Dalbandin 
who puts the cases before the jirgas." 

"All cases concerning the :Baloch and Brahui in
habitants of the District are invariably put before jirgas. 
The majority of cases of adultery occur among the Reki 
tribe of the western frontier. Adultery, however, is 
nowhere common, and murder has been of rare occurence 

• since British occupation. Practically all cases of murder 
have been committed by transborder robbers. Cattle
lifting is a common crime ascribed to nearly all the tribes 

. of the District, although the cases of cattle-lifting by men 
from across the border are the most common. Since the 
District has been taken over from His Highness the Khan, 
crime among the inhabitants has greatly decreased." 

Classes re
sorting to 
Jirgas and 
the most 
prevalent 
kinds of 
cases. 

"As a rule the local jirga awards are taken as final Acceptance 
decisions by most of the inhabitants. The Mengals some- C: ~:;ti;: 
times prefer to have their cases put before t!J.e shdhi jirgas, an~ appeals. 
whose awards are invariably taken as final. Hitherto 
very few cases have arisen in which an appeal has been 
preferred, and as the general results of such appeals were 
against the appellants, the percentage of such appeals is 
infinitesimal." 

The function of the mem hers of a jirga is to come to a 
finding of fact on the issues placed before them ; a.nd the 
award is then submitted to the Assistant Political Agent 
with whom alone lies the power of passing final orders in 
the case, and of determining an!\ awarding punishment 
under the Frontier Crimes Regulation. 

Ordinarily, the Assistant Political Agent may sentence 
an offender to seven years' rigorous imprisonment; a 
sentenc~ exceeding this term, up to a maximum of 
fourteen years, must be confirmed by the Agent to the 
Governor General. ,, 
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Details of cases tried by jirgas up to 1904-5 will be 
found in table IX, Vol. B. During the quinquennial 
period 1898-9 to 1902-3 tho annual average number of 

. cases disposed of was 37, of which 2 were referred to the 
skahi and 35 to local jirgas. They comprised 4 cases of 
robbery, 13 of cattle-lifting, 1 of murder, 7 relatiLg to 
land and revenue, 1 to betrothal, while 11 were miscel
laneous. The number of cases thus disposed of in 1903-4 

and 1904-5 were 25 and 30 respectively. In the latter 
year there were i murder case, 5 cases of cattle-lifting,· 
11 of land and revenue, 1 relating to betrothal and 
12 miscellaneous. 

'l'he Indian Registration Act (III of 1877) is not in 
force in the District (1905). Mutation registers are also 
not maintained in the tahsils, and the people do not 
appear to have realised the advantages of registration. 
Deeds regarding sales, mortgages and loans are usually 
drawn up by mulltis, and the headman of the village or 
tribe occasionally affixes his seal as a witness. 

The financial resources of the District are limited and 
are derived principally from land revenue, including 
grazing tax, stamps, excise and assessed taxes, and 
miscellaneous revenue. 

Table X in Vol. B. contains details of revenue by tahsils 
for each year from 1897-8 to 1904-5. During the 
four years (1897-8 to 1900-1) the annual average receipts 
amounted to Rs. 3,261. In 190-t-5 the receipts were 
Rs. 30,060, of which Rs. 20,064 were contributed by land 
revenue, Rs. 2,498 by stamps, Rs. 6,700 by excise, while the 
balance was made up by receipts under Law and Justice, 
assessed taxes, and miscellaneous receipts. The increase 
during this year~ contrasted with the average of the 
quinquennial period, was due to the imposition of revenue 
in the Cha.gai sub-tahsil and to the influx of a very con
siderable uumber of alien workers on the Quetta-Nusbki 
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Railway~ which added to the receipts under Court fees, JuriiciiL. 
Stamps and Excise. 

Durir;g the Mughal rule Nushki seems to have formed ·LAND 

a part of the Shorawak District of Afghanistan. After ER:!!lVlENVE. 
_ · ar y reve• 

the murder of the Mug hal Governor (to which a· reference nue history. 

has already been _made. in the t;ection ou Population) Nushki. 

Badln went to Kab'ul _and there agt·eed to pay ·a fixed 
annual assessment of forty camels. This appears to b,e the 
earliest record of the payment of revenue to the Afghan 
rulers, and the tribute seems to have been: continued up to 
the time of Mir Abdulla Khan, the Khan of Kalat, who, 
taking advantage of the confusion then prevailing in 
Afghanistan, annexe4 the sonthern part of Shorawak t<T 

Kalat (1715-6). In the time of MirNas1rKha.ttl (1750-l)j 
Bai Khan, the headman of the Badini Rakhsha.nis~ Burj Ali. 
Khan, chief of the Jamaldini Rakhsha.nis; and Ahnui_d' 
Khan, chief of the Mengals; placed· themselves formallY, 
under the protection of the Khan and agreed to pay hi.Ii and' 
his successors land revenue at ~he rate of one tenth of the 
gross produce; and to assign the proprietary right: of 2! 
shabcinas of water and land in each existing kar"ez" and in 

. the Khaisar stream. It was also agreed that a shnilar 
share should be assigned in all kdrezes. that nlight be 
constructed in the future. 

To this revenue demand were added the foll~nv:in_g Cesses. 

cesses, which were originally intended as payment for the 
Khan's officials:-

(1) Haq-i-kcisgi (wages for measuring grain) .whicb. 
was recovered at the rate of' 4 kdsas' pet khori 
(pr()duce' of" any on~'liolding) proviaed: thaf: the 

. crop exceeded one kharwcir (about 1.0 maunds)·.· 

(2) Haq-i-c'hungi" (octroi) recovered irrespective of 
yidd at the rate of ! k1lsa per khori, 
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(3) Haq-i-thappo (share due to the official who sealed 
the various heaps of produce) recovered irrespec
tive of yield at the rate of 1 kcisa per khori; one 
half of the gross returns being made over to the 
Khan and one half to the ntiib's escort • 

. (4) Haq•i-ndib (share due to naib) recovered at the 
rate of 1 kdsa per khori when the yield of the 
crop exceeded 1 kharwar. 

(5) Haq-i-ntiibi-kharch. The amount of this cess was 
not definitely fixed; the usual custom was for 
the naib to take two sheep, and from 60 kasas to 
3 and 4 maunds from each circle. 

The naib was also entitled to a certain amount of fire
wood free of cost ft·om each zamindtir, and the Khan and 
l:J.is forces were supplied with free firewood and bhusa on 
occasion of each visit paid to Nushki by His Highness. 
The naib could also call upon the zaml.ndars to repair 
Kalat State buildings by forced labour, and the N ushki 
banias were bound to supply the Khan's ntiib with sacks, 
ropes and jhUls, etc., according to his requirements • 

. There were four water-mills on the Nushki stream, 
which were nominally assessed at one-tenth of their gross 
earnings, but in practice paid nothing, though their 
owners were required to grind all State grain, including 
corn for the use of the naib's escort, free of charge. 

In addition to the revenue and cesses imposed by the 
Khan, the Zagar :Mengal chief also levied sung or transit 
dues on c!travans passing through Nushki. Since 1877, 
one half of this income was paid to His Highness the 
KhB.n. There is no record of the actual amount of the 
annual collections, but in 1896 it was estimated that they 
amounted to about Rs. 15,000 for that year. This tax 
was abolished in January 1897 on the recommendation of 
Major McMahon, C. S. I., C. I. E., then British Commis
sioner with the Baloch Afghan Boundary :~Iission, and, in 



SUNG. 

lieu of his share, the Zagar Men gal chief was compensated 
by Government by an annual grant of Rs. 7,000, of wLich 
Rs. 3,400 were to be treated as his personal allowance 
and Rs. 3,600 set apart for the maintenance of a Mengal 
levy post.· 

No figures are available regarding the amount of land 
revenue realized by the Khan, but in 1399 his naib in~ 

formed Mr._ Colvin, then Revenue Commissioner, that it 
amounted to about Rs. 5,000 per annum, and Mr. Colvin's 
enquiries placed the estimate for 1898 at about Rs. 4,700. 
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Very little is known of the ancient revenue system of CMgai. 

Chagai. It formed part of the kingdom of Ahmad Shah 
Abdali (1747-1773), but the country was then occupied 
by nomads, and there was little or no cultivation. ·During 
the reign of Sha.h Shuja-ul-Mulk (1801 to 1809), one 
Malik Sajad1n is said to have been the ndib or deputy 
governor of the District, and in his time the revenue paid 
by the people consisted of an annual tribute of 10 maunds 
of honey and the same quantity of gwan (Pistacia khanjak) 
fruit. In the time of Sardar Jan Beg II the· Sanjranis 
began to levy taxes from the Tauki and other hill tribes 
as detailed below:- · 

(a) de no, i.e., a milch goat from each family in the spring, 
(b) pursi, a goat from each family on the ·occasion. of~ 
death in the chief's family, and (c) bijari, a goat from 
each family on the marriage of a male member of the , 
chief's family. In addition to the above the Sanjranis 
were also accustomed to borrow one camel from each herd 
(bar pusht), free of hire, when required for the purposes of 
trade or travel. 

The imposition of sung dates from comparatively recent Sung. 
times, and was first levied by Sardar Sarfa~az Khan, father 
of Ali Khan, the present Sanjd.ni chief. The r!tte~ at 
which these tolls were levied have been mentioned: Uiid~r · 
Trade. 
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The post o~ ncHb is now hereditary in the family of 
;Kamal Khan, a Barech who came to CM.gai from Afghan
~stan during the time of Sardar Jan Beg II, and married 
the Sardar's daughter. He was appointed nclib of the 
Sanjranis and given one-fifth of the mahs1~l or revenues 
;recovered by the Sa.rdar. During Sardar Sarfaraz Khan's 
time, Dost Muhammad, Barech, the- present nclib was 
entitled to one-seventh of the sung and other dues. The 
title .still exists, but the post is practically a sinecure, and 
in li~u of his former rights the present incumbent has been 
granted an allowance of Rs. 50 a month, and enjoys 
certain muafis, to which a reference will be made hereafter. 
Al>out 1888 Ali Khan was expelled from Chagai by a !!mall 
Afghan force, and fled to Quetta where he placed himself 
under the protection of Sir Robert Sandeman, the then 
Agent to the Governor-Heneral. He was permitted to 
reside at Quetta, and with the sanction of the Government 
of India was granted a small allowance. 

At the conclusion of the Baloch-Afghan Boundary Com:
mission of 1896, Ali Khan was re-instated in Chagai by 
prder of the British Government. Iu I 897, on the recom
mendation of Captain Webb Ware all transit dues and 

0ther taxes levied by the San~ranis were abolished, and as 
~oxp.pensaiion the Sardar was granted an allowance of 
~s. 350 a month from the Chagai levy service. 

Revenue on During the ascendancy of the Sanjrinis small dues were 
aaaloetida. 

also recovered from the Kakars, Babars and other Pa.thans, 
who ca.me yearly to collect asafretida. in the Koh-i-Sultan 
and other mountains in the neighbourhood of Amlr Chah. 
These dues amounted to about Rs. 300 per annum and 
were divided into three t>qual sh~res among the Chagai, 
Chahar Burjak and Bandar-i-Kamal Khan San3ranis. 
~he ~ight of the transfroutier Sanjranis lapsed when 
Chagai was formally declared to be a part of British 
Ba.l~chistan. · 



MODERN. DEVELOPMENTS. 

Wh~n N ushki was leased from His Highness the Khan LAN~ 

of Kalat in 1899, the arrangements for the c~llecti~n. of ,ltMEv~d:Ql"Y~· · o ern 
revenue then in force were continued, and exist with slight develop-

modifications up to the present time (1905). The principal Nmenhtks: 

modifications are that the kaq-i-ndibi is no longer levied., 
a share of the bkusa, and other fodder is taken, and revenue 
is assessed on green crops-pdlezat. The question of 
abolishing all cesses, and raising the rate of revenue from 
one-tenth to one-sixth of the produce is under c<;msider-
ation (1905.) 

us 1. 

The revenue on paUzdt is :Qow (J905) recovered, in ca~h -Ptlli•at. 

at the following r~,ttes : in a. field in a first clasf\1 cir.cle at 
Rs. 4, in a second· class circle at Rs. 3 a:r;td in . a . third 
class circle at Rs. 2 per acre. 

During the Khan's rule :QO revenue was l~vied on. bft,~8q,, . BhU.sa. 
but State IJffi.cials were supplied with fodder and fir~wood 
free of cost. This system was finally abolish~d in 1900, 
and bkUsa, karab (judri stalks), kati (chaff ofjudri ear~) 
are now regularly assessed at the rate of one-tenth of the 
produce. 

In Apri11901, the Local Government sanctioned the levy : ()qf.gq.i. 

of revenue at one-eighth of the produce from that portion 
of the Chagai tahsil which lies t.o the east of Gala~hah 
from Merui to boundary pillar No. CL:XXV on the 
Afghan border. In 1902, the rate was raised to one-sixth. 
Since 1898-9 a small tax in kind has been levied .on 
asafretida collected by trans-frontier· Afghl)ns · and 
Zhobis, the rate being 7 per cent. of the total amount. 

In the Chagai sub-tahsil .grazing tax or tirni has been Grazing ta:r. 
lis. a. p. recovered since 1901 from 

Camel, male or female ... 0 8 0 nil flock· o~ners, whether 
Bllllock or oow .. • 0 4 0 

Horse ... 
Donkey 

Sheep or goat 

... 0 6 0 

... 0 4 0 

... 0 1 0 

permanent or nomads, 
at the rates shown i,n th:e 
margin, 
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In the Nushki tahsil in accordance with the custom 
prevailing during the Khan's administration, no cattle 
tax is levied from the permanent inhabitants ; but since 
1900-1 tirni at the Chagai rates, as detailed above, has 
been imposed on all trans-frontier ·tribesmen who pasture 
their herds of camels and sheep and goats within the 
limits of the tahsil. The question of extending this tax 
to the settled inhabitants of Nushki is now under con
sideration (1905). 

Special In the interests of the Nushki-Seistan Trade Route, 
~:S~\!;~~~- special concessions have been granted, since November 

caravans. 1899, to Persian and Seistan caravans who are not 
required to pay any grazing dues anywhere in Baluchistan, 
provided that their stay in the country does not exceed 
four months after they have been granted passes at 
Nushki. In the event of their exceeding this limit, they 
are charged a sum of 4 annas for each camel on their return 
to Nushki. The passes are granted by the Assistant 
Political Agent, and hold good throughout Baluchistan. 

Results of The area of cultivation in the District is small in 
revlent~e col- comparison with the large tracts of waste and barren · ec lOnS 

during lands; and as the cultivation itself consists chiefly of 
1899-1900 to 

1904-5. crops raised on unirrigated lands, the harvests are pre-
carious and uncertain, and the amount of the revenue 
varies considerably according to the character of the 

seasons. A year of drought is also unfavourable for 
grazing, and affects the revenue derived from the taxes on 
camels and cattle. Thus the returns of the grazing tax 
show marked fluctuations during the past few years in 
the Nushki tahsil, where i~ addition to the variations of 
the seasons a great difficulty is often experienced in 
differentiating between the animals belonging to the 
indigenous population and those of their fellow tribesmen 
from across the border. This is especially marked in the 
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case of the Mengals, who live partly in the District and _ LAND 
REVENUE. 

partly across the frontier. . 
The figures for the land revenue realized in cash and 

in kind from 1899-1900 to 1904-5 are sho_wn in table XI, 
Vol. B . 
. The average of the total land revenue of the District 

(including grazing tax) during 1901-2 (the year when 
revenue was first taken in Chagai) to 1903-4 was 
Rs. 14,830, of which the Chagai sub-tahsil contributed 
37·5 per cent. In 1904-5 the revenue rose to Rs.19,786 of 
which the Chagai contribution amounted to 'about 
31 per cent. In Chagai the annual average of the grazing 
tax receipts amounted· to 66·7 per cent. of the total land 
revenue of the sub-tahsil. In 1904-5 the income derived 
from this tax rose to 83·6 per cent. In the N ushki tahsH 
the receipts under this head averaged about 5 per cent. of 
the total land revenue during the four years ending 
with 1903-4. In 1904-5 they rose to 8·1 per cent. 

The revenue on asafretida recovered in the District 
from 1898-9 to 1903-4 averaged Rs. 242 per annum. In 
1904-5 the actual receipts amounted tG Rs. 278. Since 
the 1st of .April1904, the income delived from this source 
has beAn credited under " Land Revenue." 

The "batai" system, or system of payment in kind Collection 

after an actual division of the crops is usually employed ~fBrevte~ue, 
at;u, 

for the collection of revenue. The system has many 
drn.wbacks, but it is suited to the peculiar conditions of 
the Distlict, where the grea.ter part of the cultivation 
consists of crops grown on unirrigated lands. ·It is also 
suited to the habits and traditions of the people, and has 
the advantage of being adapted to the uncertainties of 
the harvest. 

A detailed description of batdi is given in Chapter III 
of the Quetta-Pishin Dhtlict Gazetteer, pages 234-235, 
but a brief account of the procedure may be repeated. 
The grain on the threshing floors is divided into ten equal 
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. :LAND shares (in Chagai into six shares) by the iaminddrs. One 
l!.EVENll'Eo. share is selected on behalf of Government by the revenue 

officer supervising the batai, and the grain is then put into 
bags, which are sealed in the presence of the officer and 
carried by the zamtndtirs to the nearest granary or god own 
wh,ere the grain is weighed before it is finally stored. 
The grain is then disposed of by public auction, the 
final bids at· which have . to receive the sanction of the 
Revenue Commissioner. An equc1.l weight of bhusa and 
fodder is a&sessed at the same time. In the N ushki tahsil, 
the cesses, to which a reference has already been made, 
are recovered, according to their rates, in ki:od. The 
Government share of revenue is also sometimes obtain~::d 

by tashkhis or the appraisement of crops . 
. Grazing tax. The collection of grazing tax in both tahsils is usually 

carried out by actual enumeration of the flocks and herds, 
but ijtiras or temporary contracts· are occasionally made 
with small and remote tribes. Owing to the great 
distances and the migratory habits of the tribesmen, 
collection by enumeration is often attended with consider
able difficulty; the most favourable time being the lambing 
season when the :flockowners are necessarily stationary 
for short periods. 

A.saf'c&tida. The revenue on asafootida is recovered in kind, and the 
Government share is usually sold in the Quetta market. 
The actual collection is entrusted to the levies stationed 
at Amir Chah and M ashki Cha.h under the supervision of 
tha naib tabsildar at Dalbandin. 

Land The land tenures of the District are of a simple nature, 

Tthenur~s: and Government is the sole collector of revenue. In the 
e or1g1n • . 
of Nushki tahsil, the proprietary body consists pnncipally 

P~:U~~~ry of' the descendants of the original settlers and of the 
various tribes who immigrated at subsequent periods and 
acquired possession by assignment, purchase, khat l.:al!hi, 

oi.· as blood compensation. 
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The Mandais, who claim to have come from Arabia, 
were the earliest settlers, and according to their traditions 
the country before their arrival was a desert waste. They 
appear to have remained in sole possession for some 
eleven generations, when being oppressed by the e~actions 
and cruelties of the Mughal hakims, they called in the 
assistance of the Jamald!ni Rakhshanis, a Baloch. tribe 
then living in Kharan. After the arrival of the Rakh
shanis, the land was equally divided between the males of 
the two tribes. Later on, these tribes, finding that they 
were not strong enough to cope with their Mughal oppres~ 
sors, summoned the Badinis, also a Rakhshani Baloch 
tribe which had emigrated from Rakhsh:in and settled in 
Kh:iran. The stratagem, by which the joint tribes con
trived to oust the Mughals, has already been described in 
the section on Population. 

LAND, 
REVENUE; 

After the disappearance of the Mughals the lands were 
divided as follows :-

1. Badinis.-One-half of Nushki stream, one-fourth of 
. Baghak spring, the Mal la~ds, and a 

portion of the Dak lands extending 
from the Shorawak border to Kulei. 

2. Jamaldinis.-Five-twelfths of the Nushki stream, . 
one-fourth of the Baghak .spring, the 
Dedar, Gomazgi and Bundkhi lands, 
and five shares of the Dak lands from 
Kulei to the border of Chligai. 

3. Mandais.-One-twelfth of the Nushki stream, one
half of the Baghak spring, Khudaband 
and Jabar lands, and the two shares 
out of the Dik lands from Kulei to the 
border of Chagai. 

These divisions have, in the main, continued up to the 
present day, and the Mandais still live at Baghak, the 
Jamaldinis in the Jamaldini villages near Nushki and the 
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Badinis on their lands near the villages of Mirs Kasim 
Khan and Alam Khan. 

Some time later the Zagar Mengals from Kalat entered 
the District, and settled down in the neighbourhood of 
Nushki under the leadership of their sardar, Mir Paind 
Khan. They do not appear, in the first instance, to have 
owned much cultivation, but confined themselves chiefly 
to grazing their flocks on the Dak lands and in Registan. 
They subsequently determined to return to Kalat, but 
were not permitted to do so by Mir Abdulla Khan, the 
then Khan of Kala t ( 1715-6), who recognised the 
advantage of retaining a powerful tribe at Nushki to 
guard his frontier. ·The Mengals were accordingly com
pensated by the grant of one-third of the BU.dini share of 
the Nushki stream, 2! shabtinas of the Baghak kares and 
the 2! shabdnas of the Nushki stream (which were the 
private property of the Khan). The one-third of the 
Badini water, given to the Mengals, was divided equally 
between the Trasezai and Paindzai sections •. 

The quarrel between the Rakhshanis and the Mengals 
which resulted in the migration of the latter to GarmstH 
has already been briefly referred to under History. 
On their return to N ushki, the grants made by Mir 
Abdulla. Khan were reaffirmed by Mir Nasir Khan the 
Great, who in addition conferred upon them the following 
unirriga.ted lands situated to the west of the Kohna. 

Dhor:-· 
Landi, Bedi, KMshkiJ Roba, Lidi, Hakimwal, Mazar

wU, Tanha-reg,. Sangin, Sokhtak and Buti. 
This settlement was followed by several years of warfare 

during which the Mengals suffered severe losses, while 
large numbers of the Rakhshanis were compelled to leave 
tlie country. A section of the 1\Ia.ndais also migrated to 

Seistan. A peace was finally concluded between the 
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Badini Rakhsha.nis and the Men gals by Mir Nasir Khan 
II who imposed the following conditions:-

(a) That the land and water rights granted to the 
Mengals by Mir Nasir Khan I should be retained. 

(b) That the Mengals should receive as blood money 
or compensation for losses incurred during the fight• 
ing, one shabtinaroz of land and water in the . N ushki 
stream, one water mill, the lands known as:: Sordam, 
Shahbazwal and Makaki and one-half of the :Bal ~ban 
land. :>\/,;:· :: 

. .~: " 

After the death of Mir Nasir Khan II, a peace was also 
concluded with the J amUdinis on the conditiqns that the 
Jamaldinis should give one shabana of the Nushki stream to 
the Men gals, and one-half of the lands possessed by them in 
Dak, namely one-half of the following lands :-Dashtak, 
Gazak, Shah Diwana, Zangi-riawar, Char Sar, Kulei, and 
Janan. 

A fresh agreement was made subsequently in the time 
of Mir KhudadU.d Khan, the present ex-Khan of Kalat, 
by which the half shares of Zangi-nawar, Dashtak and 
CM.r Sar lands were restored to the J amaldinis. This 
distribution generally holds good at the present time, 
although the Mengals have since acquired several other 
lands by purchase in the Baghak and Nushki circles. 
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The Sahibz:l.das of Nushki own 3 ska'bdnas of water in The 

th Kh . , tr h. h . a· t th Snhibzndas. e a1sar s eam, w IC were ass1gne o . em as a 
free gift by the Rakhshanis in the time of their ancestor, 
Hasan Taraka. 

Other small properties have been acquired by purchase 
or khat kashi from time to time by the Langavs (a_ Brahui 
tribe having its headquarters at Mungachar in the Kalat 
State) and the Barech, a Pathan tribe living on the 
Shor&wak border. 

The Hindus of Nushki have also purchased a small 
share in the Khais~r stream, and hold mortgages i~ 11-bo~t 

Other 
tribes. 
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Chi.gai In Chagai the lands and water are generally the pro-
perty of the Sanjranis, Barech and to a small extent of 
the Saiads and Notezais. The Notezais seem to have been 
the first comers, and, according to their traditions, the 
country, at the time of their arrival, was inhabited by Arab 
nomads. The supersession of the N otezais by the Saiads, 
and of the latter by the Sanjranis, has already been 
described. The Barech appear to have acquired their 
possessions either by marriage, purchase or khat kashi. 

Cu~todl!lof The division of the irrigated land in both the Nushki 
per1o 1cal , . 

distribution. and Chaga1 tahsils, and of the dry crop lands in the latter 
tahsil, is generally permanent (pukhta taqs[m). The same 
condition holds good in Nushki as regards the unirrigated 
lands which are lath bast (i.e, which have been embanked) 
and which are situated 'at Dedar, Sarmal, :M~li 
and in the Mal circle, and at Gomazgi, Kishingi and 
Inam Bostan. The Trasezai 1\Iengal lands at Band 
Chandan Khan are also permanently divided. The tracts 
of land on the Dak plain, known as Bai Khan, Dashtak, 
Sordam, Badrawal, .A.mirwal and Siahdam are divided 
periodically when there has been sufficient rain to 
ensure cultivation; the system of division being per 
sl.iryes or mard bakhsh, in accordance with which each adult 
male belonging to the tribe is allotted an equal share. 
The families of the Badini and Jamaldini headmen have, 
however, certain proprietary rights in these lands, and are 
entitled to receive their haftalr, or one-seventh of the 
whole, in addition to their shares as individual tribesmen. 
In certain holdings, which have been acquired as "com
pensation for blood" and for losses incurred in fighting, 
the division is per capita or pis balhsh, and the actual 
descendants of those who lost their lives or incurred 
losses are only entitled to a share. The Zaugi-Nawar 
tract, which is owned by the Jamaldini and Mandai tribes, 
is divided decenniaHy under the mard bakhsh system. 
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The majority of the tenants in the District are tenants- LAND 

t 'Jl t t h k b th \ REVENUE. a -WI or emporary enants, w o are nown y e name T. t d enan san 
of bazgars. These tenants cannot acquire any rights to 'fenancies. 
the prejudice of the owners, and the arrangements by which 
they are employed are usually purely temporary ones. 
They are generally appointed at the· time of the spring 
sowings, and, in accordance with the custom of the country, 
are not liable to be ousted until the antumn harvests 
have been gathered. 

The other class of ten'ants are lath band tenants, who 
are met with in the dry-crop areas, where they have 
expended much labour in the construction of embankments 
or latl~s, and have conseqUently acquired certain occupancy 
rights, of which they cannot be dispossessed as long as 
they maintain their emb::mkments in proper repair, do not 
wilfully neglect to cultivate the land, and pay the bohal 
or landlord's rent. If they fail to fulfil these conditions 
they can be ejected on the payment of compensation for the 
labour expended in construction, the amount of compensa
tion being determined by arbitration. The rights are 
alienable, and can be sublet or transferred by sale. 

The details of the division of produce between the 
landlord and tenant have already been dealt with in the 
section on Rents. In Nushki the tenants are (a) the 
Asiab:ins, a people from Kharan who have settled in the 
tahsil for some three. generations; these are Sohri 
Baloch and cultivate the lands belonging to the Bad.lnis. 

' (b) the Batos or tenants of the Jamaldinis; these belong 
to no particular caste or tribe, and have served the 
Jamaldinis for over thirty years; and (c) the Langavs, 
who are found in the greater part of the District cultivat
ing the lands of the M:engals and Rakhshanis in the 
Nushki tahsH, and of the Sanjranis in Chagai. 

No regular survey or settlement has been carried out 
in the District, and no data are, therefore, available 
regarding the size of holdings, 

Size of 
holdings, 
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LAND The headman or malik, as he is loca1ly called, has always 
REVENUE. b • t fi • th 'll d t 'b } • Lambard.l.rs een a prommen gure ill e VI age an n a orgamza-
and their tion. At the present time his duties are primarily to 

remunera- . t · th ll . f tion. ass1s ill e co ection o revenue, to keep order, and to 
inform the tahsil officials of the occurrence of any serious 
crime and of other important matters, affecting either his 
o~ people or happening across the border. The maliks 
are appointed by the Assistant Political Agent on the 
recommendation of the tahsildars, and are usually men 
who have hereditary claims, are proprietors of large areas 
in their mahuls, and are able to command respect from 
their tribesmen. 

In the Chagai tahsil they receive remuneration (haq-i
malikdna) at a uniform rate of 5 per cent. on the gross 
land revenue, including cattle tax. The question of their 
payment in the Nushki tahsil is still under consideration 
(1905). 

Sys~~ o£ As the revenue of the whole District is levied in kind, 
rem~dons the results of indifferent seasons or calamities adjust 

suspensions. themselves automatically, and the necessity for remission 
or suspension of revenue seldom arises. Remissions of 
cattle tax are, however, sometimes granted when there has 
been an unusual mortality among the flocks owing to 
drought and scarcity of fodder. 

Exemption The rules regarding exemption from revenue on improve
from ments are as follows :-(a) when waste land is reclaimed with 

revenue on 
improve- the aid of a taha.vi loan and is brought under cultivation, 

ments. no revenue may be assessed on it until the expiration of 
th!ee years, reckoned from the beginning of the harvest 
1·eaped after the reclamation was effected. If no tak£ivi 
loan. was obtained, the period of exemption may be 
extended to four years; (b) when khushkdba land has been 
improved by irrigation with the aid of a tak/i.vi loan, the 
period of exemption is four years ; in the case of waste 
land which has heel). improved b1 irrigation or of a:Q 
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improvement either of khushkaba or waste which has been LAND 
REVENUE. 

made without the aid of a loan, the period for exemption 
may be extended to five years. In special cases these· 
periods may be further extended. 

No final decision has yet been arrived at with regard to Waste 
lands. waste lands. The matter is still under consideration, and 

in the draft of the Baluchistan Lan<'l: Revenue Regulation 
it W;ts proposed to include the following provision on the 
subject, which is based on a similar section in the Punjab 
Land Revenue Act; namely that "all forest, quarry, un
claimed, unoccupied, deserted, or waste land, or spontane-
ous produce, or other accessory interest in land, shall be 
presumed, in the absence of some establish.ed usage, to be 
the property of Government." Owing to the large area 
of waste lands and tae scanty population, the question in 
this District has not assumed an acute form; and the 
following procedure has usually been adopted in practice. 
If no proof of private ownership is forthcoming, waste 
lands are, as a rule, held to be Govern..ill.ent property, the 
disposal of such lands resting with Government. The 
people of the District are, however, given the prior 
opportunity to bring such lands under cultivation, and 
lands to outsiders are allotted only when the indigenous 
wants have been fully provided for. 

Since the time of Mehrab Khan II, ninth Khan of Restrict-
. • tions against 

Kalat, (1816-17), the Hmdus of Nushk1 have gradually .tram,ferof 
been acquiring lands by mortgage or purchase, with the lands .to 

1 . non-agr!Cu • 
result that they now (1905) possess some 33 pas of water turists. · 

and land, the value of which is estimated at about 
Rs. 50,000. No orders have, as yet, been issued restricting 
the transfer of lands to aliens, but under the provisions 
of the Civil Justice Law, 1896, agricultural land cannot be 
sold in execution of a decree without the sanction of the 
Local Government, and it is usually made a condition of 
the sale that the land shall not be sold to non-agricul-
turists. In the draft Land Revenue Regulation, to which 
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a reference has already been made, a provision has been 
included that no agricultural right in land shall be alien

ated by transfer, sale, gift, mortgage or other private 
contract to any person, who is not entered in a record of 
rights, as a member of the proprietary body of an estate, 
or if the transferee is resident in a part of Baluchistan 
where no such record of rights has been prepared, unless 
the transferee is a Pathan, Bnihui or Baloch landowner, 
and unless he is approved by the headmen of the village 
where the land is situated. 

The details of the land acquired for the site of the town 

of Nushki are referred to in the section on Local Funds. 
Mention has also been made under "Early Revenue History" 
of the acquisition by the Khans of Kalat of certain shares 
in all the perennial sources of the water supply. When 
Nushki was leased from Kahit, all the state rights, then 
in the possession of the Khan, passed from His Highness 

to the British Government, and the annexed statement 
shows the details of the shares of land and water which 

were thus obtained:-

Name of village. 

• 

Name of source 
of water supply. 

Total 
number of 
shares into 
which it is 

divided. 

Share of 
water and 

land owned 
uy Govern

ment . 

--·-----1·---------------
Nushki ... Khais3r stream . . . 30 shab<inas. 

Badal Khan .. Karez Badal Khan . . . 15 
Nokjo ... KhezNokjo... 13 
Bllgbak ... Kl•rez Bi,ghak 27 
Shakaril b ~hakarubiln 'Karez ... :!4. 
Bibi Basowal .. . Karo"z Bt~sowlll 20 
Dild Karim-Will. Dad Knl'imwul Kilrez 1St 
Burjali ... Ktirez Burjaliwal 26 
Hilnini ... . .. K~r~z Hiu·U.ni ... 2:1 
Ahmud"'i'l ... Karez Ahmadwoi.l ... 27 

" 
" 

1 t,i or ! 
shab.J.na. 

:!~ shabOinas. 
6 
1 
3 
8 

" 

" 

" 
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In addition to the above the Government owns · LAND 
REVENUE, 

21 shabtinas of the Muhammad Ali Kan~z (total 
30 shabdnas), which was constructed after the British 
occupation. The share of land in each of these mauzas 
is in proportion to the share of water, a'hd the lands are 
let annually to tenants for cultivation, the seed being 
supplied by Government. Revenue ill kind at the rate. of 
one-tenth of the total produce is first taken, the village 
servants are then paid and the balance is (iivided .into 
nine parts, six of which belong to Government as the 
landlord's share and three to the tenants. According to 
the custom of the country the Government is entitled to 
the first turn of water from each karez. 

The revenue-free grants in Chagai and Nushki are of Revenue
the nature of either religious grants or of grants made for free grants. 

services rendered to the State. These are subject to the 
usual conditions of loyalty and good behaviour, and, with 
the exception of small free-holds attached to the shrines 
of Khwaja Ahmad and Sheikh Husain in the Nushki tahsil 
which are in perpetuity, have been sanctioned for the 
lives of the present incumbents and are to be reconsidered 
on their deaths. 

A remission of grazing tax up to a limit of Rs. 25 per 
annum has been granted to Sakhi Muhammad Shah, of 
Washki Nali near Padag, who is the head of a small body 
of fakir:~ attached to the Rakhshanis of N ushki. Sakhi 
Muhammad is also the pir · or spiritual leader of the 
Mengals, and is one of the most influential ruen in 
eastern Chagai. The remission is subject to the condition 
that Muhamad Shah resides in the District. 

The only other holJer of tt religious grant iu the District 
is Saiad* Lashkar Shah of CMgai, who is the l'epresenta
tive of the important Balanoshi Saiad family, to ~hich a 

•Saiad Lashkar Sh:lh died in November 1905, leaving five sons, 
of whom Malik Shah is the eld11st. The question of the Saiad's 

uccessor is still pending (1905). 

Mu1l.fis in 
ChBgai. 

Religious 
grants. 
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LAND reference has been made in the section on Population. 
REVENUE. 

Sanjr&ni 
mu6.fis. 

lie has been granted an exemption from revenue for 
3 shabanas of the Padaghi.ban Karez~ and a remission of 
grazing tax up to a limit of Rs. 12 per annum. 

The Sanjrani•muafi holders are four in number, the 
most important of whom is (I) Mir Ali Khan the sardcir 
of the Sanjranis of Cba.gai. This chief has been granted 
a muufi of Rs. 28-11-7 per annum on 5! shabcinas of the 
Lijji Karez and exemption from grazing tax to the 
amount of Rs. 15 per annum. He also enjoys certain 
concessions as regards his private lands at Chagai~ Zara.Ia. 
and Da.Ibandin which have been assessed to revenue at 
the rate of one-twelfth for the first five years from 1901, 
at one-tenth for the next five years and at one-eighth for 
the following five years, after which revenue at the usual 
rate of one-sixth is to be recovered ; a condition being 
that should Ali Khan's death occur before the expiry of 
fifteen years the full rate of one-sixth will be levied from 
his successor. (II) Dost Muhammad Khan, Haibat Khan 
and Sher Khan, sons of Shah Nazar Khan, Sanjnl.ni, who 
are closely related to the chief's family, enjoy a remission 
of grazing tax to the amount of Rs. 5 on their private 
flocks. Revenue on their lands was recovered at the rate 
of one-twelfth in 1901-2, at one-tenth in 1902-3, at one
eighth in 1903-4, and after this period at the usual rate of 
one-sixth. (III) Ali Khan, Amir Khan and Yakub Khan, 
Sanjrani, sons of Mustafa Khan, have been granted 
remission of grazing tax to the value of Rs. 10 per annum 
on their personal flocks; while the revenue on their 
private lands has been levied at the same rates as detailed 
above in the case of Dost Muhammad. (IV) Dost Mu
hammad, Barecb, the hereditary 'llaib of the Sanjranis, to 
whom a reference has already been made in the section 
on 'Early Revenue History,' has been exempted from 
grazing tax to the value of Rs. 50 per annum, aml his 



MU.AFIS IN NUSHKI. 

private lands are subject to the same conditions of taxa
tion as those of M1r Ali Khan. 

The greater number of the free grants in the Nushki 
tahsll were originally made at various times by the Khans 
of Kalat. Many of these have. been continued by the 
British Go~ernment, and a detailed list showing the 
existing mutfjis (1905) is given in table XIII, Y(>l· B. 
This list is based on the orders passed in 1901 an~ 1~02, 
and has been brought up to date (1905). The , total 
approximate value of these muajis is Rs. 417-5-0 per ·annum 
as shown below :- . ' 

Sahibzada muafis ... Rs. 2!' 12 0 
Saiad , , 64 ' 5 0 
Kambrani , , 86_ 15 0 
Mengal , , 148 7 0 
HarUni , , 95 14 · o 

417. 5 0 

These figures do not include the grants of unirrigated 
lands assigned in perpetuity to the shrines of Khwaja 
Ahmad and Sheikh Husain. 

Both the Sahibzadas, who are of Saiad descent, and the 
Sa.iads of Nushki, have held their lands revenue-free for 
many generations in accordance with the custom observed 
by the Muhammadan Governments. These privileges 
have been respected by ~e British Government and have 
been continued to the present day (1905). 
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grants. 

In addition to these religious grants the other muajis Tribal 
mu$-jis. are those which have been given· to the Kambranis, 

Mengals and Har!lnis. 
The Kambranis belong to the same tribe as the r~ling Kambrflnis 

family of Kahtt and paid no tribute during the rule of X obr, • 
- am rans. 

the Khans. They possess a sanad granted them by M1r 
Khuda.dad Khan, the ex-Kha.n of Kalat, in which it is 
stated that their holdings had been exempt from revenue 
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HarUnis. 
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;Excise 
revenue. 

Opium. 

CHAGA.I. 

since the time of Mir Nasir Khan the Great. It would,· 
however, appear that in those days they were bound to 
furnish a quota of troops at their own expense for the 
service of Government. The Kambranis of Nushki now 
(1905) enjoy a muafi of 3 shabdnas of the Dad Karim and 
5 shabUnas of the Haruni Karez, the estimated annual 
value of which is Rs. 86-15-0. 

The Mengal chief and his family have held their lands 
at ~ushki Jevenue-free, since the time of Mir Nasir Khan 
the Great. These grants were given as rewards for 
valuable assistance rendered to the Khans in the protec
tion of the border, and as compensation for the shares 
which the Mengals had possessed in the Dudnl.n channel 
at Kalat. The muafis are situated in the Nushki stream 
and the Baghak Karez and amount to 7 shabdnas, 4 pas 
and l digar. · · 

The mudfis held by the Harunis are said to date from 
the time of one of their ancestors named Badin, who 
fought for Mir Nasir Khan the Great at the battle of 
Sibi against the Baruzais, and was killed together with 
his seven sons. The muafi was granted in recognition of 
the bravery displayed by the HarUn.is on this occasion. 
The muafis now (1905) enjoyed amount to 7 shabtinas and 
4 pds. 

The excise contracts of the District are sold annually 
by the Assistant Political Agent, Chagai, through the 
Political Agent, Quetta-Pishin, subject to the sanction of 
the Revenue Commissioner, and include opium, poppy 
heads, gdnja, charas, bhang, country liquor and rum. 

The import, possession and transport of opium and 
poppy heads is governed by rules issued by the Local 
Government in 1898 under the Opium Act. There is no 

. cultivation of 'poppy in the District and the supply 
required for local consumption is imported from the 
Punjab, under pass, by licensed VPndors, who make their 
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own arrangements for procuring it. Such imports pay 
no duty. Smoking preparations may not be bought or. 
sold, and must be made up by the smoker from opium in 
his lawful possession, and then only to the extent of 1 tola 
at a time. The ordinary limits of private possession are. 
3 tolas of opium and its preparations (other than smoking 
preparations) and 1 seer of poppy heads. The revenue 
realized in 1901-2 was Rs. 60, but in ·1904-5, when the 
Nushki Railway was under construction, it rose to 
Rs. 1,500. 

liiiSClllL· 
LANE.QU& 
REV:E:NUJ!(. 

Besides opium the intoxicating or hemp drugs, which Intoxicating 
are controlled by regulations are ganja, charas and bhang. D:t:ugs,. 

The contracts for the wholesale and retail vend of these 
drugs were separated in 1904-5. The ordinary source of, 
supply of ganja and bhang is Sind, and that of charas the. 
Punjab, but bhang and charas are also imported to a small 
extent from Kalat and Afghanistan. In February, 1902, 
revised rules were is•med, under which the far~ers are per-' 
mitted to import the drugs from other British Provinces in 
bond, and thesP., when so imported, are stored in a bonded 
warehouse established at Sibi, where small fees are levie4 
and issues to licensed vendors are taxed. The ordinary 
rates of duty on drugs imported from British territory 
are Rs. 4 per seer on ganja, Rs. 80 per maund on charas, 
and Rs. 4 per maund on bhang ; but imports from foreign 
territory are taxed at double rates.* The· ordinary 
limit of private possession is 1 seer in the case of bhang, 

and 5 tolas in the case of ganja and charas. The contract 
in 1901-2 was ·sold for Rs. 100 and in 1904-5 for Rs. 3,000, 
tqe temporary increase being due to the large influx of 
workmen employeJ in the railway construction works. 

The manufacture and vend of country spirits are Country 
combined under a monopoly system. More than 1 s~er' spirits and 

rum. 

•The question of the revision of these rates is under considera~ 
tion (1906). 
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of country liquor cannot be sold to any one person at a 
time, except with the permission, in writing, of an Excise 
officer authorised on this behalf by the Assistant Political 
Agent. No minimum price is imposed nor has the liquor 
to be of any special strength. The revenue from this 
source between 1899-1900 and 1901-2 averaged Rs. 367 
per annum, while in 1904-5 it rose to .Rs. 2,200. There is 
no distillery in the District, and the contractor makes his 
own arrangements for his supply from the neighbouring 

districts. 

There is only one shop in the District with a retail 
license for foreign liquors, which terni includes all liquors 
other than rum manufactured in India. This license was 
granted in 1904 and a fee of Rs. 50 is charged per annum. 
The most important conditions of retail licenses are, that 
no quantity of liquor greater than two imperial gallons, or 
twelve quart bottles, or ltss than one bottle, can be sold 
to any one person at one time, and that no spirituous 
liquor, except spirits of wine and methylated spirits, shall 
~e sold for less than Rs. 1-8-0 per bottle. 

Methylated The import, possession and sale of methylated spirits is 
spirits. controlled by rules issued by the Revenue Commissioner 

in December, 1900, and no fees are charged for licenses. 
In 1904-5 one license was issued. 

Oonsum. The consumption of opium, intoxicating drugs and 
ption and liquors is chiefly confined to the Indian population in the 

consumers, 
and revenue. District, the local tribesmen being abstemious, by habit, 

and having neither the means nor the inclination to 
consume excisable articles. During the construction of the 
railway line the number of shops rose from one to eight, 
and there was a proportionate increase in the revenue; 
but with the completion of the works the alien population 
has vanished and the revenue· has assumed its normal 
condition. Table XIV Vol. B, gives the figures of the 
excise revenue of the District from 1899-1900 to 1904-5 
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and the consumption of excisable articles. In 1904-5 the 
total receipts amounted to Rs. 6,700 and the consump
tion per 1,000 of the population was: opium 1 seer 3 chit
tacks; charas 6 seers 10 chittacks; and bhang 3 seers 
15 chittacks. 
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The Indian Stamps and 9ourt Fees Acts, and the rules Stamps. 
made under them are taken as guide. Licenses for the 
sale of Judicial and non-judicial stamps are issued by the 
Assistant Political Agent ·to petition-writers and others, 
who obtain their supply from the sub-treasury at Nushki 
and are paid commission at rates varying from 12! anna·s 
per cent. to 6! per cent. on different kinds of stamps. In 
March 1905, there were two license holders in the District. 
Th~ average annual"receipts between 1901-2 and 1903-4 
were Rs. 261. In 1904-5 the receipts from judicial stamps 
amounted to Rs. 2,311 and from non-judicial· stamps 
Rs. 188, the increase being due to the presence of a large 
number of workmen on the railway. 

The income-tax Act (II of 1886) has not yet been applied Income Tax. 
to Baluchistan (1905), but the tax is levied on the salaries 
of Government servants, by deduction from their pay bills. 
The receipts between 1897-8 and 1_904-5 averaged Rs. 410 
per annum. 

The only Local Fund in the District is the N ushki 
Town Fund which was formed in 1899, and declared to 
be an excluded Local Fund on the 1st of April, 1904. It 
is governed by rules issued by the Government of India 
in February 1900, as modified in April 1902; the Assistant 
Political Agent of the District is the administrator and 
controlling officer, and the Revenue Commissioner has the 
powers of a Local Government. The tahslldar at Nushki 
is responsible for the collection of revenue, and incurs 
expenditure under the sanction of the As~istant Political 

Agent. 

LOCAL 
FUNDS. 
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The principal sources of revenue are (a) ground rent 
recovered from dwelling houses and shops at the rate 
·of Re. 1 per mensem per house, (b) conservancy 
tax imposed at the rate of 8 annas a month on each shop 
or house and (c) garden and miscellaneous receipts. N.o 
octroi is levied in the hazar at Nushki, but during 1903-4 
and 1904-5 when the railway was under construction, a 
temporary octroi was imposed on the bazars along the 

line in order to meet the additiond expenditure required 
for their protection and sanitation. The amount thus 
realized was credited to the Nushki Bazar Fund, from 
which the expenditure was also met. 

The revenue of the fund is devoted to objects of public 
utility at Nushki, and the chief items of expenditure are 
those on establishments for tax collecting, conservancy, 
watch and ward and lighting, the up-keep of roads and 
gardens and contributions to the cost of the maintenance 

of indoor patients in the Xushki dispensary. On the 

l st of April 1904, the new fund opened with a balance 
of Rs. 2,121 derived from the old Bazar fund, to which 

was added a sum of Rs. ~,534 realized from the octroi 
levied in the temporary railway bazars. The net receipts 
during 1904-5 amounted to Rs. 3,495, the increase 
being due to the establishment of the Conservancy Cess, 
already alluded to, and the ephemeral prosperity of the 
town during the construction works. The closing balance 
to the credit of the fund at the end of the financial year 
1904-5 amounted to Rs. 4,007. The details of the income 
-and expenditure under the various heads are given in 
table XV, Vol. B. 

Owing to the remoteness of the District f1·om Quetta, 
the head quarters of the Military Works Service in 
Baluchistan, all public works up to the present time (1905) 

have been carried out unuer the onlers of the Assiii!hmt 
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Political Agent, who is assisted by· an overseer paid from 
the Provincial Revenues. 

A special Irrigation Engfueer, with his head quarters 
at Quetta, advises the District Officer in all irrigation 
matters.· 

Reference will be found in the section ·on Means of 
Communication to the railway and principal roads, 
including the Quetta-Nushki-Seista.n Trade Route. ';l'he 
other more important works carried out since the establish
ment of the District are as follqws :-· 

Works. 

Thflna. at Nushki 

SerM a.t Nushki 

Dispensary at. Nushki 

Sub-treasury at Nushki. 

Levy post and Chhapar KMna at Kishingi 

Year when 
completed. 

1898-9. 

1898-j}. 

1899~1900. 

l-899-1,900. 

1900-01 .• 

Levy post and Mus&fir :JUana at Murfld Khi.n Kila •. . 1900-0l. 

Political Rest House a.t Nushki 

TabaU at Nushki · ; .. 

Caravan Seri.i at Kishingi 

TahsU at Dalbandin 

Caravan SerBi at Mal 

Quarters for TahsU clerks at Nushki 

1900-01. 

1900-01. 

1900-2. 

1902-3. 

1903-4. 

1903-4. 
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A detachment from aN ative Infantry regiment stationed ARMY. 

at Quetta, consisting of 1 Native officer, 4 non-commis-
sioned officers, and 29 men is posted at Nushki as a guard 
over the Sub-treasury, and is relieved quarterly. When 
on tour the Assistant Political Agent is also provided with 
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AltlllY. a military escort consisting generally of a Native officer, 
4 non-commissioned officers and 29 rifles. 

LEVIES. When the caravan route connecting Seistan with 
Quetta was first opened out by Captain Webb Ware, c.I.E., 
.in 1896, the Government of India sanctioned .a special 
grant of Rs. 28,200 per annum for a period of three years 
!or its development. Out of this amount a sum Rs. 1,115 
per mensem or. Rs. 13,380 per annum was allotted for the 
entertainment of levies to protect the route. In 1897 the 
levy allotment was raised to Rs. 1,600 per mensem and 
was distributed as follows :-

.,; .,; "' 
.,; .,; ... .. ... ... ... .... .... ..., .,; 

Name of 
,., .... ,; "t:: "t:: "tS :.a Total "t:: "t:: ... ., .... ol ol 

post. o! . ., 
oi !j:IO:a "' <ZI cost a !1:1 ~ ~ = oi oi ' ::s Rs. oi A 1:.:1 ~ 1-:> A UJ 

--- ------------
Rob&t ... ... 1 1 5 1 3 1 255 

Saindak ... ... 1 ... . .. 4 .. . 75 

AmirChah. ... 1 ... 5 1 8 1 280 

Merui ... ... 1 .. . 6 ... 5 1 245 

Di.lbandin ... 1 ... 5 1 5 1 2.t0 

Personal esco-rt of Political Asaistant: 1 Jamadar and 5 sowars. 155 
Allowance to· Muhammad .Ali Khan Sanjri.ni and his 

10 sowars ... · 350 

Total Rs. .. . 1,600 

During the same year an additional establishment 
costing Rs. 430 per mensem was sanctioned for postal 
service, and these levies were stationed at Saindak, Amfr 
Cha.h, Dalbandin, Merui, Padag, Mal and Nushki. 

In May 1898, the postal chauki at Mal was abolished 
and four new posts at Saiad Langar, Manzil Chauki, 
Drana Koh and Ch8.h Sandan were added, the cost of the 
levies being thereby raised to Rs. 2,245 per mensem. In 
Jtme ·1899 a further sum of Rs. 135 per mensem was 
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sanctioned for the purpose of strengthening the N ushki L~VIES. 
post and the Assistant Political Agent's personal escort, 
the total cost of the levies being increased· to Rs. 2,380 
per mensem. In 1900 important revisions were made in 
connection with the Chagai levies. involving an additional 
cost of Rs. 1,036 per mensem, the chief features of the 
change being the appointment of paid banicis at Rob"a.t 
Kila, Saindak, Mashki Cha.h, Merui, Dalbandin, Padag, 
Kishingi and Kardgap, the abolition of the posts at Drana 
Koh, Saiad Langar and Manzil, .and the addition of eleven 

Chah Muhammad Raza. new posts as detailed· in the 
Kirtaka. margin. The N ushki and 
Mukak KS.rez. Dalband.in levies were also 
"T:tatoh. 
Mashki Chah, 
Sotag. 
Chakul. 
Karodak. 

increased, · and a personal 
escort was sanctioned for the 
Assistant District Super
intendent of Police. In 1901 

Kuchaki Ch&h. an additional Levy establish-
Chandan Khan Band. ment, consisting of 4 sowarl!l 
Kishingi. and 1 khasadar, was sanc-

tioned for the CMgai sub-tahsil at a monthly cost of 

Rs. 90. 
In 1903, an establishment costing Rs. 88 per mensem 

was engaged for the Caravan Serai at Quetta, the strength 
of the levies at M1rjawa and Mashki Chah was increased, 
and a postal ehauki .was established at Nok Kundi at a 
cost of Rs. 400 per mensem. . The postal and district 
levies were now separated, and the three sowars forming 
the Assistant P_olitical Agent's escort, costing Rs. 90 a 
month, were transferred from the police to the levies. In 
1904 the strength and pay of the sowars of the escorts of 
the Assistant Political Agent and the Assistant District 
Superintendent of Police were revised, and the Kardgap 
Chauki (Murad Khan) was transferred to the Kalat Agency. 
At the end of 1904, the total cost of the levies amounted to 
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LEViEs.· Rs. 2,706* a month or Rs. 32,472 a. year. A detailed 
distribution of levies, in June 1905, is given in table XVI 
Vol. B. This table includes the Postal levies, but 
excludes the first class levies mentioned below. 

Duties ot 
levies. 

In 1905 further additions were made to the levies at a. 
monthly cost of Rs. 2,789 and comprised (in addition to 
office and menial establishments, contingencies, etc.), 
1 RisaJ.dar on Rs. 60, 1 Jemadar on Rs. 50, 2 Daffadars 
on Rs. 35 each aud 2 on Rs. 30 each, R9 sowars (partly 
horse and partly camel) on Rs. 27 each and 1 Salutri on 
Rs. 35. The total cost of the levies of the District was 
thus raised to Rs. 5,495* or Rs. 65,940 per annum. These 
new levies are designated as " first class levies " and are 
posted at Nushki, Dalbandin and Roba.t (1905). They are 
armed with · Martini Henry Cavalry Carbines ; ea?:h 
mounted man brings his own horse or camel, and pays for 
his uniform and saddlery, which is of the Brahui pattern. 
The uniform 'consists of a khaki coat, khaki pagri and 
pattis and white trousers of the ordinary Brahui pattern. 
They are" enlisted in accordance with the usual tribal 

·'' . system. · 

The ordinary levies are employed in carrying the mails, 
garrisoning the posts on the Nushki-Seistan Trade Route, 
and on all duties connected with the revenue and police 
administration of the District. In addition to the thanas 
on the Nushki Trade Route, they hold the posts of 
Chandan Khan Band, Am.ir Chah, Mirjawa and Barabch6.h· 

The chief duties of the " first class levies " are to 
provide escoi:ts and thus obviate the nece.ssity of employ
ing military detachments. They also strengthen th~ 
chain of posts along the Trade Route, and can be utilized 
in cases of emergency to reinforce any particular garrison. 

:Important Mir Ali Khan, the chief of the Sanjranis, is granted a 
te~1ea. monthly allowance of Rs. 350 from the Levy gravt, out of 

•Noorm.-Exoludini lb.l,393 the monthl1 ooet of the Po1t&l 
Le'+iee. 



Saindak Levy Post. 
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which he pays Rs. 50 to Naib Dost Muhammad, Afghan LEVIES. 

Barech, and provides for the pay of the post at YadgB.r 
Chah, the fifth stage on the Trade Route from Nushki. 

· At the present time (1905) the major portion of the 
levies at Saindak, N ushki and Kila Roha.t are furnished 
by the Rustamzais, those at Mukak Karez and Tuzgi by 
Idu Pahlwan's men, at Mashki Chah and Dalbandin by 
the Rakhsba.nis, and at Kila Sufed ·partly by Rekis and 
partly .by Rustamzais. The predominance of the Rustam
zais, who are a Brahui tribe belonging to Kalat, is due to 
the fact that when the Trade Route was first established, 
it was found impossible to obtain suitable local men to 
fill the posts. At this time . of difficulty the late Sardar 
Allayar Khan, the head of the Rustamzais, offered the 
services of his tribesmen, who were accordingly given the 
more advanced and . da~gerous posts, whexe they have 
done excellent service under trying conditions. 

In 1902, a serai was built at Quetta in order to afford Caravan 
Beri.i. shelter to caravans coming from Seistan and Persia, and 

is now (1905) in charge of KP..an B.aha.dur Muhammad 
Taki Khan, an Mgh,an refugee, who receives Rs. 50 as pay 
and Rs. 25 per mensem as sumptuary allowance. The Khan 
Bahadur also acts as the local agent at Quetta on behalf 
of merchants using the Trade Route. 

When Nushki was taken over trom· His Highness the Appoint· 

Khan of Kalat, it was considered that the time of the fs:fs\:!t 
District Officer should, in future, be occupied by the admi- · District 
nistration of the Die;trict, and for the proper development Su~=~~~n
and control of the Trade Route, an extra European officer Poll~ 
was appointed in October, 1899, and was designated as Chagai. 
Assistant District Superintendent of Police, Chagai. The 
pay of the appointment was originally Rs. 250, which has 
since been raised to Rs. 400 a month on the establishment 
of the first class levies. In 1903 the Assistant District 
Superintendent wa.1 relieved of the charge of the Police. 
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LEVIEs. Three levy sowars and four footmen are employed at 
Le!!

1
"es on the railway stations of Galangur, Kishingi and Nushki. 

ra1 way. 
Transborder The Amir of Afghanistan holds the posts given in the 

posts. following statement along the border of the District (1905). 
These posts are held by footmen, who are locally known 
as khdsadars, and whose principal duties seem to be to 
prevent the srimggling of grain and merchandise into 
British territory, and the posts which they occupy are 
located, as far as possible, on the tracks followed by 
caravans. 

Afghan post with strength-
Panjah Dsh Khisadflrs. 
Bashi. Bsshi. 

Sish Sang 1 ~ 2$ 
Bibi Papuri 1 10 ·. 
Partos Nswar... 2 20 
Sher Shah Nawar 2 20 

On the Kharan border the N ausherwani chief has his 
levies at the following posts :-
Name of post. Estimated strength of levies. 

PMkin 1 naik and 7 sepoys. 
Geden , .. . .. 1 havildsr and 4. sepoys. 
Zard . .. 3 se11oys. 

Their chief object is to collect sung or transit dues. 
POLICE. When the tahsil was first established at Nushki, a small 

local police force, consisting of 1 Deputy Inspector, 
l sergeant, 9 constables and 3 so wars, was also entertained, 
and placed under the orders of the Assistant District 
Superintendent of Police. In addition to their ordinary 
duties in connection with the town of Nushki, the police 
furnished a guard over the Sub-treasury. In October 
1902, they were relieved of this duty by a military 
detachment from Quetta. In November, 1903, the force 
was placed, as regards all questions of interior economy 
under the District Superintendent of Police, Quetta
Pishin, and the three sowars were transferred to the local. 
levies. 



CRIME. 

When the railway was under construction, a small body 
of temporary police were engaged for the protection of the 
bazars along the line. These have now been disbanded, 
and in November, 190?, when·the railway was opened for 
traffic, 2 sergeants and 12 constables were added to the 
regular police and stationed at Galangtir, Kishingi and 
N ushki. These men form part of the Quetta-Pishin 
force, and work under the direct orders of the District 
Superintendent of the Quetta Police. 

191 

POLICE. 

Railway 
police. 

Generally speaking the people of the District are Cognisable 

remarkably well behaved, and few serious crimes have 
occurred among the settled inhabitants. Writing on this 
subject in 1904 Major Benn, c.x.E., the Assistant Political 
Agent says :-" The District may be said to be practically 
free from crime. The number of murder cases, since the 
District was taken over iU: 1897 by the British G6vern
ment, amounts only to 15. Four c_:>f these cases hav~ 
occurred since the construction of the Quetta-Nushki 
Railway was commenced in the District, and have been 
attributed to Pathans working on the railway, though, 
owing to the large number of men employed on the 
railway works and the paucity of local police and levies 
the murderers were not traced. No criminal classes 
exist among the indigenous population. After murder, 
the most serious offences committed have been a few raids 
on the kdfilas on the Seistan route. 

"The only other crime, which can be said to be of at 
all common occurrence in thP. District, is that of cattle 
lifting. This offence now-a-days is_ considerably less 
common than when the District was· first taken over. The 
thieves have in practically all cases been transborder 
Afghans from Garmsel or Shorawak. No cases of theft 
of arms or ammunition have so far occurred in the 

Dit>trict." 

c1ime. 
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POLICB. These remarks refer principally. to the indigenous 
population ; but, on the other hand, owing to its exposed 
situation and its nearness to the Afghan and Persian 
borders, which . are inhabited by a people predatory by 
instinct and custom, and to the fact that a large amount of 
trade, often of considerable value, is carried along the 
Trade Route, the history of the District shows that it has 
suffered from its share of external raids. These were 
more prevalant in the earlier years, and it is recorded that 
during 1898-9 no less than twelve raids were committed 
by the Barech Afghans from the Shorawak border. 

1899-1900. In May 1899, a body of trans-frontier Mengals raided 
across the Dak lands immediately east of Chagai, and 
captured sixty camels. This was met by a counter raid 
by the Mengals ·of Nushki, in which 120 camels were 
seized. This brought the trans-frontier tribes to terms, 
and the case was settled by the punishment of the original 
offenders and the restoration of the animals. 

In September of the same year a. band of some fifty 
raiders made an unsuccessful attack on a Seistan caravan, 
which was passing through Chah Sandan on its return 
journey to Persia. The Seistanis, reinforced by the levies 
from Merui, beat off the attacking party and captured two 
of their assailants. 

In March 1900, a band of raiders, the majority of 
whom were notorious robbers, carried off a flock of sheep 
from uear Nushki. They were pursued by a party of 
Rustamzai levies who killE.'d three of the raiders, and 
captured their leader Ali Jan a noted dacoit. 

1900-01. ·· In June 1900, a gang of raiders, wl1o were driving oif 
a herd of camels from Mal, were surprised by a party of 
levies, ·who recovered the animals and killed two of the 
robbers. 

1901-02. In the following year a party of Hazara pilgrims from 
Kurram, who WE're on their way to Meshed to visit the 



shrine of I~am Raza, were attacked near Chah Sandan ~O~.I<:~. 
by a small gang of frontier outlaws, ·who looted th~ 
caravans and killed one of the pilgrims. The raiders 
were pursued, but effected their escape across t4~ bordgr. 
The leader of the gang, one Saleh Muhammad, was subse-
quently captured, and, after trial by jirga, wat'J ~;~enteA<;ed 
to a long term of imprisonment. 

Early in 1903, .a smart piece of work was done by the 
thanadar of D~lbandin and 4is levies, who pursued and 
dispersed a very superior force of raiders who had looted 
a caravan near Karodak. The property was recovered, 
and four of the robbers were killed during the fighting. 

In 1904, a caravan of Afghan traders, returning from 
Seistan, was attacked and looted near Ziarat Saiad 
Mahmud which is close to the Afghan border. The 
robbers escaped before any pursuit could be organised. . . 

In October 1905 a gang of eight transborder Patha.ns 
and Barechis from Shorawak made ~ night attack on the 
hazar at Dornock, a temporary railway settlement about 
midway between Nushki and Kishingi stations. They 
wounded a bania and carried off practically all the 
contents of his shop. On the news reaching Nushki a. 
party of the new Chagai First Class Levies was sent in 
pursuit under Jemadar Adam Khan, Sarpara. 

The party came up with the thieves a few miles within 
the Afghan border when an encounter ensued. The 
levies accounted for six of the ~ight thieves, of whom two 
were killed, two wounded and two taken prisoners. They 
also recovered all the looted property. The. two prisoners 
were subsequently tried judicially by the Assistant Politi
cal Agent for Chagai and each sentenced to five years' 
rigorous imprisonment. 

The District possesses two cattle poup.ds which are 
located at N ushki and Da.lbandin. The N ushki cattle 
pound is in charge of the Police and that at Dalba;ndin in 

1902·03. 

1904-05. 

1905-06. 

Cattle 
pounds. 
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POLICE. charge of the na.ib tahslldar. Fines are levied at rates 
varying from 1 anna to 8 annas and the receipts in 
N ushki are credited to the Town Fund, while those at 
Dalbandin are credited to the Provincial Revenues. 

JAILS. The lock-up at Nushki has accommodation for twenty 
male and four female prisoners, and is only intended for 
local convicts,· whose term of imprisonment does not 
exceed six months, and non-indigenous convicts, whose 
term of imprisonment does not exceed one month. Other 
convicts are sent to the Quetta jail. Prisoners whose 
term of imprisonment exceeds six months are, on their 
arrival at Quetta, transferred to the Shikarpur jail. 

The prisoners at Nushki are engaged in grinding corn, 
on work in the local garden, and on other miscellaneous 
work connected with the town of Nushki. Undertrial 
prisoners only are detained in the lock-up at Dalbandin, 
the convicts being sen~ to Nushki. The total number of 
prisoners admitted into the Nushki lock-up during 1904-5 
was 87; all males, and the cost of maintenance amounted 
toRs. 203-7-2. 

EDUCATION. Before the British occupation no system of instruction 
Early existed in the District. The Koran was taught by rote to 

meth:>ds. 

Primary 
school. 

boys in the village mas-jid schools by mu,lltis, who charged 
no tuition fees, but were maintained by aaklit or charity 
subscribed by the villagers, generally one-tenth of the 

produce of the lands and one-fortieth of the flocks, and 
also by alms given on various occasions and by marriage 
fees. This system is still maintained in many places, and 
in 1903 there were seven such institutions in the Nushki 
tahsil at which some sixty boys were under instruction. 

The first primary school in the District was established 
at Nushki in June 1903, and is well attended by the sons 
of the neighbouring tribesmen and local traders. The 
scheme of studies is the same as that vbserved in the 
Punjab. No fees are levied and the school is maintained 
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from Provincial Revenues, the cost in 1904-5 being EDUCATION. 

Rs. 444. for the year.· All technical details connected 
with the institution are under the· charge of the Personal 
Assistant to the Inspector General of Education. 

The details of the expenditure and average attendance 
are given in table XVIl, Vol. B. 

The Civil dispensary at Nushki, which is the only one MEDICAL, 

of its kind· in the District, was opened in Febr).lary 1900. . Nushki 
During the five years ending with 1904, the daily attend.:. dispensary, 

ance of outdoor patients averaged about 33, ·and the 
average annual expenditure, which is contributed lJy the 
Provincial Revenues, amounted to Rs. 1,392. The 
average number of surgical operations performed each year 
during the same period amounted*to 109. The dispensary 
also has accommodotion for four male and four female 
in-patients, the expenditure in connection with whom is 
met from the N ushki Town Fund. The institution is 
popular and is made use of not only by the inhabitants of 
the Nushki tahsH but also by the transfrontier tribesmen 
from Shorawak, Garmsel and Registan. 

The question of opening a dispensary at Saindak is now 
under consideration (1905). 

During the winter of 1903-4 an Assistant Surgeon was 
posted at Sultan Ziarat to afford medical relief to the 
coolies employed on the railway construction works bet
ween Kishingi and Nushki, and the Hospital Assistant at 
Nushki was, at the same time, granted an allowance of 
Rs. 10, per mensem, for attending on railway patients. 
These arrangements are still in force (1905). 

Medical 
relief to 
railway 

patients. 

The principal diseases are malarial and other fevers, Principal 
dysentery, scurvy, eye diseases and diseases of the skin, dit~s~ases and 

· .uelr causes. 
while, in winter, pneumonia, catarrh and, bronchitis are 
prevalent. Malaria is said to be due to sand flies aJ?.d 
mosquitoes, the latter of which breed in large numbers 

•For further details, see table XVIII, Vol. B. 
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· llrl!:DIOAii. in the various hamuns and nciwars. Dysentery may be 

accounted for by the bad water, the poor quality of food 
and by the great variations in the temperature; it is most 
prevalent during the summer and autumn, when a large 
proportion of the people subsist. to a great extent on 
cucurbitaceous plants. According to local opinion, much 
of the fever. in the western part of the District is _caused 
by the maght!r (RumeJ: vesicarius) an indigenous plant, the 
leaves and seed of which are often used_ as food by the 
poorer Classes. 

Affections of the lungs in the cold weather are due to 
the frequent changes in the temperature and insufficient 
clothing. Cases of scurvy are probably due to the want 
of fresh fruit and vegetables which cannot be procured in 
most parts of the District. The dust and sand storms 
which prevail in summer, added to the dirty habits of the 
people, produce eye and skin diseases. 

In connection with the above a comparison of the dif
ferent kinds of cases treated in the Nushki dispensary 
during the quinquennial-period of 1900 to 1904 may be 
of some interest. During these years the average annual 
number of patients amounted to 5,468 ; ofwhich 1,327 were . 
cases of malarial fever, 1,196 of dysentery and diarrhrea; 
517 of eye diseases; 515 of skin diseases, and ulcers; 305 
of diseases of the respiratory organs ; 398 local injuries ; 
1S7 cases of scurvy and the remaining 1,073 miscellaneous 
diseases. In the winter of 1900-l there was an outbreak 
of a virulent type of pneumonia, which caused 61) deaths 
in the Nushki hazar and 40 deaths in the neighbouring 

. vil1ages. 
~pidemic~. Th~ usual epidemic diseases are small-pox: (putau) and 

cholera (ddki). Typhus is not common, and, ~:~ince the 
British occupation, there has only been one epidemic of 
measles, which appeared in a mild form in 1904-5 in the 
neighbourhood of N ushki. 
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Small-pox appears to be endemic, and there are periodi- lii:EDICA.t.. 

cal and recurring outbreaks of the disease. Early itt Small-pox. 

1898~9 it appeared in a virulent form in the Chagai 
sub-tahsil, when some 200 persons of all ages are reported 
to have been attacked. 

The earliest visitation of cholera in memory of man is Cholera. 

said to have occurred some forty years ago in the Mengal 
villages near Nushki. The disease _is also reported to 
have appeared at Cha.gai about thirty-two years ago. 
The first epidell!iC since the British occupation occurred in 
June 1903, when Nushki was visited by a virulent type 
of cholera which more than decimated the Nushki bazar 
and caused great loss of life in the surrounding villages. 
The disease was imported from Quetta. Fortunately its 
duration was not long and it di~ not spread beyond the 
Nushki tahsil. :Mr. T. 0. Hughes, the Assistant District 
Superintendent of Police, was in charge of the protective 
measures and his services were recognised by the grant of 
the Kaisar-i-Hind medal. 

A severe outbreak of typhus, the usual concomitant of Typhus. 
famine, appeared iD. 1902 among the fl.ockowners in the 
Chagai hills and carried off upward of 100 persons. 
There is no record bf any other op.tbreak; 

No vaccinator has yet visited the District, but in Vaccination 

19 3 and 1904 the Hospital Assistant at N. ushki vaccinated . alndt. 
UlOCU a lOU, 

out 600 persons chiefly among the alien population. 
e people of the coutttry still cling tenaciously to the 
mitive system of inoculation (locally known as tuka.) 

which is practised by Saiads and other persons of religious 
sanctity, whose services are requisitioned when outbreaks 
of small-pox occur, and who are paid small fees in cash 
or kind varying according to the position .of the patient. 
The method usually adopted is for a small incision to be 
made with a razor on the wrist of the right hand, in which 
the po~dered small-pox pustules (which in Chagai are 
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MEDICAL. 

Indigenous 
remedies. 

OH.AG.AI. 

ordinarily obtained from a Saiad patient) are placed 
mixed with the ashes of cowdung or sal ammoniac. A cloth 
bandage is then tied over the wound. The patient is fed 
on heating food, such as dates, molasses and meat in 
order to accelerate the appearance of the eruptions, 
which usually break out accompanied by fever within 
three or four days of the operation. If the operation does 
not prove successful, the patient is left to be inoculated 
at the next visit of the epidemic. When suffering from 
the eruption, a patient may not be visit~d by women or 
other ·persons who for ·any reason may be considered 
'unclean,' according to the custom of the country. The 
inoculated patients suffer from a mild attack of small-pox 
and usually recover in a few days. The Hindus of the 
District, like their confreres in India, regard the disease 
as a divine visitation and have conscientious objections to 
both vaccination and inoculation. 

The people in the neighbourhood of Nushki have begun 
to appreciate the advantages of regular medical treatment, 
but in the remoter parts the tribesmen still resort to their 
own simple remedies. The names of indigenous drugs 
used by the people are given in appendix III. In severe 
cases of fever and pneumonia the common remedy is to 
wrap the patient in the skin of a freshly slaughtered 
sheep or goat ; in case of pneumonia the skin of a male 
sheep should be used. If this treatment gives no relief, 
branding with hot iron is resorted to. Branding is in 
fact the common remedy for nearly all diseases, and it is 
rare to meet an adult male who has not several scars on 
different parts of his body. In the eastern part of the 
District, in cases of pneumonia a solution of ajwain (C.:zrum 
copticum) is administered to the patient, and the affected 
part is also fomented with the same drug. After the 
seventh day, a. decoction of 'll.ndb (jujubes), gul bi.nafsha 
(violet), Bpi.stcln (Oordi.a. mya:a), fl.ga and bihtdclna. (quince 
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seed). is prescribed. In cases of typhus fever, soup made MEDICAL. 

from the meat of a piebald male sheep is considered an 
efficacious remedy. There ~s no particular treatment for 
cholera, but during the epidemic, prayers are offereil by 
the Saiads and other holy men and alms are distributed. 

When_ cholera broke out in the Mengal villages some forty 
years ago, the Saiads made the people pass under the 
Koran and eat a small piece of earth over which special 
prayers had been read. For diseases of the digestive 
system two kinds of purgatives are commonly used; (1) an 
infusion prepared from senna, roses and aniseed mixed 
with sonchal (salt), and (2) a draught prepared from the 
powdered myrobalan fruit mixed with ordinary salt. For 
diseases of the eye. the people use a medicine composed 
of the seed of the chasku (Cassia Abus), crystalized sugar, 
opium and daryd kaf (.Argyreia speciosa). 

The pice packet system of selling quinine through the Working of 
agency of the post office, has been introduced into the t:!c£~0: 
District. In 1901-2, 426 packets were sold, the largest system of 
sale being at Nushki. In 1904-5, the sale rose to 491 ;:~. 
packets, of which 206 were sold at Saindak and 225 at 
Nushki. 

With the exception of the town of N ushki and the small 
settlement at Dalbandin, where sweepefs are engaged, 
no arrangements, official or private, exist for the sanitation 
of the villages. The litter and filth are allowed to remain 
in the lanes and houses until removed for manuring the 
fields. The migratory habits of the people however, 
assist in sanitation to a great extent. A large proportion 
of the inhabitants, and especially of those in the western 
part of the District, are nomads pure and simple, whilst 
the villages which are few in number, are also deserted 
periodically for two or three months in the 'year. Gidtins 
or blanket tents are used by the nomads in winter, and 
k1ulis or huts made of wattle, in the summer. 

Village 
sanitation 
and water 

supply. 
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MEDICAL. The suppiy of drinking water is drawn from springs, 
streams, wells or karezes and in the dry sandy desert tracts 
exclusively from wells or from nawars, which are pools in 
which rain or flood water has been collected. 

Except at certain places in the Cha.gai hills, the quality 
of the water generally throughout the District is bad, 
being salt and brackish and higp.ly impregnated with 
mineral solutions, which become concentrated during the 
hot weather owing to the rapid evaporat.ion of the water. 
Out of twelve places where the water was examined, that 
of nine was pronounced to be unfit for human consump
tion or of doubtful quality, while that of three places was 
considered as fair. 

suRVEYS. The Survey Department of the Government of India 
has prepared and published maps of the whole District on 
the quarter-inch and one-eighth-inch scales. Maps have 
also been published on the half-inch scale of a part of the 
eastern portion of the N ushki tahsil. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

MINIATURE GAZETTEERS. 

The Nushki tahsil whichhasanareaof 2,202 square MINIATURE 

miles lies in the eastern portion of the Chagai District GAZET-
TEERS. 

between 29° 2' and 29° 54' N., and 65° 13' and 66° 25' E. Nushki 
at an elevation of about 3,000'. It is bounded on· the TahsU 

north by Shorawak, on the east by the Sarlat range, on deC::ri~~~n. 
the south by the Raskoh hills, and on the west by. the 
Chagai sub-tahsil. The western boundary line runs from 
Koh-i-Sheikh Husain in a northerly direction through 
Lala and Ziarat Saiad Mahmud to the Baloch Afghan 
boundary about half way between pillars Nos. CLVI and 
CLVIL 

The eastern portion of the tahsil lies within the Sarlat 
Range, the hills of whi~h vary from 4,370' to 6,273' in 
height. Enclosed in these hills is the Kishingi . plain 
which contains a levy post and a railway station. There 
are several hill torrents in this part, the principal being 
the Khaisar which rises in the hills about 8 miles to the 
north of Kishingi and flows through the Nushki gorge in 
a south-westerly direction into the Nushki plain. The 
main Sarlat Range terminates at the debouchure of the 
Khaisar stream, but a subsidiary line of hills, known as 
the Garr Range, continues to run in a southerly direction 
and forms the eastern bounqary, s~parating the Nushki 
plain from the Sarawan country of the Kalat State. 

The greater portion of the tahsil consists ·of a large 
alluvial plain, interspersed with tracts of ·sand and 
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MINIATURE intersected from east to west by a low ridge of barren, 
~!~!~: stony bills called Bilau. The Dak, which is doubtless a 

corruption of the word dug and corresponds to the term 
pat, is the name applied particularly to that clear open 
part of the plain which commences on the south border 
of Shorawak, and stretches to the south-west for a 
distance of about 100 miles along the course of the Lora, 
until it is terminated by the Lora Hamun. The average 
width of the plain is about 15 miles. It is bounded on 
the west by the sand hills of the Registan, and on the 
east by the sandy tract or "half desert" ( nim chol) 
which lies between Shorawak and the small plain 
of Nushki proper. The sand hills of this tract are 
thickly covered with bushes and vegetation, and afford 
good grazing for numerous flocks of sheep and herds of 
camels. Where the tract meets the plain, there is a long 
se1ies of pools or 11awars, which are formed by the drain
age of the Da.k being intercepted by the sandhills. A 

.considerable number of these ntiwars contain water all 
the year round, except after a succession of unusually dry 
winters. 

Dra.i~age · On the northern fringe of the tahsil is the Registan 
and l"lVers, • 

desert or "the country of sand," which stretches east-
ward from Seistan and the Persian border and forms the 
south-western boundary of Afghanistan. 

The general lie of the ground has a steady fall to the 
south and west, and the main drainage of the hilly country

to- the east, including Quetta and Pishin, flows into the 
Nushki plain by the Lora and other smaller streams, all 

of which :6.nd their terminus in the Lora Hamlin. 

In addition to the Lora and Khaisar, the principal 
streams in the Nushki tahsil are the Gurang and Kalawo 
which join the Lora about 10 miles east of its junction 
with the Lora Hamun. With the exception of the Khai

sU.r, none of the river111 have a permanent flvw of water. 
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The principal trees in the plains are the tamirisk and MINIATUB.J: 

the ttighaz, the latter of which is rather a bush than a tree. ~:: 
Large tamarisks are found in the neighbourhood of. M;al .Forests, 
and along the banks of the rufwars. In the Khaisar hills. 
the pistachio and tamarisk are found in considerable .. 
numbers. Owing to the small number of the inhabitan~s 
there has been no serious deforestation, but when the 
railway works were under construction (1904) a small 
forest post was established in the Khaisar hills for the 
protection of the trees. This post is still. maint;1-ined, and 
the right to levy royalty .is leased annually to contractors 
the proceeds being credited to the Forest Department. 
Cutting wood in the Khaisar forest is prohibited, but in 
other localities the inhabitants are allowed to cut green 
trees with the permission of the tahsildar and dry wood. 
for private use without reference to any authority. 

The climate of the Nushki plain has already been Climate, 
described in Chapter I. Briefly put the seasons are un- temdpe~nfturlle anra1a. 
equally divided, the transitions from the one to the other , 
are 11hort and sudden, and, considering the altitude of 
3,000 feet, the length and heat of the summer are 
abnormal. The summer and autumn are unhealthy, and 
this fact, coupled with the bad quality of the water, );las 
left its mark: on the inhabitants who are inferior in 
physique to the tribes of the highlands of Quetta and 
Kalat. In the winter and early spring the climate is 
agreeable and apparently more healthy in spite of the 
great variations of the temperature. The rainfall is 
irregular and scanty, the average for the last four years 
(1904) amounting to from 4 to 5 inches. The heaviest 
fall eccurs between October and March. No data are 
available for the hilly portion of the tahsil, but it would 
seem that rainfall is slightly larger. 

Ari account of the early history of the tahsil has been History. 

given in Chapter I under History. The recent history 
dates from 18!)6, when the northern limits of tl!e district 
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MINIATURE were demarcated by the Boundary Commission, and 
GAZET· 
TEERs. Captain W ebb..:W are was appointed to administer the 

Cha.gai-Sanjrani country under the orders of the Agent to 
the Governor General in Baluchistan. His special duty 
was to arrange for the safeguard of the Trade Route and 
the protection of caravans .. At this time Nushki was a 
nidbat of the Kalat State, and was governed by a ndib 

appointed by His Highness the Khan. In July 1899, the 
nitibat was taken over on lease by the British Government 

on an annual quit rent of Rs. 9,000, and in August of 
the same year a tahsildU.r was appointed. 

Population. In 1905 the Nushki tahsll contained eighteen villages, 
and the total population according to the census of 1901 
was 10,756 (5,735 males and 5,0:n females) or 5 persons 
to the square mile. Of these 1 0,425 were Muhamma.dans, 
329 Hindus and 2 others. The indigenous inhabitants,* 
who are Musalmans of the Sunni sect and who speak 
either Brahui or Baluchi numbered 9,979; males 5,288 
and females 4,691. The principal tribes represented 
were the Rakhsha.ni Baloch (3,313) (including the Jama.Idi
ni, Ba.dini and Mandai), the Zagar Mengal Brahui& (3,647), 
Muhammad Hasnis (618), Kambrani (182), Saiads (306), 
the Langav (578), and the Barech (253). The number of 
the Loris and servile dependants attached to the 
various tribes was shown as 824. The principal villages 
are the Mengal villages (500), the Badini villages (Alam 
Khan and Kasim Khan) (400), the Jama.Idini village 
including the Sahibzada tuman (650), the Nushki hazar 
(644), Chandan Khan Band (500), Ahmadwal (300), and 
Bato (600). The chief occupation of the inhabitants of 
the Nushki hazar is trade. Among the indigenous 
inhabitants the principal occupation of the Rakhshanis is 
agriculture, while the Men gals combine it with fl.ockowning 
and transport. 

•The Hindus (329) are excluded from these figures. 
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The supply of perennill,l water is limited, and the area MINIATURE 
GAZET• 

under permanent irrigation is small compared with the TEERS. 

dry crop lan<l which is available for cultivation.· The Agriculture. 

land is generally fertile, the best being the dry crop areas 
of the Dak and Mal plains_ and the Khaz1na tract. The 
permanent sources of irrigation are the Khaisar stream, 
rleven krirezes and a small spring in the neighbourhood of 
~fal. The area annually irrigated by the Nushki stream 
and other sources has Leen estimated at about 3,000 acres. 
The extent of the dry crop cultivation is dependent on the 
winter and spring floods. 

The rabi or spring harvest is the most important and 
the chief crop is wheat, which forms the staple food of 
the people of the country. The autumn harvest is 
comparatively small and consists chiefly of juriri, melons 
and various kinds of millet. A rough estimate made in 
1905. of the agricultural stock of the tahsll puts the 
number of camels at 1,800, donkeys at 250, bullocks and 
cows at 500, and she~p and goats at about 6,000. 

The Quetta-Nushki branch of· the North Western 
Railway traverses the tahsll from the Galangur kotal to 
Nushki with stations at Galangllr, Kishingi, and Nushki. 
The most important road is the Seistan Trade Route 
which starts from Nushki. This is a good unmetalled 
road and for the first 7 miles, proceeds in a southerly 
direction along the skirts of the Garr Range ; it then 
turns to the west and runs along the foot of the Raskoh 
hills. The first important stage (32 miles) is at Mal 
where there is a rest-house, thana and serai. The other 
piincipal routes or tracks are: (1) from Kahnak to 
Nushki via Panjp:U and Singbur (60 miles); (2) from 
Nushki to Taraki Thana in Afghan territory (20 miles); 
(3) from Nushki to Garmsel in Afghanistan via Hem6.n 
Chah (11 miles), Band Chandan Khan (18 miles), Saiad 
Mahmud Ziarat (20 miles), and Kani (18 miles) ; ( 4) from 

Communi· 
cations. 
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xiNIATU:B.E Nushki to Chagai via Zangi Nawa.r (18 miles), Lala (11 
GAZET· 
TEERS. miles), and Phul Choto (30 miles); (5) from Nushki to 

Nimargh in Kalat territory via Siahaf (e. 11 miles) and 
Khwanki (25 miles); (6) from Nushki to .Kharan via 
Ahmadwal (10 mites), and T:ifui_ (30 miles). 

Adminis- The tahsil is divided into three circles...:...Nushki, Baghak. 
tration and d M 1 d th t :ff • t f ah 'ld, b staff. · an a , an e S a COnSlS ·S 0 a t Sl a.r, a nai 

Land 
revenue. 

tahslldar, a muhasib, a kanlingo and three patwaris. The 
total number of police is 25, all of whom are posted either 
a.t the railway stations or at Nushki itself. The levies 
who are under the immediate charge of the Assistant District 
Superintendent of Police are stationed at the following 
places, (1905) :-

Band Chandan Khan ... 5 

Mal 5 
Mengal ... 7 
Nushki Thana ... 22 

,. 1st class levies .•• 32 
Kishingi 6 

Total 77 

Trasezai service. 

S. Muhammad .Ali's service. 
do. 

In addition to the above, 15 sowars are employed as 
personal escorts to the Assistant Political Agent and the 
Assistant District Superintendent_ of Police. The full 
details of the Levy Service are given in table XVI Vol. B. 

Land Revenue is recovered in kind at the rate of one
tenth of the gross produce. There are also certain cesses 
which have been described in Chapter III in the section 
on Land Revenue. The question of abolishing these 
cesses and of raising the rate of revenue to one-sixth is 
under consideration (1905). Cattle tax is recovered from 
nomads only. As the greater part of the tahsil is under 
khushkdba or dry crop cultivation, the revenue fluctuates 
considerably according to the condition of the season. In 
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1904-5 the total land revenue amounted to Rs. 13,713 of MINIATURE 
GAZET• 

which grazing tax: represented 8 per ce!lt· TEEltS. 

Nushki Town, (Latitude 29° 34' Nand Longitude 
66° 0' E, Elevation 2900') is the head quarters of the 
District, the starting point of ·the Seistan Trade Route, 
and the terminus of the Quetta Nushki Railway .. Jt is 
366 miles from. Robat Kila, and 94 miles by ro~d and 
98 miles by rail from Quetta. · The present railway station 
(1905) is~~ miles from the town at the foot of the. Nushki 
Gorge to the east of the Khaisar river bed. The building 
of a new hazar on its present site was commenced by 
Captain Webb-Ware in 1899 after the transfer of the 
nitibat to the British GoverlllJlent. It contains about 
50 shops and 70 houses which are chiefly owned and 
occupied by the local Hindus (Taldtirs). The shops repre
sent various professions and include 22 dealers in piece 
goods. There are four places of Hindu worship, where 
strangers are also accommodated, and one masjid. No 
octroi is levied in the hazar (1905), and the Town Fund, of 
which the receipts and expenditure in 1904-5 amounted to 
Rs. 9,762 and .Rs. 5,755 is principally maintained by the 
levy of house and conservancy taxes. Nushki carries on a 
brisk trade with Shorawak, Garmsel, Kharan and Seistan, 
the chief imports being corn, · wool, hides and ghi and 
exports piece goods. 

The Government buildings include a rest house or 
chappar khtina, tahsil, sub-treasury, police tMna, post and 
telegraph offices,' two serais, q:uarters for official~, levy 
pos~, a primary school, and a civil dispensary. The dJ,"ink
ing water is obtained from the Khaisar stream, the quality 
of which is indifferent, a1;1.d in years of drought from the 
Baghak spring. The railway authorities have also sunk a 
well near the town in the bed of the Khais!lr, from which 
water is piped to the station. In addition to the police 
and levies already mentioned there -is u. small detachment 
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MINIATURE of Native Infantry (34 rank and file), which furnishes the 
GAZET· 
TEERS. guard over the s~b-treasury .. Before British occupation 

the present site of the town was known as the OhahUr 
.Asiab, from the four water mills on the Khaisar stream, 
and the patron saint is Saiad Khwaja Ahmad who is said 
to have come from Pishin about eight generations ago 
and whose shrine lies close to the town. The Saiad is 
reputed to have miraculously increased the water supply 
of the Khai.sar stream. 

cHAGAI The Chagai sub-tahsil lies between 28° 19' and 
suB-TAHSIL. 29° 34' N., and 63° 15' and 65° 35' E., and is bounded on 

fe:~~~:!. the east by the Nushki tahsil, on the west by the Western 
Sanjnl.ni tract, on the north by the Regis tan and the stony 
wastes south of the Helmand, and on the south by the 

Raskoh Range. It has an area of 7,283 square miles. 
The western bounda.ry starts from the Gaukok hill near 
.the Galichah wells and runs north-west to Manzil Chauki, 
and thence north to the Baloch Afghan boundary opposite 
Gidan Koh. 

The country between the Chagai and Raskoh hills, 
which bas already been described in Chapter I, consists 
principally of the two ·large alluvial plains of Chagai and 
D:J.lbandin. The latter is an extensive plain of an 
average breadth of about 9 miles, confined on the north 
and south by the Chagai and Raskoh hills, and extending 
east and west for a distance of about 20 miles until it is 
lost in heavy sand hills. It is chiefly irrigated by floou 
water brought down from the ChU.gai hills by the Bulo 
river. 

In its present condition the whole country is better 

suited for stock-rearing than for agriculture, and in most 

parts affords good grazing for camels, sheep and goats. 

The large bulk of the inhabitants are· pastoral, and own 

considerable numbers of flocks and herds with which they 

migrate from place to place iu search of fresh feeding 
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grounds. According to a rough calculation made in 1905,-liiiNU.Tu:R:E 
• . . . GAZET· 

the number of animals owned by the inhabitants, exclud- 'TEE:RB. 

ing the immigrants, was as follows :-camels 3,500, 

donkeys 350, bullocks and cows 400, and sheep and 
goats 30,000. 

In 1905 the number of villages . was shown as twenty- Population. 
two, but with the exception of Chagai proper, the others 
can scarcely be dignified by this name, being simply a 
collection of blanket or wattle huts erected .for the 
temporary residence of the nomads. The population in 
1901 numbered 4,933 ; males 2,524, females 2,409, or one 
person to 1! square miles. By religion all are Sunni 
Muhammadans and speak either Brahui or Baluchi. The 
principal tribes represented were the Muhammad Hasnis, 
3,718; the Mengals 963 and the Sanjranis 189 .. Their 
principal occupation is flock-owning. The Notezais, 
a section of the Muhammad Hasnis, are the chief camel 
breeders, and the Kamarzai and Dah-mardag, also sections 
of the same tribe, are the principal owners of sheep ancJ 
goats. The number of agriculturists is limited and 
includes the Sanjranis, N otezais, Barech and Balanoshi 
Saiads. The Sanjranis are the ruling tribe and the chief 
landowners, but of 1·ecent years both their numbers and 
importance have greatly diminished. 

The area under permanent irrigation forms a . very Agriculture 
insignificant ·portion of ·the whole cultivable area. 
According to an estimate made in 1905, about 100 acres· 
are permanently irrigated, while 1,570 acres represent the 
average annual area of the khushlaiba or dry crop cultiva-
tion. The soil of the plains is alluvial and th~ portions 
subject to the spill of the hill torrents are fertile. The 
supply of permanent water in the Chagai circle is obtained 
from six karezes and two' springs. Padag comes next with 
five karbes, while the Dalbandin circle has only one karez · 
and two springs. All these karezes are, however, small and 
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liii!_!!~~~E. unimportant, the largest being the Lijji in the Chagai 

'l.I!IERS, Circle, which irrigates an average annual area Of 22 acreS 

only. The rabi or spring harvest is the most important, 

the chief crop being wheat. The autumn harvest is small 

and consists principally of jutfri. The country cannot 

supply sufficient food for its inhabitants, who are 

compelled to import wheat from Garmsel and dates from 

Kharan. 
Forests. There are no reserved or protected . forests in this area. 

Large numbers of tamatisk trees are to oe found on the 

Chagai plain and to the south of Dalbandin, while the 

majority of the upper reaches of the beds of the hill 

torrents are thickly grown with tamarisk undergrowth. 

The pistachio or gwan are found in the higher parts of 

the Chagai and Raskoh hills. The Barot valley, to the 

south~west of Merui; contains a grove of date trees, but 

the trees are small and the fruit is of an inferior quality. 

There is an abundance of grass in the spring and early 

summer, and the plains are covered with the tlighaz and 

other bushes which afford excellent grazing for camels. 

Climate, · There are no recording stations, but the climate and 

~ndp~~ill temperature of the lowlands of Chagai is very. similar to 

that of the plains of Nushki. The rainfall also is irregular 

and scanty, the average being from 4 to 5 inches in the 

year. Snow falls on the higher peaks of the Ra1koh and 
• 

on the Barabcha.h plain (about 5,000') in the Chagai hills. 

Communi• The principal road is the Seistan Trade Route which 

cations. traverses the tahsil from Kuchaki Cha.h to Tratoh, -the 
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stages and the strength of levies at each post· being as MINIATURE 
GAZET, 

under:-

Miles Strength 
from Name of stage. . of. 

Nushlri. levies. 

---
48 Knchaki Chh h 1 

61 Padag 5 

84 Y6.dgflr Ch6.h 6 

100 Karodak 1 

116 DUbandin 42 

134 Chakul 1 

148 Sotag 1 

161 Marui 9 

181 Ch&h Sand6n 5 

204 Tratoh 5 

The most important tracks that take off from the Trade 
Route are; (1) from Padag to Kharan; (2) from Dalbandin 
to Kharan ; (3) from Da.Ibandin to the Helmand via 
Barabchah. The details of these routes are given in table 
VI, Vol. B. The Meski-Butak and Barabchah route 
crosses the Trade Road at Karodak, the Meski-Sukaluk and 
Yakmach road at Chah San dan, and the Kharan ·and 
Gargarok route at Da.Ibandin. The direct route from 
Cbagai to Khar&n :vas~e~ between Yadglir Cha.h and 

TEJ::B.S, 
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:N:lNU.'rUBJ.. Karodak; and from Padag a track takes off in ;;znorth 
GAZET· I d' t' t Ch, . d h UEBB. wester y uec 1on o aga1, an t ence to Barabcha d 

the Helmand. 
History. Little is known of the ancient history of CMgai. The 

earliest settlers appear to have been the Arabs, who were 
followed by the Balanoshi Saiads, who in their turn were 
dispossessed by the Sanjranis, the present landlords of the 
country. Cbagai does not appear at any time to have had 
any connection with either Kala.t or Kharan, and for 
many years its dealings were exclusively with Afghanistan. 
This portion of its history is ~iven in detail in Chapter I. 
After the Baloch Afghan Boundary Commission it was 
declared a part of Baluchistan, and in December 1896 
Captain (now Major) Webb-Ware, C.I.E., was appointed 
as the first British officer in charge; In 1901 it was 
formed into a sub-tahsil with its head quarters at 
Dalbandin. 

t!~~!n!~d For purposes of revenue adl!linistration, the sub-tahsll is 
stalf. divided into 3 circles and is under the charge of a naib 

tahsildar, who is assisted by a staff consisting of 1 
muhasib and 3 patwaris. There are also 18 headmen who 
are remunerated by Government and who assist in the 
collection of revenue (1905). The naib tahsildar is also 
in direct charge of the Trade Route within the limits of his 
jurisdiction. There are no police, and the police duties 
as well as the revenue work of the tahsil are undertaken 
by the levies under the orders of the naib tahsild,i.r. The 
total strength of the levies is 81,* the details o~ which are 
given in table XVI, Vol. B. 

Land 
revenue. 

An account of the revenue system of the days before 
British occupation is given in Chapter III. Revenue wa~ 
first levied by the Government in 1901 when one-eighth of 
the total produce was taken in kind. -In 1902 the rate 

•Includes 22 first clase 1.-vies employed at Dlllbandin, and al1o 
bP~t l3ari.bchflh post (S men). 
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was raised to one-sixth, which corresponds with the usual MINIATURB 

rate levied in other parts of Baluchistan. Grazing tax is ;:~~: . 
a.lso reoovered from all flock-owners whether permanent 
or nomads, and forms the principal source of revenue. In 
1904-5 it represented 83·6 per cent. of the total collections 
(Rs. 6,073). 

The chief products of the tahsil are ghi, wool, camel Products. 
hair, hides and asafretida. Honey is also found in 
considerable quantities in the lower hills and has more 
than a local reputation, At ·one time it formed part ·of 
the annual tribute paid to Afghanistan. 

Chagai is a small village about 32 miles north-east of 
Da.Ibandin; situated between 29° 18' N. and 64° 42' E., at 
an elevation of about 2, 77 4 feet. It is the head quarters 
of the Sanjrani tribe and has given its name to the whole 
District, Local tradition attributes the origin of th~ 
name to the number of chah1 or wells which are said to 
have formerly existed in the neighbourhoodr It now 
(1905) consists of a ruined mud fort, and a small cluster 
of about thirty mud houses of which five are banias' shops· 
The fort was occupied by an Afghan garrison · from 
June 1886 to May 1896, when after the Afghan Baloch 
Boundary Commission it was vacated by the Afghans and 
handed over to .the Sanjranis. It was, however,- never 
re-occupied and is fast falling into ruin. The Sanjranis 
regard it with disfavour and attribute their misfortunes: 
directly or indirectly to its erection. It is also said to be 
haunted by a malignant spirit, and no tribesman. will 
approach the vicinity of the building after nightfall, much 
less enter its precincts. Chagai is also noted for having 
afforded refuge to the late Amir of Afghanistan, 
Abdul Rahman KbU.n, after his defeat in the Hazarjat 
(1869). The population comprises about 37 families; 
Sanjranis, including the Barech, 18, Loris 6, Tauki 5, 
S6.soli 4 and the Khwajazai Saiads 4. They are ·mostly 
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MINIATURE pastoral and own sheep and goats which they graze in the 
GA.ZET· • hb . h'll T I 
TEERs. netg om'l.Ilg 1 s. hey a so cultivate a small amount 

WESTERN 

BANJBANI, 

General 
deaorlption, 

of kh:ushkaba land. Drinking water is obtained from four 
wells, at a depth of about 25 feet. The principal men are 
Mir Ali Khan, the chief of the Sanjranis, who is in receipt 
of a monthly allowance of Rs. 350 and his naib Dost 
Muhammad, Barech. Mlr Ali Khan has a mehman khana 

or guest house where he entertains strangers. There 
is a small trade with the Helmand and Nushki, the princi
pal imports from the former being wool and gM which are 
forwarded to Nushki. The export trade chiefly consists 
of cotton piece goods and sugar. The well known shrine 
of Saiad Bala Nosh is about 11 miles to the north of 
Cha.gai. 

Dalbandin.-The head quarters of the Chagai sub
tahsil lies in the Dalbandin plain in 28° 45' N. and 
64° 33' E. It is 201 miles (11 stages) from Quetta and 
110 miles (6 stages) from Nushki. It is also an important. 
post on the Seistan Trade Route, and consists of a levy 
thana, quarters for the tahsildar and the tahsil ·officials, 
four banias' shops, a caravan serai, post and telegraph 
.offices, and a rest-house for travellers (1905). All ordinary 
supplies can be obtained in the small hazar, and fodder, 
if required in large quantities, can be collected if previous 
notice is given to the naib tahsildar. The levies at 
present (1905) number 42 and include 2 jemadars, 
2 daffadars, l munshi, 30 sowars, and 7 footmen. Drink
ing water is obtained from the Sargesha Karla. The 
shopkeepers carry on a fair trade with Garmsel, Ja.Ik and 
Kharan, the chief imports being grain, ghi, wool, and 
dates while the exports are mainly piece goods of the 
cheaper kind. 

The Western Sanjrani tract is a. triangular strip of 
country lying to the west of the Cbagai sub-tahsil from 
which it i1 eepara.ted b7 a. line running due 1outh froll\ 
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the Gaukoh hill to the Sianeh Koh Range. From this MINIA.TURE · 
GAZET• 

point the southern line runs along the water-shed of the .TEERS. 

Sianeh Koh till it meets the Perso-Baloch frontier line 
which it follows to Koh-i-Malik Sill.h. The northern side 
of the triangle is formed by the Afghan Baloch boundary, 
and the apex by that junction of the two boundaries at 
Koh-i-Malik Siah. The country consists for the most 
part of a barren desert, with plains of black gra~el divided 
by belts of sand and studded with extinct volcanic peaks. 

The hills on the north and west have been descl'ibed in 
Chapter I (Physical Aspects). The rivers in the south
west are the Tahlab and the Mirjawa both of ~hich have 
a permanent suppli of water. Rill torrents are numerous, 
and· among others may be mentioned, the Siah Koh, 
Shamidan, Lar Koh, ~acha, Saindak and Amalaf nullahs. 
None of these have any water except after rain. 

Tamarisk grows in considerable quantities in the Kacha 
Koh range and in favourable seasons there is good grazing 
·in all the hills. In the bed of the Kacha river there art) 
large patches of a coarse reed, known· as nar, that grows 
to an unusual size, and is famed among the Baloch who 
use it for the pipes of musica~ instruments. 

The climate differs little, if at all, from that of Nushki Climate, 

and Chagai, though perhaps the temperature in summer temdpe~anftw1'16 . anra1a. 
is somewhat higher than that of Nushki. The cold in 
winter is only severe when the winds prevail. Great 
changea in temperature betweeri day and night are the 
rule, but however great the temperature by day may be 
hot nights are seldom experienced. 

This part of the District is e:x::posed to the effects of the 
bdd-i-sad-o-bist-roa (or wind of 120 days) which blows 
steadily from the· fifteenth of May till the middle of 
September. 

The rainfall is probably somewhat lE1ss than that of 
Nushki, but no data are available. 
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With the exception of snakes and scorpions there is a 
great dearth of animal life in the plains and sandy 
deserts. There are a few gazelles and some wild· asses 
but these are seldom met with. In the hills ibex and 
oorial are found, but game birds are scarce. 

Little is known of the early liistory of this tract. 
Ancient ruins are met with in different parts of the 
country and there are traces of what appear to be old 
mines in the Saindak hills ; but there are no local tradi
tions of any value, and, as is usual in this part of the 
country, all ruins are ascribed to the Arabs. The country 
is barren and itself .of no great value, and from its position 
for generations has owned no master. It has consequently 
become the haunt of outlaws and robbere, and though but 
sparsely inhabited was subject to frequent raids by the 
Damanis and other wild clans from the Persian border. 
It became a part of British territory in 1896 after 
the conclusion of the Perso-Baloch and Afghan 
Boundary Commission, and was placed under the charge 
of Captain (now Major) Webb-'Vare, c.I.E. In the early 
days of British occupation it was troubled by raids by the 
Damanis, but these have now ceased and the western 
portion of the route has been rendered safe by the 
establishment of levy posts at the various stages. As the 
greater portion of the country is practically a desert, and 
there was no settled population with the exception of a 
few families of Rekis and Damanis at Mirjawa, it was 
excluded from the census of 1901. In favourable years 
when grazing is abundant it is visited in the winter months 
by nomad encampments of the Mamasli.nis, Shen:ais, 
Damanis, Rekis and other tribes. The total number of 
these nomad visitors may be estimated. roughly at a 
hundred or two. They are, however, chiefly migratory, 
passing through the district on their way into the Persian 
Sarhad from the valley of the Helmand. There are 
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seldom more than fifty or sixty families to be found in the MINIAT.URE 

hills on the British side of the border where the grazing is ~~!~~ 
scarce compared with that in the hills further to the 
south-west. 

In years of drought the country is practic~lly deserted. 
There is no agriculture, the only cultivation being 

eonfined to a f~w acres near Mirjawa and to small patches 
in the U.r Koh hills. 

The important route is the Seisbl.n Trade Road w:hich Communi-
. cations. 

traverses the country from Kundi to Robat, a distance of. 
140 miles. ~he_principal stages and the strength of the 
levies at each post are as under :-

Distance 
from 

Nushki. 
Name of post. 

Total 
strength of 

levies. 

---1----------------
226 miles Kundi 4 

248 .. Mashki Chah ... 11 

261 " 
Humai (Tuzgi) ... 3 

300 " 
... Amalaf (Mukak Karez) 6 

307 " Saindak 13 

325 . .. Kirtaka 6 

34:2 _,._ C~al:J, Muhammad Raza 5 

366 .. ... RobU 57 

The following routes pass through Kundi {1) from 
Me ski to .A.mir Cha.h via Is a. Tahir and (2)' from Kha.ran 
to Amir ChB.h via. Hurmaga.i and the Ga.lacbah pass. The 
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MINIATU:&E route from Seh-Koha (Seistan) to Khanl.n via Eandar 
~~~~~-. Kamal Khan and Amir Chah passes through Mashki CM.h. 

Adminis
tration. 

La.nd 
revenue. 

From Mashki Cl1ah an alternative route goes to Saindak 
via Sahib CM.h (28l miles), Mukak (23& miles} and 
~aiudak (13! miles). A path goes from Chah Sandau to 
Saindak via Amir CM.h (distance 139 miles divided into 

seven stages) From Saindak a path leads to Mirjawa (23 
miles,) and Ladis (12 miles.) There is a direct route 
from Mirjawa to Robat via Duzdap (25 miles~) Cha.h 
Muhammad KM.n (36 miles,) and RoM.t (25 miles,) total 
86 miles. 

In addition to the levies on the Seistan route small 
posts are established at Kila Sufed (lllevies) and at Amir 
CLa.h on the Afghan border (5levies.) 

The Western Sanjrani tract is under the direct charge of 
the Assistant District Superintendent of Police. · 

The construction of a dispensary at Saiudak is under 
consideration (1905.) 

Asafretida grows in·abundance in. favourable years on 
the Koh-i-Sultan and Kacl1a Koh. In former times the 
Sanjranis ievied revenue on this. drug and the annual 
collections itmounted to about Rs. 300. Since 1898, a tax 
of 7 per cent. of the total produce is ievied in 'kind, and 
the actual 'receipts during the seven years ending with 
March 19M; averaged Rs. 247 per ·annW:n: · ·In additio~ 
to asafcetida, deposits of sulphur, alum, ochre, copper and 
antimony ai·e also fo~~d in the hills, but owing to the 
great distances and the want of transport these have no 
great comniercial value.. . 

Rabat br Robat Kila. Is the last stage on the 
Nusbki-Seista.n Trade Route and is 366 miles (21 stages} 
from.Nush:irl and 460 miles (27 stages) from Qut:tta.. It 
is built on the banks of the ShamiJan nullaA about 21 miles 

east of the Robat Koh at an elevation of about 2,60'0. 

T~e post consist~ of a levy ihtina, BtJrai, post office, tele-
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graph office, bania's shop and a. chappar khana or rest MINIATVRE 
· GAZET· 

house for travellers. The . wate1·, which is good and TEERI!. 

abundant, is obtained from tlie Sar Robl.t spring. The 
telegraph line was extended to Robat Kila in .January 
1904. The levies consist of 1 risaldar, 1 jemadar., 3 dafia-
dars, 47 sow1trs, 4 footm~:Q.. ~pd 1 :r,nunshi. C)rdinary · 
supplies c~tn pe obtaj:ned at the post, ~ut grazing ·and . fire-
wood are. scarce. Nasrataba.d, the capital of Seistau, is 
106 miles, or 8 stages fJ,'OII,l the Roba.t post •. 
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NORTHERN BOUNDARY OF THE CHAGAI DISTRICT. 

Extract from the translation of joint agreement executed on the 13th 
May 1896 by Captain A. H. McMahon, British Commissioner and 
Muhammad U mar Khan, representative of His Highness the Amir of 
Afghanistan, joint Commissioners on the Indo-Afghan Boundary Commis
sion, Baluchistan Section. 

(The _portion of the boundary between Domandi and the peak at the 
head of the Inzargai and Talai nullahs lies in the Zhob and Quetta-Pishin 
Districts). 

From here the boundary line runs in a south-westerly direction for some 
12 miles along the crest of the water-shed which divides the water draining 
to the west into the upper branches of the Kurram and Goari nullahs, and 
that draining to the east into the Shorarud and Singbur nullahs as far a.s 
boundary pillar CXLUI, erected on a prominent peak situated on the sa~e 
water-shed at the head of the most eastern of the npper branches of the 
Tirkashi nullah. From here the boundary line runs in a straight line 

. towards and slightly southwards, crossing the head of the Tirkas~~. nullah 
to boundary pilla.r CXLIII (a) erected on a prominent peak commonly 
known as Dek at the head of the Tirkashi nullah. Continuing in the same 
straight line the boundary line crosses the head of the Dilshad nullah to 
boundary pillar CXLIII (b) erected on a prominent peak at the head of 
the Karawan Kush and Jori nullahs. From here the boundary line still 
continues in the same straight line and, crossing the Goari Manda nullah 
at a point where boundary pillar CXLIII (c) has been erected, runs to 
boundary pillar CXLIV, erected on a prominent peak on the crest of the 
water-shed of the Sarlat range and immediately south of the head of the 
nullah in which is situated the Mian Haibat Khan Ziarat and which flows 
eastwards into the Gonri Manda. This peak also happens to be ~<ituated 

exactly on the straight line between boundary pillar CXLITJ, and a point 
two miles due south of the top of the low hill close to and south of the 
Kani well. 

Clause Ill.-We have jointly agreed that from boundary pillar CXLIV, 
erected on the crest of the main water-shed of the Sarlat range, the bound
al·y line runs, as shown in the attached map, in the same straight line 
westwards and slightly southwards to a point two miles due south of the 
top of the low hill which is close to and south of the Kani well. At this 
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point boundary pillar CL VII has been erected. This straight line .has 
been further marked by the following boundary pillars as shown in the 
map• attached, i. e., boundary pillar CXL V, which has been erected at a 
short distance from boundary pillar CXLIV, on a slightly lower ridge of 
the Sarlat range ; boundary pillar CXL VI, erected about two miles further 
down on the western slopes of the Sarlat ; boundary pillar CXL VII erected · 
on the north slope of a small prominent isolated hill, known as- .Kambar 
Koh at the foot of the Sarlat ; boundary pillar CXL VIII, CXLIX, CL,. 
which have been erected on ridges of the sandhills which lie between the 
foot of the Sarlat range and the Lora river; boundary pillar CLI erected 
in the plain about It miles due east of the Lora river, boundary pillar CLII 
erected on the west bank of the Lora river, boundary pillar CLIII -erected 
~bout IOO yards north ·of th13 Bulandwal tower ; boundary pillars CLIV 
and CL V erected on the plain ; and boundary pillar CL VI erected at_ a 
point about 400 yards south of Partos Nawar, where the boundary line 
enters the sandhills of Registan. Beyond this point, ,as far as boundary 
pillar CLVII, boundary pillars have not been erected owing to the sand. 
This strnight line, from boundary pillar CXLIV to boundary pillar CL VII;· 
passes about one mile .south .of the hill known as J ari Mazar, about two· 
miles south of Siah Sang, about 7 t miles "outh of the Sayd Bus Ziarat and 
about. It miles south of the Paprang Band .. After entering the sandhills of 
R~gistan at bounda~y pillar CLVI, some 400 yards south ofPartos.Nawar; 
the bou~dary lin~ runs in a straight line through sandhills to boundary pillar· 
CL VII, which, as before mentioned, has been erected at a point two. inil,es 
due south. of t_he top of the small hill close to and south of. the Kani well. 
From boundary pillar _CLVII, the boundary line which we have joi,ntly. 
agreed_ upon, runs in a straight line westwards and slightly: north.wards .to · 
the Shibian Kotal. This line crosses the.north portion of the Lorii.Hamun.; 
Boundary pillar CLVIII has been erected on. the linE~ at. about Il ·miles 
north of the Kunzai hill which is situated onthe west ba:r;1k.of the'Lora: 
Hamun. The boundary line thus pas~es to th~ ;nort4 of :the: G:~ze~h; 
well~. Boundary pillars CLIX. and GLX erecte<l on .l).igh_pro~ent. 
peaks,' mark where this line crosses. the -~ountain'.between .the·;Lora 
Hamun and the Shibian Kota1.·· Boundary pillar C.LXi~has-- befl.:Q._,erected: 
at the crest of the Shibian Kotal and • is on the crest. of .thQ. water~shed. 
dividiug the ~ater of t_he Shand nullak on the . north :from. the· watei, 
of the Shibian nullak on the south which flows· into the Lora Hamun;' 
From the. Shibian Kotal the . boundary .line,· which we ~ave 'joi~tli' 

• Map ot reproduced. 
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agt;eed upon, runs westwards, as shown in the attached map along 
the south water-shed of the Shand nullah to the head of that nullah 
and thence follows the crest of the main water-shed which divides the 
nullahs which ·:How northwards through Pasht-i-Koh from the Telaran, 
Mahian, Buznai and other nullalta and their branches which :How south
wards. The boundary line follows this well-defined water-shed as far as 
the Mazari Kotal, to boundary pillar CLXII, which has been erected on 
a peak on the crest of the same water-shed just south of the Mazari Kotal . 
.Between the· Shibian and ::Mazari Kotals the water-shed which forms the 
boundary is naturally well defined by a continuous line of high mountains 
with.· prominent peaks, and it was considered unnecessary to further 
demarcate it. · 

Clause IV.-We have jointly agreed that the boundary line, from bound
ary pillar CLXII, near Mazari Kotal, runs for about 7i miles along the 
same water-shed, i.e., that dividing the Mazari, Kushtagan, and other 
nullahs on the south, from the Barabchih nullah on the north, as shown in 
the attached map, as far as boundary pillar CLXIII, which has been erected 
on a prominent peak on that water-shed. The boundary line then leaves 
this main watershed and runs north-west for about 3£ miles along the 
crest of a spur, which separates the main, i.e., northern, branch of the 
Barabchah nullah, from the southern branches as far as boundary pillar 
CLXIV, which has been erected on a prominent peak at the end of that 
spur. From here the boundary line runs in a straight line westwards and 
slightly northwa.!'ds for about 29 miles to boundary pillar CLXXII, which 
has been erected at a. point six miles due south of Robat. Along this 
straight line, to mark the boundary, boundary pillars CL:XV, CLXVI, 
CLXVII, CLXVIII, CLXIX, CLXX, CLXXI · have been erected at 
prominent points; as shown on the attached map. 

From boundary pillar CLXXII, the boundary line turning westwards 
and slightly southwards, runs in a straight line, except for a short distance 
at Jilijil, as noted below, to a point 12 miles due north of Amir Cbah, 
through boundary pillars CLXXIII, CLXXIV, CLXXV and CLXXVI, 
as shown on the map attached. Boundary pillar CLXXV is situated on a· 
hill known as Par close to and north of the Chaih-i-Marak. Boundary 
pillar CLXXVI is at the foot of the southern slopes of the hill known as 
Lorai, which is on the north bank of the "ullak known as Chli.h-i-Marak 
~ullah. From boundary pillar CLXXVI, the boundary line turns then 
due south and runs to a distance of half a mile to the sonth ot the bed of 
the large nullah in which Soru and Jilijil are situate~. The Soru water is 
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thus left on the British side and the Jilijil water on the Afghan side of the 
boundary line. The line then runs along the · sandhills at a distance of 
i mile to the south of the bed of the above nullah to a point near Khaisan 
Lok, where the ~ain road from Jilijil to Darband leaves this nullah. Here 
the boundary line johis and thence runs along the straight linE! shewn 
between boundary pillar CLXXII and boundary pillar CLXXVII erected 
at a point 12 miles due north of Amir Chah. This line passes through 
the north slopes of a prominent sandhill known as Khaisan Lok and passes 
about 2! miles south of the top of the Kamarghar hill, about t.hree iniles 
south of the top of Gidan Koh, about 2~ miles south of the top of Harag 
hill, about 8 miles north of Darband, and about seven miles north of the 
top of the Gharibo hill. Owing to the heavy sand along its course it has 
not been possible to demarcate the boundary line beyond Soru by boundary 
pillars. 

Olame V.-We have jointly agreed that from boundary pillar CLXXVII 
erected at the point 12 miles due north of Amir Ch:i.h, the boundary line 
runs in a straight line north-west, as shown in the attached map for 
about 97 miles to the top of the Koh-i-Malik Siah. As this· boundary 
line runs through sand and desert, it has been considered unnecessary to 
demarcate it for some distance by boundary pillars. It passes about 
22 miles north of the Koh-i-Dalil, about 20i miles north of Drana Koh, 
about 10 miles north of the Garuk-i-Gol'i hill, about 16~ miles north of the 
Kirtaka spring. It passes about 1i miles south of the most southern 
point of the God-i-Zirreh, about 8 miles south of the ruins of five old 
buildings, which are situated in a row, a short distance to the south 
of the Shelag nullah and commonly known as Gumbaz-i-Shah about 
13 miles south of the Ziarat-i-Sh:ih-i-Mardan and ruins known as 
Godar-i-Shah on the north bank of the Shelag nullah. Between the 
point where this boundary line leaves the sandhills and the top of the 
Koh-i-Malik Siah, the following boundary pillars have been erected on 
this straight line, as shown in the attached map, i. e., boundary 
pillars CJ~XXVIII, CLXXIX, CLXXX. CLXXXI and CLXXXII on the 
plain ; ·a LXXXIII on a conspicuous ridge of the low hills south of the Rob:it 
nullah, CLXXXIV on the south bank of the Robat nullah, C LXXXV 
on the north bank of the Robit nullah. From there the line crosses the 
eastern slopes of the Koh-i-Robat and runs up to boundary pillar 
CLXXXVI, which has been erected on the top of the Koh-i-Malik Siah. 
This line crosses the Robit nullah just above the lower Robat springs and 
leaves the upper Rob:i.t spring some 2~ miles on the south of it. 
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The following account of the Botany of the District is extracted from 
the" Botany of the Afghan Delimitation Commission." • 

" The most interesting plants found on the hills and on rock-formations 
were :-Stocksia Brahuica, a thorny shrub or small tree, first collected bet
ween Khanak and Panj-pai on the 24th of September, and subsequently 
more or less frequently as far as the Helmand. In its autumnal garb, 
when leafless, and covered with its brilliantly coloured inflated fruit, it 
was very showy. It is called by the natives Koh-tor, or the mountain 
peach, no doubt from the attractive colouring of the fruit. Pistacia 
Terebinthus, var. mutica, was occasionally seen on limestone, occurring in 
some numbers. This is the only indigenous tree of Baluchistan that grows 
to any size; several I measured were over 9 feet in girth at 6 feet from the 
ground ; but in height none were over 20 feet. Zygophyllum atriplicioides, 
a shrub from 4 to 6 feet in height, with fleshy leaves, bright yellow :flowers, 
and curious winged fruit, was seen everywhere, from the stony bases of the 
hills into the gravel plains. Perowskia abrotanoides, a very attractive 
Labiata, forming a close bush 3 to 4 feet high, was general among the 
rocks; Periploca aphylla and two species of Ephedra. Ephedra pachyclados '! 
was the common one, being very profuse amongst broken rock, boulders, 

·etc., as well as on the gravel plains. The native name for the Pen"ploca 
and the two species of Ephedra is h"m or huma, the natives not distinguish- . 
ing between them. Tumari~ gallica is a large shrub, the presence of which I 
in quantity and size would, I think, indicate water at no great depth.: 
Further, Pte·ropyrum Aucheri, Rhazya stricta, Stellan'a Lessert~·i, Lactucat 
orientalis, Anabasis sp, Pennisetum dichotomum, Eupho'rbia osyridea,, 
Astragalus hyrcttnus, Calligonum comosum, inhabit this region at the base of1 
the hills, and extend thence over the gravel country. - · 

"On the gravel and clay plains the vegetation was extremely sparse and 
stunted ; among the prevailing plants, Alhagi Camelorum was general!~ 
spread over the country, and in some favoured localities it grew in luxuri
ance and dense masses, through which it was hard to get our horses to go 
owing to its numerous objectionable spines. This shrub is usually from !1 
to 2 feet in height, occasionally as much as 3. The ordinary term here fol 
the plant is "Camelthorn," as it is one of the chief sources of supply o 
fodder for these auimals. In certain seasons it yields a manna. Pegamm 
Harmala, Sopho-ra molli.~, Sophm·a Griffith,·,·, and two species of Heliotropim: 

• Transactions of the Linnea11 Society, Second series-Botany, Volume III, 1887. 
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were more or less frequent; and where saline matter impregnated the soil, 
the following shrubs were often in great luxuriance, Salsola Kali, Salsola 
arbuscula, Salsola fretida, and several others, with Halanthium sp., Halo-

. charis sulphurea, Haloreylon_ salicornicum and H. Gri:ffithii. 

" On the sand-dunes and between the hillocks formed by the sand-waves 
vegetation was more general and of stronger growth than one would 
have expected to find on first seeing this formation. . This is no doubt due to 
the deeper layers of the sand being able to retain moisture, down to which 
the roots easily penetrate through the soft superstructure. The character
istic shrub, often almost a tree in size, is Haloreylon .Antmodendron, which 
is the Ta-gaz of Baluchistan, and its smaller branches yield the best camel
fodder of the country, and, unlike the Tamarisks, the camels can live 
continuously upon it without its impairing their health. In general 
appearance it resembles light-green Tamarisk, hence its native name; but 
it is at once distinguishable by its pendulous branches and gre,r white 
stems ; hence the European name White Tamarisk. Although this shrub 
is found in all directions, it certainly seems to prefer, and grows in greatest 
luxuriance on these sand hills. Tamarix macrocarpa and other large 
shrubby species were common. At Omar-sha (Umar Shah) where we 
encamped on sand hills, there were some trees, probably planted, of 
Tamari:JJ articulata with trunks, 9 feet in girth and over 30 feet in height, 
and associated with them were some trees of Tantariro macrocarpa, from 
4 to 6 feet in circumference, evidence of the size this species may attain 
in a favourable locality. The ordinary native-name for the latter is Kirri; 
and this term was equally applied to T. articulata, although the two species 
were recognized as different. Tamari:JJ articulata, having no special native 
name here, leads one to surmise that it is not indigenous to this part 
of the country. At Zaru (Zahro), close to our encampment, were 
some large bushes of Lycium barbarum, almost devoid of foliage, but 
covered with bright red fruit, very like small capsicums. Here we lost 
several camels from no known cause, though all those found dead were 
lying near these bushes, and had been eating greedily of the berries: I 
opened several camels, but the post-mortem showed no symptoms· of 
irritant poisoning, y~t there was nothing I could detect in their paunches 
except the berries. From the camels having died so suddenly l suspected 
narcotic poisoning, and yet a Lycium, although nearly allied to a poisonous 
genus, is not supposed to be itself poisonous. I carefully examined the 
whole country r:oun_d, and. _there_ was nothing· else they co)l].d bave eate~ 
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of a poisonous nature. The natives declared the Lycium was not poisonous 
and subsequently I often saw camels browsing on this shrub without any 
ultimate evil effects. 

"In some localities the sand-dunes were covered with Euphorbia cheirole
pis; a very elegant species, ·which still, late though the season was, 
maintained its green foliage. Tnoulas alatus covered the tops of the sand
dunes in many places with a sward. Cyperus pungens at this season only 
existed ·in numerous leafy tufts, and very little of the fruiting heads were 
obtained, though sufficient for identification. Convolvulus erinaceus was not 
uncommon. Peculiar looking balls formed of a prickly fruited shrub, 
Agrophyllum latifolium, with few or no leaves were noticed rolling about, 
driven by the winds hither and thither over the flat clay plains (or Pat) 
occasionally accnmulating into heaps. This shrub grows in loose sand, and 
as it is very leafy it is easily lifted out of its position by the wind and, 
being driven out, it takes the form of a ball, which is often increased in 
size by coming in contact with other similar plants. It was soon dubbed 
"the wanderer";. the natives call it the "spinning wheel," in allusion to 
this peculiarity. It was curious to note the condition of the roots of the 
plants that live in these beds of pure sand; some, like the Haloixylon, 
thrust their roots so deeply into the sand as to anchor themselves in the 
solid ground beneath ; others like Euphorbia, with slight stems, little 
affected by the wind, do not require to be so firmly fixed, and do not root 
so deeply; grasses and sedges have their fibrous roots greatly lengthened, 
and develop a spongy tissue as thick as a goose-quill. These spongy 
enlargements serve two purposes, one for holding fluid for future require
ments, and the other for maintaining the position of the plants, each root 
acting as an individual anchor. The same plants not'growing in this loose 
sand did not possess this peculiar development of their roots. Indeed all 
the plants that occupy these sandy dunes have a. hard struggle for exist
ence; not only have they much to do to keep themselves in position 
on account of the wind, but when sand is heaped upon them they 
have to learn to keep themselves alive under the superimposed weight 
and at the same time to fight their way through it. Furthermore 
the sand blown on them during snmmer is hot and.dry, so hot and dry 
that unless these plants are capable of collecting and maintaining a supply 
of moisture, they must inevitably perish from drought. On other occasions 
their surrounding medinm may be suddenly removed by wind, leaving 
them to be blown about with the chance of being utterly destroyed before 
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they can be again partially covered with sand and thus afforded the means 
for supporting life. 

"In stream-beds amongst thickets of Tamarisk, where there were 
perennial streams, as at Kaisar and Mamu, the Oleander was met with. 
It is well known to the natives, and said to be common in such localities 
all over the country. This shrub was very destructive to camels, especially 
when it was spread through the Tamarisk thickets, as these animals never 
seem to learn not to browse on it. The native name is jaur, a corruption 
of the Persian word for poison. Climbing over these shrubs Clematis 
orientalis was in great luxuriance ; and on the shady side of some rocks a 
variety of Mentha sylvestris, growing seven feet high, was common. 
Andropogon laniger, a lemon-scented grass, formed turf in the vicinity of 
the stream, as also Juncus maritimus. Erianthus RavenntB, the munj of the 
Punjab, was occasionally observed in great. clumps. Where. the stream 
spread· out into broader shallows, flooding the low land occasiQnally, 
Arundo Donaa; occurred together with Phragmites communis, forming great 
beds; the latter, where the water was brackish and the soil saline, was 
extremely dwarfed with rigid and sharp-pointed leaves. In the Tamarisk 
groves a large purple-flowered Orobanche was occasionally seen, perfect in 
form and colour, but dried to a· cinder, so that it could not be preserved, 
as on the slightest touch it crumbled into dust. 

" The fodder supplied to us for our cattle during our journey consisted 
of the crushed straw of wheat and barley and of the stems of millet 
(sorghum). Occasionally, in addition to these, the· stems of Pennisetum 
dichotomum were also served out. These stems were from 1 to 3 feet in 
length, resembling miniature bamboos ; and thus they were termed in camp. 
Notwithstanding their hardness, they were greedily eaten by our horses, 
much to our amusement and wonder. The natives call this grass Barskonk, 
and it grows on the stony formation at the bases of the hills only. 

" At Gaz-i-cha we encamped in a great meadow of Eragrostis cynosuroides, 
which was here unmixed with any other grass. It was called kirthag, 
and grew in deep pure sand. Such a locality was looked upon as an 
oasis of plenty for our cattle and this particular grass was considered 
very fattening, though had any of our horse-keepers supplied us with it 
in India, the result, I fear, would have been a general commotion in the 
establishment. Aristida plumosa is highly valued and an excellent fodder 

' growing in luxuriance on the sand hills of the desert, where usually no 
other grass is to be seen. It occurs in small separate tufts, from 4 to 6 · 
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inches in height, and is called mazj. Sheep are especially fond of it. 
Several creeping species of .lEluropus, were often mistaken. by members 
of the mission for Cynodon Dactylon, the dub of India. These were pro
fuse, especially. on the saline plains. Cynodon I did not see in Baluchistan, 
except at Quetta, where it was in abundance· on the sides "of irrigation 
channels. Between Bozdan, Mamu and Galicha, from the numerous dry 
ieaves found driven about by the ~ind, a species of Ferula was detected 
in these gravel plains. After much seeking one leaf Wll.S at last discoverecl 
attached to a root-stock. On digging this up, there was no doubt, from 
its general appearance and the odour its fractured surfooes emitted, that it 
was the root of a species yielding Asafretida. Not a single stem was 
obtainable, but, from the quantity of leaves seen, the plant must be 
abundant in this locality. The curious thistle-like umbellifer, Pycnocycla 
Aucheriana, was .not rare, chiefly present in stony ground; happily suffi
cient material was collected for its accurate determination. It produces 
a yell~wish gum-resin, and the root stock, when employed as fuel, emits 
a very offensive odour. One specimen only of the rare Crucifer Cithare
loma Lehmanni was obtained in the desert between Nushki and Sanduri." 
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List o£ common trees and tilants in the Cha!!'ai District. 

Name in· 
Br&hui and Scientific name. Locality 

· where found.· 
Brie£ remarks as to 
· -- ·-uses, -et-e. · · Ba.luchi. __ , ______ , ____ ;...___ 

Aghu:t 

Alonj 

·Anjir 

Arch in 

Askaw 

·Barshonk 

Bibibutau •.. 

Boimidr&n •.. 

:Sorko 

Brmjisk 

Bunnu 

Sonchus Olera- In ravines 
ceus. 

Fodder for camels," 
sheep and goats. In 

' times of scarcity also 

Hills 

F"icus Virgata. · .do. 

Prunus Eburnea. do. 

· elliten by poorer 
classes. 

Fodder. for sheep and 
goats. 

;;. Fruit. 

Wild almond. 

.••• In sands only A fo!lder for camels, 
sh~ep and goats. 

Achillea mille
folium. 

'Plains and river Fodder for horses, 
beds. cattle and donkeys. 

In beds o£ hill A thorny plant eaten 
torrents. by camels. 

in the vicinity of Dried flowers used as 
Nushki. . ·drug for fever and 

River beds 

Hills 

River beds 

stomach-ache. 

Fodder · for 'Camels, 
sheep and goats. 

Infusion used as medi
cine for cough. 

Fodder for cattle. 

Chnmhnrnk l\falcolmia Dak plains in Green plant used as 
Chamm· JJl. Africana Nushki. vegetable, dry as fod

der for cattle. 
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Brahui and Scientific name. Locality 
Where found. 

Brief remarks as to 
uses, etc. Baluchi. 

---------------
Charko 

Dinichk 

Drug 

Gada go 

Gandarem 

Gar bust 

Gehmard. 

Get ••• 

Gidangua.n
jak. 

Giyih&p Gi
yi.hab, Bl. 

Gomazg 

Gwan 

Plantago 
.A.mplexica.ulis. 

Eragrostis 
cynosuroides 

In the skirts o Fodder for camels, 
hills & ravines. sheep and goats. 

In salt land espe- An excellent fodder 
cially, in Kuch- for cattle. 
aki Chih. 

In Dik plain 

In fields ..• 

Fodder for camels, 
sheep and goats. 

•• Infusion mixed in ghi 
is given to children 
suffering from fever. 

Lepidium Draba .. In wheat and 
barley fields. · 

Green used as vege
table and dry as 
fodder fGr cattle. 

Salix acmophy~la 
(willow). 

... 

Hills 

Hills .... 

F~dder for sheep and 
goats. 

Fodder for all animals 
except horses. 

In wheat and An excellent fodder 
barley fields. for cattle. 

In plains Fodder for cattle. 

Pistacia Cabulica. In Cbigai and Fruit en ten by people 
Kbaisar bills. j 



Name in 
Brahui and 

Baluchi. 

Haiyarres 

Hashsha, 
Hashshag. 
Bl. 

Haw 

Heshark 

CH.AG.AL 
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Scientific name. Locality 
where found. 

In plains 

In plains ... 

Cymbopogon 
I warancusa. 

In hills ... ; 

Hilly tracts 
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Brief remarks as to 
uses, etc• 

---
Cooling drink made 

by mixing the· dried 
leaves with milk. 

Fodder for sheep, 
goats and camels. 

Fodder for cattle. 

Roots used' as a drug 
for fever. 

Hing, Hinge.. Ferula Asafootida Koh-i-Sult~n and Drug. 
other hilljl. 

Hum Peripl~ca Aphyl- Hills 
la. 

fodder for s'4eep and 
·.goats. • 

Husainbutau .· In Mal fodder for goats; also 

Janr ... 

· used as a drug for 
fever and stomach
ache. 

Ner-ium odorum ... In hills and river A poisonous plant. 
beds . 

• tir, Dmnag, Artemisia 
Bl. 

A wild bush found Fodder for sheep, goats 
all over the Dis- and donkeys. Also 

Knj ... 

Kal&gho 

Kalpora 

trict. used as fuel. 

Stipa ovnristida ... Hills Fedder for cattle. 
/ 

In Dak plain , .. Fodder for camels, 
sheep and goats. 

Teucrium Stock· Hills 
sianum. 

Fodder for sheep and 
goats. 
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Name in 
Brihui and Scientific name. 

Baluchi. 

Locality 
where found. 

Brief remarka ~ to 
uses,.etc. · · · 

----·---------------------1-----------·-------------------

Kandar 

Kirawan
kush' 

Kashum 

Kem&r, Kai
. mlir, Bl. 

Khikshir ... 

Khamu• 

Kirgo 

Kirri, Gaz Bl. 

Pterophyrum 
Olivieri. 

Erianthus 
griffithii. 

Tama.rix 
Articulata 
(tamarisk). 

Hills ... Fodder for cattle. 

In the skirts of Foddel' for camels. 
hills. 

Hills Fodder for cattle. 

Found all· over 
the District. 

do. 

Hill skirts 

In sands 
plains. 

In sands 

or Eaten green by sheeJ\-· 
goats and camela. 
Also eaten by poorer 
classes during scar~ 
city. 

and Fodder for camels, 
sheep and goats. 

... Fodder for camels, 
sheep and goats. 

In Mal. Khaisar When green, serves as 
and other river a fodder for eamels ; 
beds. also used for fuel 

and making wattle. 

Kirta In salt lands An evel'gr8en plant 
used as fodder for 
all animals. 

Kisankur, Is- Peganllm Har- In plains 
pantan, Bl. mala. 

Seed used as a drug 
for stomach-ache; 
also used as incense 
to drive away evil 
spirits. 
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Name in 
Brahui and Scientific name. Locality 

where found. 
Brief remarks as to 

uses, ~tc. Bal11chi. 
+ •• --·. -+- ----- --------------------

Kotor Stocksia In skirts of hills. Fuel. 
Brahuica. 

Kulkusht In river beds· or Fodder for goats ; also 
sandy soils .. eaten mixed with ata 

by poorer classes. 

Kunchito ... Hills Leaves used as a 
fomentation in cases 
of head-ache .. 

La. bU. ... In plains Fodder for camels, 
sheep and goats; 
also used. as food by 
the poorer classes in 
times of scarcity. 

Lahra ... In plains Fodder for camels, 
sheep and goats. 

Lakatiombak. . .. In Dak lands Fodder for cattle. 

::Magh~r ... Rumex 'vesicariru. In sandy plains ... When green, used as a 
vegetable, !1-nd also 
as fodder for cattle; 
The seed mixed with 
ata is made into 
bread. 

Muong 

:Mati ... 

Gymnoea.rpus de· Hills 
can drUm 

Fodder for sheep and 
goats. 

In salt land near An ever-green plant 
Kuchaki Chah which serves as 
and Padag. · fodder for camels, 

·!!heep and goats. 
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Name in 
Hri.hui and Scientific nam~. 

Baluchi. 

Locality 
where found. 

Brief remarks as to 
uses, etc. 

---t--------1------~- -----. -. --.-
Mazh 

Mungli 

l\Iuruabai ••. 

:Nadag 

In sand hills 

Orthonnopsis in- N ushki 
termedia. 

In the skirts 
mountains. 

In l'i ver beds 

:Na.l ... •.• Phragmites com- In mountruns 

An excellent fodder 
for horses and other 
animals. 

Fodder for goats. 

of Fodder for camels, 
sheep and goats; 
when .green; it is 
also eaten by the 
poorer classes. 

.,. Used as .. a drug for 
gout and rheumatism. 

mnnis. such as Ras Koh 
The reed is used for 

the stem of kukas and 
also for the flutes 
(nal) played on by 
the Baloch shep
herds. 

N arianband .. 

P&chi~1 Kah . 

PanRrband ••• Withania 
gnlans. 

Patak 

Pidali 

Everywhere 
plains. 

Hill torrents 

Coa- Hills 

In the skirts 
mountains. 

Pilgosh C1·ambe Co1·difolia. Hills. 

in Fodder for sheep, 
goat!! an<l camels. 

Fodder for camels, 
sheep and goats. 

An ev;rgreen plant. 

of A drug used to make 
cooling .. d~. and 
also by the women 
for dressing the hair. 

Fodder for sheep and 
goats .. 
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Brahui and Scientific name. Locality 
where found. 

Brief remarks as to 
uses, etc~ Baluchi. 

---------- ------------~1·---

Pimalak 

Pissi 

Pit ... . .. ' 

Pitruk .. 

Piunpullf 

Pochko 

Pogh 

Puzho 

Alli~m Rubelium Sandy plains Fodder· for camels, 
sheep and goats. 

•!I• 

Scorzo11era 
papposa. 

Matricaria 
lusiocarpa. 

· Althaea 
Ludwigii. 

Convolvulus 
microphyllus. 

Hills A' thorny tree, the 
fruit of which is 
used as a drug for 
diarrhrea .. 

Plains and fields.. Fodder for camels, 
sheep and goats. 

I~ all hills 

In Dak plain 

A fodder for sheep 
and goats ; . also 
eaten by the poorer 
classes. . 

Fodder for sheep and 
goats. . .. The flowel.' 
is used as a drug for 
fever. 

In skirts of hills.. Roots used as food ·by 
the nomads. 

In sandy plain .:: Fodderforcamels, als~ 
used. as. fuel.: .. 

In sand hills Fodder for all cattle. 

Plirchink ,.. Zizyphora In hills or. the 
sides of big 
kirezes. 

Rig hit 

!::lagdaru 

clin9podioides. 

' ... Suaeda monoiea... Found in 
· lands. 

sait Fodder . for camels, 
sheep and goats. 

.... In sandy tracts.:: Fodder for ca~els 
sheep and goats. ' 
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Name in 
Brahui and Scientific name. Locality 

where found. 
Brief remarks as to 

uses, etc. Baluchi. 

----·---------........ -...1------............... ~ 

Sareshko 

Shenalo, She
flaluk, Bl. 

Shiuz 

Shitir 

Shod 

Simstir 

Eremurus 
vehitinus. 

Alhagi 
camelorum. 

Plains ... 

Hills 

Fodder for camels, 
sheep and goats. 

.. Fodder for sheep and 
goats. 

Plains and fields.. Camel fodder. 

Hills 

Hills 

In salt soil 

... Root used for -eving 
leather. 

Roots used for washing 
clothes. 

I 

An excellent fodder 
for camels. 

Siyahgargo ... Isatis Minora. Plains Fodder for sheep and 
goats. · 

Sohrmard 

Sundum 

Tighaz 

Tarand 

Trit 

Hills 

Epilasia ammo- Skirts of hills 
phila. 

Haloxylon Am- Plllins 
moden.dron. 

do. 

Fodderfor all animals. 
Also eaten raw by 
DOinads. 

Fodder for camel 
througaouttheyear; 
aJ.8() used as fuel. 

Skirts of hills ••. Fodder for sheep, goats 
e.d camels. 

Plains Fodder for camels, 
sheep a.ni goats. 
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Nam~ in 
Brihui and Scientific name. 

Baluchi. 

I{Q!lality: . . Brief rf)marks as to 
where found. uses, etc. ___ , _____ _._ .. -----~~- ....... ...--. 

TrU.shko, PrU.- Rumex vesicarius. Hills 
shpako, Bl. 

... F<>Pder :for sheep and 
~oats. 

Tusso Skirts of hills ... The dried flowers are 
tise4 as . a. cure for 
gou~. 

Zampad ... Koelpinia ••. Plains ... Fodder for cattle. Also 
eaten by men. 

Note.-When name of a tree,· &c., in Baiuchi dif£ers frqm. that -in Br,htii, 
the former is printed in italics with, the lett.e,rs "Bl." 
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An alphabetical list of agricultural implements used in the Chagai District. 

Na.me in 
Brahui. Explanation. 

---1---------------- --------
Aragh 

·Bel 

CMrsh&kh 

Dal 

. Dalli 

Dasta 

Dusha:kh ••• 

Jugh 

Jughlu 

Kamer 

Ken 

Kodi.l 

Langar 

Las hi 

Mahla 

Mushtuk •.• 

Pik 

A sickle. 

A spade. 

Four pronged fork for winnowing. 

A wooden spade worked by two men with a rope for 
making small embankments. 

A wooden spade for winnowing grain • 

Handle of the plough. \ 

Two pronged fork. 

A yoke. 

Wedges in the yoke. 

A plough share. 

A plank harrow. 

A mattock. 

A plough. • 

A sickle. 

A wooden log used as clod crusher. 

The wooden pins placed in the " jugh '' on either 
side of the neck of an ox while ploughing. 

A wedge in the plough. 



Name in 
Brahui. 
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Explanation. 

-----;------........... -
Ra.mba ••• 

Sar shatink 

Sundh 

Shatink ... 

Tabar or tafar 

Zubank ... 

... A weeding spud. 

The shaft of a plough worked by oxen. 

A drill. Drilling~ 
. . I 

The shaft of a plough worked by camels. 

An axe. 

Shoe of the plough. 

241 

NOTE.-Dasta is Dastag, Makla, Maklag and Zubank, Zowank in :~aluchi. 

In other cases the terms in Brahui and Baluchi are the' same.· 
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An Alphabetical list of agricultural, revenue and shepherds' terms used 
in the Cba.gai District. 

Bri.hui. Baluchi. Explanation. 

Abtisi 

Ahd 

Ahdigir 

Ahingar 

Alalau 

Alor 

. ~l "'-· t.~. 

Ambi.r 

Ambirchin .•. 

Angliro or 
Angliri. 

Arbab 

Asiib 

Asiyawan 

Bigh 

Bighicha. 

Bag-ja.t 

Ba.ud 

The ripe ears of corn. 
; : ','\ 

Ahdigari .•. Wages in kind paid to artizans. 

Dab 

Village artiza1,1. See also usUikar. 

Blacksmith. See Lori. 

Weaning time. 

The refuse of the fodder after it has been left 
by the cattle. See latar . 

:.:.·. \ ' ,. 

Granary. 

Servants engaged to guard the granaries. 

Name applied to the corn when it first appears 
above the ground. 

A Superintendent appointed to look after 
tenants. 

A water mill. 

A miller. 

A garden. 

A small garden. 

A camel herd. 

A dam or embankment. 

Division of crops. 



Brahui. 

Bilim 

Biring 

Birwe 

Bog 
f,; ( 
Bogri 

Bohal 

Burruk 

Buz-gal 
.. I ' ' ' ~; 

Chhat. 

Chakul 

Chapar 
(Tspar). 

Chashma 

Chen 

CMnok 

Chher 

Chilko 

Chond 
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Baluchi. 

••. Doshag 

I G' h' ••. ec 1n 

... 1 

:::1 
Buzgalah 

. -I .... , ·: . ·_ . 

J, 

E,xplanat1on. ·- ·· --------- · 
j J1(~1:J.•11t 

A' rope with which lambs and kids are 

I 
tethered. 
!;I lid f. 

••. To milk. 
.'1: b~·;~ .. 

Sieve. 

Wheat or barley at an early stage. 
1) l!.:l h.• f;lf'.f$.':· ! f--'· . 

A piece of land given to a tenant or a mullli 
free of rent for cultivation.· ' . 
1 r'r7 t.·r Jtrfl ·: ,.~,.;-: I 

Rent paid by tenant to landlord. 
:-:i,•·') ii<l.~ V~ !'!I·~;; ~\."t••~;c,, 

Name given to green wheat. 
' ~~. , . ' . 

A-flock of goats. 

To sow seed broadcast. 

Small plot of cultivation on the hill-side. 
. . '' . ; (' ' ; J .. (:'. \~· ~ 

Used by Weighted thorny hurdle used for thres.hing 
Barach only. grain.·. , ·-~ ._ '}I.,.;;' 

... , A spring . 
; ' 

Shearing sheep and goats. 

Shearer. 
"_l( 

· Cleaning water c~an~els in spring. 
.... ~. -- . ·, ,, 

Creeping plant. 
"'[' : ''; 

Lucerne in its early stage. 
., : 
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Baluchi. Explanation. 

------ -----------------------
Chuchuk 

Chughul Gechin 

Chur .. Kaur 

Dabb 

Dachi 

Dahyak 

Dahika. 

Daloi 

Daman 

Danabandi ... 

Daskand or 
dastkand. 

Dawar 

Deru 

Dhaggi 

Dhor 

Dranzing 

Drassum 

Drosh 

Singoli 

Dahman 

Denu 

Kaur 

Dranzag 

Mud 

The second crop of zurrat which does not 
come to maturity. 

.A sieve • 

.A small hill torrent. 

Stagnant water. 

Female camel. 

Name given to the "red" wheat which is 
usually sown in the District. 

Revenue paying land. 

Sandy soil containing gravel. 

Stony land along the skirt of a hill. 

Appraisement of standing crops· for fixing 
Government demands. See also i'jara. 

Cultivation done by manual labour, as opposed 
to land prepared by the plough. 

.A sheep pen. 

A milch sheep or goat foflllerly taken by the 
Sanj"rani chief as a. tax on flocks • 

.A cow. 

.A hill torrent carrying flood water. 

To winnow. 

Goat's hair. 

A cut made by flock-owners in a goat's ear 
as a distinguishing mark. 
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Brahui. Baluchi. Explanation. 

------------.------! 

Droshi A sheep or goat set apart for sacrifice. 

Dukk&l Drought, also famine. 

Dun ... Chah A well. 

Gabb Wheat or barley crops when the ears first 

Gab-o-khoshal 

begin to form. 

Wheat or barley crops when the ears have 
(also kkoska formed, but are not yet ripe. 

kask). 

Galao-tumgh 
or mili. 

Seed of melons. 

/ 

Gar ... A disease which attacks lucerne, palezes and 
grapes. 

Garat Seed sown in dry crop lands without plough~ 
mg. 

Gardu (or gir- A pole in the centre of the threshing floor 
du). around which the bnllocks revolve. 

Gari ... ~ A skin for carrying butter. 

Gal'1lmp&n ... Gow81 Cowherd. 

Ger ... A )beep or goat pen. 

Ghandu Gbanda A handful of grain. 

Ghunj A woollen blanket used for carrying fodder 

Girik A bundle of spun wool. 
I 

Gn-vRt To thresh. 

GuRrg A small embankment. 
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Brahui. Baluchi: Explanation. 

------------------------
Gumana. 

Gwala. 

Haq·i-chungi. 

Haq·i-kasgi ... 

Haq-i·mal
kana. 

Haq-i-naib ... 
r • " 

Haq-i-naib 
kharch. 

Haq-i-thappo. 

Hashar 

Hashari 

Huch 

Huchk&s 

Ijara 

The head or trial well of a kaPe::. 

Gwalagh .. . A big woollen sack. 

Ushtur 

Ushtur 
pazhm 

A cess or octroi, levied in Nushki at the rate 
of i kasa per heap of grain. · 

i 
Wages for measuring grain. A cess levied in 

N ushki at the rate of 4 k&sas per khori or 
heap of grain consisting of not less than ona 
kharwar 0r 10 maunds in weight. 

Allowance paid to headmen for collecting 
revenue. ·-•'-

Share due to n~~'b. A cess levied in N ushki 
at one kasa per kkori exceeding 10 maunds 
in weight. 

A cess levied inN ushki by the Khan's officials 
before the tahsil was leased to British 
Government. 

Share due to official who sealed the various 
heaps of produce, payable at the rate of 1 
kiisa per khori or heap. 

A system of co-operative labour in vogue in 
the villages. 

A labourer working under the hashar system . . . 
A camel (male). 

Camel's wool. 

Appraisement of standing crops for fixing 
Government revenue. See also danabandi. 
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Bx·ahni. Baluchi. 

------------

Izak ... 

Jallak 

Jo 

Joak 

Johan "or 
Jowan. 

Kad 

Kachh 

Karab 

Karez 

.... Mw&phi 

Kharman 

Explanation. 

Revenue-free holdin~.s ... 
IL:. 

A skin used for churning milk. 

Spindle for wool. spinning. 

A water channel. 

A small irrigation channel. 

A heap of threshed crop before grain is 
separated. 

Manure. 

Survey. 
• 1 ' :: ••• £; 

Zurrat stalks. 

Underground water channel. 
c.',_' 

K&r.igar 

Khar 

Ki.rezkash ... A k~rez digger. 

Gor&nt 

Kharas Gok 

Khat kashi ... 

Khft Hit 
I k :..,_ -. p' _') 

Khosha Hoshag 

Ram. 

Bullock. 

A custom by which a man sinks· a new·lkM-ez 
on another man's land on condition of get
ting a share, generally one-half, in the 
proprietorship both of land and water. 

Green wheat or barley used as fodder. 
'r. 

Ear of corn. .(--. 
Khosha.chin ... Hoshachin .•. 4 gleaner. . . 

• ..4 ,I.LJI. :.S. !)t'lV 1... t1fltl 

Khtin Place in a house or tent set apart for bullocks 
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. 
Brahui. Baluchi. Explanation. 

---------- ----------------------
Khurrum ... Grain pits. 

Khushkiwa ... Khushkiwag Cultivation on dry crop areas. 

Khwizdar ... Wazd&r 

Kishir 

Kot or Khori. 

KUJ.i 

Kur 

Kurdah 

Kurdahbast .. 

Labh 

Lai 

Laigir 

Ramag 

Drio 

Land owner~ 

CultiYation. 

Small heaps of grain made at the time of 
batai. 

Earthen receptacles for storing grain. 

A flock. 

Small plot o! land. 

Embanked fields on irrigated land. 

Harvest. 

Wages paid to reapers. 

Reapers. 

Langir kan- Langi.r ka- Ploughing. 
ning. nag. 

La tar 

Lath 

Lath band 
bazgar. 

Lori 

... Dab The refuse of the fodder left by cattle. See 
alar. 

Embankment. 

A tenant who acquires occupancy right by 
constructing embankments in dry crop 
areas. 

Blacksmith. See ahingar. 
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APPENDIX V-{contd.) 

Bra hut Baluchi. Explanation. 

---------------
Lor 

Mahbatta 

Mahlau 

Malik 

Maliki 

Maliya 

Mattio dagh
at·. 

Mazu 

Melh 

Milk 

Minjir 

Miris 

Mora 

Nam 

Nambur 

Nawar 

Ghain 

Pas 

Mirat 

sura 

A sheaf of corn. 

An enclosed field close to a village. 

Crop sown at the proper season. 

A village headman. Also name given. to a 
. village official appointed by t.he villagers to 
superintend the division: of water and tho 
maintenance of water channels. 

Remuneration paid to village headman for 
collecting · Government demands, 1 , usually 
5 per cent. See also Haq-i-Malik6.na. 

Government revenue demand. 

Soil which contains silt or matt. 

A wooden aqueduct. See also tarnawa. 

Sheep. 

Property in land . 

.A. heap of bhttsa plastered over with a coating 
of mud.· 

Ancestral_land. 

Bundle of dry lucerne. 

First watering before the land i~ ploughed. 

Tunnel connecting wells of a kark. 

A pool or "lake formed by collection of rain 
water. 
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Brahui. 

Nihal 

Nokap 

Pachalau 

Palal 

Palali. 

Palez 

Parghat ... 
Patt ••• 

Patwari 

Paurmal 

Pazhguati 

Pug ••• 

Pui ... 

Pujen 

Reko 

Rofna 

Saf ... 

Sarband 

Sargalah 

CHAGAI. 

APPENDIX V-(wntrl.) 

Baluchi. Explanation. 

Y Qung trees: 

A flood. 

Crop sown late. 

Wheat or barley stubble. 

Land cleared of its crop. 

Generic term for cucurbitaceous crops. 

Second threshing as distinguished from gowat. 

Soft white soil. 

Village accountant. 

Guatmal ••. Ears of wheat withered by wind. 

Kirmi 

Branng 

Chaff. 

Chopped straw (bJ,usa). 

Affected by pu insects. 

To clear land of shrubs etc. 

Sandy soil. 

Open karez channel. 

Crop of wheat or barley when the ears of corn 
have appeared. 

Wells of a kJriz, the tops of which are covered. 

The best fed camel, sheep or goat in a. herd 
or flock. 



Br&hui. 

Sauzba.rg . 
Sauzwin 

Seb · 

ShAgirdana ... 

Sharlko-dag
h&ror jam
nadaghir. 

Shira. 

Shom. 

Shomprosh ... 

Shwin 

Siahip 

Simaz 
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fJH.AG.AI. 

A.PPE1fl)IX V-.-(oonti.) 

. Baluchi. 

Sabzw41J· 

Explanation . 

A quantity· of grain given annually. by each 
family to the village mulli.. 

The autumn crop, 
... A crop watcher. 

Spu.nwooL 

Share paid to D1~er's agent foJ.I grindilt~ com. 
Shorik:iga. U ndivi(!.ed or co:q1mon land. 
dagh&r. 

Half formed grafn. 

Fil-st ploughin~ after harvest. 

First watering o£ a crop. 

A shepherd. 

Perennial w~ter. 

A rope for drawipg water .ou~ Qf thtl we}IIJ. 

Sol'ag daghar Sorai daghar. Salt land. · 

Surkhi 

Slirsat f~'! 

Ta.l8p 

Tarnawa. 

Taruk ... 
Mazu 

Rust. 

Supplies oollecte~ for Governmt>nt purpos~s.

A tank or pool in which ki.riz water is 
collected. 

Wooden aqueduct. See mcizu. 

Unripe melon. 
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APPENDIX V-(contd.) 

Brahui. . Baluchi. Explanation. 

-----1------------ ---
Thapodar 

Tinri 

Trangar 

Tuk: .... 

Tumgh 

Tungshan 

Ustak&r 

Wal 

zagh 

Zah ••• 

Zank 

Zapan 

Zarkharido 
daghar 

Zik ••• 

Zoba. 

A Government official who watches the crops 
at the time of harvest. 

. Cattle tax. · . 

A net for carrying bhusa. 

The contributions paid to a. mulla, saiad or 
shrine. . 

Seed. 

The spring crop. 

·Village artizan. See also ahdigir. 

Melon plants ; any creeping plants. 

A heap of grain when it has been cleaned. 

Guarag .. A flock of lambs and kids. 

Lambing season. 

A shepherd who tends young kids. 

Zarkharya. Land acquired by purchase. 
dagh&r. 

A skin for storing ghi. 

The 11hepherds wages given in kind. 

Nou.-Where the Baluchi name is not given, the word is the same. 
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